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A wavelet perspective on perceptual color correction of digital
images
Edoardo Provenzi
Dip. di Tecnologie dell'Informazione, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain, edoardo.provenzi@upf.edu

1. Introduction
Digital images can present poor contrast, globally or locally, due to many factors:
wrong camera exposition or aperture settings, back-light conditions, high dynamic
range of the scene, and so on. Contrast enhancement can help improving detail
visibility and, in general, the overall look of the image. When we deal with color
images, the issue of contrast enhancement is quite complex because artifact and
unnatural colors can appear after the contrast modification.
Since humans are capable of a high-quality color vision, it is quite natural to design
algorithms that try to mimic the Human Visual System (HVS) features in order to
reach an efficient enhancement. The algorithms built in this way are usually called
perceptually-inspired and their use can be found in research fields as computational
photography, image quality, interior design and robotic vision to cite but a few.
In this paper we analyze the problem of perceptual contrast enhancement with
variational techniques from the point of view of wavelet theory. For this purpose we
propose a functional of detail coefficients whose minimization induces a local and
multiscale improvement of contrast. We will show that the Euler-Lagrange
equations of the functional are implicit non-linear equations which enhance the
wavelet detail coefficients of the image. By using Newton's method those equations
can be quickly solved, ensuring a global computational complexity of O(N).
Moreover, the sparsity of the wavelet representation allows the algorithm to be fast.
For the sake of clarity, it is worthwhile to introduce here the notation that we are
going to use throughout the paper. Given a discrete RGB image, we will denote by
its spatial domain and by x=(x1,x2) and y=(y1,y2) the coordinates of two arbitrary
. We will always consider a normalized dynamic range in [0,1], so that a
pixels in
color image function will be I:
[0,1]3, I(x)=(IR(x),IG(x),IB(x)), where Ik(x) is
the intensity level of the pixel x in the chromatic channel k in the set {R,G,B}. We
stress that every computation will be performed on the scalar components of the
image, thus treating independently each chromatic component as in Retinex-like
algorithms [1]. Therefore, we will avoid the subscript k and write simply I(x) to
denote the intensity of the pixel x in a given chromatic channel.
2. A perceptual contrast functional in the wavelet domain
In this section we shall motivate our choice for the contrast functional to be
minimized in order to obtain a perceptually-inspired contrast enhancement in the
wavelet domain.
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In [2], the authors proved that there exists only a type of contrast functional that
comply with a set of basic phenomenological HVS properties: color constancy, i.e.
the ability to perceive colors as (almost) the same independently on the illumination
conditions, locality of contrast enhancement, exhibited by well-known phenomena
as e.g. Mach bands or simultaneous contrast, and Weber-Fechner's law of contrast
perception, i.e. the logarithmic response of the HVS to changes of spot light
intensity. This functional is the following:

Cw !I " = ## w! x, y "

min!I ! x ", I ! y ""
max!I !x ", I ! y ""

where w is a weight function that induces locality. The full details about why this
functional complies with the basic HVS features listed above can be found in the
quoted paper, here we briefly report why the minimization of Cw induces contrast
enhancement and how it is related to color constancy. Regarding contrast
enhancement, observe that the function c!I ! x ", I ! y "" =

min!I !x ", I ! y ""
is
max!I ! x ", I ! y ""

minimized when the minimum intensity value decreases and the maximum
increases, which of course corresponds to a contrast intensification. The relation
with color constancy comes from the observation that c is a homogeneous function

of degree zero, i.e. c! !I ! x ", !I ! y "" = c!I ! x ", I ! y "" for all ! $ 0 ; in image

formation models ! is interpreted as the “color temperature” of the light source that
illuminates a scene, thus the homogeneity property implies that the functional Cw is
able to automatically discard the color cast induced by a global illuminant,
coherently with the HVS property of color constancy.
In this framework the function c plays the role of basic perceptual contrast variable,
a concept that interested also E. Peli in [3]. Peli generalized the pioneering work of
Hess et al. [4] and studied the perceptual contrast through a multiscale approach in
which, at each given scale j, he defined the perceptual contrast of x with respect to a
neighborhood U(x) as a ratio, precisely

c Peli
j,U ! x " =

g j % I !x "
h j % I !x "

where g and h are a band-pass and a low-pass filter, respectively, of a filter bank
with support in U(x) and * denotes the convolution. The details on the
considerations that led Peli to this definition can be found in the above quoted paper.
We are now going to show that the similarity between the two approaches to
perceptual contrast just described becomes even stronger if we recast the variational
framework of [2] into the wavelet domain.
For this purpose, let us start recalling that, following the classical reference book of
Mallat [5], an orthogonal wavelet multi-resolution analysis of an image between two
scales 2L and 2J, L<J, is given by three sets of detail coefficients {dHj,k,dVj,k,dDj,k},
where k runs over
and j=L,...,J, which correspond to the horizontal, vertical and
12

diagonal detail coefficients, respectively, completed by aJ,k , the approximation
coefficients at the coarser scale. If the image is in color, then each chromatic
channel has its own set of detail and approximation coefficients. The set {aJ,k} gives
a coarse description of the image at the scale J and it is obtained by convolution
between the image and a low pass filter. The set {dHj,k,dVj,k,dDj,k} is obtained by
convolution between the image and a spatially localized band pass filter, so that it
gives a measure of local contrast in the image at the scale 2j.
Our proposal for a perceptual contrast functional in the wavelet domain is

C p ,a !d j,k "= # p j
j
j,k

a j,k
d j,k

,

where pj are positive coefficients that permits to modulate the strength of contrast
enhancement. This definition makes sense if the detail coefficients are different from
zero, for this reason we fix a threshold Tj>0 for each scale and consider only those
dj,k satisfying |dj,k|>Tj; the other coefficients will be left unchanged. Thanks to the

! " is intrinsically

locality of the wavelet representation, the functional C p j ,a j,k d j,k

local and does not need the introduction of any further weighting function, which it
is instead essential in the spatial variational framework to localize the computation.
If we keep the approximation coefficients fixed and let the other free to vary, then
the minimization of

a j,k
d j,k

corresponds to the intensification of the detail coefficients

and thus of local contrast. Observe also that here the basic contrast variable is

a j,k
d j,k

,

which is still a homogeneous function of degree 0 as in the variational framework
recalled above and that, at the same time, it is in line with the multiscale contrast
interpretation of Peli, since the coefficients a j,k and d j,k come from low and band
pass filters, respectively.
We cannot determine the enhanced detail coefficients solely by minimizing the

! "

functional C p j ,a j,k d j,k

because that could lead to an uncontrollable over-

enhancement of contrast, thus we have to introduce a dispersion control term,

D

d 0j,k

!d " , that balances the effect of C
j,k

pj

,a j,k !d j,k " with a conservative action
0

that tends to maintain the detail coefficients to their original values d j,k . In [2] it
has been proven that a suitable choice for the dispersion term to preserve
dimensional coherence when the contrast is a homogeneous functional of degree 0 is
the entropic dispersion, which in the present problem can be written as:
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+

D

d 0j,k

!d "= # )d
)
j,k

*

0
j,k

2 d 0j,k
log0
0d
1 j,k

(
/
- , d 0j,k , d j,k &.
&'
.

!

"

We then define the wavelet-based perceptually-inspired contrast-enhancement
energy as the sum of the two previous functionals, i.e.

E

pj

,a j,k ,d 0j,k

!d "= C
j,k

pj

,a j,k !d j,k "+ Dd 0 !d j,k ".
j,k

By setting to zero the first variation of this energy we find its Euler-Lagrange
equations, as we show in the following proposition. Its proof is postponed to the
Appendix for the sake of a better readability of the paper.
Proposition: The minimization of

E

pj

,a j,k ,d 0j,k

!d " gives rise to the following
j,k

Euler-Lagrange equations for the detail coefficients:

"E
pj

,a j,k ,d 0j,k

!d "= 0 implies d
j,k

j,k

= d 0j,k + p j

a j,k
d j,k

.

(1)

We can now summarize the steps of the variational wavelet-based algorithm for
perceptual contrast enhancement as follows:
1. Consider the three chromatic components of an image1 and use the discrete
wavelet transform to obtain a multiresolution analysis of each component
over a certain number of scales;
2. Compute, for each scale, the new detail coefficients (horizontal, vertical
and diagonal) as prescribed by eq. (1) and substitute the original with these
new ones;
3. Apply the inverse wavelet transform to obtain the filtered image.
4. In addition to these steps, we operate a linear stretching of the coarser
approximation coefficients a J,k in order to maximize the dynamic range
reproduced.
The wavelet algorithm previously described has computational complexity O(N),
and we implemented it in MATLAB using the “wavelet toolbox”.
Besides the direct and inverse wavelet transformations, the operation that requires
more time is the iterative computation of the enhanced detail coefficients, i.e. the
resolution of the implicit equation (1). An efficient way to do that is using Newton's
0

method [6], initialized with the original values d j,k . Our algorithm stops when the
relative error between two subsequent iterations is smaller than 10-3 and typically
convergence is reached in just two, or at maximum three, iterations. Thanks to the
quadratic convergence of Newton's algorithm and to the low computational cost of
the discrete wavelet transform, the wavelet algorithm is considerably faster than the
1
:Process color images by performing operations separately on the three
chromatic channels is common in all Retinex-like algorithms.
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spatial variational algorithm of [2]. To have an idea about the speed up, we report
that it took only 4.98 seconds with the MATLAB code to filter a quite large image
of dimension 922x691 over five scales, while it took 391.35 seconds to filter it with
the C++ implementation of the algorithm presented in [2] on the same computer. We
also stress that MATLAB is an interpreted language, so that an optimized code for
graphic card can further speed up the wavelet algorithm in order to reach real-time
performances.
In the next section we shall discuss the effect of parameters on the wavelet algorithm
and its performances on natural images.

3. Tests
Let us consider the under/over-exposed and color cast affected images of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 - Images on the left: Originals. Images on the right: enhanced versions after the wavelet algorithm.

It can be seen that the wavelet algorithm helps improving the details in the originally
underexposed and overexposed areas, and removes the pink color cast in the `Lena'
image. The filtering parameters are the following: the mother wavelet is the
Daubechies wavelet with two vanishing moments, the computation is performed
over the maximum number of scales allowed for each image pj = 0.5, and

Tj =

maxk 3d j,k 4
.
10

Let us discuss the role of the parameters in separated subsections.
3.1 The Threshold Parameter Tj

In the computational algorithm we have set the threshold parameter to be

Tj =

maxk d j,k !
K

where K>1. Of course if we select K approximately equal to 1,

then we deal only with the largest detail coefficients, while if we set K>>1 we
introduce in the computation also the smaller ones. Our tests have shown that an
optimal value for K is 10 for every scale, in fact, selecting values of K bigger then
10 the algorithm does not introduce significant improvement in detail rendition but it
may have the unwanted effect to intensify the noise corresponding to small detail
coefficients. Thus, we have set once and for all T j =

maxk d j,k !
. for all the
10

scales, which means that we only deal with the detail coefficients that lie in the same
decimal order of magnitude of the biggest ones.
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3.2 The Number of Scales

The number of scales J-L that can be used depends on the image dimension and the
width of the mother wavelet support. Our tests have shown that the best contrast
enhancement performances of the wavelet algorithm in terms of detail rendition and
elimination of color cast corresponds to the highest number of scales allowed. The
maximum number of meaningful scales can be automatically computed with the
command “wmaxlev” in the MATLAB wavelet toolbox.
3.3 The Contrast Enhancement Coefficients pj

From eq. (1) it follows that, if we increase the value of the coefficients pj, the effect
of contrast enhancement becomes more intense. However, if we increase them too
much, contrast can be over-enhanced, resulting in unpleasant images with
unnaturally high contrast. In general, setting pj=0.5 corresponds to overall good
performances of the wavelet algorithm, thus 0.5 can be considered as a “reference
value” for the coefficients pj. However, since their setting is very intuitive, they can
also be easily tuned around this reference value by a user that may want more or less
contrast enhancement.
3.4 The mother wavelet

Different mother wavelets have, in general, different support and symmetry
properties (for an extensive discussion about mother wavelet properties, the
interested reader is referred to chapter 7 of the standard book [7], moreover,
MATLAB provides information about symmetry, size of the support and number of
vanishing moments of every wavelet family with the command “waveinfo”). As a
consequence, different mother wavelets induce different local contrast enhancement.
How to properly choose the family of wavelet is still an open problem that we would
like to address in the future.
5 Conclusions
We have proposed a variational model of perceptually-inspired contrast
enhancement of color images based on the wavelet representation. The wavelet
framework underlines the similarities between the interpretation of perceptual
contrast given by [2] and by [3]. The new definition of perceptual contrast in the
wavelet domain proposed here permits to construct a fast algorithm that can be used
to intensify contrast in color images without introducing artifacts or unnatural
colors.
The wavelet algorithm is intrinsically local and has computational complexity O(N),
and it can be parallelized in order to achieve real-time performances on dedicated
hardware even for large images, thus it could be also used to efficiently process
video sequences (e.g. to reduce flickering or remove color cast due to film ageing).
This improvement with respect to the variational algorithm presented in [2] is
provided by the sparsity of the wavelet representation and by quadratic convergence
17

of the Newton algorithm, which is used to solve the implicit equations that give the
enhanced detail coefficients.
Tests about the wavelet-based algorithm shows that it is able to enhance both under
and over exposed images and to remove color cast, as the spatial variational method
of [2].
The wavelet framework points out new issues whose discussion is beyond the scope
of this paper, but that we consider interesting for future investigation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the relation between the intrinsic features of the mother wavelet,
i.e. shape, support width and symmetry, and the color normalization
abilities of the wavelet algorithm?
Can we devise an analogue model by suitably apply the windowed Fourier
transform to the spatial variational algorithm presented in [2]? If so, how
does that model relates to the one described in this paper?
Which is the optimal selection of the coefficients pj for contrast
enhancement?
Can neuroscience models of vision provide insights to properly choose the
mother wavelet and the coefficients pj or to guide towards a more complete
model?
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Illuminant Estimation and Correction for Digital Photography
Simone Bianco, Raimondo Schettini
DISCo - Dipartimento di Informatica, Sistemistica e Comunicazione,
Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca
simone.bianco@disco.unimib.it, schettini@disco.unimib.it

1. Abstract
Computational color constancy aims to estimate the actual color in an acquired
scene disregarding its illuminant. Many illuminant estimation solutions have been
proposed in the last few years, although it is known that the problem addressed is
actually ill-posed as its solution lacks uniqueness and stability. To cope with this
problem, different solutions usually exploit some assumptions about the statistical
properties of the expected illuminants and/or of the object reflectances in the scene.
In this paper we briefly review state of the art methods and illustrate our recent
research on classification-based color constancy, where automatically extracted
features are used to drive the selection and combination of the best algorithm(s) for
each image. We describe how the problem of illuminant estimation and correction is
deeply intertwined with the one of color space transformation. Finally, we also
highlight research trends in these fields.
2. Introduction
White balance is the process of removing unrealistic color casts from digital images,
mostly due to the acquisition conditions. From a computational perspective,
automatic white balance is a two-stage process: the illuminant is estimated, and the
image colors are then corrected on the basis of this estimate. The correction
generates a new image of the scene as if it were taken under a known, canonical
illuminant (see for example Fig. 1 –). A generic image acquired by a digital camera is
mainly characterized by three physical factors: the illuminant spectral power
distribution I ( ) , the surface spectral reflectance S ( ) and the spectral
sensitivities C( ) of the sensor. Using this notation, the sensor responses at the
spatial point with coordinates ( x, y ) can be then described as:

( x, y ) " ! I ( ) S ( x, y, )C( )d

(1)

#

where # is the wavelength range of the visible spectrum, and C( ) are threecomponent vectors. Since the three spectral sensitivities of the sensor C( ) are
usually respectively more sensitive to low, medium and high wavelengths, the threecomponent vector of the sensor response " ( $1 , $ 2 , $3 ) is also referred to as the
sensor or camera raw RGB " ( R, G, B) triplet. Assuming that the color I of the
illuminant in the scene observed by the camera only depends on the illuminant
spectral power distribution I ( ) and on the spectral sensitivities C( ) of the
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sensor, automatic white balance is equivalent to the estimation of I by:

I " ! I ( )C( )d

(2)

#

given only the sensor responses ( x, y ) across the image. This is an underdetermined problem and therefore can not be solved without further assumptions
and/or knowledge, such as some information about the camera being used, and/or
assumptions about the statistical properties of the expected illuminants and surface
reflectances. The estimation of the color of the illuminant could be performed if an
achromatic patch is present in the image. This is because the spectral reflectance
S ( ) of an achromatic surface is approximately constant over a wide range of
wavelengths, and thus the sensor response is proportional to I , i.e. the RGB of
the achromatic patch is proportional to that of the incident light. To reduce the
dimensionality of the problem, one common method is to not estimate the whole
triplet of the illuminant color, but a 2D projection of it in a chromaticity space. In
fact, it is more important to estimate the chromatic components of the scene than its
overall intensity.
The color correction is usually based on a diagonal model of illumination change
derived from the Von Kries hypothesis. This model assumes that two acquisitions of
the same scene with the same imaging device but under different illuminants are
related by an independent gain regulation of the three imaging channels [1][2]. A
diagonal model is generally a good approximation of change in illumination, as
shown by Finlayson et al.[2].
The colors in a scene, acquired under an unknown illuminant U can be transformed
as they were taken under the chosen canonical illuminant C by:
C
U
* R'' * R / R
(G '% " (
( % (
() B'%& ()

G /G
C

U

'*R'
%( % ,
% (G %
C
U%
B / B & () B %&

(3)

where RGB " ( R, G , B ) is a color in the image acquired under the unknown
illuminant, RGB' " ( R' , G ' , B' ) is the color in the corrected image,
RGBU " +RU , GU , BU , are the sensor responses of a camera to a reference white under
the unknown illuminant and RGBC " +R C , G C , B C , are the corresponding responses
under the canonical illuminant. Supposing RGB C is known, to obtain the color
correction matrix, we have to estimate the illuminant color RGBU . To this aim
several algorithms exist in literature, each with different assumptions [3]-[11]. To
improve the illuminant estimation, Schaefer et al. [12] introduced a combined
physical and statistical color constancy algorithm that integrates the statistics-based
Color by Correlation method with a physics-based technique, based on the
dichromatic reflectance model, using a weighted combination of their likelihoods for
a given illumination set and taking the maximum likelihood entry. Cardei and Funt
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[13] obtained good illuminant estimation by combining the results of gray world,
white patch and neural net methods, considering both linear and non-linear
committee methods. We have investigated the idea of not relying on a single white
estimation method, but instead of considering a consensus decision that takes into
account the compendium of the responses of several algorithms. To overcome the
limitation deriving from the estimation of the illuminant color using the response of
a single algorithm, methods that rely on the consensus of a set of different
algorithms have been proposed [13][14]. The underlying idea is that algorithms that
give similar illuminant color estimations have to be trusted more than algorithms
that give estimates that are far from the others, and thus the latter ones have to be
automatically discarded. A different kind of algorithms proposed in the last few
years belongs to the class of classification-based color constancy. The key idea is to
exploit automatically extracted information about the content of the images and
intrinsic, low level properties of the images.
3. Classification-based Color Constancy
We have recently proposed three different strategies of color constancy algorithm
selection: a class-based (CB) [15] and a feature-based (FB) [16], and face-based
(FcB) approach [17].
3.1. Class-based Color Constancy

The class-based (CB) algorithm adopts a classification step to assign each image to
either the indoor or to the outdoor class (see Fig. 2). The classifier is trained on low
level features automatically extracted from the images (see [15] for a detailed
description). Two different AWB algorithms have been used for the two possible
classes in which the image considered can be classified: on the basis of the
classification result, only the corresponding AWB algorithm selected has been
applied. The algorithms for the indoor and for the outdoor class are selected from
the one listed in [15], evaluating them on an independent training set.
3.2. Feature-based Color Constancy

The feature-based (FB) algorithm is based on five independent AWB algorithms and
a classification step that automatically selects which AWB algorithm to use for each
image (see Fig. 3). The classifier is trained on low level features automatically
extracted from the images (see [16] for a detailed description). The features on
which the classification-based color constancy methods rely for the image
representation can be divided into two groups: general purpose and specifically
designed features. The use of low level features for the automatic selection and
combination of the best color constancy algorithm (or combination of multiple
algorithms) permitted to outperform existing state of the art algorithms on a widely
used benchmark dataset [15],16]. The class-based and the feature-based color
constancy algorithms can be thought as exploiting respectively high-level and lowlevel features: the CB works on the output of a scene classifier, more precisely an
indoor/outdoor classifier; the FB works directly on the low-level features extracted
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from the image. The use of medium-level features has also been investigated
[18][19]: they are used in region-based color constancy algorithms which are able to
automatically select (and/or blend) among different color corrections, including a
conservative do nothing strategy.
3.3. Face-based Color Constancy

Memory colors could be used as hints to give a more accurate estimate of the
illuminant color in the scene. For example, Moreno et al. [20] obtained memory
colors for three different objects (grass, snow and sky) using psychophysical
experiments. They then used a supervised image segmentation method to detect
memory color objects and exploit them to color correct the image using a weighted
Von Kries formula. A different approach has been used in [17] where a face detector
was used to find faces in the scene, and the corresponding skin colors were used to
estimate the chromaticity of the illuminant. The method was based on two
observations: first, skin colors tend to form a cluster in the color space, making it a
cue to estimate the illuminant in the scene; second, many photographic images are
portraits or contain people. An extension of this idea could be to use “memory
objects” in the scene for color constancy. If we are able to automatically recognize
objects and logos that have intrinsic colors, we can use them for color constancy.
The performances of the proposed color constancy algorithms are very good and
they are fully detailed in [14]-[17]. The performance measure adopted is the median
angular error between the estimated and measured illuminant. The datasets used are
standard and widely for benchmarking algorithms as they are with ground truth
illuminant measurements [32].
4. Color Space Transformation
The second stage of the color correction pipeline is the device chromatic response
characterization and transforms the image data into a standard RGB color space (e.g.
sRGB, ITU-R BT.709). This transformation, usually called color matrixing, is
needed because the spectral sensitivity functions of the sensor color channels rarely
match those of the desired output color space. Typically this transformation is a 3by-3 matrix with 9 variables to be optimally determined, and both algebraic [21] and
optimization-based methods [22] exist to find it. The typical color correction
pipeline can be thus described as follows:
4 * a11
*R'
(G % " 2 . (a
2 ( 21
( %
2
)( B &% out 3 () a31

a12
a22
a32

a13 ' *rawb
a23 %% (( 0
a33 &% )( 0

0
g awb
0

-

0 '*R' 1
/ ,
0 %% ((G %% /
/
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where RGBin are the camera raw RGB values, . is an exposure compensation
common gain, the diagonal matrix diag ( rawb , g awb , b awb ) is the channel-independent
gain
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matrix

a(i , j ) ,

2
(i, j ) " 51,2,36 " 51,2,367 51,2,36 is the color space conversion transform from the device-

dependent RGB to the sRGB color space, - is the gamma correction defined for the
sRGB color space (where for abuse of notation it is intended to be applied
component-wise), and RGB out are the output sRGB values. Usually the color matrix
transform is optimized for a single illuminant and is applied as it is for all the
illuminants that can occur. This could lead to high colorimetric accuracy if the
occurring illuminant is the one for which the matrix has been derived (assuming that
it is correctly compensated by the AWB module), and low colorimetric accuracy for
different illuminants. In [23] we have shown how to compute a combined matrix for
different classes of commonly occurring illuminants. If only a-priori probability
distribution about the illuminant occurrences is known, the best color matrix can be
found offline and applied as it is for all the shots; if the AWB is able to give a
probability distribution about the illuminant in the scene (as color-by-correlation [9]
does), an adaptive optimal matrix transform could be found for each shot. Starting
from the observation that the illuminant estimation is not error free and being an illposed problem [14] a perfect algorithm does not exist, color correction matrices, in
addition to color space conversion, can incorporate information about the illuminant
estimation process in order to compensate for its possible errors [23] (see for
example Fig. 4).
5. Conclusions and Future Works
Once the scene illuminant has been estimated the scene is usually corrected in the
RGB device dependent color space using the diagonal Von Kries model [2]. Several
studies have investigated the use of different color spaces for the illuminant
correction [24],[25][26] as well as non-diagonal models [26]. A different approach
could be to use chromatic adaptation transforms (CATs) [27] to correct the scene
illuminant. CATs are used in color science and color imaging to model illumination
change given the source and target illuminants. Since in computational color
constancy the source illuminant is unknown, the development of more accurate color
constancy algorithms will allow to use more performing CATs [28]. A different
strategy for improving the reliability of color constancy algorithms is to increase the
quantity of information available for the color constancy by taking two pictures of
each scene [29]: the first is taken as normal, while a specially chosen colored filter is
placed in front of the camera when capturing the second image. The filter is chosen
so that the combined image makes color constancy, or white point estimation easier
to solve. The availability of more color information available could be also used to
increase the colorimetric accuracy of the device [30] or even for a spectral
reconstruction of the scene [31]. The recent development of 3D cameras will surely
boost these approaches.
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Fig. 1 – The two stages of the automatic white balance: the illuminant is estimated, and the image colors are then
corrected on the basis of this estimate. The correction generates a new image of the scene as if it were taken under
a known, canonical illuminant

Fig. 2 – Pipeline of the Class-based color constancy.
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Fig. 3 – Pipeline of the Feature-based color constancy

Fig. 4 – Computation of color correction matrices which, in addition to color space conversion can incorporate
information about the illuminant estimation process in order to compensate for its possible errors.
[33]
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Moving Picture Colour Science: the maths behind Colour LUTs,
ACES and film ‘Looks’
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1. Introduction
One of the biggest colour-related problems for cinematographers and for the whole
post-production chain, up to and including CGI artists, is preserving the same “look”
for the video content and be able to consistently reproduce that, no matter either
what sort of camera or computer generated it (as input), or what medium is there for
the end-user to watch and enjoy the content (as output). Be it a dark digital, 35mm
or IMAX theatre room, a home TV setting, a laptop with Internet streaming in a
day-lit room, etc., the cinematographer needs its artistic interpretation of the light to
be channelled in a devices-independent way – so the colour scientists call it.
In the latest years many proprietary/commercial tools and workflow proposal
emerged, each driven by a specific need (e.g. on-set grading, Digital Cinema
mastering, webTVs, etc.) and by specific manufacturers. This results in the
proliferation of many different formats and a few, or even almost none, standards.
After reviewing two contemporary colour-management techniques for the digital
imaging within the moving picture industry (Color LUTs and ACES) some
mathematical methods to extract colour-correction related information by the above
techniques is outlined, as valid methodology to support the analysis and synthesis of
digital ‘looks’, both on-set (production) and along the Digital Intermediate (DI, postproduction) phase.
2. The tradition: Colour Look-Up Tables
Traditionally, overall colour operations on images and video within the postproduction industry, particularly for the DI process, are carried out via Colour LookUp Tables (CLUTs) — explicit mappings between a sample of input codevalues into
output codevalues (which may or may not act between the same colour space), [1]:
for this reason a CLUT can be also used to approximate continuum formulae as those
for mapping a colour space into another (e.g. from a RGB one to CIE XYZ, cfr. Fig.
2c). A type of CLUT approximates the mapping channel by channel (therefore called
1D-LUT, or colour curve in different contexts); another type acts as a full orthogonal
sampling of input colours; the latter —because it usually maps between 3-channels
colour spaces— is specifically called a 3D-LUT whereas, mathematically, it is a
discrete n-dimensional vector field L(s), where s ! is the input colour codevalue of
the source m-channel gamut ! "IRm (cfr. Fig. 2, where m=n=3).
The reason why the CLUT implementation is so widely used is manifold: first of all,
given the appropriate density of input colours (17×17×17 samples in Fig. 2), it can
represent any nonlinearity in the colour transform (accounting from the most
complex primary colour correction, up to a 35mm film’s dye cross-talk, as is the
case for 3D-LUTs), cfr. [2]. Secondly it is implemented via simple (and usually
linear) interpolations on the other non-sampled colours, fairly scaling with LUT size,
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and has therefore a smaller footprint in terms of CPU power and memory size needed
to “run” the algorithm, than applying a more complex mathematical formulæ.
Third, a LUT can hardly be interpreted but by specific software able to read its
encoding (there are many CLUT formats out there) and but on the specific picture(s)
it was intended for: quite a closed-box ingredient for the motion-picture recipes —
which may well have been advantageous in the past, but is now mostly a downside,
when cinematographers, colourists and VFX artists really need to transfer colour
corrections from the on-set pre-grading sessions throughout the whole postproduction pipeline, up to the theatre room. Moreover, lots of workflows with so
different and “undisciplined” uses of CLUTs —be it either for technical and creative
intents— such that no generalized use can be made of a CLUT as long it is tailored
for a specific project. It is hard to ‘invert’ the mathematical operations baked into
(i.e. to “reverse-engineer”) a CLUT, especially for post/VFX labs which do not
enforce a thorough colour management across their pipelines. That is even worsened
when materials from different sources (camera makes, film emulsions, CGI
rendering, …) have got to be edited together to get the same “look” (cfr. Chapter 5).
3. The American Motion Picture Academy of Sciences’ proposal: ACES
One exception is the Academy Color Encoding System (ACES) proposed by the
American Motion Picture Academy of Sciences (AMPAS) and previously known as
Image Interchange Framework (IIF), [3].

Fig. 1 – Sketch of the ACES paradigm: the original scene is either captured by a real camera or generated in CGI.
Whatever the source, the corresponding IDT converts the codevalues into the ACES RGB colour space (except for the
“ideal” RICD, which already produces ACES pictures). Using RRT and ODT the pictures can then be transferred to any
output device, like monitors (with any technologies), projectors, TVs, or simply video files with their own colorimetry.

The intent of the ACES workflow is to both provide a scientific framework which
colorimetric operations can be easily and unambiguously defined in and operated
upon (e.g. the ACES RGB colour space, cfr. [3] and next chapter), as well as a set of
standard practices to be followed during any image production workflow/pipeline:
from either image capture by digital camera, 35mm photochemical film scans, or the
computer rendering of a completely artificial image (CGI), to pre-visualizing on a
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generic monitor/projector, up to generating the finished product (master video,
Digital Cinema Package, web-TV or second-screen clip, etc.).
As for the colour mapping operations (“colour space conversions” and “gamut
mappings” for the scientific intent, or “colour corrections” for the creative one, [1]),
a procedural, C-like language is provided accordingly, called Color Transformation
Language (CDL), which is the one most of the colorimetric operations in the ACES
workflow are described in. Despite the implementation of the language is not
specified (and can thus be adapted to future technologies and software tools), its
underlying atoms are mathematical functions as available in any standard library, as
well as common SIMD operations to emulate for matrix and dot products (used, for
example, for the 3×3 matrix multiplication common to many linear gamut maps).
4. The ACES Workflow
ACES proposes a centralized colour-management paradigm whose scope is the
whole colour pipeline where the image is evaluated according to its colorimetric
digital representation. Please refer to Fig. 1 for a schematic throughout this Chapter.
Within this pipeline the image is considered as virtually captured by a Reference
Input Capture Device (RICD), which is a idealized digital ‘camera’ recording in a
RGB colour space with specific continuum and discrete parameters (primaries,
white point, bit depth, etc.), [4]. In particular, the ACES RGB primaries as CIE xy
chromaticities are (.73470, .26530) for Red, (0., 1.) for Green and (.00010, .0770)
for Blue (cfr. Fig. 2), with physical blackpoint at CIE XYZ triple 03 and whitepoint at
(0.95265, 1., 1.00883), which corresponds to the so-called ‘ACES illuminant’. This
ensures, by the way, that a normally-exposed 18% grey card as acquired by a RICD
corresponds to the RGB triple (.18,. 18, .18) in the ACES RGB colour space — cfr. [3].
Another important aspect of the ACES RGB colour space is that the values represented
mean relative exposures to the one captured from a perfect reflecting diffuser: in
order to pull back to absolute (physical) exposure values, one has to consider other
metadata (e.g. for a capture camera, sensitivity and exposure time/aperture).
The colour space’s digital encoding is still under consideration by the AMPAS’
Science & Technology Committee, but currently employs 16 bits/channel floatingpoint channels (‘half-float’, as per IEEE 754-2008 standard). From a Colour
Appearance Model (CAM)’s perspective instead, ACES images are always
considered as virtually surrounded by similar-illuminated scene objects, with at least
16cd/m2 luminance; that is consistent with the fact that images whose colorimetry is
governed by the ACES workflow are ultimately meant to be viewed within a cinema
theatre or a somewhat darkened TV or projector-filled room.
The input compatibility with any non-RICD, be it either a ‘real’ image-acquisition
device (camera, scanner, etc.) or an artificial CGI hardware/software engine, is
accomplished by means of a discrete mathematical formula called Input Device
Transform (IDT). Whatever is the real-image source or the colour space the input
device represents the input image in, a specific IDT can be applied to convert the
image’s digital codevalues into the ACES RGB colour encoding briefly sketched
above. Input devices whose profiling are “easier”, i.e. open or standardized, (will)
get more precise and faithful IDTs. On the contrary, IDT profiling for devices with
unknown and/or undisclosed features may be harder to accomplish. However IDTs
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for common, patented cinema-grade cameras like the RED™EPIC™ or the ARRI
ALEXA, each producing digital images in their own proprietary colour spaces
(called RED.Log and ARRILog.C respectively), are already available in ACES’ SDK.
Similartly, output-device compatibility is provided by first mapping to another ideal
output Reference Display Device (RDD) via a Reference Rendering Transform (RRT),
and, whence, by means of a discrete mathematical formula called Output Device
Transform (ODT), which depends on the output colour space and, ultimately, to the
output device’s transfer characteristics (e.g. monitors, projectors, printers, D-Cinema
devices, etc.).
ACES video clips are stored in frame-per-file ordered sequences, encoding each
frame as a OpenEXR file [5], together with ACES-specific metadata added, and
with .aces alternate file extension (rather than .exr).
Ideally, any sensitive colour operation (both for technical and creative intents)
should take place in the ACES RGB colour space (which acts like a PCS in the ICC
paradigm), where any operator acts unambiguously. Creative-intent operations, in
particular, are stored in the so-called Look Modification Transforms (LMT), whose
nature is not yet completely clear. The distinction fits however in place due to the
need to separate input/output transforms to ‘get in and out from ACES’, from those
actually make creative corrections within.
Colour grading suites should be able to work consistently within this in the very near
future, with those already internally implemented to work on floating-point (rather
than integer) codevalues having the upper hand. Of course, the pre-visualization
pipeline (like the one leading to the grading-room monitor/projector) needs to
support ACES workflow too, via RRT and ODTs.
The reason behind ACES is the need to particularly address the plethora of
colorimetries set by manufacturers’ digital equipment (both image-creating and reproducing), which shows multitude of different characteristics (and always will
do) — even more than film processes has ever had in the past. A similar need has
already surfaced in the Digital Cinema industry: that is why its DCI colorimetry is set
in the device-independent CIE XYZ colour space, [1]. Unfortunately, as neither
colorimetric cameras nor monitors/projectors exist as of yet, this colour-space
choice has lead to reverting to a one within the RGB model, which is more practical
as long as ACES is pertains with TV and moving pictures mostly. Every colourcorrection operators in the involved pipelines (from camera controls, to colourgrading suites, to projectors’ and TVs’ balance controls) are, in fact, RGB-based.
5. Definition and implementation of a ‘Look’
Several professionals in the video, post-production and DI world, as well as colour
scientists and vendors, have long tried to define what technically “look” means in
this context. In the author’s opinion, science, experience and common practices can
sum up together to the statement that currently a “look” is the ensemble of creative
colour decisions made for a specific set of scenes (e.g. scenes shot to represent the
same lighting and dramatic situation, if not even possessing location/temporal unity)
that neither pertain the technical properties of the colours themselves nor the
devices/media used to reproduce them. In this sense “look” is different from “film
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look”, as the latter also includes colour characteristics due to combination of a film’s
emulsion, development and printing processes (which can of course be emulated).
A look applied to two differently-exposed and -coloured scenes not to chromatically
match them (that’s what the homonymous phase of a colour correction session is
about), but rather to give both the same visual impact which is intended to be, in the
director’s and/or cinematographer’s minds, the incisive ‘colour fingerprint’ unique
to that specific product and cinematography; the ‘look development’ phase has
therefore been starting earlier and earlier in the production phase, up to taking place
on-set, with the help of proper pre-grading workflow (e.g. the one proposed by
Technicolor DI colourist Peter Doyle for Harry Potter and the deadly hallows films).
At the same time a look is not only a “primary+secondary” colour correction (i.e. the
application of a colour transformation to the overall still frame or sequence of
frames): it usually involves operations done on local parts of the picture (like masks
and windows to be applied on particular hot spots). In this case, proper metadata
regarding the geometry of the frame, masks and windows (and the way they change
along with the moving picture) needs to be carried along. Whereas overall colour
corrections already have a few standards —like the LMT for ACES, as well as the
Colour Decision Lists (CDLs) for primary colour correction metadata— the entire
look has not yet seen an interoperable syntax. It makes sense for that to be a XML
dialect, like it has been for CDL, some CLUT formats and for all the Digital Cinema
metadata, as that would be an open and extensible standard. The two biggest
obstacles in this sense seem to be conciliate between different vendors, and the more
fundamental dichotomy on whether the “look” is to be described by means of
relative colour differences (referred to particular sets of scenes) or absolute ones.
In the author’s opinion, the implementation of the ACES workflow helps in the
uniformization of almost all the possible technical problems arising in video
complex and multi-device scenario, despite most complex IDTs and ODTs will still
definitely require implementation by CLUTs, as well as look development does.
Besides, turning a non-ACES video material into ACES RGB colour space (and the
reverse of it) might also be done by matching of some sorts: therefore clut are still
handy in this kind of demi-ACES workflow.
The mathematical possibility to decompose a colour transformation (e.g. a CLUT) in
more elementary operations, may help to both find proper elementary metadata
which more complex looks might be described on, and to find more practical
algorithms to analyze existing imaging contents (and even pre-existing baked
CLUTs) and effectively reverse-engineer them. This argument was also briefly
introduced in [1].
6. Mathematical analysis of a colour transformation
Be it represented by a CLUT and/or via the CTL language (LMTs, IDTs, ODTs, …), a
gamut mapping between 3-channels colour spaces is, as introduced in Chapter 2, a
3D vector field L(s), where s ! is the input colour in the source gamut !"IR3
(which is, to every practical aspects, a connected, linearly- and superficiallyconnected 3D domain — often even a convex one). Let the input space’s canonical
basis be the left-handed vectors’ triple {i,j,k}, so s=ri+gj+bk and for the input
regular sRGB cube, (r,g,b) [0,1]3 (note that neither r, g, b, i, j nor k letters stand
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for any particular colour channels like those in the RGB model). By the HodgeHelmholtz’ theorem in three dimensions, [6]–[7], the following orthogonal
decomposition holds, [8]:
L(s) $ C(s) % H (s) $ &# (s) % & ' ((s) % B ,
where C(s) and H(s) are the conservative (curl-free) and the solenoidal (divergencefree) parts of the colour map, each
derived from a potential field — a
scalar one (s) for the former and a
vector one (s) for the latter. Due to
simple connectedness of !, no
harmonic component is present in the
above: the third constant term B
represents, in chromatically-additive
colour models (like the RGB ones, as
well as CIE XYZ, [1]), an overall
colour bias (and can thus be
neglected or incorporated into C).
Furthermore the gradient of the
gamut mapping can also be
considered, which is indeed a more
complete
(and
complex)
mathematical object, called a (n,m)tensor field (letting dim! =m and dimL(! ) = n), depending on both source- and the
target-space coordinates, and whose representation is sketched in the above Figure.
C is the transfer characteristics which, in RGB spaces, essentially models the
primary colour correction (e.g.., globally, component-wise controls like lift, gamma
and gain). H is the field describing hues, both locally (e.g. colour-component crosstalk) and globally (i.e. hue shifts).
In the case of 1D LUTs, the associated 3D LUT is totally irrotational and is thus:
L(s) $ C(s) $ R (r )i % G ( g ) j % B (b)k ,
where R(r), G(g) and B(b) are the colour-curve scalar functions of the 1D LUT. In the
case of CTL mappings (like those in the ACES workflow, cfr. Chapters 3-4), it is
even easier to represent the action of via a C-like algorithm. Especially for creativeintent colour corrections represented by either a LMT or a 3D LUT, projections of such
mappings under canonical transforms (e.g. those of simple colour operations like
level, hue/saturation, contrast/brightness or channel-based lift/gamma/gain dials)
yield the part of the mapping related to that particular colorimetric property,
whichbasically means Reverse-Engineering the creative-intent operation. Both
practical and theoretical considerations on how this can be accomplished in order for
this decomposition to be unique (i.e. orthogonal) are further detailed in [8].
As a final example (for a RGB model) consider the three simple 1-parameter (and
monochromatic) operators defined by the CDL standards (where !, ", # are the
controlling parameters with identity values 0, 0, 1 respectively):
offset O(s;")= s + "13, which is a positive translation along the segment
joining RGB cube’s vertices 03 and 13 (CDL analogue for colourists’ gain),
slope S(s;!)= !s, which is an overall multiplication (CDL analogue for lift);
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Fig. 2 – Plots of the output gamut L(! ) of 3D LUTs L whose input is the 173-points RGB cube !: a. identity mapping;
b. colour-space conversion between HDTV’s “Rec.709” and Cineon Printing Density (CPD) “logarithmic” RGB spaces;
c. from “Rec.709” (gamma #=2.6) to Digital Cinema (DCI) CIE XYZ colour space; d. from CIE XYZ to DCI’s P3 RGB
colour space (#=2.2 – notice the clipping at the cubic gamut boundary of P3); e. from Cineon Printing Density log.
RGB to CIE XYZ colour space; f. scene-specific creative Colour Grading LMT including 35mm print-film emulation.
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Fig. 3 – Chromaticity diagram comparing the gamut of ACES RGB with those of other well-known RGB colour spaces.

power P(s;#) =s#1, which is the CDL analogue of a gamma-correction.
This is a non-orthogonal decomposition in 1st- and 2nd-degree polynomials (slope +
offset), plus a nonlinear function (power), thus the inner products may not “behave”
well. It can be shown however (and this is in fact well-known practice done by every
non-mathematician colourists working on still or moving pictures), that a
sufficiently low number of such ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ operators, governed by a
few parameters (like weighting coefficients in a linear combination for Linear
Algebra) allow for quite good approximation, thus leading to a decomposition like:
c

L(s) $ * c k (s;) k ) ,
k $1

where all the 1-parameter vector fields ck are known a priori, whereas the
coefficients and the parameters $k themselves are the real descriptors of the “look”,
[8].
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1. Introduction
This article reports a survey on the diversity and properties of colors and textures of
surfaces as they occur in nature, focusing on earth substratum at variable conditions.
The study was conducted in the years of 2009 and 2010 within LILD, Laboratório
de Investigação em Living Design (Research Laboratory on Living Design), Arts
and Design Dept., PUC, Rio de Janeiro, which studies the use of raw earth as a
building material.
Having as a background the inherent standardization of the industrial processes and
products on the one hand, and nature’s diversity (as in the case of colors) on the
other, the survey amassed a collection of photographic images showing earth colors
in variable conditions (sieved dry, moisturized, dried under shade, mixed with other
substances and applied to surfaces). Shot under controlled parameters, the precise
photographic reproductions and prints that constitute the collection, as well as the
actual processed earth samples kept in transparent plastic containers, enable the
visualization of the esthetic potential of this simple, primitive material used in
building the human habitat and artifacts, with a view to its applications in the fields
of industrial design and architecture.
This article presents the methodology used to assemble the collection, involving
elements of pedology and the fieldwork performed on a limited geographic region
comprising areas in the states of Rio de Janeiro and Minas Gerais, Brazil.
2. Samples
A big map of the Brazilian soil issued by the Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e
Estatística, IBGE, was the main source for the identification of soil colors in a given
geographic region, specifically the Três Rios region. Focusing on that area had a
purpose: that’s where two fieldworks within the discipline Introduction to
Geomorphological Analysis were to be performed, under prof. Marcelo Motta from
PUC-Rio’s Geography Dept. There it would be possible to collect samples and to
observe in situ orogenic landscapes and soil layers exposed by the steep earthwork
cuts for a dam under construction.
The colors referred to by the nomenclatures Litholic Neosols, Quartzarenic Neosols
(sands), Distrophic Red-Yellow Latosols, Distrophic Cambisols, Distrophic RedYellow Podzolic Argisols, specified on said map and communicated through
notations on the Munsell Soil Color Charts and the Villalobos Color Atlas – an
Argentinian publication from the 1940s –, show that which was observed by Dr.
Humberto Gonçalves – coordinator of a project for updating the nomenclature and
classification of the Brazilian soil undertaken by Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa
Agropecuária, EMBRAPA –, namely that that geographic area isn’t a good example
of diversity and intensity of colors, which are common in regions like Nova Viçosa,
in the State of Bahia, or in the State of Rio Grande do Sul, among a few others in
Brazil.
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With respect to chromatic nuances, Dr. Gonçalves also observes that, usually,
greyish earth comes from hydromorphic soils, located beneath the water table (iron
in the reduced or ferrous state), while color saturated earth come from soils over the
water table, where oxidation occurs (iron in the ferric state), resulting in brown
shades containing more vivid yellows and reds, especially in tropical climates where
oxidation is more intense. In this way, soils that are rich in manganese, when in the
reduced or manganous state have a dark purple shade, while in the oxidized or
manganic state they show a saturated purple color. Basaltic soils – which are
common in the States of São Paulo, Mato Grosso and Minas Gerais, in the region
known as Triângulo Mineiro –, rich in titanium and manganese, show a deep “wine”
color when they occur above the water table. Also, minerals like hematite, red in
color, and goethite, yellow, incorporate sparkles, transparencies and textures.
Gathering of samples was also performed during trips to Andrelândia, Minas Gerais,
where LILD maintains a research site, and Itaipava, near Rio de Janeiro. Altogether,
earth and pigments (earth oxides) of different origins were sun-dried, sieved through
four different meshes, decanted, watered, dried under shade, mixed with Plaster of
Paris and lime paste and applied on surfaces of bamboo culms.
Provenances: Três Rios, RJ | earth samples: 5.; 6.; 12.; 13. – Andrelândia, MG |
earth samples: 1.; 2.; 3. – Itaipava, Petrópolis, RJ | earth samples: 4.; 9; 10.; 11.
Earth from which the samples 7.; 8.; 14.; 15 were obtained belongs to the inventory
of raw material used in LILD’s experiments, and their origins are not determinable.
The pigments included in the collection, earth oxides (16. to 24.), are produced by
the company Terre d’Oc, located in Provence, France.
The samples gathered in Andrelândia are at the top of the list because they display a
very definite gradation in reds (1.), oranges (2.) and yellows (3.). It is worth noting
that those different chromatic attributes coexist in the same terrain. Compared in situ
with samples in the Villalobos Color Atlas, the survey’s samples were identified as
follows: earth 1., sieve 4., Villalobos notation: RS.10/4° | earth 2., sieve 4.,
Villalobos notation: SSO.7/7° | earth 3., sieve 4., Villalobos notation: OOY.15/8°.
3. Processing
Stored initially in recycled plastic bags, in the winter of 2009 the samples were
taken to Itaipava, a dry, sunny region. Set under the sun for a first drying, they were
next passed through a bricklayer’s sieve in order to remove pebbles and compact
earth pellets, and were later set to decant. In this semi-raw state the material was
once again sun-dried, then sieved in four successive stages, producing the following
gradations: .1; .2; .3; .4, common to all the eleven different earth samples gathered.
As a consequence, a first series of forty units of distinct colors and textures, notated
from 1. to 11., was assembled. Sieving was done using household sieves for
gradations .1, .2, .3, and a silk-screen mesh for the finest gradation, .4.
Those samples (1. to .11), plus samples 12., 13., 14., 15. (available from LILD’s
inventory already sieved to mesh size .3 and .4), as well as the pigment samples (.16
to .24), grained in the hypothetical order of mesh .100, were measured in small
portions and packed in Petri dishes with diameter and height of 10 cm and 1 cm
respectively.
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Two identical samples of each earth were prepared, the respective containers were
filled and then photographed. A complete collection of samples was kept untouched,
while the others were processed. From these, samples 1. to .11 mesh .3 were
moisturized and photographed while damp. They were then left to dry under shade
at room temperature, around 24°C, and once again photographed. Samples 1., 2., 3.,
4., 11., 13., 14., 15 mesh .4 were mixed with Plaster of Paris, left to dry under shade
and also photographed.
Surplus material from earth 1. to 11., from all meshes, was stored for future use in
LILD’s experiments such as: painting bamboo culms using mesh .2 earth mixed
with PVA and encapsulating bamboo culms using earth mixed with vegetal
polyurethane resin.
4. Photographic reproductions
Natural light was used in the first photographic tests, but unpredictability turned out
to be an issue. Shooting indoors with strictly controlled parameters proved to be the
best way to get accurate reproductions of colors from the outdoors. Photographic
sessions were conducted in a professional studio under the guidance of photographer
Nelson Monteiro.
Samples were laid over a horizontal plate with a black finish (in order to absorb
reflections from incident light). The camera was attached to an upright pedestal
equipped with fine height and level adjustments. Two reflectors were attached to the
plate and adjusted to a 45° angle.
Camera and accessories used: Canon EOS 40 D – 10 MP; CMOS sensor, effective
pixels: 10,10 megapixel, DX format 22,2 x 14,18 mm (note: this digital camera’s
DX is 1.6 times smaller than the 35mm format, which makes a 50mm lens crop
factor equivalent to that of a 80mm lens on an analogical 35mm camera); RAW
approx. 12.4 MB (3.888 x 2592 pixels – 3:2 ratio); color space: Adobe RGB; Lens:
60mm 1:2.8 macro Sigma; Lighting: two 1000W halogen lamps, reflectors equipped
with nylon fabric diffusers, aiming the center of the objects at a 45° angle and a
distance of 60 cm.
Light measurement was performed with a 18% gray card (Delta 1/CPM. Dallas):
photographs were processed to a CR2 (Raw-Canon) format with the following basic
settings: exposure time 1/25 second; aperture setting f8; sensitivity set to ASA 100;
color temperature 3200° Kelvin; tint correction performed on a computer (-2). After
conversion to TIFF format, the backgrounds were retouched and equalized. Focus
sharpening adjustments, such as high resolution sharpen effects as well as visual
corrections for each of the images were also required.
The initial color and contrast adjustments were based on comparisons of the actual
samples to their respective images on a calibrated computer display. For that
purpose, the samples were lit by a fluorescent lamp of high CRI (color rendering
index), as described below.
Subsequent adjustments were made using a guided empiricism methodology,
through the comparative visual analysis of the earth samples and successive print
proofs from their images. That analysis was performed under two lighting
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conditions: the above mentioned artificial light, and natural light (outdoors, by noon,
on a dry climate).
As to the printing procedures, once having the images in their original conditions
stored in a computer, its colors were analyzed and adjusted to the predefined paper
and printing parameters. Proofs were scaled down to approximately 25% of the
original size on Adobe Photoshop and then printed. Final prints were made from
Adobe Illustrator files, after checking for possible mismatches (which didn’t occur)
relative to the results on Photoshop.
The printer used was an Epson Stylus Photo R 200 – 6 cartridges (2 cyan / 2
Magenta / 1 Yellow / 1 Black). Paper: Epson, code 5041263 – “Professional Matte
Paper Heavy Weight.”
The comparative visual analysis of prints and the original material was carried out
under the following artificial lighting scheme: fluorescent tube 36W Activa
Sylvania, T8 bulb, lenght 1214 mm, diameter 26 mm, G3 base, luminous flux 2300
lm, color temperature 6500° K, orthogonally positioned 1 meter away.
(some of the image sequences mentioned here may be downloaded at
https://rapidshare.com/files/3187464462/Binder1.pdf)
5. Conclusion / development
Considering its widespread use in soil studies, the Munsell Soil Color Charts and its
440 color samples presumably identify all colors of the planet’s soil horizons. This
considerable palette of analog warm colors consisting of ochre and gray gradients,
though valuable for soil classification, providing an overview of the basic hues,
values and chroma involved, cannot express the special chromatic vibrations of earth
in its natural conditions. Photography with controlled parameters enables this
communication, as it offers an effective and trustworthy graphic reproduction of
those materials, revealing the continuum of colors and shapes of natural surfaces.
This doesn’t detract from the role of identification by comparison with standard
samples from official systems, which provides the control of communication and
record of the process.
A logical, though ambitious, development of the survey reported in this article
would be to promote the identification of the color experience of the Brazilian
population – trees, flowers, fruits, bird feathers, human skin, minerals and pigments
that set the ordinary color experience of the people that inhabit the various biomes
and geographical regions of the country. Besides the photographic documentation
and the comparison method, this new survey would also benefit from
spectrophotometry, considering the particular conditions of the task. This survey
would suggest the formulation of an Atlas mapping the human experience of color
within the Brazilian nature.
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Fig. 1 (P. 06) – Archictetural elements - raw earth reinforced with bamboo - detail from a building erected by LILD’s
staff in Andrelândia, MG

Fig. 2 (P. 16) – Earthwork cuts from which samples 1., 2. and 3. were obtained (upper left / upper middle). The other
images show the first drying essays and photographic tests
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Fig.3 (P. 21) – The photography set; earth sample 1., mesh .4; earth sample 1. processed in eight different ways,
highlighting earth sample 1.4

fig. 4 (P. 34) – Specimens showing the technique for the encapsulation of bamboo culms developed by LILD’s staff,
using raw earth and vegetal polyurethane resin
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As historical examples of XIX century works having a similar purpose, it is worth
mentioning: Nomenclature of Colors for Naturalists, by ornithologist Robert
Ridgway (1850-1929); Chromotaxia, by biologist Pier Andrea Saccardo (1845 1920); Color Standards and Color Nomenclature (1912), also by Ridgway, which
lists some 1500 color names and their corresponding color samples. The empirical
approach to the subject of color, typical of these works, in which a chromatic space,
or Atlas, is defined by the observation of actual events in the natural world, not as an
abstract systematization, is also the aim of this prospective project.
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1. Introduction
Light enables vision, however everything we see is shadow, gradients of colour
and shades which reveal form. By defining space, shadows communicate function
and emotion, thereby influencing our perception and spatial understanding. Yet,
due to the absorbing effect of light one tends to focus just on that. Shadow is
contrast, direction, border, dimension, and colour. It is ambiguous; frail, pliant, and
fleeting. It is the only two-dimensional element of our three-dimensional world.
Shadow is vital, nevertheless so overlooked due to its intangible characteristics.
It’s shaping power describes and highly influences our perception. Light reveals
and conceals by shadow, our environment is sculpted through this. Light always
has colour and so does shadow, it enhances space due to the creation of
atmosphere.
This paper applies a top-down perceptual description of light and shadow and
treats on the formation of shadow as a describing element which is an important
component in architectural planning and lighting design.
When referring to shadow, also shades
and gradients are meant. Shadow can be
defined as an area resulting from the
obstruction of light by an opaque body,
followed by a reduction of perceived
brightness and colour in comparison to
the luminous contrast of its surrounding,
and is located on the opposite side of the
illuminated part.
Fig. 1 – The shadows of an opaque body.

In order to obtain a shadow three basic factors are to be met. There needs to be a
caster, which is an object that creates a shadow. A screen, the surface on which the
shadow becomes visible, and a source of light to create the contrast between lit and
none lit.1 Shadows found on the caster and the screen can be divided into three
main groups. There is object owned shadow on the caster which reveals the shape
of the object. The casted shadow is the notorious one, it falls on the screen. And
the base shadow which is always present, it gives ground to the object and thus
found on the screen. Not all of these are present in every setting, however they all
do give a two-dimensional object a third, it transcends placement in space and
identifies volume.
When analyzing shadows information regarding the light source, the relation
between objects and of those which is projected on is revealed. We don’t actively
perceive shadows in most cases; nonetheless, a world without it would be just void.
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Fig. 2 – The main types of shadow.

2. The visual system
Humans are visual creatures. The vast majority of information which we process
enters though our visual system.2 Light and its co-player, shadow, are to this
essential and prerequisite. They are always present together. However, not in
competition with each other, they strive mutually in the creation of the visual
environment. Appreciation of shadow beyond rooted and cultural beliefs is crucial.
We should recognize and analyze the unique qualities detached from entrenched
preconceptions.
Human perception is a complex process, a collaborative act of the eyes, the brain
and the heart. Henri Bergson mentioned that the eye sees only what the mind is
prepared to comprehend.3 Hence, perception is a holistic process which makes us
interpret an image in a certain way and given order, seeing is just the first step.
Gestalt psychology affirms that the mind simplifies the visual environment in order
to understand.4 Both perceptual psychology and object recognition are aspects
which make one understand how light and colour define the spatial surrounding.
Theorists of Gestalt have discovered that our visual system organizes the way we
see and collect data. Kant’s theory elucidates that the mind is divided in two
faculties, the passive one of sensibility which is responsible for the collection of
raw data, and the active one for understanding. The latter makes sense of the
former by giving meaning to the unrefined input.5 The brain is a pattern-searching
and pattern-making machine. We neglect information in order to prevent ourselves
from excessive input; and a tool which makes recognition faster. However, it
withdraws us from viewing something again in an objective way. And when one is
confronted to random stimuli, like optical illusions, the brain will see things that
are not there because of the seek for patterns which are not present. This is bias
recognition and occurs when perceiving shadow or colour perception.
The eyes contain two different types of photoreceptors, cones and rods which
enable visual perception. Cones register spectral distribution and intensity of light
with the requirement that the light level is above the threshold of 100lux. From this
level on our photopic or colour vision is enabled, it makes us perceive colours and
sharp detail. This kind of photoreceptors is found in the middle of the retina,
therefore also called central vision or foveal vision.
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When light levels diminish the activity of the photoreceptors changes accordingly,
from the central to the peripheral vision. Mesopic sensitivity occurs in semidarkness, an intermediate state of vision. Scotopic sensitivity functions only from
light levels below 1lux.6 In this transition, the rods which make up our peripheral
vision gain importance. Perception shifts more to the sensorial as the sharpness of
vision is dimmed. J. Pallasmaa describes in his phenomenology that focused vision
makes us mere observers; [whereas] peripheral perception transforms retinal
images into spatial and bodily experience, which encourages participation.7 And
that the eyes are the organ which places us in relation to the surrounding; it
establishes distance and separation, in the contrary to the sense of touch which
brings us nearer.8
Rods are photoreceptors which are mainly found in the peripheral vision. In dim
states they register brightness levels. Our vision solely relies on them when it’s
darker as these record spatial understanding by assessing brightness levels in threedimensional patterns. Through rods, we are able to understand shapes at night
where only scotopic vision functions. This adds consequently to the knowledge
that hue and saturation of a scene are not as important to comprehend a certain
shape. Thus, the value of a colour makes us understand space. Seeing well in a 3D
context is not about accurate detail, however viewing space in a coherent way.
The essence of spatial perception is depth perception. These signals are ambiguous
cues and are called like this as they do not literally indicate depth. Shadows of a
scene gives information on depth and distance which enables us to judge on
dimension. Geometrical understanding, is constructed through prior experiences,
this indicates that we learn to see. Shades are cues for spatial comprehension by
which a perspective is formed. Bright planes are estimated to be nearer to the
observer whereas dark ones are placed to the back. Light and dark does not only
refer to the level of light but also to the colour temperature of the light, because
cool white colour temperatures are found to be brightener and thus closer then
warmer ones.
It is found that we need to establish depth perception before executing lightness
perception.9 Hence, we locate first a surface before determining its reflectance
gradient. However, shape is perceived because of its luminous boundaries. With
this knowledge, lighting design can systematically incorporate shadow as a design
tool to create a guiding effect and influence the spatial feeling.
3. Perceptual constancy
Perceptual constancy is the ability of humans and animals to see familiar objects as
standard in shape, size
, and colour regardless of changes in light, distance or
viewing angle. Our perception has the tendency to assume an object as standard,
rather than giving the actual stimulus. Perceptual constancy provides us with
permanent object recognition. This ability makes us construct an understandable
image in a fraction. Without it we would be astonished over and over again,
however it prevents us to observe the world objectively and makes us surpass small
changes.
A second perceptual strength gained through lightness constancy, is the
understanding of an object despite of a shadow cast falling on it. This is based on
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the familiarity that shadows have soft edges. Boundaries of light are never 100%
sharp whereas paint boundaries are. Because of this, we differentiate illumination
borders from others. The visual system tends to ignore gradual changes in light
levels, in order to determine the colour of the surfaces without being misled by
shadows. This aspect of lightness constancy demonstrates the success of our visual
perception rather than the failure. We are no exact light meters and that is not the
purpose. The scope is to unravel an image in patterns to create a meaningful
understanding of spaces and objects.

Fig. 3 – Lightness constancy, understanding of the object stays the same regardless of the light level.

4. Colour perception
Human vision focuses on detecting brightness comparisons rather than colour.
Hues and saturation are additional informative components, whereas value is vital.
However, an image gains emotion and atmosphere through hue and saturation.
Lighting in scenography is a defining element with storytelling characteristics.
Nuances of shading and coloration vary greatly between genres in film and
animation. Colour is highly subjective processed, which is not just individual but
also cultural influenced. The novelist Tanizaki praises the subtle use of light and
colours in the Japanese interiors of the 1930´s. He points out that the Eastern
architecture grasps the mystery of beauty, as minimalistic interiors depend just on
the variations of shadows, heavy shadows against light shadows, and nothing
else.10 The use of shadow is deliberately designed and surpasses any ornament. The
strongest component in the creation of atmosphere and beauty is the applied light
source, as differences in colour of shade will arise to the viewer.
An emotional response is evoked through colour, however, made visible and are
influenced through light. Here again, what we think to see might not always be the
actual colour. Our vision contains the ability to perform chromatic adaption to
colours. When lighting conditions around us change, let it be natural or artificial,
subsequently the colour rendition and the colour temperature will do too. This
makes the appearance of space shift. A change only will be perceived when it is
significant and rapid enough. As an example, daylight changes constantly but not
always striking enough for us to notice, only through observation one can
recognize the variety in light colour and light intensity that occurs.

Fig. 4 – Changes in the lighting situation of a facade in terms of colour, intensity and shadow effect.
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Shadows are patches and gradients of colour, and hardly ever just black or gray.
Colours in these are soft and muted. When drawing a graphical illustration, it
would become dull if shadows lack on gradients. Colourful shadows will lend life
and realism to images. By experimenting B. Thompson became aware of the fact
that colour perception can be influenced by psychological aspects. He noticed that
in strongly coloured lighting shadows partake on the complementary hue of the
colour from the light source.11 He examined this by isolating his observation of
shadow from the direct radiating light. He executed this by looking through a tube
and came to the realization that the effect of complementary coloured shadows is
an optical illusion, thus perception influenced by the brain. Not all shadows will
take on the complementary hue of the light source, although in very saturated light
this perceptual phenomenon occurs. The mind is capable of adding imaginary
colour to shadow and to ignore it in other situations.
Colour perception is subjective and our vision is able to perceive colour under
different lighting conditions as constant. Visual suppression to shade happens
because of perceptual lightness and colour constancy. In all cases, there must be
previous knowledge in order to keep the perceived image as stable, what we see is
thus often a representation of what we already know.

Fig. 5 (left) – A scene where the shadow cast has a soft added colour.
Fig. 6 (middle) – More of the same scene is revealed. There is a red adjacent plane.
Fig. 7 (right) – The principle of scattered light bouncing of the plane and adds colour to the shadow.

Colour can be found in shadows for many reasons. Obviously, direct light
influences the colour perception of the shadow, but also indirect fill light will add
colour to a cast. The spectral composition of a light source is important. It will
affect the way colour is perceived, this is characterized as the colour rendition
properties of a source. Another reason to see colour in shades; might be because of
chromatic adaptation or the colour can be influenced by scattering light from
adjacent planes. When light is directed on to something, it will partially be
absorbed by the material and partially reflected. Through sub-surface scattering
light will be reflected into all directions and so add its colour to the shade. The
most known manner to add colour to shadow is when light passes through
translucent material, then the material colour adds to the shadows.
5. Contrast
Contrast can be described as an area where different visual impulses meet; it is a
boundary between colliding fields of different brightness. Contrast boundaries are
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the foundation of our visual interpretation which articulates shape. Boundaries can
be sharp, diffuse, or gradient; and are always read by comparison. The light
intensity together with the environmental contrast; plays part in the assessment of
shadow differences which conceives contour.

Fig. 8 –Types of contrast transitions.

In strong light, contrast will tend to obscure the shadows and make it hard for the
eye to penetrate the shading and assess colour in it. Our vision is better in
distinguishing levels of lightness than colours. For this reason, shades will tend to
appear darker, muted, and more homogenized then they actually are, even if the
shadow is deeply coloured.
One of the main requirements to obtain base, form, or casted shadow is contrast.
We deconstruct objects and spaces to primary fields with edges of brightness
differences. These differences demonstrate an outline. Shadow borders are
unrelated to colour variation of the surface on which they are casted. A shadow
cast can cross various surfaces and still be clearly interpreted because our vision is
accustomed to assess ratio differentiation on illuminated surfaces, and will have no
effect on the clear understanding of the surface and its’ colour. Consequently, also
contrast perception is a psychological process where the brain contributes to the
subjective perception of brightness.
6. Light and architecture
The architectural conception is the act of creating a outlined unit. When spaces are
created, interiors result as boxes; they are black inside until openings are made.
Only by bringing in light of natural or artificial origin, visibility will take place and
shape will reveal. Windows let in light in more or minor amount, and disclose
borders. The placement of openings shapes the configuration of spatial feeling.
Planning architecture means thus, drawing boundaries, making choices about limits
of space, creating body to envelope functions and carve openings for light.
Brightness and thus shadow distribution have a psychological effect, as they
generate the atmosphere of a setting. An architectural space can obtain a complete
different impression of spaciousness, through varying the placement of light
sources and their colour temperature. Light influences architecture, it can make it
look light or heavy, tall or small, light places object in the fore- or to the
background, and when left in the dark they can be forgotten. Hence, light is a
strong expressive element.
During different architectural periods the application of light, shape and
consequently shadow modulations varied. During the Gothic period new
techniques developed and airy spaces arose, gently carved by daylight, to evoke a
feeling of transparency. Architects had outstanding knowledge on how to influence
light in structures. The Gothic arches made way for stained glass parables. In this
period, light was more than just functional showing space, it became a significant
and symbolic element, a component of architectural planning. Renaissance on its
turn, broke with the importance which light had. Window treatments became
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calmer, architecture became more uniform. Interiors represented softness of gray
hues. Light was deployed as discreet and neutral element. The Baroque era, heavy
and complex compositions expose shadow modulations. Poorly lit interiors where
default, this darkness was used to bring out the subject with light.
Throughout architectural history, colour was mainly achieved by pigments or
stained glass windows. The revolutionary architect, Le Corbusier used light as a
corner stone in architectural design, and not merely as an element. He made a
modern interpretation of the gothic stained glass windows, by creating coloured
shafts. When light enters through these coloured openings, light gains dye by
surface scattering. Only recently, technology has come that far that we can create
coloured light, but it should be used with caution.
An image is formed by brightness contrasts of perceived patterns, this is identified
through contrast perception and Gestalt psychology. Everything we see is
constructed out of basic elements which are place in visual patterns. These basics
are primaries of colour and shape, as there are blue, green, and red, cubes, cones,
spheres, cylinders, and pyramids. They are primary elements because of their
distinct unambiguous character. This explains why children toys have these shapes
and colours, they learn to perceive and by exercise, our perception gains skill.

Fig. 9 – The visual experience of space of space and the influence of light.

Light enables the visual experience of space and is described by five elements:
level of lightness, light distribution, shadows, reflections and the colour of light.
These five elements connect the physical perception which is formed by the
observer when experiencing a room. Shadow formation is to this the central
element because it binds and influences all. Thus, shadow is the most holistic and
influential element in the visual understanding of space.
7. Conclusion
Shadow is a co-creation and cooperation between different elements. It
communicates information which we digest partially conscious and influence
unconsciously. We assess the surrounding environment with depth and dimension,
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thus this shapes the three-dimensional perspective. Through this we locate our
position and composition of shape by boundaries and edges. Shadow is frail, as it
depends on others to be formed, like geographical location, momentary time, and
material properties. It is a fleeting temporary ornament which carries an emotional
response.
Shadows and shading create the visual understanding of space and establishes
atmosphere, from a gloomy bright lit space to a contemplative sensorial one. This
understanding is based on analysis of luminosity values, refined by colour vision,
and visual edges which are recognized through contrast perception.
Visual understanding of space is enabled through light, however shaped through
shadow and not objective at all. Hence, perception is a complex and relative
process. It depends on several components like one´s point of view and is unified
by perceptual constancy which permits fast and constant object recognition. The
light source along with its placement, determine how and what one sees. Because,
space is form, material and colour described by shadow as it depicts shape,
dimension, and reveals texture.
The notion on how shadow defines, fortifies the understanding of perception and
experience of space. As there is no space without light, no light without shadow,
no shadow without colour and no light without colour.
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1. Introduction
Urban lighting is not only useful to enable night vision but also to improve the
aesthetic value of the city creating better spaces for the public realm. The perceived
urban environment lit by artificial lighting is codified by the human visual system
that interpret certain regularities such as intensity, wavelength and distribution in the
space of the lighting phenomena. The colour of lighting is also an important feature
in the nocturnal experience of the cityscape because it can arouse definite emotional
and aesthetical reactions and affect people behaviour and enhance their experience
of the urban space.
The methodology of this study is based on a preliminary multi-disciplinary
bibliographic review in the fields of light, perception, architecture and design,
investigating the perception of the users. The second analytical part of the research
is based on a multiple-method survey strategy about case studies, from where a
qualitative reflection about the coloured lighting in the urban environment is
derived.
In particular, this research would investigate common trends of preference about
coloured and also the cool/warm Correlated Colour Temperature CCT of the white
light. Coloured lighting would be described in its balance of variety and unity,
complexity and interactivity with its meaningful functions: communicating,
attention marking, identity making (ambiance), way-finding,
architecture
enhancing, socially engaging.
2. The new role of public urban lighting
The increased interest about urban lighting in the last few years is mainly due to
changes in the way the public spaces are used at night. More than ensuring the basic
requirements of safety and security for people, urban lighting today makes the
contemporary city alive and vital after dark, determining the involving, memorable,
distinctive experience of the nightscape[1]. The urban lighting embodies new
human-oriented roles aimed to:
• City Ambiance: shaping the identity of the city, adapting to its inhabitants’
activities, perceptions and patterns of use, [2]; increasing the attractiveness of the
city and the comfort of people within it, enhancing the “urban beautification”,
“pleasantness” and “amenity” and providing a general feeling of well being [3].
• Communication: codifying messages, supporting information and simplifying the
readability of the space with a cognitive, aesthetic and symbolic rule [4].
• Social engagement: supporting the collective and interactive use of the city,
increasing the participative and experiential fruition; encouraging and reinforcing
the trust relationship between individuals and their urban environment [5].
• Architectural enhancement: emphasizing the surfaces of the city, architectural
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details and facades in relation to the materials and lighting fixture disposition and
style. [6]
• Attention marking: creating a focal glow, commanding attention, creating interest
and separating the important details to the unimportant ones. [7]
• Wayfinding: improving orientation, guiding the eye of unfamiliar users in the
urban environment. Orienting in the nocturnal urban space means using well-lit
focal points and landmarks. [7]
3. Studies about the perception of coloured lighting.
Coloured lighting belongs to the category of the intangible elements of the
environment that has been investigated in many disciplines such as the
environmental psychology and the lighting design.
3.1. Cool and warm white lighting

Many studies about the perception of lighting in the urban space are referred to the
use of white lighting that has been demonstrated to positively change the nocturnal
perception of the city. In 2005, an on-field survey in Lyon (France) was conducted:
EVALUM, Evaluation de lumières urbaines pour un éclairage durable (standing for
Evaluation of the urban lighting for a durable illumination): the researchers
discovered that people are more satisfied by the use of 3000K warm white lighting
in respect to yellow lighting (SAP) and to cool white lighting (4000-4200K).
In 2006/2007, the Lighting Research Center of Troy, New York, conducted a series
of images comparison tests to evaluate the human perception in relation to the street
lighting made with different lighting spectra. (Yukio Akashi and John Bullough,
from LRC). It confirmed that the 90% of people preference is for white lighting that
is perceived as more secure for pedestrian in respect to the SAP (monochromatic
yellow) lighting.
The results of another survey conducted in Shanghai in 2007 at the University of
FuDan found that almost the 90% of the people interviewed prefers white lighting
considering it more authentic while the 95% felt that white lighting offers a more
comfortable and better environment: white light gives to the urban environment a
more brilliant, natural aspect assuring safety. [8]
3.2 Coloured lighting

A wide part of literature has examined the influence of coloured lighting in the
‘perceived pleasantness’ of public environments. Although the optimal lighting
design should be strongly related to users and contexts, it appears that specific
coloured lighting, generally perceived as pleasant, may result in very specific and
similar emotional reactions. This is explained by several psychologists as the result
of cultural learning but, on the other hand, some cross-cultural studies conclude that
emotional reactions of people to colours are more innate than learned.
In 1990, Freiling presented the findings of a study on the psychological effects of
coloured lighting on human beings. The subjects of this study were asked to look
into red, yellow, green, and blue light. Their comments were tape-recorded and
presented in accordance with Wundt's "wind rose of emotions" that separates
emotions into the categories of arousing-calming, pleasant-unpleasant, tensionrelease. This study reveals that red is a stimulating colour, yellow is a tensing colour
but releasing at the same time, violet-blue increases the ability to concentrate and
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leads to calmness and green stimulates similar emotions as a balanced and diffused
light.[9]
Cool colours, such as blue and green, have a relaxing effect, whereas colours with a
long wavelength, such as orange and red, are stimulating. Warm colours are
perceived as being protective. Clear and saturated colours are generally experienced
as more pleasant, but are also more strongly associated with fear than cool colours.
Dark colours are perceived to be more dominant and more strongly provoke hostility
and aggression. [10,11,12]
Warm colours are apparently more successful to claim the attention of people
(example: shop windows), but where people experience a mental stress, it is better to
keep the colours cool with their calming effect. [13]
In addition to this, Valdez and Mehrabian [12] have shown that not only colour hue
evokes emotions but also the saturation and brightness (i.e. intensity) that increase
the stimulation and dominance.
3.3 Variety and Unity

Studies have also shown that human beings require a balance of unity and
complexity in the built-environment in relation to colour and light: this is because
the natural condition is the balance of changing variables and the unnatural
condition is the static or too chaotic situation [14]. The research reveals that the lack
of complexity is not preferable for human beings and it results in adverse
psychological reactions. On the contrary, human beings tend to get easily confused
when they are subjected to different visual stimuli.
Besides that, other researches point out that human beings can maintain normal
consciousness, perception and thought only in a constantly changing environment:
Mahnke stresses that light should provide a good balance of variety and unity for
example in changing degrees of lightness (light and dark), CCT (warm and cool
white lighting) and using the complementary of the dominant colours. Variety is
necessary to attract and arouse interest, while unity is essential to create a favourable
impression. [9]
4. The research question
The background statement is that urban coloured lighting could become a
meaningful and positive tool for city enhancement and people engagement, starting
from the understanding of people perceived pleasantness. This research about the
importance of coloured lighting in the experience of public spaces claims at
investigating what kind of lighting performances do meet people's preference and
interest and what kind of feelings these elicit. The arising research question is: how
the coloured lighting can be designed in a conscious and reflexive way in order to
improve the perception of spaces, to set meaningful messages and codes of
communication, to enhance the feelings of well being of the inhabitants, changing
the mood and the aesthetic perception of the city.
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5. ELSE
5.1 Method and procedure

An on-going virtual, indirect visual survey based on the observation of lighting
stimuli was conducted: ELSE, Environmental Lighting Sustainability in the
Environment [15] provided data about the individual experience (perception) of
several preselected urban lighting settings (stimuli)that were analyzed using
quantitative methods. This was followed by a netnography in order to collect
feedbacks and to understand meaningful attitudes, perceptions and imagery of the
users about the stimuli from a qualitative point of view.
5.2 Participant

For the first part, 121 respondents (62 male 51.2% and 59 female 48.8%) took part
in the survey. The average age of participants was 30.6 years old (18-24, 7.4%; 2534, 52.9%; 35-54, 29.8%; 55-64, 8.3%; 65+, 1.7%) and the average level of
education was post-graduate degree (62%). The highest majority of participant was
from Italy (75.2%).
The second part was basically focused on user-generated content, collecting free and
open comments from collective web-sites such as Flickr. More than this several
threads in urban culture and urban project related forums were opened to collect
information and judgements about lighting in a oriented and guided way. [16]
5.3 Stimuli and data collection

Seven lighting stimuli were presented through images and videos for an indirect
observation. The attention of the participants was directed to some relevant lighting
features showed in the pictures and in the videos and they were invited to express
their perceptions using Likert scaling questions.
In this study, the data (average of results and frequency of agreement and
disagreement) were elaborated to understand the correlation between the coloured
appearance of light and preference and interest toward the stimuli.
Part of the stimuli were deepen in the netnography: an external observation of
textual discourse was translated into researcher’s field notes starting from textual
conversation of forums and images related comments or tags from photo sharing
sites.
5.4 Results

The first elaboration of data was based on the measured participants level of
agreement and disagreement about pleasantness and interest of stimuli (the
statements were ranked with the Likert Scaling with -2 “strongly disagree”, -1
“disagree”, 0 “neutral” answer, +1 “agree”, +2 “strongly agree”). Pleasantness is
subjective and depends on how much the individual likes or dislikes the
environment (answering to the statement: I like the appearance of the space); the
interest is dependent on information load and complexity (answering to the
statement: I would feel surprised and excited in this space).
The results of the survey (Figure1) showed clearly that certain stimuli were more
interesting and pleasant for people in relation to the presence of meaningful and
dynamic coloured lighting. In particular:
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Strijp-S was the most appreciated project with the highest results in terms of
preference and interest in relation to the colour of lighting: the general ambient
lighting, assured by a uniform traditional street lighting, is accompanied by an
unconventional system of lighting useful for pedestrian safety. This interactive
flashing lighting on the floor positively characterizes the street and assure safety: red
flashing to gather attention of passersby and signal the presence of car and green
flashing when the street is free for passenger.

Fig 1. ELSE: stimuli and results
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Broken Light showed an interest related to the colour appearance of light in respect
to the distribution of lighting. This means that the warm white lighting is more
appreciated than the unconventional distribution of light. Moreover it was clear from
the netnography that the preference about the distribution depends on cultural
background and also involvement in the knowledge about the project(Figure 2)
Buchanan Street presented a very impactful and particular lighting setting: full
saturated blue colours for a commercial street. Conversely, it was absolutely not
preferred by people that showed a really low agreement for the colour appearance of
the scene. The complete blue scenario seemed to be too much unconventional and
far from both traditional lighting setting and from cognitive schemes and
expectations of the majority of respondents (Italians). The partial explanation of this
negative attitude could be that, de-contextualizing the image and not giving
information about its historical and socio-cultural importance, the blue lighting
doesn’t show evident advantages and positive values in comparison with the
traditional lighting systems. (Figure 2)

Fig.2. Netnography field notes

The most interesting and pleasurable stimuli were Great Street Games, Power
Flower and Ultra-Nature. These stimuli present an interactive use of coloured
lighting systems, in addition to the existing traditional lampposts: this extra lighting
system defines a pleasant and more complex scene, leaving untouched the
readability and the coherence of the space. The arousal is probably favourably
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enhanced by the unexpected, unconventional and surprising ways of using coloured
light within a complex interplay of elements: complexity and richness of stimuli are
able to satisfy the human needs of exploration. As previously seen in other studies,
human beings require a balance of unity and complexity in the built-environment in
relation to colour and light in order to balance their natural preference to naturally
changing variables[14]. Moreover the interactivity and low intensity of lighting
contributes to the effect of mystery, driving people in the lit scene with the promise
of obtaining more information or interactions while exploring the space. Other
scholars describe the experience of a dark space pierced or pinpointed with light as
something creating a sensation of mystery that invites examination and offer the
opportunity for discovery [7].
6. Conclusions
Lighting colour and its distribution can define the identity of the city, decoding the
spatial relationships of different zones, accompanying night activities, marking the
city rhythms about city activities and uses. Coloured lighting should be used in a
meaningful way, as an attention-getting tool with its symbolic meanings and
signalling effects: colours of lighting can communicate explicitly or implicitly some
public or private messages, underlining positive events or emergencies. These
signalling coloured effects can be realized through unconventional, interactive
coloured system that are preferred and considered interesting.
Light can also be a guide for people in their way-finding and orientation by marking
paths, defining specific areas, identifying zones with specific functions: the
introduction of opposite colour temperatures into a urban space determines the
flexibility to create a warmer or cooler mood and emphasizing focal points. In
addition to warm and cool colour temperatures, LEDs provide a wide range of
colours defining orientation in space and time: colours are used in special occasions
and events.
Coloured lighting can also cope with the architecture enhancing volumes and
materials, decoding the sites and the typologies of lit buildings but also overvaluing
the buildings’ surfaces according with existing colour palette and textures. Finally
and more complexly, coloured lighting can also define the city ambiance, the
symbolical and emotional appeal of the space, infusing vitality and animation with
the use of colours and dynamic lighting. In addition to this, it is necessary to stress
that the selection, the preference and perception of a lit scene varies in a correlated
way in relation to the provenience culture because socio-cultural parameters can
influence the choices toward particular lighting environment [17].
Lighting can be also dynamic without being gaudy or banal providing areas of
excitement, social engagement and points of emphasis and interest within the place,
while satisfying comfort and security. Each of the previous mentioned elements of
light can be useless and even distracting if used meaninglessly: light should
represent the directive force of human visual awareness assisting in the creation of
significant forms and spaces with symbolic and useful meanings. The results of the
study provide a starting lighting framework for the formulation of an overall,
comprehensive, lighting design plan that should focus more on features rather than
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quantitative ones. As designers we should persuade that the quality of light is far
more important than the quantity of light [7]. The achievements of this qualitative
methods of analysis can be transferred into lighting design strategies in order to
support the design process for the creation of new smart, sustainable, experienced
cities.
7. Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
This preliminary approach can be implemented by increasing the number of
participants in the virtual ethnography in order to gather a higher statistical number
of responses and a richer panorama of results. This increment can provide a wider
and cross-cultural view about the argument and can also test if lighting attributes
and responses vary in accordance to the context, culture, age, and gender of
participants. More than this, in order to better validate some assumption about
attributes of lighting arousing certain emotional effect and reaction of people, it can
be conducted a deeper analysis of correlations between lighting, people and the city,
passing from the virtual ground to the real observation: investigation in situ about
the impact and experiential relevance of ad-hoc public urban lighting installation.
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1. Introduction
Recently a debate has become very intense “how to define the Lighting Designer
professional figure”. Professionals and more or less important association had a long
time discussion on which are the prerequisite needed to practice this profession, in
order to “protect” the category from not always qualified individuals that when it
comes to face a lighting plan of relevant entity, are absolutely unfitting to the role if
not harmful for the customer.
From a certain point of view the concerns of those association are more than
agreeable, but it’s also true that we reached the figure of the modern Lighting
Designer (evolved by the years from the mere illuminating engineer) through a
contamination of thinking more likely “humanist” of architects, designers and
artists.
This introduction points to put in evidence that, if the quality of the project
(whatever kind of planning) meets the expectations of the customer, also more
cross-disciplined figures (than the ones that the majority of the audience indicates as
“appropriate” “Lighting Designer”) should be able to intervene somehow in the
design process. Show Lighting Designers (theater, live stage, but also fashion
lighting designers) are often indicated as technicians by architectural lighting
designers. The results of the hybridization of different competences in the field of
lighting design lead to very important results if we keep in consideration how much
the way to design light changed it the last ten years.
What would have been if the professionals of the technical era had crystallized their
competences in something that had prevented the actual deviations? Maybe the only
problems that we would assume today (for instance for the lighting of a work of art
or a workplace) would be uniformity and level of illuminance, the glare and not a
lot more.
The evolution of technology (such the dynamic lighting and LED technologies) and
a greater attention to human beings (psychological and physiological influence of
light), have lead the lighting design to a more wide (although complex), more
surprising (although less classifiable) challenge, hardly associable to a professional
figure planned in a committee.
The final aim of the paper, is not to discuss the definition of the lighting designer
figure, but to put in evidence how new technologies entered (on late) a “not
conventional” area of lighting design for the show and how (maybe one day) these
innovations may (if this hybridization will be tolerated) be metabolized in the area
of architectural lighting.
2. Not just “see”
Technologies to light building facades through color are often derived (in one way
or another) from the word of lighting for the show; profilers, gobos color-changers,
but also the most common use of color filters as well.
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In the last years “theatricality” has find his way in that kind of “communicative
lighting” (Fig. 1), sometimes in an excessive and widely criticized way (for instance
in Fig. 2) and consequently some technologies had to adapt to meet the needing of
the new intended use. Architectural dynamic lighting had a lots of its technologies
coming directly from the world of entertainment [1].
A technology in particular had a reverse path; although present in the world of
entertainment lighting since many years, found his real boom in the field of
traditional lighting. That technology is the Solid State Lighting, and the light sources
are the Lighting Emitting Diodes; LED.
Obviously we have to state that not all lighting technologies are coming from the
show area, but for which concerns the color and the dynamism, we may say that the
technicians of lighting for the show were some sort of pioneers.
Why then, a versatile technology such as the LEDs, that had in the “creative
applications” his first role in lighting (mostly interiors in the beginning as we can
see in Fig. 3) didn’t come from the area of the entertainment (as it was for the
profilers, the color wheels and so on) that could have taken advantage of such
potential?
The first, and most important reason is simply said, as for (in the beginning) the
architectural lighting field, luminous fluxes coming from LEDs were absolutely not
comparable with to those coming from traditional light sources, so, the time to reach
the market of lighting products was considerably high. The mere quantity of light
(today as well) make the LED an unsuitable light source for the most common
entertainment applications.
Moreover, it is clear that the purposes of products designed for the architectural field
are quite different from those designed for the show, and this comes directly from
the different uses of them. Power consumption, the need of maintain the luminaire
by certain measures despite the thermic dissipation are very important questions for
the traditional luminaires, but are not less than secondary for the entertainment
products.
There are many great “light artisans” that work as theatrical lighting designer that
use to evaluate the quality of light in function of the spectral richness (typical of
incandescence light sources) and that put in evidence that old light sources (in a
contest where sustainability in relatively less important) still have a place that is
already lost in the world of traditional lighting.
3. Why then the LEDs?
Judging on the delay this technology raised to an active role in stage lighting, we
may say that this is a crucial question.
It is true that LEDs are in the entertaining field since may years, but just as accent
lights, or as chromatic signs, LED walls, small complements and so on.
New power LEDs finally lowered enough their price, raised their efficiency and
reached a flux emission valuable in a segment where the quantity of light emitted is
a prime need.
Recently (in the last two years) two products in particular have shown that the
manufacturers are ready to put this technology one step over in the lighting for the
entertainment area.
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3.1 An optical system for uniformity

One of the most common problems coming in the way of a Lighting Designer when
he decides to use LED luminaires capable of a switch of the color temperature, or to
give colored light as well, is the uniformity of the projected light beam.
While using colored LEDs to correct (for instance) the chromatic characteristics of
light we may, very often see a pattern, a spotted effect that compromises the
uniformity of the projected beam (Fig. 4).
In 2010, Coemar, a manufacturer of luminaires and system for the entertainment,
won an important entertainment oriented prize (The PLASA Award for Innovation
[3]) for the development of an optical system (patent pending) that can get rid of the
spotted effect (Fig.5 and 6) a giving the light beam the needed homogeneity to lit
scenes without having to use chromatic wheels typical of mobile head luminaires.
Such goal is obtained thanks to an optical system composed by a parabolic reflector
and a light source like device that permits to obtain a very wide chromatic range,
using the RGB and CYM coordinates [4]. The possibility to resolve the problem of
the projected light beam uniformity is very valuable also for the architectural
lighting, where the correction of white light in luminaires that can adjust the color
temperature often causes the dotted effect in the projected light.

Fig. 1 - The use of batteries of “Space Cannon” projecors (in the commemorative installation for the tragedy of 9/11)
is a clear example of evocative use of luminaries that derived from the world of stage lighting.
Fig. 2 - The illumination of Castello Sforzesco in Milan is a case of strong application of color for an historical building
that passet through lot of critics form citizens.

Fig. 3 – In the last few year the technological advance of the LED technology lead to the application of the solid state
lighting in many application unthinkable until now. Anyway, the creative and communicative aspect of such light
sources keep to tickle the fantasy of designers and customers granting lots of new “creative” products as seen in the
fair Light+Building 2012 in Frankfurt.
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Fig. 2 – Test carried out at Laboratorio LUCE of Politecnico di Milano. Evaluation of the lack of uniformity in a beam
of white light at the correlated color temperature of 2.700K [2].

Fig. 5 – Uniform beam projected by the luminare “Reflection LEDko” of Coemar. (Image courtesy of Coemar)
Fig. 6 – Non uniform beam projected while making the relieves of Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 – The battery powered lighting Fixture “Glow-Up”. (Image courtesy of Clay Paky)
Fig. 8 – The light weight of Glow-Up and his flexibility make possible difficult installation such as high glass rooftops.
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3.2 Wireless light

Another innovation in the Solid State Lighting Field declined for the entertainment
(that maybe if optimized may have interesting application in the traditional lighting)
is the expansion of the concept of portable light to the mobile head luminaires.
The power used by traditional light sources render clearly impossible the flexibility
of the wireless technology applied to common mobile heads, but thanks to the
implementation of lithium cells and power LEDs, now it is possible to place solid
state mobile heads without the necessity of placing cables around the scene.
That innovation has been developed by Clay Paky (one of the world leaders for the
entertainment lighting) and introduced in 2012 in their new product called “GlowUp” [5][6]. The lithium cell batteries grant twenty hours of fully operational cycle
(with a recharge time of 4 hours), that in the field of permanent lighting installation
it’s clearly not acceptable, but for events and temporary installations, the versatility
of those luminaires grant a great reduction of the setup phase, improves safety and
give the possibility to implement light in places nearly unreachable for their cabled
counterparts (due to the reduction of the signal and the difficulty to install long, and
consequently heavy, cables). The light flux of those luminaires is still quite weak;
they can output 1500 lumen for 50W of nominal power (of which 40 just for the 4
LED modules). The beam wide angle can spread from 15° to 30° with a remarkable
set of preinstalled scenarios with the possibility of obtain white light at different
color temperature and obviously, the ability to obtain a very wide range of colors
(using RGB + White light sources that work in additive synthesis) without the need
of chromatic wheels (dichroic filters that work in subtractive synthesis), that are not
able to hide the switches from a color to another (and with a very narrow range of
obtainable colors.
4. Conclusions
Sometimes Designers spend a lot of time on catalogues, or freeze themselves in
front of a white sheet. Sometimes otherwise, they just resolve using a software that
(on the long distance) flatten the project numbing their creativity and crystallizing
one of the most creative works in the world. This quite diffused tendency fuel up the
debate on who should be the “Lighting Designer” and whether or not technical
offices of manufacturers should design the lighting. It is rather true that the synergy
of competences can only enrich the way of planning light and the “official Lighting
Designer” should watch with interest technology (such as the new evolution in LED
lighting design for the entertainment) also in is not usually applied to their field, in
order to inspire themselves and improve the profession in a more wide way.
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Experimental evaluation of chromatic changes of colored objects
under fluorescent lamps and LEDs and perceptual responses
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1. Introduction
In the field of electric lighting, the increasing popularity and spread of the LED
sources, together with the availability of traditional lamps with different spectral
characteristics, compels the designer to consider in his choices not only aspects
related to energy saving, but also to take into account lighting quality, meaning for it
a correct and pleasant perception of the surrounding environment [1],[2],[3].
Once fixed the values of illuminance and luminance distributions, the parameters
that characterize the sources regarding quality of light, according to European
Standard EN 12464-1[4], and that strongly influence the perception of objects and
colors are the color appearance, identified by Correlated Color Temperature (CCT),
and Color Rendering Index (CRI). However in presence of sources with similar
CCT and CRI but with different Spectral Power Distributions (SPD), different
perceptual effects occur [5],[6],[7].
In this paper, the effects of two kind of sources, fluorescents and LEDs, both with
high CRI, are examined. Results from measurements were analyzed and then put in
relation with results of tests on a significant number of subjects.
2. Experimental set-up
2.1. Description of the test room and light sources

The test room is quite 3.00m x 3.00m x 3.00m with
completely blank walls ( M = 70%) and a false
ceiling with controlled lights. The furniture consists
in a desk with a chair centrally located in respect to
the lights.
Luminaires consist in 2 fluorescent and 4 LED
sources. Technical characteristics of each LED and
fluorescent source provided by manufacturer are
shown in the Tab.1.
Fluorescent
Lamp
4xT16/24W
Luminous flux
7000 lm
Efficacy
49 lm/W
CRI
1B (80<Ra<90)
Tab.1 – Technical characteristics of luminaires

Fig.1 – Test room

LED
1x1824/27W
1824 lm
64 lm/W
Fig.2 – View of the false ceiling

For the characterization of the sources, a Konica-Minolta CS2000 spectroradiometer
was used; the instrument was pointed towards the lamps to obtain the SPDs.
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Fig.3 – SPD Fluorescent 2700K (A), 3000K (B), 4000K (C) and 6500K (D).

Fig.4 – SPD LED 2900K (A), 3150K (B), 4200K (C) and 6100K (D).

2.2. Description of light scenes

Lights are connected to Luxmate Emotion
CCT [K] Dim [%] Em [lux]
information system by Zumtobel. Thanks to this Fluo 2700K
2924
100
653
device, it was possible to dim both lighting Fluo 3000K
3011
93
549
emissions and change color temperature, in Fluo 4000K
4178
94
558
order to obtain 8 light scenes with similar Fluo 6500K
7100
100
621
illuminance values on the desk, measured with LED 2900K
2940
97
634
2 Konica-Minolta T10 lux meters centrally LED 3150K
3020
94
545
located in respect to the lights.
LED 4200K
4199
95
548
The following analyses have shown that light LED 6100K
7195
100
628
scenes with intermediate CCT (Fluo 3000K, Tab.2 – Light scenes set-up.
Fluo 4000K, LED 3150K and LED 4200K)
reported results less interesting than the other scenes: so only the results of Fluo
2700K and 6500K, LED 2900K and 6100K will be shown. As in Tab.2, Fluo 2700K
and LED 2900K scenes have the same measured CCT, as also Fluo 6500K and LED
6100K: since now, “warm lights” will be referred to first ones while “cold lights”
will be referred to second ones.
2.3. Description of colored objects

On the desk 6 different colored
objects (LEGO® blocks) were
placed: blue, light blue, green,
yellow, orange, red. For each
one
of
them,
spectral
reflectance
and
color
coordinates under illuminant
D65 were measured.

Specular component
excluded
included
L*
a*
L*
a*
b*
-8.55
Blue
45.68
-7.48
-41.96 42.35
Light blue 63.76 -11.01 -27.64 61.34 -11.79
Green
60.43 -51.72 36.90 57.98 -56.32
8.65
Yellow
80.84
8.48
78.32 79.15
Orange
66.60 45.37
55.38 63.63 47.94
Red
42.93 50.12
32.00 30.09 55.06
Tab.3 – Color coordinates of LEGO® blocks.

b*
-44.87
-28.95
40.75
85.39
65.07
40.00

3. Analysis and results
3.1. Spectral distribution of reflected light analysis

Spectral reflectance of each colored object was measured with the
spectrophotometer; lamps’ SPDs were obtained with the spectroradiometer while
spectral distribution of reflected light was obtained pointing the spectroradiometer
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on each colored object under each light scene. Results are reported in figures 5 – 10
in which not all but just the most interesting cases were represented. For each figure,
diagrams corresponding to (C) show clearly that they are the result of the
combination of the previous two: where the block’s spectral reflectance increases or
decreases the value of emitted light for those wavelengths in the reflection diagram
is amplified or reduced. As general rule, we can say that: blue prefers cold lights;
light blue is better under cold lights but it doesn’t change too much with the other
light scenes; green prefers cold lights; yellow is better under warm lights; orange
and red are good under every kind of light.

Fig.5 – Blue block spectral reflectance (A), LED 2900K SPD (B) and spectral distribution of reflected light (C).
According to the spectral reflectance, in all light scenes red component is reduced while blue one is maximized, even
with warm lights as shown in the example.

Fig.6 – Light blue block spectral reflectance (A), Fluo 6500K SPD (B) and spectral distribution of reflected light (C).
Spectral reflectance shows high values of both blue and red component, increasing block’s reflection values in low
and high wavelengths.

Fig.7 – Green block spectral reflectance (A), LED 2900K SPD (B) and spectral distribution of reflected light (C).
Green component of all lights’ SPDs is maximized while blue and red ones are reduced, especially with LEDs.

Fig.8 – Yellow block spectral reflectance (A), LED 6100K SPD (B) and spectral distribution of reflected light (C). In
these cases, the only notable change between lamps’ SPDs and reflection diagrams is the reduction of the blue
component.

Fig.9 – Orange block spectral reflectance (A), LED 6100K SPD (B) and spectral distribution of reflected light (C). As
for the yellow block, in the reflection diagrams it’s just the blue component of lamps’ SPDs to be reduced.
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Fig.10 – Red block spectral reflectance (A), Fluo 2700K SPD (B) and spectral distribution of reflected light (C). The
red block case is similar to the yellow and orange ones.

3.2. CCT and Technologies comparisons

After that, for each color two different comparisons were made: Correlated Color
Temperature with the same technology and technology comparison with the same
CCT. This analysis helped to find the best and the worst kind of light for each color.

CCT comparison for blue

Technologies comparison for blue
Fluo 2700K
Fluo 6500K

LED 2900K

LED 6100K

CCT comparison for light blue

Technologies comparison for light blue
Fluo 2700K
Fluo 6500K

CCT comparison for green

LED 2900K

LED 6100K

Fig.11 – Fluo 6500K
lamp has a wide range of
blue wavelenghts while
Fluo 2700K lamp have
peaks in other colours;
LEDs have quite the
same trend but with
higher values for blue
and lower for red
compared
to
the
fluorescent sources. Cold
lights are preferred, with
LED 6100K as best
source and Fluo 2700K
as worst.
Fig.12 – As for blue, in
light
blue
reflection
diagrams
fluorescent
sources have other colour
components while LEDs
don’t have the previous
trend, with LED 2900K
having a peak in red.
Technologies comparison
shows how all the lights
cover a wide range of
wavelenghts
with
a
preference
for
LED
6100K.

Fig.13 – CCT comparison
shows how lights with the
same technology have
quite the same trend for
green.
However
it’s
possible to observe how
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Technologies comparison for green
Fluo 2700K
Fluo 6500K

LED 2900K

LED 6100K

Fig.14 – Considerations
made
about
green
reflection diagrams could
be applied to yellow’s too:
CCT comparison shows
how lights with the same
technology have quite the
same trend, with a
preference for warm
lights.
In
particular,
technologies comparison
shows how similar is the
trend of the two sources.

CCT comparison for yellow

Technologies comparison for yellow
Fluo 2700K
Fluo 6500K

LED 2900K

LED 6100K
Fig.15
–
CCT
comparison shows how
lights with the same
technology have quite
the same trend for
orange reflection but it’s
possible to see how cold
lights have a wider range
of wavelenghts than
warm lights, in which
orange
and
red
component is maximized.

CCT comparison for orange

Technologies comparison for orange
Fluo 2700K
Fluo 6500K

LED 2900K

LED 6100K
Fig.16 – Considerations
made about orange
reflection diagrams could
be applied to red’s: in this
case too, warm lights
should be preferred to
cold ones.

CCT comparison for red

Technologies comparison for red
Fluo 2700K
Fluo 6500K
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cold lights have more
green component than
warm lights that increase
red component. In this
case Fluo 6500K has a
peak
in
green
wavelenghts more than
LED as in previous cases.

LED 2900K

LED 6100K

3.3. Changes of chromaticity coordinates under different light scenes

CIE XYZ values of each colored object and XnYnZn of reference white were
measured under each light scene and normalized by the reference white to calculate
L*a*b* coordinates using CIELAB equations [8].
L*
a*
b*
C*ab
hab
1.Fluo 2700K
40.74
-8.44
-32.79
33.86
1.32
2.Fluo 6500K
47.09
6.85
-73.70
74.02
-1.48
3.LED 2900K
34.53
-14.15
-65.54
67.05
1.35
4.LED 6100K
45.17
14.12
-60.83
62.45
-1.34
Fig.17 – L*a*b*coordinates, chroma and hue values of blue. As a general rule,
fluorescent lamps give less redness-greenness to the perception of the colored
object. Brightness is higher with cold lights. It seems that Fluo 6500K is the
best one because it maximizes all values, in contrast with previous results
(LED 6100K).
hab
a*
b*
C*ab
L*
1.Fluo 2700K
60.43
-10.58
-16.84
19.88
1.01
2.Fluo 6500K
63.75
-7.45
-60.21
60.67
1.45
3.LED 2900K
58.57
-17.14
-38.36
42.01
1.15
4.LED 6100K
64.14
-3.68
-34.89
35.08
1.47
Fig.18 – L*a*b*coordinates, chroma and hue values of light blue. Brightness
and hue are slightly higher with cold lights. Chroma is much more higher with
Fluo 6500K.

hab
a*
b*
C*ab
L*
1.Fluo 2700K
51.82
-46.39
40.21
61.39
-0.71
2.Fluo 6500K
31.51
-61.32
24.41
66.00
-0.38
3.LED 2900K
46.18
-61.33
37.27
71.77
-0.55
4.LED 6100K
48.58
-64.74
49.76
81.65
-0.65
Fig. 19 – L*a*b*coordinates, chroma and hue values of green. In this case,
every light scene maximizes a different value, so it’s not possible to define the
best light, as it was noticed in the previous analysis.

L*
a*
b*
C*ab
hab
1.Fluo 2700K
94.95
10.21
93.53
94.09
1.46
2.Fluo 6500K
83.97
-15.51
66.80
68.58
-1.34
3.LED 2900K
95.63
11.18
99.63
100.26
1.46
4.LED 6100K
90.14
-2.03
103.04
103.06
-1.55
Fig.20 – L*a*b*coordinates, chroma and hue values of yellow. LED 6100K
seems to be the best light since all the values are at their maximum, except for
brightness that is maximized with warm lights. The only scene completely
different from the others is number 2.
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L*
a*
b*
C*ab
hab
1.Fluo 2700K
90.49
50.73
76.57
91.85
0.98
2.Fluo 6500K
77.96
36.99
37.00
52.32
0.78
3.LED 2900K
91.74
49.75
87.60
100.74
1.05
4.LED 6100K
84.26
43.56
80.22
91.29
1.07
Fig.21 – L*a*b*coordinates, chroma and hue values of orange. As the graphic
shows, there is not a big difference between scenes number 1, 3 and 4 (even if
LED 2900K maximizes brightness and chroma), with the second scene different
from the others once again.
L*
a*
b*
C*ab
hab
1.Fluo 2700K
68.17
53.04
49.07
72.26
0.75
2.Fluo 6500K
56.54
40.84
15.46
43.66
0.36
3.LED 2900K
70.03
62.95
67.73
92.47
0.82
4.LED 6100K
58.95
58.80
51.42
77.11
0.72
Fig.22 – L*a*b*coordinates, chroma and hue values of red. Looking at the
values and the graphic, red is nearer to orange that to the red-a* axe: in this
case too, LED 2900K maximizes brightness, a* value and chroma. Fluo 2700K
and LED 6100K have good values too while Fluo 6500K is the worst light again.

The next diagrams are CCT and technology comparisons among the 4 scenes,
showing all color coordinates for each light.
In the CCT comparison, warm lights tend to move to the yellow-red area, even if it’s
less evident for LEDs. In the second diagram, it’s possible to note that LED 2900K
reduces the distance among yellow, orange and red coordinates.
In the technology comparison, the diagrams have the same shape, with a bigger
chromatic variety for LEDs. For cold lights, LED diagram is also moved towards
yellow-red area.

Fig. 23 – CCT comparisons between Fluo 2700K
and Fluo 6500K (A), LED 2900K and LED 6100K
(B).

Fig. 24 – Technology comparisons between Fluo
2700K and LED 2900K (A), Fluo 6500K and LED
6100K (B).

4. Conclusions
Results from measurements were analyzed and then put in relation with the first
results of tests on a significant number of subjects. In terms of global perception of
colors, the preference went to LED 6100K, while Fluo 6500K and LED 2900K had
the same result; according to subjects, Fluo 2700K was voted as the worst light.
This study shows that the only use of parameters like the CCT is not enough. There
is not a unique parameter to define color rendering of lamps: outcomes show that it
should result from the combination of lamps’ SPDs and colored objects’ spectral
reflectances. Consequently, the effects of differences in lamp spectrum assume
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relevant importance for practical lighting: in every condition it is possible to state
that the best light would be the one with a SPD rich in all frequencies.
With the aim to find useful design criteria, the authors are carrying out more tests
and experiments on subjects, in collaboration with the Faculty of Psychology of the
Second University of Naples.
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1.Introduction
Over recent years the importance of using daylight in indoor environments to
achieve reductions of energy consumption was largely discussed [1], but the use of
daylight is even more important because of its effects on human beings.
Daylight has a more uniform spectral distribution than the artificial sources
(especially discharge lamps) and consequently it allows a better color perception;
moreover it changes during the day both in intensity and spectral power distribution
(SPD).
For all these reasons, daylight ensures a high comfort in carrying out all the human
activities and is also important to the circadian rhythm regulation [2]; therefore it
results necessary to evaluate the entrance of natural light in indoor environments
both in qualitative and quantitative terms.
Until now, the approach was mainly based on the daylight factor (DF) value, while
the spectral composition of radiations coming from the sky was not considered. A
proper use of daylight in indoor environments requires integration with electric
lighting. Nowadays a designer can choose light sources with the most appropriate
color tone, expressed by means of correlated color temperature (CCT); for indoor
applications, the most popular are mainly fluorescent and LED sources, each
disposable with different CCT. However, lit environments can be perceived
differently under sources with the same CCT but different SPDs [3].
In this paper, an analysis of the characteristics of daylight and electric lighting in an
indoor environment is carried out, by comparing SPDs and CCTs of the natural
source (sky) during typical winter days with contemporaneous measurements of
spectral irradiances and CCTs detected at the eyes level.
From results obtained, the influence of indoor environment over spectral distribution
of radiations, both from daylight and electric light, was evaluated.
2.Room description
Measurements were carried out in an office, with a window facing west, located at
the 7th floor of the Federico II University in Naples, Faculty of Architecture. In Fig.
1 the urban location is shown along with the sun path on a winter day; in Fig. 2 and
3 pictures of the office with different light condition are reported while in Fig. 4 a
plan with the dimensions of the room, the height of which is 3.20 m, is represented.
Reflectances of walls, door, ceiling, floor, frame of the window and furniture were
measured by means of a Minolta CM-2600d spectrophotometer, under the D65
standard illuminant and 2° CIE 1931 observer, and are reported in Table 1.
Technical features of the instrument are reported below.
Wavelength interval: 360 - 740 nm; simultaneous measurement of SCI (specular
component included) and SCE (specular component excluded); wavelength pitch: 10
nm; reflectance range: 0 to 175%, resolution: 0.01%; observer: 2/10 degrees (CIE
1931/2°,CIE 1964/10°); spectral reflectance: standard deviation within 0.1% (360 to
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380 nm within 0.2%). The two values reported in Tab. 1 for each surface, refer to
the measure detected with the specular component included (SCI) and excluded
(SCE). By comparing the SCI and SCE measures, it can be inferred that most
surfaces have a quite diffusing behavior and most of them (i.e. walls, ceiling, floor,
the library and the desk plane) show high reflectances.
Surface
Desk

SCI

(%)
SCE

78.66 77.73

Surface
Chair

(%)
SCE

Surface

43.05 41.45

Library

SCI

Door
frame

(%)
SCE

Surface

80.25 78.80

Fan coil

SCI

90.55 90.36

Floor

81.68 80.05

Window
50.52 47.45
frame

Door
panel

37.91 33.54 Computer 77.35 74.97

Walls

Ceiling

63.92 62.59

Limit of
the
window
Fabric
chair

SCI
71.04

(%)
SCE
69.3

59.33 57.95
30.78 30.82

93.85 93.68
Tab. 1 – Reflectances of indoor surfaces under D65 standard illuminant [%]

The measurements were carried out on three typical winter days with different sky
conditions:
• January 24th 2012 : variable sky (intermediate), shown in Fig. 5;
• January 27th 2012 : clear sky, shown in Fig. 6;
• February 1st 2012 : overcast sky, shown in Fig. 7.
The following data were acquired for each one of the days from morning until
twilight at intervals of one hour: SPDs and CCTs of sky light, spectral irradiances in
correspondence of the eyes of a person seated at the desk, with a line of sight
horizontal (0°), and sloped 15° and 45° downwards; diffuse illuminance on
horizontal external surface unobstructed, illuminance on the desk and vertical
illuminance at eyes' level. All spectral data were obtained by means of a
Spectroradiometer Minolta CS-2000, the main technical features of which are
reported below.
Wavelength range: 380 - 780 nm; display wavelength bandwidth: 1 nm; measuring
angle (selectable): 1°, 0.2°, 0.1°; measurement luminance range (standard light
source A): 0.003 to 5000 cd/m2 (1°); 0.075 to 125000 cd/m2 (0.2°); 0.3 to 500000
cd/m2 (0.1°); accuracy -luminance (standard light source A): ± 2%.
3.Results obtained
Variable sky
The SPD trends, measured at intervals of one hour during this day are shown in
Fig.8. It can be noticed that in the morning there’s a greater emission in the short
wavelengths, while during the rest of the day the emission is more uniform: this is
probably due to the irregular fluctuation of the cloud pattern that affects the spectral
distribution.
The values of CCT relative to the sky light and to the light that reaches the eyes,
together with the illuminances measured on an external unobstructed surface, on the
work plane and at the eyes level, are reported in Tab. 2.
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Variable sky
Time

CCT [K]
Sky

Illuminance [lx]

At the observer’s eyes
0°

15°

45°

Outdoor

Desk

Eyes*

10:30

15651

4643

4828

6209

9500

515

291

11:30

6018

4837

4715

4780

24500

631

370

12:30

7561

5400

5438

5438

18500

459

301

13:30

16134

5177

5217

5218

9900

601

398

14:30

10629

5284

5032

5180

12500

665

415

15:30

16214

5704

5647

5568

7925

363

209

16:30

8026

5326

5287

5262

638

23

15

16:50

7033

5111

5190

5286

511

57

29

* A mean value between data corresponding to the three different slopes of the
line of sight is reported
Tab. 2 - CCTs and illuminances for variable sky

The highest values of the CCT of the sky are attained at 10:30, 13:30 and 15:30
corresponding to a minor cover percentage of the sky, therefore at these times of the
day the light tone was very cold. The CCT values at the eyes level are always lower
than the ones of the sky and included in the range between 4643 K and 6209 K.
Spectral irradiances were also measured at the eyes' level and are shown in Fig. 9. It
can be noticed that the spectral composition of the light reaching the eyes is different
from that coming from the sky. In fact it presents a strong component in the medium
wavelengths, while the SPD of the sky light presents a stronger emission in the short
wavelengths especially in the morning.
Clear sky
The SPDs of the sky measured during this day are shown in Fig. 10; a strong
emission in the short wavelengths in the morning can be observed, while during the
course of the day the distribution becomes more uniform, like in the variable sky
condition. Data regarding CCT and illuminances are reported in Tab. 3.
The highest values of the sky's CCT are attained at 10:30 and 11:30 reaching about
20000 K, so at these times of the day the light tone is extremely cold. Considering
the light that reaches the eyes, the trend is more uniform and the values are lower
(included in the range between 4125 K and 6833 K), showing a maximum at 11:30
and 12:30. Data related to the spectral irradiances are reported in Fig. 11, from
which it can be noticed that the radiations reaching the eyes are mainly distributed in
the medium and long wavelengths.
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Clear sky
Time

CCT [K]
Sky

Illuminance [lx]

At the observer’s eyes
0°

15°

45°

Outdoor

Desk

Eyes*

9:30

8700

4765

4758

4762

28725

527

495

10:30

19988

4950

4929

5080

44600

550

405

11:30

19618

5977

6038

6069

55900

342

305

12:30

15455

6795

6833

6826

57200

295

228

13:30

13251

5628

5673

5586

53050

452

359

14:30

11912

5212

5018

5005

36500

659

497

15:30

8843

4175

4173

4125

23350

1347

699

16:30

7346

5186

5236

5274

3820

260

171

17:00

5280

5424

5474

5479

2007

163

38

* A mean value between data corresponding to the three different slopes of the
line of sight is reported
Tab. 3 – CCTs and Illuminances for clear sky

Overcast sky
The SPDs from sky are shown in Fig. 12; from the diagrams it can be noticed that
with this sky condition there is a strong emission in the short and medium
wavelengths. CCTs and illuminances are reported in Tab. 4.
Overcast sky
Time

CCT [K]
Sky

Illuminance [lx]

At the observer’s eyes
0°

15°

45°

Outdoor

Desk

Eyes*

9:30

6517

5797

5919

5767

24900

363

247

10:30

7194

5732

5785

6050

29750

348

231

11:30

6132

5212

5226

5156

14940

371

193

12:30

6467

5073

5069

5024

9200

219

135

13:30

6768

5360

5388

5345

1975

55

15

14:30

6466

5048

5112

5100

7250

227

104

15:30

6849

5210

5135

5044

4940

68

56

16:30

6701

5166

5119

5012

2350

113

75

17:00

4909

4466

5211

6621

2100

46

6

* A mean value between data corresponding to the three different slopes of the
line of sight is reported
Tab. 4 – CCTs and Illuminances for overcast sky
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The highest CCT values are attained at 10:30 (7194 K) and 15:30 (6849 K) but they
are lower than those detected under the sky conditions before considered.
CCT values at the eyes level are lower than those of the sky (included in the range
between 4466 and 6621 K) but in this case the difference is smaller. Fig. 13 shows
spectral irradiances data and it appears relevant to notice that the radiations reaching
the eyes are concentrated in the short and medium wavelengths; moreover there is
little difference between the spectral distribution of the light reaching the eyes and
that of the source (in this case the sky).
Electric light
Fig. 4 shows the office lit by four luminaires, each equipped with two fluorescent
lamps, the SPD of which is reported in diagrams of Fig. 14.
It can be noticed that the lamps show a peak of emission in the short wavelengths
and almost no emission in the long wavelengths; so the light tone of these sources is
cold.
CCT and illuminance values are reported in Tab. 5.
Electric light
CCT [K]
Luminaire

Illuminance [lx]

At the observers’ eyes

At the observers’ eyes
Desk

4209

0°

15°

45°

3914

3870

3857

841

0°

15°

45°

247

376

337

Tab. 5 – CCTs and Illuminances

Fig. 15 shows spectral irradiance diagrams obtained by measures at 0°,15° and 45°
angles, in this case the SPD of the sources and spectral irradiances at the eyes have a
similar trend.
4.Discussion and conclusions
Daylight is an extremely significant topic in indoor environments and its variability
has been object of studies and researches. However not so much has been detected
about the spectral composition of the daylight that reaches the eyes of the observers
in rooms during the day. CCT of daylight and its variation during the day can be
useful to better understand visual and non visual effects on human beings [4] and to
obtain useful information about the statement of design criteria both for control
devices, as shading systems, and electric light integration [5] [6]. It's interesting to
notice that the spectral composition of the natural light that reaches the observers’
eyes, located in the workstation (desk), differs strongly from the light that strikes on
the window coming directly from the sky. It can be attributable to absorption and
reflection effects operated by both external and internal surfaces and to transmission
effects due to the presence of the glazing system. From the measures carried out on
three typical winter days, respectively with intermediate, clear and overcast sky
distributions, it can be inferred that the CCT of the sky is very variable, but always
greater than 4900 K (lowest value detected at sunset with overcast sky), and
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Fig. 1. Urban location

Fig. 3 : Office with electric light

Fig. 5. Sky 24/01/2012

Fig. 8. Sky SPDs 24/01 – variable sky

Fig. 2. Office with daylight

Fig. 4. Plan of the office

Fig. 6. Sky 27/01/2012

Fig. 7. Sky 1/02/2012

Fig. 9. Spectral irradiances at eyes level 24/01 – variable sky
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Fig. 10. Sky SPDs 27/01 - clear sky

Fig. 11. Spectral irradiances at eyes level 27/01 - clear sky

Fig.12. Sky SPDs 1/02 – overcast sky

Fig. 13. Spectral irradiances at eyes level 1/02 – overcast sky

Fig. 14. Lamps SPD

Fig. 15. Lamps spectral irradiances at eyes level

reaching its highest peak of about 20000 K (19980 K) in the morning of a sunny
day, because the window faces a patch of clear sky very far from the sun path.
In the afternoon of the same day the CCTs become smaller, owing to the presence of
sun. At 15:30 the highest internal illuminances are reached: the sunlight enters in the
room but it doesn't strikes on the observer and on the worktop and it doesn't produce
any glare effect. Soon after, the sun disappears behind the hill in front of the
window. In this period of the year no shading system is necessary: luminances from
the sky and from external objects never produces excessive contrasts and discomfort
glare owing to the wide dimensions of the window and high reflectances of walls
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and furniture. Very interesting are illuminances at the eyes and on the worktop
during the day with clear sky: they can be considered the maximum typical values
attainable in winter days. Indeed, the presence of clouds mostly reduces
illuminances; with variable sky only few values of internal illuminances are similar
and even greater (this is due to the highest values of sky luminance), being quite
smaller with overcast sky. With variable sky condition, CCT does not follow a
regular trend during the day being the cloud pattern irregular; the presence of clouds
affects SPD causing a strong damping of short wavelengths: this effect is especially
evident under overcast sky. In spite of great fluctuations in sky's CCT, the light that
reaches the eye is characterized by more limited color tone changes, with CCT
ranging in the interval between about 4500 K and 6900 K, values always greater
than those produced by electric light. Illuminances at eyes are always smaller than
those on the desk, but the ratio between them is higher in presence of daylight,
obtaining a mean value of 0.6 versus 0.4 detected with electric light: this can be
ascribed to the different luminance patterns obtained by daylight and electric light.
Further work is in progress in order to acquire daylight data over other periods of the
year and to investigate about the effects separately produced by external
obstructions, glazing system and indoor environment on spectral properties of
daylight.
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1. Introduction
From a perceptual point of view transparency is simply considered as the possibility
of seeing something behind and through another object. There are many kinds of
transparent/translucent objects in the real world, often unnoticed if not observed
with scrutiny [1].
One of the most evident effects produced by a veil on the perception of the objects
in the back is the edge contrast reduction, along with a reduction of the colours
differences of the objects seen through the veil [2]. It has been also shown that the
change in the colours perceived in the background is still larger if the veils are
coloured, especially for certain combinations of the two. This translates in a sensible
decrease of colour constancy. The interest for this type of research is in the
frequency by which veiling of various kinds (shafts of lights, filters, clouds of
smoke and fog, cloths, thin papers, and so on) occur when one look at the
surrounding environment. The experimental works performed until now almost
always used computer simulations, with quite few exceptions [3] [2]. On the
contrary in this study we used real veils, and results of more ecological validity are
accordingly obtained.
2. The experiment
We used very thin textile fabric to produce impressions of transparency based on
natural stimulation of the eyes. To produce a visual measure of colours we used a
matching procedure, consisting in adjusting, in a computer screen, the colour of a
comparison area to match the colour of a test area. These test areas were regions of a
Mondrian shown in another part of the monitor and observed through coloured veils,
hold in place by two pressed thin glasses, and independently lit by a Kodak Carousel
projector.
2.1. Materials and methods

Ten differently coloured veils were used, lit by a filtered incandescent source
(approximately CCT 5000°, Fig. 1). Their shape was trapezoidal so that, after being
pressed between two clear glasses and positioned in front of the monitor at about
45°, their projection at the observer’s eye was rectangular, completely covering the
coloured Mondrian on the screen; only the white background of the monitor was
protruding outside the filtered area.
Using 8 buttons to modify Yellowness, Redness, Blueness, and Greenness either in
+1 or +10 steps performed the colour adjustment; moreover other 8 buttons could be
used to modify Whiteness (+1, +5), Blackness (+1, +5), and Luminance (+1, +10, 1, -10).
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Fig. 1 – Spectral Power Distribution of the filtered external light source emitted by a Kodak Carousel projector and
used to lit the textile veils.

The colours of the veils was chosen to cover as much as possible the whole range of
hues. Fig. 2 A shows the colours the ten veils in an a’ b’ CIECAM02-UCS diagram
measured in place against a black background, and Fig. 2 B in front of the white
monitor.
B

A
b’

b’

a’

a’

Fig. 2 – A. The ten veils measured against a black background, B. The ten veils measured in front of the white
monitor, plotted in an a’ b’ CIECAM02-UCS diagram. The black circle show the adapting white.

Fig. 3 shows the colours of the ten veils folded up many times so to appear opaque
(instrumental measures remained constant by changing the background from white
to black).

b’

a’
Fig. 3 –The ten veils measured after being folded up many times so to appear opaque.

When the veils cover the Mondrians, the combinations of the transparent colours of
the veils and the opaque colours of the background seen through the veils are
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actually the stimuli arriving at the observer’s eye. Therefore it is important to study
how the perceived colours are related to these stimuli (Fig. 4 A, B, C). In this work
we are interested in the colours seen in the back (more than in the colour of the veil)
and the task is then that of reproducing those colours.
A

b’

B

b’

a’

a’
C

b’

a’
Fig. 4 –The colours resulting from the combinations of veil and Mondrian which form the stimulus for the perception
of the transparency are plotted in three a’ b’ CIECAM02-UCS diagrams. In total there are 90 colours besides the
colours of the veils in front of the white background (in black). In A. the Mondrian 1 is covered by veils n. 2 (triangles),
6 (diamonds), 8 (squares); In B. the Mondrian 2 is covered by veils n. 3 (triangles), 4 (circles), 9 (diamonds), and 10
(squares) ; in C the Mondrian 3 is covered by veils n. 1 (triangles), 5 (diamonds), 7 (circles).

Three different Mondrians (Fig. 5) of 9 square-like areas were presented one at a
time, not to favour the memorization of their colours by the observers. They were
shown in the lower part of a Quato TFT Monitor, calibrated at a CCT 6500°, white
131 cd/m2, gamma 2.2, gain 1, offset 0. In the upper part of the monitor another
Mondrian of the same shape, with random grey colours was placed, to be adjusted in
the matching procedure.
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b’

a’
Fig. 5 –The colours of the three Mondrians (M1: diamonds; M2: squares; M3: triangles) placed in the lower part of the
screen.

The colour adjustment was facilitated by the possibility of using 8 buttons to modify
Yellowness, Redness, Blueness, and Greenness, either in +1 or +10 steps; moreover
other 8 buttons could be used to modify Whiteness (+1, +10), Blackness (+1, +10),
and Luminance (+1, +10, -1, -10).
Four participants, with normal colour vision, volunteered in the experiment. Three
veils were put, one at a time, in front of one Mondrian, except one case in which
four veils covered the Mondrian n. 2. In the control trials the three Mondrians were
presented uncovered. Participants had to adjust the colours of the test Mondrian so
to appear as those of the covered Mondrian if they were uncovered. Before closing
the adjustment of a Mondrian, observers were instructed to check that its colour
appearance matched in the whole that of the covered Mondrian, and to add further
adjustments until satisfied. The sequence of Mondrians and filters were random.
Then the deviations of the adjusted colours from the test ones were computed in
terms of CIECAM02_UCS colour differences.
2.2. Results

First, the colours adjusted to match the uncovered Mondrian in the control trials
were reproduced with rather good precision, given the inexperience of the observers
and the distance between the two Mondrians. The mean colour differences for each
Mondrian was : E’ = 5.23 (Fig. 6 M1), E’ = 5.56 (Fig. 6 M2),! E’ = 4.512 (Fig. 6
M3) respectively.
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M1

b’

a’
M2

b’

a’
M3

b’

a’
Fig. 6 –The mean adjusted colours of the three Mondrians in an a’ b’ CIECAM02-UCS diagram. (M1: the first
Mondrian;; M2: the second Mondrian; M3: the third Mondrian.
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Secondly, the adjusted colours relative to the covered Mondrians (Table 1) were a
little more than twice as great ( E* = 12.1 vs E* = 5.10) as the adjusted colours
relative to the uncovered Mondrians. The presence of the veils is expected to alter
the perception of the colours seen behind and through them. On the other side this
difference is also rather small in comparison with other research [4].

M1

0
5.23

M2

5.56

M3

4.51

2
8.83
3
15.31
1
12.73

6
9.86
4
13.74
5
13.07

8
12.77
9
11.37
7
11.11

all veils
10.49
10
12.42

13.21
12.30

Table 1. Mean differences between adjusted colours and test colours (uncovered Mondrians) in all conditions. M1,
M2, M3: the three Mondrians. 0: control conditions (without veils); in italics: each veil; all veils: mean results relative
to all the veils of each Mondrian.

b’

a’
Fig. 7 –The mean adjusted colours for the condition veil 2 Mondrian 1, in an a’ b’ CIECAM02-UCS diagram. Black
circles: test colours, that is the colours of the Mondrian; triangles: reduction colours, that is the colours resulting from
the combinations of veil 2 and Mondrian 1. Diamonds: the colours adjusted by participants to match the Mondrian
colours.

Figure 7s show an example of results, in which the condition veil 2 and Mondrian 1
is considered. Worth of note is that the adjusted colours (diamonds) are much closer
to the test colours (circles) than to the reduction colours (triangles; those which
would be seen by the observers in a uniform contest – for instance a white holed
screen [5]). If one consider that the ‘stimulus’ colour (the stimulation of the retina
by radiation from the corresponding areas) corresponds to the ‘reduction’ colour
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(colours perceived in a uniform background out of their context), the difference
between what might be expected from the local stimulation and the actual results has
to be interpreted in term of the influence that the context produces on all the
perceived colours. Figure 8 offers another examples of this kind (but all the
conditions give analogue results).

Fig. 8 –The mean adjusted colours for the condition veil 7 Mondrian 3, in an a’ b’ CIECAM02-UCS diagram. Black
circles: test colours, that is the colours of the Mondrian; triangles: reduction colours, that is the colours resulting from
the combinations of veil 2 and Mondrian 1. Diamonds: the colours adjusted by participants to match the Mondrian
colours.

Colours reproduced when the veils were at their place showed deviations twice, and
for some veils three times larger than in the controls (without veils). Although these
differences are relevant, the results show a rather good colour constancy, as the
reproduced colours are much closer to the uncovered Mondrian than to the reduction
colours [6]. Some interactions between mondrians and veils show important colour
characteristics amenable to basic properties of colour perception (for instance
complementarity and opponency).
5. Conclusions
Our research aimed at verifying that colour constancy comes true if real textile
coloured veils are used to generate impressions of transparency. The colours which
were reproduced to match the veiled areas of coloured Mondrians were relatively
close the expected ones. Another reason of the constancy results can be the high
transparency degree of the veils, which allowed a perception of the back colours
with little interference. Metelli’s model seemed to fit very well the conditions of our
experiment, although all Mondrian colours were completely covered in our
experiment, while they should protrude from the filter in the original model.
Nevertheless there are hints that less transparent veils might strongly reduce the
rather good constancy results obtained in this experiment, and works in this
direction are in progress.
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Abstract
This work aims at showing that colours behind coloured textile veils appear
remarkably constant. The observers’ task was to adjust the colours of a test
Mondrian and match the colours of another Mondrian of the same size and shape,
placed at its side in a calibrated monitor screen, but covered by independently lit
veils of different colours. Also uncovered Mondrians had to be matched in control
trials. Results show a rather good performance of the observers in reproducing both
the uncovered Mondrians with small colour deviations and the filtered Mondrians
with deviations of about the double size. The relatively good colour constancy
seems due to the strong stratification between Mondrians and veils.
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Abstract
Colour constancy holds true in the passage from foveal to extra macular vision for a
very large set of lights. The violation of such a colour constancy phenomenon
depends on the light spectra and has been shown by colour-matching measurements.
The minimal bandwidth of the spectral lights entering the mixture satisfying the
colour constancy has been defined empirically. Colour constancy holds true for
narrows bandwidths, below 15nm, only for wavelengths longer than 510 nm and
around the 475 nm.
1. Introduction
The daily experience of colour vision leads us to ignore the filtering due to the
macula lutea and to consider the foveal and the extra-macular visions as equal. Only
rarely the colours in foveal vision are different from those seen in extra-macular
vision and this happens in presence of narrow-band spectral lights. This
phenomenon is possible in the colour matching by 2 degree bipartite field, where,
once obtained a matching for foveal vision, the observer moves the attention point
and the bipartite field is seen by extra-macular retina.
Since the main difference between the two kinds of vision is produced by the
filtering of the macula lutea, the equality of the colours perceived in these two visual
situations is considered as a colour-constancy phenomenon and the difference of the
perceived colours as a colour-inconstancy phenomenon.
This work proceeds in two steps:
1) Check the existence of colour matching made by wide band lights true for foveal
and extra macular vision and for different individual observers;
2) Empirical estimation of the minimum band-width of spectral lights required to
have colour matching for foveal and extra macular vision and for different
individual observers.
2. Colour-Matching with Wide Band Lights
The observers involved in this experiment are three, with normal trichromatic
vision, but different sex, age (CO male 67 years, MP female 37, NF male 37) and
colour-matching functions (CMF). A population of three individuals has no
statistical significance, but it is important to note that three such different observers
are in agreement on the considered colour matching.
Cross-media colour matching made by mixture of wide band lights has shown that
equal colour matching holds true for all these observers in foveal vision and extramacular vision. The lights of the bipartite field are produced by a CRT monitor in
one side (Figure 1), and by the Philips LED lamp “Living colours” illuminating a
white paper (Figure 2). The lights are measured by a Hamamatsu PM11
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spectroradiometer. This phenomenon shows colour constancy between the two kinds
of vision present in the human vision. The chromaticities of the lights in the two
parts of the bipartite field computed for the CIE standard observers are different and
show regularity on the chromaticity diagrams (Figure 3). This difference in colour
specification could suggest to improve the CMFs of both observers, CIE 1931 and
CIE 1964, and also to suppose that equal CMFs are possible for the two observers.
But, this second hypothesis is unsuccessful, because the CMFs are functions of the
wavelength and colour constancy in fovea and in extra-macula region depends on
the light spectra.

Figure 1. Cathodic Ray Tube primary lights.

Figure 2. Spectral lights emitted by the Philips LED lamp “Living colours”.
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y

x
Figure 3. CIE 1931 chromaticities of the colour gamuts of the PHILIPS LEDs lamp ( black line) and of the CRT
monitor (grey lines) and of 16 colour pairs matching in foveal and extra macular vision, obtained from average
of 10 colour matches in Cross-media colour matching (black dots are related to PHILIPS LEDs lamp and gray
to CRT monitor )

3. Colour-Matching with Narrow Band Lights
The apparatus for colour matching in a 2 deg bipartite field uses three wide band
primary lights obtained by three halogen lamps combined with three interference

Figure 4. Wide band primary lights used in colour matching
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filters (Figure 4) and a spectral light obtained by a xenon lamp with a
monochromator Jobin-Yvon H10-VIS. The bandwidth of the spectral light is
selectable by a set of different exit slits (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
mm). The light exiting the two parts of the bipartite field is lambertian because
diffused by two integration spheres.
In such a way it is possible to select for any wavelength the narrowest slit with
colour constancy (black bars in Figure 5) and the largest slit with colour inconstancy
(red bars in Figure 5), i.e. a range of bandwidths containing the threshold value
between colour constancy and colour inconstancy is evaluated. The colour matching
was checked true for foveal and extra macular vision and for three different
individual observers, i.e. the three individual observers were in complete agreement
and no average among the observers has been made.

! "
20
10
0
#10
#20
400

500
wavelength [nm]

600

Figure 5. Bandwidth bars corresponding to good colour matching (colour constancy) in foveal and extra macular
vision and different individual observers (black bars) and to bad colour-matching (colour inconstancy) (red bars).
The bandwidth threshold is in the region between the red and black bars. No colour matching in foveal and extra
macular vision and different individual observers is possible with a 14mm slit in the monochromator
(FWHM~48.5nm) in the grey region without black bars.

The results of this investigation on the bandwidth are summarised in Figure 5. It is
evident that for wavelengths > 510 nm and for around 475 nm, the colour
matching obtained with a slit of 0.5 mm, corresponding to a bandwidth of the order
of 15 nm measured as Full Width at Half Max (FWHM), is true for foveal and extra
macular vision and for different observers. The bandwidth necessary for colour
constancy grows rapidly out of these regions. The FWHM bandwidth corresponding
to the 14mm slit is of the order of 48.5nm.
4. Conclusion
Empirically it is shown that colour-matching made by mixing wide band lights hold
true for foveal and extra-macular vision and for different individual observers. This
colour-constancy phenomenon has failure when narrow band spectral lights with
wavelength below 475 nm and between 480-510nm enter the mixture.
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1. Introduction
Seeing a green parrot flying around in our gardens is becoming an amazingly
familiar sight in Southern England. The lucky spectators have usually no difficulties
in reporting that the feathery object was a bird, that its colour was green, and that it
was moving. After Marr [1], most computational models of vision have attempted to
explain our ability to see a flying green parrot as based on the independent analysis
of different properties of the object, i.e. its direction and speed of motion, its colour,
and its form, as carried out by functionally distinct neural pathways, which finally
integrate their independent outputs at a late stage of the visual processing. Some
models also suggested that the pathways encoding colour were specialised in
carrying only temporally sluggish and spatially coarse information, while the
pathway encoding luminance was a colour-blind pathway highly sensitive only to
temporally high-frequency and spatially fine detail. In the last thirty years, it has
become obvious that the distinction between these two pathways is not so sharp [2]
and that, for example, the chromatic pathways can also respond to motion [3]. Here
we investigate whether the chromatic and luminance signals that respond to motion
share the same motion mechanism or constitute separate motion pathways.
2. Motion Discrimination
The ability to see motion is not a property unique to the luminance pathway; the
chromatic pathway is also capable of signalling motion (see [4] for a comprehensive
review). One difference is that, while the motion discrimination of a luminance
stimulus is possible as long as the stimulus can be detected, the motion
discrimination of a chromatic stimulus requires the stimulus to be supra-threshold.
For example, in order to tell the direction of motion of a drifting isoluminant grating,
the grating’s chromatic contrast needs to be well above the threshold for detecting
the grating. These results could be interpreted as indicating two different motion
mechanisms: one sensitive only to luminance signals and one sensitive only to
chromatic signals. Here we test the existence of separate motion mechanisms using
a masking approach based on the presentation of two-component stimuli: a steady
grating and a moving grating. The underlying idea of the masking technique is that
if the two stimuli are processed by the same mechanism, then when both stimuli are
presented together, the sensitivity to one stimulus will be affected by the presence of
the other stimulus. Whereas, if the two stimuli are processed by different pathways,
then the sensitivity to one will be independent of the sensitivity to the other. For
example, if we present a static low-frequency luminance grating and a moving highfrequency luminance grating, the perceived direction of motion of the highfrequency grating is compromised [5]. In particular, for stimulus durations shorter
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than 35 msec, the perceived direction of motion of the stimulus can appear reversed
(illusory backward motion), even though the direction of motion of the highfrequency grating, when presented alone, is perceived correctly. We investigated
whether a similar effect occurs for stimuli composed of coloured gratings with
(Experiments 1, 2 and 4) and without (Experiment 3) a luminance component.
3. Methods
3.1 Observers

Seven adults aged 20 to 71 (median = 30) and 9 children aged 9 to 13 (median = 11)
participated in the study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and
normal colour vision. The study conforms to the standards set by the Declaration of
Helsinki, and the procedures were approved by local ethics committees at University
College London.
3.2 Apparatus

Stimuli were created in MATLAB® (Mathworks, Massachusetts, U.S.A) using the
ViSaGe stimulus generator (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK), and
presented on a characterised and gamma-corrected 21-inch Sony F520 Trinitron
monitor. The monitor’s spatial resolution was set to 800 × 600 pixels with a refresh
rate of 160 Hz. A CB6 response box (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK)
was used to collect observers’ responses.
3.3 Stimuli

Our stimuli consisted of two horizontally orientated sine-wave gratings with
different spatial frequencies: a static 1-c/deg grating and a 3-c/deg grating moving
either upwards or downwards (Figure 1). The two gratings were superimposed and
viewed through a circular aperture of 5 deg diameter surrounded by a uniform grey
background of the same mean luminance as the gratings. Stimulus duration was
controlled by varying the standard deviation, , of a temporal Gaussian envelope. In
a control condition, the 3-c/deg moving grating was presented alone with the same
spatial and temporal properties as in the superimposed condition.
3.4 Procedure

A 2-AFC paradigm was used to determine the perceived motion direction of the
stimulus. On each trial, there were two observation intervals consisting of a highfrequency grating moving either upward or downward and superimposed on a low
frequency static grating. If the high-frequency grating was moving upward in the
first observation interval, it would move downward in the second, and vice-versa.
The direction of motion was randomly chosen so that the grating would move
upward in the first interval in 50% of the 20 trials, each repeated 10 times. The
nominal duration of each interval was 1 sec. During each session the standard
deviation, , of the Gaussian envelope remained the same. Each run consisted of 8
sessions, one for each stimulus type presented in random order. The observers
repeated each run 2 or 4 times.
At the beginning of each trial, a sound alerted the observer that the trial was about to
begin. Observation intervals were separated by a two-second pause during which a
mask, consisting of a uniform disk of the same colour as the background, was
presented. The mask last long enough to allow any potential after-image to fade
away before the next observation interval. Observers reported the interval in which
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the pattern moved upward by pressing one of two keys on a wireless response box.
A sound confirmed that the answer had been recorded. No feedback about the
direction of the moving grating was provided.
4. Results
4.1 Motion discrimination with luminance stimuli
In the first experiment, we measured motion discrimination of a pattern composed of
a moving 3-c/deg luminance grating superimposed by a static 1-c/deg black-and
white luminance grating. We also measured motion discrimination for the 3-c/deg
luminance grating alone.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of responses that correctly indicated the direction of
the moving 3-c/deg component for the composite grating (circles) and for a single 3c/deg grating (triangles) both as a function of stimulus duration expressed in terms
of the duration, , of the temporal envelope. We illustrate data from three
representative observers: KR, BH, and DP. Six out of seven adults and eight out of
nine children could correctly discriminate the direction of motion of the single
grating at all durations tested. One adult (KR) and one child (aged 11) were unable
to discriminate the direction of motion for stimulus durations shorter than 35 msec.
Data for the discrimination of the composite stimulus show different results. All
adults were able to correctly report the direction of motion at long durations up to 70
msec. Performance was at chance for durations between 35 and 70 msec, but for
stimulus durations shorter than 35 msec, reports in the veridical direction of the
moving component dropped abruptly to almost 0%, meaning that at short durations
most adults perceived motion in the direction opposite the actual direction of the
moving component, indeed, the perceived direction of motion reversed for four out
of seven adults. This means that these adults systematically misperceived the motion
direction of the stimulus as drifting in the opposite direction (backward motion
illusion) with respect to the veridical motion of its moving component.
Discrimination performance of the remaining adults remained at chance.
For the same condition, two out of nine children could discriminate the veridical
direction of motion of the high-frequency grating showing thresholds similar to the
adults. For stimulus durations below threshold, they systematically reported the
opposite direction of motion.
To determine the discrimination threshold of the composite stimulus, we fitted the
data with a psychometric function and chose a threshold criterion corresponding to
75% correct responses. Discrimination thresholds among all adults were very
similar. In particular, for those observers reported in Figure 2 they corresponded to
30.20, 32.82, and 30.20 msec for KR, BH, and DP, respectively.
At the end of the study, we asked adult observers to describe what they saw in each
experiment. Except for observer KP, all the remaining adults agreed that for
stimulus durations above 75% correct, the gratings appeared to slide over each other
with the apparent motion of the static low-frequency grating opposite that of the
veridical motion of the high-frequency grating. At durations shorter than 25%
correct, the gratings appeared as a single “plaid” moving in the opposite direction
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from the high-frequency grating (illusory backward motion). This phenomenological
description is illustrated in the first panel of Figure 2.
4.2 Motion discrimination with colour stimuli
Experiment 2 was designed to test the effect of colour on the perceived direction of
motion. Apparatus and stimuli were similar to Experiment 1, except that the gratings
contained chromatic variations as well as luminance variations. Both gratings
consisted of red-green sinusoidal modulations, where red corresponded to CIE 1931
chromaticity coordinates x = 0.620, y = 0.345 and luminance equal to 21.90 cd/m2;
and green to x = 0.280, y = 0.614 and luminance equal to 42.68 cd/m2. Only four
adults participated in this condition.
As in Experiment 1, we measured the motion discrimination for the 3-c/deg grating
presented alone (Figure 3, triangles) and the motion discrimination for the twograting stimulus (Figure 3, circles); both as a function of stimulus duration, . Three
out of four adults were able to correctly discriminate the perceived direction of
motion of the single grating at all durations, whereas observer KR’s performance
was above chance only for durations longer than 30 msec. (Her results are consistent
with her previous results for motion discrimination of the single luminance grating.)
Data for the motion discrimination of the two gratings complex were similar to
Experiment 1, but the thresholds were slightly higher: 34.14, 32.82, and 35.45 msec
for KR, BH, and DP, respectively. Below these values, three out of four adults
performed almost 0%. This reversal means that at the shortest durations those
observers perceived the pattern moving in the opposite direction with respect to the
veridical direction of motion of the 3-c/deg grating.
4.3 Motion discrimination with isoluminant stimuli
Experiment 3 intended to test the effect of chromatic information on the perceived
direction of motion. We used isoluminant red-green gratings, for which the
isoluminant point was individually measured using either the minimum-motion [6]or
the minimum-flicker technique.
Performance relative to the discrimination of the single 3-c/deg moving grating
(Figure 4, triangles) was similar to Experiments 1 and 2. For durations shorter than
70 msec, the motion discrimination of the isoluminant compound stimulus was
chance – there was no reversal of motion direction at short durations.
Interestingly, some adults reported that when either or both gratings were
isoluminant, for durations above 75% correct the induced motion of the lowfrequency grating was in the same direction as the high-frequency grating. Below
75% correct, they saw a jittering patter with no obvious motion direction.
Discrimination thresholds for children were similar to the ones measured in adults.
4.4 Motion discrimination with mixed stimuli
Experiment 4 aimed to test whether luminance and chromatic signals interact at
relatively early stages of the visual processing, and in particular whether the
interaction takes place as early as at the motion processing stage. To test this
hypothesis, we used two pairs of stimuli: one pair consisted of a steady 1-c/deg
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luminance grating and a 3-c/deg isoluminant moving grating, and the second pair
consisted of a steady 1-c/deg isoluminant grating and a 3-c/deg luminance moving
grating. Only four adults participated to this condition.
We found that motion discrimination was severely impaired for both pairs of
stimuli. In fact, observers were able to discriminate the correct direction of motion
only for stimulus durations above 100 msec below which performance was chance
(see Figures 5 and 6).
5. Discussion
In summary, we found that for adults and children: (i) motion discrimination
thresholds of the moving pattern are lower for pure luminance stimuli than for
colour stimuli with and without a luminance component; and that (ii) the illusory
backward motion occurs only when there is a luminance component.
The finding that the illusory backward motion is absent with chromatic stimuli,
supports the idea of two distinct motion mechanisms, one for luminance signals and
one for chromatic signals.
We also found that motion discrimination thresholds in the mixed condition were
severely affected, which would suggest that luminance and chromatic signals
interact. This apparent contradiction could be explained as follows. There could be
two motion mechanisms, as revealed by the different results related to the backward
motion illusion and discussed later in this paragraph. These two mechanisms might
interact only at a second stage of the motion discrimination process and thus the
different thresholds obtained from adults in Experiments 1, 3 and 4. This is
consistent with Gorea et al. hypothesis of two motion systems with common and
separate pathways for colour and luminance [7]. We believe that our study may also
contribute to explain what causes the backward motion illusion by taking into
account the phenomenological description of the stimuli reported by some adults at
the end of their experimental session (see panel 1, Figure 2-6). Six out of seven
adults agreed that the steady low-frequency grating appeared to move along or away
from the moving grating. It is possible that the direction of this induced motion is
the determinant of the illusory backward motion. In particular, illusory backward
motion occurs only if the induced motion is in the opposite direction to the veridical
motion.
This agrees with Inokuma and Sato’s results [8] on motion induction: when both
gratings have a luminance component, motion induction is in the opposite direction
to the veridical motion (motion contrast); if either of the two gratings is isoluminant,
motion induction and veridical motion are in the same direction (motion
assimilation).
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Fig. 1 – A high-frequency grating moving upward is superimposed on a static low-frequency grating. For stimulus
durations shorter than ~ 35 msec, most observers perceive a “plaid” moving in the opposite direction from the highfrequency grating.

Fig. 2 – Experiment 1: luminance stimuli. Proportion of “correct” motion judgments as a function of stimulus duration,
. Triangles: motion discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating presented alone. Circles: Motion
discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating superimposed on the static low-frequency grating. Error bars
indicate ± one standard error.

Fig. 3 – Experiment 2: colour stimuli. Proportion of “correct” judgments as a function of stimulus duration, .
Triangles: motion discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating presented alone; Circles: Motion
discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating superimposed on the static the low-frequency grating. Error bars
indicate ± one standard error.
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Fig. 4 – Experiment 3: isoluminant stimuli. Proportion of “correct” judgments as a function of stimulus duration, .
Triangles: motion discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating presented alone. Circles: Motion
discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating superimposed on the static low-frequency grating. Error bars
indicate ± one standard error.

Fig. 5 – Experiment 4a: mixed stimuli . Proportion of “correct” judgments as a function of stimulus duration, .
Triangles: motion discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating presented alone. Circles: Motion
discrimination for the moving high-frequency grating superimposed to the static low-frequency grating. Error bars
indicate ± one standard error.

Fig. 6 – Experiment 4b: mixed stimuli . Proportion of “correct “ judgments as a function of stimulus duration. .
Triangles: motion discrimination of the high-frequency grating presented alone. Circles: Motion discrimination for the
moving high-frequency grating superimposed to the static low-frequency grating. Error bars indicate ± one standard
error.
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1. Introduction
Some hundred humorous illustrations concerning office work and published in Italy
in national periodicals and specific books were firstly collected. These images were
analysed by the research group through frequency analysis in order identify the most
recurrent work themes. The next step was to extract three illustrations to be used for
the study, which involved adding experimental colorations. A total of twelve
experimental boards were thus arranged – three in black and white, three with
“reassuring and playful” colorations, three with “alarming and serious” hues, and
three with mixed or ambiguous colourings. These last are useful for comparison
because they may generate intermediate effects.
We should focus on contrasting groups of physiognomic properties placed in a
configuration and on colours. These properties are those corresponding to adjectives
like "reassuring", "relaxing" and "protective" or, on the contrary, “alarming",
"worrying" and "threatening". These adjectives are part of the group of terms that
Metzger [1] called “valences” or “bridging qualities”, taken to mean the quality of
the relationship between the phenomenal ego and objects, events, persons or
environments. Moreover, meanings such as “playful”, “cheerful” or, on the contrary,
“serious” or “sad”, belong to the category of emotional tonalities, for which
configurations – and colours – appear to bring out coexisting feelings and emotions
[2]. In addition, the terms "playful" and “serious” have common nuances with the
area of intentional qualities in the sense that the corresponding images bring out
apparent intentions. Studies on this topic have been carried out by Hippius [3] and
especially by Arnheim [4]; as well as by others.
In relation to this, in the 1970s we set up a new test in order to evaluate expressive
sensibility. The test was called “Linear Forms and Coloured Bands” by Bonaiuto,
[5], and consisted of 50 black-and-white boards and 50 full-colour boards
concerning the relations between positive, neutral or “negative” affective meanings.
After the early 1980s, experiments were carried out in Rome on perceptual defence
or facilitation processes triggered by using models of incongruent and paradoxical
buildings, connected to simultaneous verbal or non-verbal messages that were either
of the stressing or relaxing kind [6].
2. Hypothesis and Procedure
The hypothesis envisaged that the “alarming and serious” colorations would trigger
certain perceptual defence mechanisms in the person, such to inhibit the humorous
experience. The “reassuring and playful” hues would instead give rise to an effect of
facilitating humour, for which the average scores obtained would be significantly
higher compared to those of the other versions. We shall now describe the chosen
illustrations.
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Fig. 1 – The “black and white” board.

Fig. 3 – The board with “reassuring and playful”
colorations.

Fig. 5 – The “black and white” board.

Fig. 2 – The board with “alarming and serious” hues.

Fig. 4 – The board with “mixed or ambiguous”
colourings.

Fig. 6 – The board with “alarming and serious” hues.
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Fig. 7 – The board with “reassuring and playful” hues

Fig. 8 – The board with “mixed or ambiguous” hues.

Fig. 9 – The “black and white” board.

Fig. 10 – The board with “alarming and serious” hues.

Fig. 11 – The board with “reassuring and playful” colorations.

Fig. 12 – The board with “mixed or ambiguous” colourings.
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The first illustration (Fig. 1) shows a business meeting in which seven employees
are sitting at the table and looking towards the manager, who is standing up and has
extracted a note from the suggestion box at the end of the table; he says, “Here is a
really excellent one: it’s mine! The scene contradicts the common expectation that in
a meeting people have to discuss things in order to arrive at a joint decision.
Paradoxically, the meeting seems to be a pure formality: any suggestions made by
the seven employees of the meeting are not taken into consideration at all.
Here are the four chromatic versions of this first board which we have called
“Suggestions” (Figs. 2-4).
The second board (Fig. 5) shows five employees sitting at a meeting table. Standing
up at one end is the manager with a smoking pistol in his hand. One of the
employees is slumped on the table and the manager says, “Is there anybody else here
who does not approve my idea?” The scene contradicts the normal expectation that a
business meeting does not envisage physical violence. Here are the four chromatic
versions of this second board, which we have called “Shot” (Figs. 6-8).
The third board (Fig. 9) shows two people sitting on a park bench. The one on the
right is smartly dressed while the one on the left has tattered clothes and a broken
hat. The latter says, “… And so, when the manager said ‘Correct me if I’m wrong’, I
corrected him. That’s why I’m here”. The scene contradicts the expectation that a
good natured conversation cannot have tragic consequences. Here are the four
chromatic versions of this third board, which we have called “Bench” (Figs. 10-12).
The twelve tables were individually evaluated one at a time by a group of 116 adult
participants of both genders (58 males and 58 females), aged 18-50 years. Each
participant evaluated each illustration in the different versions and colorations. The
coloured boards were presented randomly after the black and white version. For
each image, the participant gave a humour score on an 11-step scale from 0
(minimum level of humour) to 10 (maximum) (fig. 13).
For statistical analysis, the means, standard deviations (s.d.) and Student t test were
calculated for each situation.

Fig. 13 – Reproduction of the self-evaluation scale for assessing humorous experience, from 0 (minimum) to 10
(maximum).

3. Results
The results appear to confirm the research hypothesis. The mean humour scores vary
as expected: systematically, the “alarming and serious” versions obtained lower
humour scores compared to the “reassuring and playful” versions, thereby
confirming the aforesaid hypothesis. There were no significant gender differences.
Here are the tables with the quantitative results obtained (Tables 1, 2 and 3).
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Average scores

S.D.

Allarming and Serious Version

4.41

2.00

Reassuring and Playful Version

5.75

2.23

5.64
2.07
Mixed
Version
Black and White
5.16
2.48
Version
Tab. 1 – Mean scores and standard deviations of the 116 participants with regard to the board “Suggestion”.
Average scores

S.D.

Allarming and Serious Version

4.74

2.17

Reassuring and Playful Version

6.50

2.40

Mixed
5.83
2.21
Version
Black and White
5.87
2.36
Version
Tab. 2 – Mean scores and standard deviations of the 116 participants with regard to the board “Shot”

Average scores

S.D.

Allarming and Serious Version

4.66

2.15

Reassuring and Playful Version

5.00

2.09

Mixed
5.18
1.99
Version
Black and White
5.09
2.44
Version
Tab. 3 – Mean scores and standard deviations of the 116 participants with regard to the board “Bench”

There is a strong significant inhibiting influence of the “alarming and serious”
colorations compared to the “reassuring and playful” ones for all the boards:
“Suggestion” (t 115= 9.36; p<0.001); “Shot” (t 115= 12.37; p<0.001) and “Bench” (t
115= 2.25; p<0.02).
The “alarming and serious” boards appear to significantly inhibit humour also in
comparison with the black and white boards: “Suggestion” (t 115= 4.84; p<0.001);
“Shot” (t 115= 7.74; p<0.001); “Bench” (t 115= 2.92 ; p<0.01).
The mean humour scores in the humorous illustrations with “reassuring and playful”
colorations are significantly higher than those of the black and white version with
regard to the boards “Suggestion” (t 115= 4.86; p<0.001) and “Shot” (t 115= 6.53;
p<0.001).
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Finally, there were no differences in mean humour scores between the black and
white versions and mixed versions; the only significant difference was found in the
board entitled “Suggestion” (t 115= 3.81; p<0.001).
4. Comments and conclusions
The experimental study confirmed the starting hypothesis, demonstrating that the
colorations with a strong emotional valence can significantly influence humour
perception. Two main ranges of hues were recognised: one which includes
colorations defined as “reassuring and playful”, consisting of colours such as pink,
orange, light green, pale yellow, sky blue and other pastel hues; while a second
range defined as “alarming and serious” includes such colours as black, grey, olive
green, purple, dark blue and possible red and yellow stripes [5] [7] [8].
It was hypothesised and then statistically confirmed that this influence moves in two
opposite directions: “reassuring and playful” colorations have a “facilitating” effect
on humour perception, i.e., they favour humorous experience. The “alarming and
serious” colorations instead have an opposite effect on humour because they tend to
hinder and inhibit humorous experience.
In line with the reference contributions and with the working hypothesis that guided
the research, we could thus confirm that the humorous effect is significantly greater
when the illustrations are presented in the “reassuring and playful” colour versions
rather than in the “alarming and serious” ones.
This hypothesis was precisely confirmed in all three cases examined in the study by
systematically obtaining higher means for humour with the “reassuring and playful”
colorations in comparison with the “alarming and serious” ones. The mixed (or
ambiguous) hues coherently gave rise to intermediate scores.
This shift in humorous experience can be explained in terms of an increase or
decrease in emotional conflict experienced by the ordinary beholder: the “reassuring
and playful” colorations trigger positive emotions in the beholder and enable the
feeling of reassurance which in turn facilitates emotional detachment; these
necessary components particularly facilitate humorous experience. On the other
hand, “alarming and serious” colorations trigger negative emotions which stimulate
the onset of psychic defences on the part of the beholder. These defence mechanisms
increase conflict and therefore inhibit humorous experience.
As explained in detail in the theoretical model by Bonaiuto and Giannini [9] cf. also
Bonaiuto [10]; Bonaiuto, Giannini, Biasi [11], humour springs from the perception
of an anomaly or a paradox, that is, something which strongly contradicts the
beholder’s expectations. Faced with such incongruent and bizarre images, the
individual manages to smile and experience humour thanks to certain psychological
ingredients. The main ones are emotional detachment with regard to the observed
incongruity, and thus experiencing feelings of reassurance and protection, and
feelings of superiority, which all enable the beholder to reprocess in a comic and
humorous manner what is initially perceived as conflictual. This role of humour as a
defence mechanism in the face of conflictual and partly frustrating situations has
been amply dealt with by various authors, starting with Freud [12], cf. Bartoli and
Bonaiuto [13].
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1. Introduction
The phenomenal properties of colours were initially studied by Koffka [1], Metzger
[2], and underlined by Gibson [3], with the concept of “affordances”.
A classification of colours on an emotional basis was made by Bonaiuto [4] and
Biasi & Bonaiuto [5]; and led to the distinction between reassuring and playful
colourations versus alarming and serious ones. The first series of colours includes
pink, orange, light green, pale yellow, sky blue and other pastel hues; the second
series includes black, grey, purple, olive green and dark blue, with possible red and
yellow stripes. This distinction was obtained through previous works dealing with
the analysis of fairy tale illustrations and of current comics, and also through the
results of so-called “stress drawing” and “comfort drawing [6] [7].
Giannini, Biasi, Bonaiuto [8] demontrated also that some defence effects and, their
opposite, emphatisation effects, were obtained in the perception of conspicuous
architectural incongruities under the influence of colour. To the structural conflict
typical of an architectural incongruence was added a further conflictual atmosphere,
given by the use of widespread colourings of an “alarming and serious” kind (greyviolet or olive green); opposite effects were obtained with “reassuring and playful”
colours (bright pink or orange).
In other studies carried out by Bonaiuto, Giannini, Biasi, Miceu Romano and
Bonaiuto [9] it was confirmed that alarming and serious colourations produced
phenomena of perceptual defence, while reassuring and playful hues favoured
phenomena of acceptance and facilitation of visual incongruities.
Perceptual defence phenomena have been demonstrated in the past, such as through
the presentation of taboo words [10] or words and pictures linked to previous painful
experiences [11]. In these circumstances, there is a significant delay in recognising
these problem elements in tachystoscopic presentations. This delay is interpreted as
a manifestation of defence in perception.
The addition of disquieting hues to conspicuously incongruent structures leads to
conflict overload that generally arouses psychological defence [12], with a reduction
of the perceived anomaly [13]. The same happens in the case of addition of other
conflitual meanings like aggressive objects or actions, that are alarming too and
leads to conflict overload. This conflict overload leads to an underestimation of
alarming informations.
On the basis of these observations, we feel that finding connections between
phenomenology and psychodynamics, with the support of suitable experimental
confirmations, deserves further study and can lead to useful theoretical
generalizations.
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2. Hypothesis and Procedure
In the present study we aimed to assess whether alarming and serious colorations
trigger perceptual defence mechanisms, especially if linked to unpleasant contents of
the figures. Consequently, some large boards (A3 format) were prepared, depicting
many small scale human figures, generally grouped in pairs involved in either
aggressive actions (first type of board) or peaceful actions (second type). The figures
were of the same size (4.5 cm on average) and in the same positions, each time
presenting significant details.
Figure arrangement and number were the same in the two kinds of boards: each time
there were sixteen pairs plus an extra detached figure.
In the aggressive boards the pairs are in a scene where an aggressor is threatening or
attacking a partner in a different way each time: with a knife, pistol, rifle, pitchfork,
pick, hammer, axe, torch, saw, kick, etc. The aggressor’s face is often covered by a
knotted handkerchief and the gestures are hostile (Figs. 1 and 2).
In the peaceful boards, the same pairs are involved in scenes where one figure is
holding out flowers to the other, or is pulling toys, balloons, small flags and the like.
The faces are smiling and the gestures are friendly (Figs. 3 and 4).
As already said, the working hypothesis is based on the perceptual defence
mechanism such that in aggressive situations the beholder should perceive fewer
figures in comparison with the peaceful situations. Moreover, we wished to test the
effect of alarming and serious colorations versus reassuring and playful ones, by
printing the same boards on either grey-purple or pink paper. Regarding this, as
already said, the hypothesis is that perceptual defence would be enhanced in the
former case, giving rise to even fewer perceived situations.
Individual interviews were conducted with 72 adults of both genders (36 women and
36 men) who viewed each board and were asked to state the number of pairs
depicted depending on their first spontaneous impression and without counting.
As already said, the working hypothesis is based on the perceptual defence
mechanism such that in aggressive situations the beholder should perceive fewer
figures in comparison with the peaceful situations. Moreover, we wished to test the
effect of alarming and serious colorations versus reassuring and playful ones, by
printing the same boards on either grey-purple or pink paper. Regarding this, as
already said, the hypothesis is that perceptual defence would be enhanced in the
former case, giving rise to even fewer perceived situations.
Individual interviews were conducted with 72 adults of both genders (36 women and
36 men) who viewed each board and were asked to state the number of pairs
depicted depending on their first spontaneous impression and without counting.
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Fig. 1 - Example of Aggressive Situation

Fig. 2 - Example of Aggressive Situation with Alarming and Serious Colorations
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Fig. 3 - Example of Peaceful Situation

Fig. 4 - Example of Peaceful Situation with Reassuring and Playful Colorations
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3. Results
In the results (see Table 1), it is possible to observe that in the aggressive type board
in black and white, a significantly lower number of pairs was perceived compared to
the peaceful black and white type board (F 1, 70 = 11.21; p < 0.01).
Moreover, the grey-violet aggressive type board gave rise to a significantly lower
underestimation compared to the peaceful type board of a pink hue (see Table 2; F 1,
70 = 17.75; p < 0.001).
Aggressive B/W
Type Board

Peaceful B/W
Type Board

Statistical
Analysiså

12.10
(5.38)

13.88
(5.52)

F (1, 70) = 11.21
P < 0.01

Tab. 1 – Mean scores and standard deviations in brackets of the 72 subjects with regard to
the two black and white boards (Aggressive versus Peaceful board)

Grey-Violet
Aggressive Type
Board

Pink
Peaceful
Type Board

Statistical
Analysis

12.13
(5.15)

13.90
(5.84)

F (1, 70) = 17.75
P < 0.001

Tab. 2 – Mean scores and standard deviations in brackets of the 72 subjects with regard to
the two coloured boards (Grey-Violet Aggressive versus Pink Peaceful board)

The overall results in Table 3 show that the aggressive board, even in the case of
alarming and serious colorations, produced a stronger underestimation effect of peer
number compared to the peaceful board, especially with playful and reassuring
colorations, giving rise to a significant reduction of underestimation of peer number
(F 3, 210 = 9.49; p < 0.001).

Aggressive
Type Board

Grey-Violet
Aggressive
Type Board

Peaceful
Type Board

Pink
Peaceful
Type Board

Statistical
Analysis

12.10
(5.38)

12.13
(5.15)

13.88
(5.52)

13.90
(5.84)

F (3, 210) = 9.49
P < 0.001

Tab. 3 – Mean scores and standard deviations in brackets of the 72 subjects with regard to
the four boards evaluated.

The working hypothesis on the perceptual defence mechanism such that in
aggressive situations the beholder should perceive fewer figures, was confirmed. In
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particular, we confirmed the effect of alarming and serious colorations versus
reassuring and playful ones: the alarming and serious colorations produce a stronger
effect of perceptual defence giving rise to even fewer perceived situations.
Moreover, the grey-purple aggressive type board gave rise to a significantly lower
underestimation compared to the peaceful type board of a reassuring and playful
hue.
4. Comments and conclusions
We thus confirm the existence of an effective perceptual defence mechanism against
aggressive situations – a mechanism that is more marked in the presence of alarming
and serious colorations. In this case, there is a summation of effects in that the
physiognomic expressions, the aggressive actions and any use of weapons are added
to the colorations towards which the beholder is already decided to firmly reject
unpleasant and conflictual situations.
Finally, we confirm the theoretical model of the dynamics of conflict overload
conveyed by shapes, colours and meanings [14].
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Abstract
In this paper the results of research conducted within the PhD in ‘Environment and structures
representation, protection and safety’, coordinated by prof. Gino Maffei, with a contribute of
prof. Alessandra Cirafici for the color aspects and of prof. Vincenzo Paolo Senese for the
statistical analysis aspects, will be presented.
The study, aimed at investigation of the acoustic comfort on board urban transport systems
has devoted a large segment of the research to the experimental analysis and evaluation of
the interaction between the metro car interior color and noise perception, through the use of
virtual reality and subjective tests.

1. Introduction
Acoustics is an important component determining the passenger satisfaction.
Recently several attempts to assess acoustic comfort aboard rail transport were
carried out. Most of them were focused on acoustic parameters and subjective
annoyance [1- 4]. Generally during the tests participants were seated in a laboratory
room and listened to prerecorded metro or high speed trains sounds, presented
through loudspeakers or headphones, indicating their opinion. Usually they were
asked to imagine being aboard [3] while seated in a laboratory room [5]. However,
these procedures reproduce environmental information in a simplified way and do
not take into account the multisensory nature of human perception: sounds are
presented to participants without contextual visual scenarios. There is a large body
of research showing that vision and audition instead of being independent modalities
interact in complex ways [6 - 8]. In our previous study [9] we have seen that visual
components seem to modulate the impact of noise on cognitive performances and
self-report evaluations. As regards the sound intensity assessment, some researches
have shown that visual factors, such as colors, can modulate loudness judgments.
For example, colors like red or pink seem to increase perceived loudness, whereas
grey or pale green seem to decrease it [10]. In another study, instead, no influence of
train color on loudness evaluation was found [11].
In this paper, the investigation of the acoustic comfort on board metros is described.
A large segment of the research is devoted to the experimental analysis and
evaluation of the interaction between the metro car interior color and noise
perception through the use of innovative technology of virtual reality and subjective
tests.
2. Survey of existing metro interior colors
First of all, to study a current situation of colors utilization inside metro cars, a
survey on 150 existing metros was fulfilled. The interior photographs of metro
carriages from all over the world were downloaded from the official sources 119

websites of metros. The survey has shown that in most cases white color was used
for the internal side panels, white or grey colors were prevalent for the metro doors
(Fig.1); dark tints were used on the floor of carriages: grey, brown, dark blue, black;
while the variety of colors were utilized for the chairs: brown, green, black, grey, red
and blue, the last one was the most used (30% of metros). As for the accessories, the
yellow color is added to the majority of neutral grey and white hues.
The conducted survey has shown that not always the interior colors were fairly
equilibrated between each other, especially as regards the old metros. The preference
of neutral hues choice for most elements seems to be quite traditional. It could be
caused by the specific materials availability and practicalness, as well as the
desirable in public transport means sensation of calmness. But in some cases the
neutral colors could evoke the sensation of boredom. Therefore it is necessary to
fulfill a subjective evaluation of the internal scenarios. For the research goals it was
decided to create several not very typical chromatic dimensions to investigate the
reactions of people and to estimate their visual, acoustic and complex comfort.
3. Interior Chromatic solutions design and selection
To propose new interior chromatic solutions for the IVR tests, a wide study was
performed. Forty color palettes from the guidebook [12] were taken as a starting
material. They were thoroughly examined on kind of sensations and psychological
reactions the different colors combinations should evoke in the people’s mind (e.g.
calmness or vivacity). The practicalness and adequacy of their use in the metro
environment was also considered. More than thirty design solutions were elaborated
by means of Photoshop. The pictures of simulations were proposed to design experts
and to ordinary people to get their judgments and suggestions. Finally, four color
palettes were selected: tranquil, innovative, corporative and multicultural. Selecting
the colors from these chromatic palettes, several color schemes were elaborated for
the metro experiments. Considering the security needs, the exit from the car was
always emphasized by the doors or other elements color that differed from the side
panels. Four chromatic dimensions chosen for the test are represented in the Table 1.
4. Audio stimuli for the experiment
Binaural audio signals (16 bit/44.1 kHz) which were recorded by a portable twochannel device "M-Audio Microtrack 24/96" and binaural headphones
“Sennheiser Noise Gard HDC 451” during the trips in world great cities’ metros
were used as basic acoustic material for the test. Three soundtracks with different
loudness were chosen for this experiment: the quietest one, Berlin S3, which was
however characterized by the presence of soft rattling noise; the noise of Turin
VAL, belonging to the rubber-tyred metro systems, and the loudest one, Naples
L1. The parts of soundtracks between two successive stations, with duration
approximately one minute, were extracted from the original sound records of these
three metro lines. Each soundtrack was analyzed in terms of Equivalent noise level
(Leq), Loudness (N), 5 percentile Loudness (N5), Sharpness (S), Roughness (R)
and Fluctuation Strength (FS), and Psychoacoustic Annoyance (PA) [13] was
calculated for each track, the data are reported in Table 2. Values are the average
of the left and right channels.
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Fig. 1 - Statistics on side panel (left picture) and doors (right picture) colors used in the metro interiors.
Concept: Tranquil

Name: Beige

Used colors
R224
G222
B216

R198
G188
B137

R131
G132
B122

R30
G30
B30

Tranquil colors invite the viewer to ponder, to daydream and
relax. Hues with short wavelengths, such as blue, blue-violet,
and blue- green, enter the eye easily and require little energy to
process in the brain resulting in a decrease in metabolic rate.
Warm neutral colors connote comfort and safety; warm grays
are particularly relaxing and offer the added indeterminate
quality of that neutrality as an invitation to thoughtfulness.
When using colors in combination, a serene quality is imparted
by keeping the values of adjacent colors similar, so their edges
appear to soften.

Concept: Innovative

Name: Blue

Used colors
R224
G222
B216

R206
G214
B75

R142
G144
B143

R0
G53
B45

The innovative color consists mainly in the search for
combinations that haven’t been imagined yet, such as the hues
which are situated far away from each other on the color wheel,
or which appear to have no harmonic relationship: violet and
green, blue-violet and brown, olive green and neutral gray.
Even the color combinations that have historically been labeled
as "gaffes chromatic" give the idea of breaking the tradition for
searching for something new. Ultra-bright colors, which refer to
the technology as a part of the base of combination, create a
contrast effect that may represent a futuristic vision.

Tab.1 - Elaborated color schemes (beginning of table).
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Concept: Corporate

Name: Yellow

Used colors
R201
G202
B200

R251
G212
B118

R92
G127
B146

R151
G35
B63

R30
G30
B30

The gray and blue are the favorite corporate colors, which
communicate to the public the essential business qualities of
competence, reliability and calmness. The red, tending to
burgundy, adds a sense of power to reinvigorate the neutrality
and reliability of gray and blue and also contains authorities and
vitality. The deeper greens and soft violets bring respectively a
feeling of growth and economic status or royal authority. The
gray, combined with a variety of colors makes them look more
sophisticated and unified. Combining several similar hues of the
same value and with a reduced saturation, is used to create a
sensation of elegance, of submission and control.

Concept: Multicultural

Name: Red

Used colors
R209
G212
B211

R55
G66
B74

R196
G38
B46

R129
G138
B143

The multicultural color schemes can be severely limited or
fairly open in terms of number and variety of colors they use. A
reduced palette composed of gray, black, white, red and golden
yellow represents a common approach to a design that should
be as international as possible. A wide range of mixed colors in
a very essential presentation can transmit an idea of a mixture of
numerous kinds of visual tradition. In the combination of colors
with similar value, the interaction of hue is emphasized and
more openly expresses their cultural union.

Tab.1 - Elaborated color schemes (continuation of table).

Fig. 2 - A metro train model designed in Google SketchUp (section).
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Leq,
dB(A)

N,
soneGF

N5,
Sone

S,
Acum

R,
cAsper

FS,
cVasil

PA

Berlin S3

64,10

15,56

20,92

0,99

25,29

24,44

24,29

2.

Naples L1

80,53

35,96

64,33

1,05

30,86

39,73

73,45

3.

Turin VAL

73,45
30,10
37,23
1,19
28,12
Tab.2 - Characteristics of noise tracks chosen for the experiment.

22,34

42,16

Noise track
1.

5. Virtual reality design for experiment
3D graphic virtual reality scenarios of a metro and platform were created. The
graphic model was designed by means of Google SketchUp 7.0 software, simulating
geometrical constructions according to actual dimensions, and elaborated color
schemes. The virtual metro train was composed of two coaches attached to each
other. Along the virtual platform several avatars simulated passengers waiting for
the train. In the metro coaches some avatars appeared seated and some were
standing (Figure 2). The WordViz software for virtual reality development allowed
the simulation of the train movement, opening/closing of doors and the changing of
environment outside the metro coach during the tunnel passage. As well, the sounds
from the chosen tracks of acoustic signals were inserted. Twelve virtual scenarios
were organized to test all the combinations of color schemes and noises (four color
schemes vs. three noise tracks). Following names were given to the color schemes
for convenience: the first color scheme – Beige, the second one – Blue, the third –
Yellow and the fourth – Red.
6. Immersive Virtual Reality Experiments
6.1. Experiment location and iinstrumentation

The IVR experiments were carried out in the Built Environment Control laboratory
Ri.A.S. of the Second University of Naples, in a room arranged for the IVR
subjective testing (Figure 3). The IVR set includes a work station supplied with
software Vizard 4.0 and linked to the following devices: eMagin Z800 3DVisor,
Polhemus PATRIOT, position tracking and 3D digitalizing system and Pioneer Bass
Boost headphones.

Fig. 3 – Participants in the laboratory of IVR testing.

6.2. Test procedure

During the test participants were submitted to twelve scenarios, described supra,
representing virtual journeys between two metro stations. Before starting the test,
participants were asked to pay attention to the color schemes of the interiors and
sounds they perceive, and feeling of comfort or discomfort they got. During the
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journey they could seat or stand, turning the head and moving normally in the virtual
environment. The order of presentation of the scenarios was quasi-randomized and
counterbalanced within each subject and across subjects. At the end of each scenario
participants were required to fill in a self-report questionnaire in Microsoft Excel. In
this questionnaire they expressed their judgements on the interior colors, sounds and
overall atmosphere, estimating sound volume and annoyance.
6.3. Subjective assessment

The subjective assessment of every scenario was fulfilled by means of specially
elaborated questionnaire in Italian, divided into the following categories: interior
colors assessment, sound volume rating and sound annoyance rating, and overall
opinion of the scenario environment. The interior colors assessment and overall
assessment were carried out by means of Semantic Differentials (SDs). Several
seven-point bipolar scales were elaborated for the description of sensations
provoked by the metro. Participants chose the correct ones according to their ratings
from the window of multiple choice. The sound volume and noise annoyance of
each scenario was evaluated by means of the scrollbar on which the participants
could choose the value corresponding to their opinion. The sound volume was
quantified from 0 («very low») to 100 («very high»), and sound annoyance was
quantified from 0 («nowise») to 100 («greatly»).
6.4. Participants description

32 persons (16 males and 16 females) recruited from the students and personnel of
the Second University of Naples participated voluntarily in the study. Mean age of
the participants was 25.4, SD = 3.9 (range 19 to 42 years). All participants reported
normal hearing and normal or corrected to normal vision.
7. Data analysis
7.1. Interior colors assessment

The mean values of the SDs estimating internal colors are represented on the graphs
in the Table 3. The scores of all three metros were averaged.
To analyze the effects of Scenarios on mean values of six SD internal colors
assessments, two 3×4 ANOVAs that treated noise as three-level within-subject
factor and color as four-level within-subject factor, was carried out. The results
showed that no one of the SD variables was influenced by the metro noise factor:
D1: F(2, 9) = 1.71, p = .24; D2: F(2, 9) =0.47, p = .64; D3: F(2, 9) =0.55, p = .59;
D4: F(2, 9) =0.28, p =.76; D5: F(2, 9) = 0.23, p = .80; D6: F(2, 9) = 0.60, p =.57.
The semantic differentials were influenced by the color scheme. The analysis
revealed that: the Beige metro was judged more relaxing than Blue one; Beige color
scheme was more harmonious than Blue and Yellow, and Red color scheme was
evaluated as more harmonious than Blue one. Beige metro was more equilibrated
than Blue and Yellow, Beige and Red metros were assessed as more adequate than
Blue, and, finally, Red color scheme was rated as more familiar than Beige and
Yellow ones.
7.2. Estimations of Sound volume and Sound annoyance

On the Figure 4 the average for four color schemes values of Sound Volume (left)
and Annoyance (right) estimation of three metros are depicted by means of box-plot
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diagrams. From these diagrams we see that the assessment seems to be strongly
correlated with Leq.

Fig. 4 - Mean values of subjective assessments of Sound Volume and Annoyance for three metro noises.

The average values of these assessments for four color schemes, cumulative for all
metros are represented on the Figure 5.

Fig. 5 - Mean values of subjective assessments of Sound Volume and Annoyance for four color schemes.

To analyze main and interactive effects of Scenarios on subjectively assessed Sound
Volume and Annoyance, two mixed factorial 4×3 ANOVAs that treated a color
scheme as four-level within-subject factor and metro noises as three-level withinsubject factor was carried out. The results showed that Sound Volume was
influenced only by the noise factor F (2, 62) = 84.50, p<.001, p2 = 0.73. There was
no color scheme effect F (3, 93) = 0.526, p = .665, p2 = .017. The effect of the
noise-color interaction wasn’t found F (6, 186) = 0.852, p = .532, p2 = .027. And
similarly, for the Sound Annoyance, the results showed that it was influenced only
by the noise factor F (2, 62) = 46.52, p<.001, p2 = 0.60. There was no color scheme
effect F (3, 93) = 0.97, p = .41, p2 = .03. The effect of the noise-color interaction
wasn’t found F (6, 186) = 0.24, p = .96, p2 = .008.
7.3. Estimations of overall environment

The scores for the SDs estimating overall environment are represented on the graphs
in the Table 3. In the left column of the table values, averaged as a function of metro
are depicted, while in the right one the values averaged as a function of colors are
given. So we can easily see, for example, that metros with color scheme number 4,
called «Red» were judged as more stimulating, while metro environments
characterized by the Naples’ metro noise, were assessed as more unpleasant and
uncomfortable then others.
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E1. COMFORTABLE /UNCOMFORTABLE

E2. BEAUTIFUL/UGLY

E3. PLEASANT/UNPLEASANT

E4. STIMULANT / BORING

E5. COSY/NOT COSY

Tab. 3 - Mean values of semantic differentials for overall metro environment assessment (continuation of table).
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To analyze main and interactive effects of Scenarios on Overall Metro Environment
estimation, a mixed factorial 4×3×2 ANOVA that treated a color scheme as fourlevel within-subject factor, metro noises as three-level within-subject factor and
gender of participants as two-level between subject factor, was carried out. The
results showed that the assessments of Comfort, Beauty, Pleasantness, and
Coziness were influenced by the noise factor. In all these cases the Naples metro
ratings were lower than those of Berlin and Turin. Instead, the assessment of
Stimulation was influenced by the color factor. The Beige metro was judged as the
most boring.
Conclusions
The results showed that evaluations, given to the interior colors were influenced
only by the color scheme. Sound Volume and Sound Annoyance estimations were
influenced only by the noise factor. The overall metro environment assessments of
Comfort, Beauty, Pleasantness, and Coziness were influenced by the noise factor,
while Stimulation was influenced by the color factor. The Beige metro was judged
as the most boring. In all these cases the Naples metro ratings were lower than those
of Berlin and Turin. No gender effect on overall metro environment estimation was
discovered.
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1. Introduction
While the definition of perceptually uniform color models gathered a deep research
effort in the last decades, the case of large color differences is still relatively
unexplored. Indeed, metric spaces like CIELAB hold the uniformity property only
locally, meaning over small color distances [1]. As shown by Wuerger et al. [2], the
perceptual differences between colors could not be described as a simple Euclidean
distance in a colour space. Nevertheless, due to lack of alternative, distances within
colour space samples are commonly used to represent colour dissimilarity even over
large distances [3, 4].
This sets a serious drawback in the use of the color system models in color imaging
application, where the assessment of the perceptual difference among colors lying
far apart in the color space is most often required. This calls for the definition of a
color difference formula enabling the objective evaluation of the perceived distance
among colors well above threshold.
One of the most important contributions in this respect is that of Seaborn et al. [5]
who proposed a new colour space providing a method for measuring similarity and
dissimilarity among colors using a combination of fuzzy logic and a psychologically
based set theoretic similarity measurements. Moreover, increasing efforts are being
made to infer the proximity of points in color space via psychophysical experiments
[6-8]. On the other hand, studies in the linguistic domain proposed to exploit the
perceptual distance between colors for investigating whether linguistic differences
would induce differences in subjective judgments (e.g. [9]).
In a perceptual perspective, similarity judgements have been investigated by several
different methods including triad techniques and sorting of objects [14]. However,
comparisons between pairs of items have also been used for defying a rate of
similarity between objects or simple features like colors [15, 16]. Larkey et al. [15]
investigated the similarity of two configurations, each consisting of a pair of objects,
asking to the participants to rate the pairs similarity on a scale from 1 (low
similarity) to 6 (high similarity). Similarly, Cooke et. al [16] investigated the rate of
similarity of a pair of items on a scale from 1 (low similarity) to 7 (high similarity).
In this paper, we investigate color (dis)similarity well above threshold following the
pairwise paradigm. In particular, we focus on the blue and green color categories.
Previous work [10-13] has provided evidence that in the Italian language an
additional basic color class corresponding to light blue (azzurro) does exist. Though,
all experiments were focusing on the central tendency of color name clustering in
the reference color model, while the boundary among color categories was not
analyzed. The behavior of the perceptual (dis)similarity among colors in the
category boundary region holds great importance for many reasons. First, it would
allow the investigation of the spread of the boundary among different classes, which
could be an index of the inherent fuzziness of the naming process at both individual
and cultural scales. Second, it would allow improving computational color naming
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models by better shaping the category membership transitions. In addition, the data
collected would pave the way to the design of a metric accounting for the subject’s
performance for the definition of the perceptual distance among colors well above
threshold.
Following this path, the aim of the proposed experiment was to investigate whether
the linguistic difference that was detected, in the previous studies, between the
azzurro (light blue) and blu (blue/dark blue) labeled colors would be reflected in a
difference in the subjective perceptual similarity between the corresponding
categories. Accordingly, perceptual similarity between blue (blu), light blue
(azzurro) and green (verde) color classes was investigated by psychometric scaling
(green was introduced as a control).
2. Methods
2.1. Participants

Four Italian subjects (3 females) aged between 25 and 35 participated in the
experiment. All were blind to the goals of the experiment. The subjects had normal
or corrected to normal vision and were tested for normal color vision (Ishihara test
[10]).
2.2. Materials and Design

The stimuli were selected from those having reached consensus or large agreement
in a previous unconstrained color naming study performed on Munsell samples. In
that experiment a total of 367 color samples were used. Consensus (agreement in
naming a color sample consistently using the same color term by all the subjects)
and colors that obtained the 90% of agreement among all the subjects (e.g., all the
blue colors which was labelled blu at least the 90% of the times) were retained.
We labeled as "intermediate" those color samples which were labelled either as blu,
azzurro, verde or celeste (baby-sky blue) by all the subjects (e.g., a color samples
named for 10 times verde, for 10 times blu, for 10 times azzurro and for 2 times
celeste). These four color terms were used to define the intermediate colors for
several reasons. The blu and azzurro terms are the ones under investigations in this
study. The verde term was introduced as a control. The celeste term is not supposed
to be a basic color terms as blu ‘dark blue’ and azzurro ‘light blue’ [11, 12], but
studies have suggested that Italian has three terms for blue: blu ‘blue,’ azzurro
‘azure’ and celeste ‘sky blue’[13, 14]. For this reason the colors labelled celeste
were included in the intermediate group.
In this way, a subset of 45 samples was extracted from the original sample set,
consisting of 7 blue (blu), 7 light blue (azzurro), 7 green (verde) and 24
"intermediate" colors. No celeste colors were found to obtain consensus or large
agreement in the previous unconstrained color naming study.
Stimuli were presented on a calibrated Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 320 display. The
experiment was implemented in Matlab by means of the CRS toolbox
(http://www.crsltd.com/). The experiment was run on a Dell Precision T3400, 2.99
GHz computer.
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2.3. Procedure

The participants were tested individually. They were seated approximately 57 cm
from the monitor in a dark and silent room. In each trial a fixation cross appeared for
2s at the centre of the screen (Figure 1). Then a pair of colors was shown on the
screen, subtending a visual angle of 10 degrees. Stimuli remained on the screen until
the participant’s response, and were interleaved by a gray page with a fixation cross
for 2 seconds. At each trial a different couple of colors was used, for a total of 1035
trials (all possible pairs were tested). The order of appearance of the stimuli in each
pair was randomized. The experiment was performed in 15 sessions, to avoid
fatigue. Moreover, a set of practice trials allowed the subjects to become familiar
with the task.
Subjects were instructed to rate the perceptual similarity of each color pair on a scale
from one (complete dissimilarity) and seven (complete similarity). No information
about the labels or characteristic of the colors was given to the subjects (the subjects
were not informed about the class of the colors).
2.4. Analysis

For each pair of stimuli the Euclidean distance and the similarity ratings were
extracted and the mean Euclidean distance and similarity rating were calculated.
Mean Euclidean distance and perceptual distance (similarity ratings) were
considered for:
• Pairs of stimuli both belonging to the same colors class (e.g. between colors
both belonging to the azzurro group);
• Pairs of stimuli belonging to different color classes (e.g. one belonging to
the azzurro group and the other to the blu group);
• Pairs of stimuli belonging to one color class and to the "intermediate"
group, respectively (e.g. one belonging to azzurro group and the other to
the "intermediate" group).
Moreover, a comparison between the Euclidean distances (calculated on the
CIELAB space) and the mean perceptual similarity was evaluated.
3. Results and Discussion
As shown in Table 1, the highest mean similarity rates were found between pairs of
blu colors (5.60) and between pairs of azzurro colors (5.40). The lowest mean
similarity rates were found in the pairs composed by a verde and a blu (1.68) or
azzurro color (1.70). These last are lower than the mean similarity rate
corresponding to pairs of stimuli composed by one blue and one azzurro color.
Moreover, the mean similarity rate found for pairs of stimuli composed by one
azzurro and one blu color is lower than that corresponding to the pairs azzurroazzurro, blu-blu, verde-verde and azzurro/blu-"intermediate" colors. This highlights
the fact that the linguistic differences detected between those colors are reflected in a
different perceptual similarity. Colors labeled as different color classes reflect lower
perceptual similarity than colors labeled as the same color class. A color that is
labeled azzurro is perceptually more similar to other azzurro colors than blu colors.
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As reported in the Table 2, the mean perceptual similarity found, for both inter- and
intra-class, is not proportional to the proximity (Euclidean distance) among the color
samples. Indeed, color pairs having a mean similarity rate of 7 and 6 could feature
an Euclidean distance in the range among 0 to 65.
Figure 2 shows the Euclidean distance and the mean perceptual similarity found
between the pairs azzurro-verde, azzurro-blu, azzurro-azzurro, blu-blu, blu-verde
and verde-verde.
Table 1 Mean and standard deviation (std) for perceptual similarity (PC) and Euclidean distance (ED) found among
the groups.

Color Class
Azzurro/Azzurro
Blu/Blu
Verde/Verde
Azzurro/Blu
Azzurro/Verde
Blue/Verde
Azzurro/Int.
Blu/Int.
Verde/Int

Mean (PC)
5.40
5.60
4.91
2.81
1.70
1.68
3.78
3.23
2.27

Std (PC)
1.41
1.14
1.55
0.37
0.30
0.37
1.29
1.13
1.03

Mean (ED)

Std (ED)

21.94
35.88
28.17
88.92
97.68
144.27
52.32
83.45
98.52

20.20
34.00
24.63
28.45
20.36
42.00
32.03
40.82
45.30

Figure 1 Trial events
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2 For each pair of colors the Euclidean
and perceptual distances are given. (a) Color
encoding has been used to identify datapoints
representing different (intra/inter)-category
pairs. Red: azzurro-verde; Yellow: verde-blu;
Magenta: azzurro-blu; Light blue, dark blue and
green: azzurro-azzurro, blu-blu and verdeverde, respectively. (b) Distance among blu
colors. (c) Distance among azzurro colors. (d)
Distance among verde colors.

(d)
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These results highlight the wide range of Euclidean distances that can be covered by
the same perceptual distance above threshold. Moreover, it shows the relevant
difference found between the mean perceptual similarities of the pair blu-azzurro,
where is frequently present a perceptual similarity included in range between 2 and
3, and the pair azzurro-azzurro and blu-blu, where higher value of perceptual
distance are found.
Table 2 Interval range for mean similarity rate value n, the mean of n and the standard deviation (std) for each range
are indicated in the first column. The minimum and maximum Euclidean distance found within each range is
indicated in the second (minimum Euclidean distance) and third column (maximum Euclidean distance). The mean
Euclidean distance and the standard deviation found within each range are indicated in the third and fourth column,
respectively.

Mean Similarity Rate
1

n<2

2

n<3

3

n<4

4

n<5

5

n<6

6

n<7

n =7

n =1.6 std=0.07
n =2.5 std=0.28
n =3.3 std=0.26
n =4.3 std=0.3
n =5.42 std=0.
n =6.3 std=0.3

n =7

Min. D

Max. D.

Mean D.

Std D.

62.26

250.90

124.19

89.6

42.47

186.01

89.81

27.87

20.11

180.58

63.42

29.97

13.39

130.43

46.76

25.40

8.41

123.41

34.87

5.42

0

65.22

11.75

11.00

0

6.97

0.45

1.54

4. Conclusions
From these results it is possible to observe that the perceptual similarity among
colors belonging to the same color class (e.g. azzurro) is higher than the perceptual
similarity among colors belonging two different color classes (e.g. azzurro and blu).
This for all the considered color classes.
From this study it appears that there is a higher similarity rating between colors both
named azzurro than between pairs of colors out of which one is named azzurro and
one is named blu or verde. This suggests that colors named azzurro are perceptually
dissimilar from the colors named blu.
Moreover, these results suggest, in agreement with Wuerger et al. [2], that
perceptual color similarity is not Euclidean and consequently, differences among
colors cannot be described by Euclidean distances in color space.
In conclusion, results confirm that the perceptual similarity within each of the target
color classes (e.g. azzurro and blu) is higher than the perceptual similarity between
color samples belonging to the two classes. This supports the finding that all colors
consistently named as azzurro feature a perceptual dissimilarity from all colors
consistently named as blu, supporting the hypothesis that the two classes are both
linguistically and perceptually separated.
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Abstract
Fundamental optical properties of materials are described by intrinsic parameters
that can be concentrated in only one notion: the components of the complex
dieclectric tensor. Such a notion is relevant in any cases and we shall give examples
of applications in the cultural heritage field and in the design of modern products
based upon their materail formulation. Metals and alloys will be presented through
examples of Virtual Metallurgy (Ag-Pb, Cu-Sn alloys) applied to the rendering and
manufacturing of statuettes and on the making of the genuine replica of the Tablet of
Idalion (Cyprus). Modern glasses characterization and ancient or medielval glasses
studies are described in terms of the general methodolgy previously exposed. The
paint formulation is more classical but is included in the general framework of our
approach. After a short presentation of some results on butterflies wings scales or
the structure of natural pearls obtained at a nano-structural level we shall shown how
to apply these notions to bio-inspired pigments. We shall then describe their use in
the applied field of automotive industry. In any field we have to consider the
interaction of light with materials defined by their intrinsic (fundamental optical
properties) and extrinsic (mainly geometrical whatever the scale of observation)
properties. The computed images inserted in the text are obtained with the free and
opensource spectral software Virtuelium, developed at Ecole Centrale Paris.
1. Introduction
The general methodology described hereafter with some examples depends on the
class of the considered materials (dielectric, conductive, semi-conductive). The
importance of metallic reflection serves as a starting point of the main methods
appropriate in the rendering models. The first presented examples concern some
artworks and the last objects that could appear in the future. For this reason, we call
this scientific way as “entre déjà plus et pas encore”.
Virtual metallurgy and particularly the use of fundamental optical properties of
materials started in the 90s [3]. The crucial notion to use for the rendering of metals
is their complex indices of refraction, see [2] for many elements, which are defined
as ! " #$ % &'( and depends on wavelength ; as ! " )*+ with , the relative
complex dielectric function or complex dielectric permittivity and µ, the relative
magnetic permeability also depending on wavelength (always equal to 1 for
common materials over the visible spectrum). In computer graphics is generally
used the couple of spectral functions (n, k) where k=nκ is the index of absorption
while n is the optical index. These functions are the most pertinent to use for
refraction, reflection, absorption, transmission and polarization of light by smooth
homogeneous surfaces. Combined with extrinsic parameters such as roughness or
waviness depending on the size of the geometrical patterns on the surface we obtain
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a lot of more or less good model of behaviour in a given lighting environment.
These patterns could be obtained by the manufacturing processes on real materials
(casting prints, polishing, machining tools, etc.). It was for a long times supposed
that spectral and geometrical properties of a material surface were independent.
Though this is not exact it is of very practical interest in modelling and obviously in
rendering. The general case is very complex to solve and the approximation seems
to be visually acceptable.

Fig. 1 - Transparent materials possess a purely real index of refraction. The general
variation of the optical index follows the typical scheme as for glasses, slowly
decreasing from UV to IR. If the slowly variations of the index is replaced by a
constant, then the dispersion of light (e.g. Newton's experimentum crucis) will
totally disappear
2. Transparent materials
The notion of complex index of refraction is not enough used in spectral simulation.
We do not dispose of enough data to use but homogeneous materials are not so
frequently encountered in our life of every day. If one considers that heterogeneous
materials (textured) are only a certain assembly of homogeneous grains of different
materials, then we only need to characterize homogeneous materials with their
optical constants (which are generally not constant at all). These pertinent data could
be found in the scientific litterature[2] or measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry
[3,5,10]. Introducing very weak values of the imaginary part of the complex index of
refraction, we can explore the translucency region where (homogeneous) coloured
glasses exist. In Fig. 2 are shown the indices of two medieval-like glasses produced
by Saint-Just Company (Saint-Gobain Group) and the spectrally computed images
for a clone environment corresponding to the real light box of our laboratory.
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Fig. 2 – Complex indices of refraction of two modern coloured glasses made by Saint Just Corp. according to the
typical and medieval glass composition. Observe the very weak variations of “k” for the blue STD 115 glass. Data
acquired by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Left: spectral rendering in photon-mapping with Virtuelium in a simulated
ligth-box environment with CIE-D65 illuminant and a virtual reference observer (CIE 1964 – 10°).

Fig. 3 - A medieval glass (XIIIth century) from Maubuisson abbey. The internal bubbles of air trapped inside the layer
glass surface (top right) play a role in the scattering of the incient light. The surface paint (“grisaille”) also modify the
distribution of the lighting inside the church
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Fig. 4 – For all homogeneous materials we can compute a mean reflectance value for a completely diffuse and
uniform lighting. This “MRS” is useful to approximate the ambient term in spectral ray-tracing. The intervals of
variation for n and κ cover the whole terrestrial materials indices range.

Fig. 5 - The periodic table, in its conventional presentation, containing several metallic and semi-metallic elements
plus carbon in its crystalline variety of diamond are simulated. The rendering in global illumination by spectral photonmapping only uses the complex indices of refraction. For those among the elements having an anisotropic structure
we use an appropriate mean index depending on the crystalline structure. CIE-D65 illuminants, null roughness,
supplementary colorimetric observer CIE 1964 (10°).
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In commonly used ray tracing softwares (free or commercial) the ambient lighting is
set either to a constant for the whole 3D scene or empirically, while interactively,
adjusted for each object manipulating RGB potentiometers. Global illumination
rendering models have not to consider this optical response of a material as the
ambient lighting is included by statistical contributions of light transport from
surfaces to surfaces.
In a metal and alloys study of bronzes we shall see how a good approximation can
be made and physically justified. As a general approach, the complex index of
refraction permits to anticipate the reflection factor of a smooth surface diffusely
lighted (orthotropic distribution). This is shown in Fig. 3 where in the plane (R, n),
the pure transparency plane, the index n grows as the density of the materials with,
successively, starting at n=1, vacuum, air, gases, liquids then solids. When κ is weak
the colouration begins while n remains dominant and transparency too but slightly
filtered (Fig. 2). This mean reflectance value (Fig. 3) is used by Virtuelium to define
the ambient term in spectral ray-tracing, as previously mentioned above. The global
illumination algorithms such as photon-mapping and its various declinations[8,9] do
not need this calculation.
In computer generated images, a common approximation is made for this and
generally reduced to a pure constant for any material and wavelength. Increasing the
imaginary part of the index leads to the next section where we give a short
comparison of some complex indices of refraction for metals.
2. From the periodic table to metals and alloys appearance
The high conductivity of metals and their opacity, even for thin films, is explained
by the high values of their absorption index. The general principle is very well
described by plasma physics. Working with only optical constants of the elements
for those available as in [2] where the real and imaginary data n and k are classified
in terms of energy expressed in eV units. The visible spectrum corresponds to [1.7;
3.3] eV of incident electromagnetic waves. The previous data are then sorted in the
reverse order of wavelengths from the red to the blue regions. A computer
simulation in spectral rendering with Virtuelium is given in the upper image of Fig.
4 where the only available elements are represented. Notice that the gases and all the
non-metallic elements are not represented except carbon in its diamond crystalline
variety. Computed images were obtained at the beginning of the XXIst century and
are visible on the “Webelements” web site dedicated to the periodic table[1].
These few pictures obtained with the first versions of Virtuelium are now visible on
the Internet. Refer to the website[1] for nice pictures inserted by Mark Winter at the
university of Sheffield. The corresponding and classical periodic table is indicated in
Fig. 5. It clearly appears that the most virtual representation of the periodic table is
not the new one! More fundamental modelization are currently in progress by ab
initio approaches. The challenge is then to predict the complex components of the
dielectric function being given the only electronic structure of the elements. Andras
Vernes and al.[4] obtained a remarkable agreement between optical constants of
platinum with the recorded data of Palik[2] acquired by spectroscopic ellimsometry.
The absorption index clearly depends on the density of free electrons brought by
each metallic component inside the alloy structure. The optical properties are then
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modified by physical parameters involving braking forces appearing when the
electrons attempt to cross the local boundaries of their own crystallization region
(granular alloys). The electronic displacement depends on the electric field apply to
the alloy. At optical frequencies, we observe that the plasma frequencies of each
species are of the same order of magnitude. An also special property directly linked
to conductivity lies in the possibility for very high conductive metals to have
n(!) < 1 while κ(!) reaches values of 10 upto 60 and even more. A quick glance at
the 3 tables below indicates these properties, here illustrated for noble metals. The
third column in the tables indicates the reflectance value for normal incidence
(Fresnel term R(0)). In Fig. 3 one can explore the region where n(!) < 1. This last
value does not mean that the light propagating inside the material would be
travelling faster than in vacuum. The penetration depth of any electromagnetic wave
[UV-visible-IR] is very low for metals and concerns a few atomic planes in the
metallic structure.
The foundation of Virtual Metallurgy was made when we worked on the binary
alloys of silver and lead (study of a small bull-vase from Mesopotamia, aged of 22
centuries)[10]. It also was the occasion to study some other alloys used in high
jewellery (with a famous jeweller of Rue de la Paix, in Paris). These alloys are
shortly described in [10]. A chinese horse statuette[17] and the tablet of Idalion[14],
two bronzes of various symbolic importance have been studied these last years. The
horse statuette (Fig. 6) was the first occasion to render all possible true bronzes
(strictly binary Cu and Sn alloys) according to their metallurgical composition[19].
An interpolation of the complex dielectric functions was made and not an
interpolation of colour or reflectance or even of the index of refraction. The tablet of
Idalion[14], a cypriot bronze including an exceptionally weak amount of tin (2.4 %)
is shown in its original optical state in Fig. 7 obtained by spectral simulation after an
accurate 3D digitization of the original tablet exhibited in Bibliothèque nationale de
France in Paris (Cabinet des monnaies, médailles et antiques). The physical replica
made in France is shown in Fig. 7 and is now exhibited at the archæological
museum of Dali in Cyprus since 11th of november 2010. One can see the
technological prints very similar to curves of level indicating the modern lost-wax
process employed for the bronze casting at the Foundry in Sèvres (CTIF).
We decided to leave the visible prints for testifying and avoiding from confusion
with the green-brownish original appearance of the now corroded tablet. The movie
“Facsimile” (in greek: www.dali.org.cy/) describes all the steps of the project of
virtual and physical replication of this important part of the Cyprus archæological
heritage. Our replica is very conformed to the original tablet shape of today but have
the most plausible appearance of the original as viewed by the cypriot people 25
centuries ago. The vertical presentation in Fig. 7 is done to recall this object was
hung inside the temple of Athena situated on the top of the hill of Idalion. The
complex indices of refaction were then acquired by spectroscopic ellipsometry
thanks to 5 physical samples of Cu, Sn and 3 alloys (10, 20 and 30% of tin
concentration in copper) specifically prepared, studied and verified by SEM. The
obtained results, in computed images, are given here in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6 - Metal and lighting. Directional lighting and ambient lighting are compared between a real object (upper line)
and a simulated statuette of a chinese bronze. It clearly appears that a uniformly lighted metallic object cannot be
perceived as metallic if there are no directional light sources in the scene. (Photos: R. Sève ; Computed images : P.
Callet). CIE D65 illuminants and colorimetric reference observer 1964 (10°).

Fig. 7 - Left: Physical replica of the Tablet of Idalion, now exhibited in archaeological museum of Dali (Cyprus). The
technological prints were not removed while the metallurgical composition is identical to that of the original in
Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Photo taken in Cyprus in 2010, November 10th. Right: The spectral simulation of
the Tablet of Idalion in a neutral environment reproduced from the real light box in our lab.
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Fig. 8 - Virtual metallurgy of bronzes. The rendering of the statuette, thanks to Virtuelium, with no influence of any
environment, is computed with the measured opticalconstants acquired by spectroscopic ellipsometry using the
physical sample of bronzes prepared at LGPM (Laboratoire de Génie des Procédés et Matériaux) by Anna Zymla.
Moderate roughness (Beckmann model) CIE D65 illuminants and colorimetric reference observer 1964 (10°).

Fig. 9 – A medieval classification of colours. Quite different from the now admitted spectral representation since
Newton; the colours are classified by lightness.

Fig. 10 - The Kings Gallery of Notre-Dame de Paris. Simulation obtained with Virtuelium using the photon-mapping
algorithm, the optical model for gilts [13] and the polychromy indications available. The lighting is estimated on the
basis of a solar emission spectrum progressively modifiy by a Rayleigh scattering model. The placement of the sun is
made thanks to a script (python language) preparing the pertinent parameters to give to Virtuelium (power, spectrum,
direction).The computation, involving 120 Intel processors, for a high resolution rendering is mad at 3mn intervals
between 20:58 to 21:58 for the ideal illumination on 2012, june 21st. The computation time is abo ut 40 minutes! The
above image is for 20:58 and the image under for 21:55.
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3. Glazes, varnishes, enamels
The distinction between glazes, varnishes and enamels mainly lies in the category of
materials and their uses. Varnishes are applied materials at room temperature and are
organic substances encountered in paintings, woods, metals or stones.
The optical effect of a varnish layer is to enhance the colour contrasts as they
modify the distribution of the reflected light. The specular reflection of light is then
more important and, consequently, the diffuse reflected light reduced for given
lighting conditions. Many kinds of varnishing substances have been used in artworks
(arabic gum, clara ovorum, etc.). The same effect for a durable use was required in
the field of ceramics and in this context the material having such an effect is called
glaze. Generally made of finely ground glass applied as a powder, embedded in an
adhesive solution, over the surface of the ceramic to be decorated. Using an
auxiliary material, a flux to lower the melting point, the final ceramic is then glazed
at a lower temperature than its substrate.
Many optical effects are possible using several materials incorporated in the applied
powder. When incorporating metallic oxides or nanometric metallic particles, a new
optical effect appears: the lustre [6]. The specular reflection is slightly or completely
modified depending on the angle of observation of the surface. Interference colours
appear this way and the general visual appearance depends on the lighting
conditions: diffuse, directional or both. The employed technique was very similar to
that of the glassmakers in the medieval Europe for making stained glass windows. A
double layered system was used to magnify the scattering of the external natural
light (the first creation of God) for having a diffuse ligthing inside the churches.
This effect is an application of the enamel technique also used at the byzantine
period for making the golden tesseras where the superficial layer of glass is used as
a protection for the gold leaf.
The optical characterization of glazes, varnishes or enamels is possible by
spectroscopic ellipsometry if the samples to be studied can offer the required state of
surface (following the Snell-Descartes and Fresnel laws). Notice that such a
category of materials are very diffcult to digitize in 3D. A general model of BRDF is
necessary and auxiliary measurements too (grazing directional lighting, etc.) for
having a plausible reconstruction of the shape and its visual appearance.
4. Paints and gilts
Another category of volume and surface scattering materials is given by paints. The
meaning of what is exactly called “pigment” is very important, as well as for
historians than for correctly render their optical effects[7]. Pigments are made of a
(not so restricted approach) mineral material reduced in powder. Before about 1850
the grinding of coloured materials was handcrafted and the artists controlled their
own colour and were very concerned by the origin of their basic minerals to grind
for having the same colour to reproduce. The granulometric distribution of a
handcrafted pigments powder is sligthly different from that of an industrial one. The
microstratigraphy of artist works can give an idea of this irregularity. An
“individual” pigment is then a certain combination of crystallographic elementary
lattices (e.g. cubic, orthorhombic, etc.) and consequently is a more or less
complicate polyhedron. When the mean diameter of a pigment is greater than about
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1 µm, it is not visible to our eye but is considered as a macroscopic object for light.
Consequently, at this scale all the laws of Classical Physics apply. We cannot speak
about the colour of a single and isolated pigment. Is it possible to speak about the
colour of the less discernible piece of matter (50 µm in diameter)? It clearly appears
that a certain amount of material becomes significant, defining a threshold, has to be
considered. It was demonstrated[3] how the diffuse colour of a powder, made of
pigments having a given distribution in diameters, is related to the specular
properties of the individual pigments. The diffuse colour (diffuse reflectance) of a
set of pigments is computed as the mean angular and spectral specular reflectance.
The double integration is made over the visible spectrum for unpolarized light
though it can easily be modified to account for any polarization state. Naturally, this
result also apply for a pigments mixture. After these optical considerations, we can
say few words about a medieval palette of colours and its symbolic signification as
presented in Fig. 8. It is well kown that, for each culture and period, the symbolic of
colours may considerably differ from place to place over the centuries. At the XIIIth
century the classification of colours was made according to their lightness. The
lighter colour, white, expresses the idea of purity and the most able to be opposed to
darkness. Darkness expresses the world of matter where the human beings
temporary live. As shadows are produced by the interception of light by a given
material, it is naturally thought as the “dark side”. Cistercian orders were always
fighting against some ideas too many expressing ostentation with the excess use of
gold (see Bernard de Claivaux) and shining materials, polychromy and figurative
ornaments.
Fig. ROIS shows the interaction of the direct solar light with the sculptures of the
kings of Juda and Israel on the western facade of Notre-Dame de Paris cathedral.
The placement of the sun is made thanks to a script (python language) preparing the
pertinent parameters to give to Virtuelium (power, spectrum, direction). The
computation, involving 120 Intel processors, for a high resolution rendering is made
at 3min intervals between 20:58 to 21:58 for the ideal illumination on 2012, june
21st. The computation time is about 40 minutes per image! Notice the place where
the caustics are shining just behind and above the heads. Notice also that the red and
blue clothes are arbitrarily distributed here but in a plausible way. The colours of
any other ornaments are rendered accordingly to the historical indications[20].
Between the equinoxes at the sunset, a large amount of days are concerned by the
occultation of the solar light at sunset. The building of “Préfecture de police”, facing
the cathedral blocks the most beautiful ligth on the Kings Gallery. We have shown
[13] that from the remains of a pink-reddish “non-colour” found on the upper part of
the trilobe arcatures correspond to a bole mixture. This bole was very probably used
to receive a gilding[15,16]. The interrogation was then to understand why the
sculptors and painters, working together under the architect management, applied
gold leaves on a concave surface never receiving a direct light except when the sun
is very low above the horizon. A spectral simulation was then decided to see what
could happen when using these material in such a configuration of illumination. As
in a previous project (Terra Numerica) we had acquired from the frontcourt of the
cathedral with 5 lasers places, the 3D numerical data of the facade, we could see the
“wonderful optical effects” imagine in the XIIIth century. The spectacular effect was
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also enhanced due to mirroring by some pieces of glass disposed behind the heads of
the kings statues. The small remains of glasses covered by a gold or tin leaf and
protected by a glaze have been found by E. Viollet-le-Duc[21], the famous architect
who was in charge of the restoration of the cathedral at the end of the XIXth
century. We hope to have the opportunity to continue with best data acquisitions and
to learn more about these “special effects” used in the medieval era.
5. Virtuelium and the rendering of materials
Virtuelium nis the name given to a spectral simulation programme based on the
main use of the complex index of refraction of materials and medias. Its name recall
the periodic table metallic elements where many names terminate in “ium”. Metals
and semi-metals form about 80% of the elements. Virtuelium is then a kind of metaelement, the element able to represent any other among them or their combinations.
Spectral rendering has now a relatively long history in the computer graphics
community. The radiative transfer equation was algorithmically solved for diffuse
materials with the radiosity rendering softwares. Another category of global
illumination algorithms was proposed by Jensen at the end of the 90s[8,9]. For
combining the advantages of a spectral ray-tracing rendering and radiosity-like light
transport effects, we used the Virtuelium open-source software.
The last version of the Virtuelium open-source software was used for simulating the
natural ligthing on Notre-Dame de Paris facade at sunset. Virtuelium is implemented
for accounting for the most intrinsic characteristics of materials (complex indices of
refraction) and combined with the necessary parameters describing how are the
materials used in the 3D scene (powder, bulk, mixture, solution, composite,...). The
computed images based on the optical properties measured on all the materials of
the sculptures are computed with a grid and cluster facilities. The simulation
conditions for all the computations include a colorimetric observer CIE 1964 (10°).
Some of the main characteristics of Virtuelium are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spectral rendering with a parametrable wavelength sampling for all
element (viewer, materials, illuminants, propagation media) ;
Polarization effects accounted for at all step of the computations ;
XML formalism for the 3D scenes and data descriptions ;
Multithreading and/or grid computing ;
Multilayered materials (macroscopic layers of paints or multiple thin films
assembly) ;
High Dynamic Range Imaging ;
Chromatic Appearance Model
A special photon-mapping algorithm according to Jensen specifications is
implemented in Virtuelium software and used here for realistic rendering
of global illumination effects.

6. Biophotonics and industrial applications
We studied, these last years, several biological systems very popular for their
chromatic and visual appearance. Among them, an amazonian butterfly Morpho
Rhetenor, a white pearl, Pinctada margaritifera, a small black and white coleoptera
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Calothyrza margaritifera[12]. A new category of applications to the design of
materials useful in cosmetics, automotive of packaging industries were derived from
the bio-inspired observations and measurements.

Fig. 11 – Top line : Simulation of Morpho Rhetenor butterfly under several point of views from the normal observation
0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°. Bottom line: spheres with goniochromatic pigments with variable thickness of the internal
layer of MgF2 deposited on Al substrate; the outermost layer is made of metallic Cr film 5 nm thick. CIE D65
illuminants and CIE Colorimetric Reference Observer 1964 (10°).

Fig. 12 – A set of goniochromatic painted spheres rendered with the OPAL plug-in for 3DS Max. About a half of the
spheres are rendered with measured spectral data (goniospectrophtometric acquisition) and by direct modeling of the
structural interference pigments.

6.1 Multilayered system

As an example, in the biological world, multi-layered systems are encounetered in
many organism. Here is presented a spectral simulation of Morpho Rhetenor, an
amazonian “metallic” blue butterfly. The computations are made with the direct use
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of a measured BRDF on a wing, while the other is the output of a multi-layered
model accounting for polarization [11].
6.2 Industrial applications

To illustrate the possible applications of the principles implemented in Virtuelium,
Remi Cerise, now research engineer at Ecole Centrale Paris, developed “OPAL” a
plug-in for the AutoDesk 3DS Max software, allowing to link measured spectral
data and physically modeled to a RGB 3D engine software.
7. Conclusion
We have all over the last years experimented the complete use of a fundamental
propertiy of any homogeneous material, i.e. the complex dielectric fucntion. From
this very basic and intrinsic property we derived models also useful for the
rendering of industrial materials as well as for spectral simulaton of biological
materials. It was the occasion to found Virtual mineralogy, applications in cultural
heritage, interactive visualization, photonics and biophotonics. WYSIWYG (What
You See Is What You Get) appears as the key “word” for describing how the
Virtuelium approach, connecting the fundamental properties of materials to the
macroscopic visual appearance, works. What is displayed could then be
manufactured or realistically imitated or even, sometimes, retreived from the past.
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1. Introduction
Beer is the third most often consumed drink worldwide, after water and tea, and the
first most widely consumed alcoholic beverage. Roughly speaking, it is a fermented
beverage without distillation, where a starch source made of malted barley and other
cereals is converted by hot water into a sugary liquid which undergoes a
fermentation process caused by added yeast.
Many types of beers are brewed depending on the producer, whether multinational
companies or small producers like brewpubs or regional micro-breweries with a
limited production of artisanal beers [1]. Apart from the spontaneously fermented
beer, two methods of induced fermentation by added yeast are used: topfermentation and bottom fermentation, respectively. Top-fermented beers are
produced with Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast in the 15°-20°C temperature range,
and offer a fruity flavored aroma. Bottom-fermented beers are produced with
Saccharomyces uvarum (or pastorianus) at cooler temperatures, between 7° and
12°C; the lower temperature inhibits the production of esters and other by-products,
giving a cleaner-tasting beer.
The visual appearance of beer depends from both color and turbidity. Not only
because scattering reduce the transparency of beer, but also because the suspended
particles themselves can contribute to light absorption.
Both these factors are heavily influenced by brewing method. The color of beer
depends on the malt types chosen by the brewer, and thermally treated malts
provide darker and more reddish, beers [2]. Suspended sediments due to yeast
residuals can be found mostly in top-fermented beers, which are often unfiltered or
bottle conditioned. Also the use of malted or unmalted wheat and many other cereals
influences the beer color.
This paper considered a selection of top-fermented (Ale and Weiss) and bottomfermented (Lager) golden beers, the color and turbidity of which was measured in
the visible band, so as to provide a discriminating map. The map was capable of
clustering the two different beer types without any further laboratory analysis,
indicating that scattered colorimetry technique can be used as an innovative tool for
assessment of quality standards of beer, which presently is based on singlewavelength absorption measurements at 430 nm (SRM / EBC) [3].
2. Scattered colorimetry: how it works
Multi-wavelength and multi-angle spectroscopy performed in the visible band, that
we call scattered colorimetry or spectral nephelometry, is an optical technique for
simultaneously monitoring the color and turbidity of liquids.
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As sketched in Figure 1, four white-light LEDs spanning the 420-730 nm
spectroscopic range are used as sources, and a miniaturized optical fiber
spectrometer serves as a detector. The sources are positioned at 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°
in relation to the detector. The LEDs are switched on sequentially to measure the
transmitted and scattered spectra: The transmitted spectrum yields information
regarding color which is also affected by turbidity; the scattered spectra yield
information on turbidity which is also affected by color. Given the spectrometer’s
spectral resolution, the liquid sample is characterized by means of 184 spectroscopic
variables coming from the four absorption spectra, each of which consisted of 46
wavelengths [4].
Then, multivariate data processing is applied to achieve a data dimensionality
reduction to better extract the significant information for sample identification [5].
This technique demonstrated effectiveness in many diverse applications, especially
for discriminating the production origin of extra virgin olive oils, for detecting the
degree of degradation of frying oils, as well as for mapping of surfactants according
to type and mixture.
The intensity of scattered light and, consequently, the relevance of each angular
channel in data processing, mainly depend on the particle-size polydispersivity
profile and the refractive indices of particles and liquids. In case a channel provides
redundant or poorly informative data, its spectroscopic data can be disregarded, and
the multivariate model is built by means of a reduced number of spectroscopic
variables.
The practical implementation of the probe for scattered colorimetry was made of a
plastic jig housing the glass vial (32 ml) of beer sample. The jig was designed and
precisely mechanical drilled so as to arrange the LEDs for illumination and the
optical fiber coupled to spectrometer in the proper axial alignment and reciprocal
angle positions without the need of any further alignment. The optical fiber for
detection was coupled to a graded-index lens so as to identify a collimated view of
detection.
3. Experimental results
A collection of 72 commercially-available beers was considered: 46 samples were
golden Ale and Weiss beers (top-fermented), while the other 26 samples were
golden Lager (bottom-fermented) beers. Table 1 summarizes the beer types, the
country of production, and indicates the alcoholic strength as an additional
information.
The entire beer collection was measured by means of scattered colorimetry. A
distilled water sample was measured prior to each beer sample for intensity
normalization purposes. Then, the measured beer-spectrum was normalized to its
integral value. The results are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2-left shows the transmitted
spectra, while Figure 2-right shows the scattered spectra at 90°. The other scattered
spectra at 30° and 60° were disregarded because they provided redundant
information with respect to 0°- and 90°-spectra.
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Class

Code Brand

Country

Class

Code Brand

Country Strength

Gol den Al e

VB03

Den Herberg Bl ond

Bel gi um

Strength
5,5%

Gol den La ger

L06

Bel gi um

Gol den Al e

VB06

Gri mbergen

Bel gi um

5,0%

Gol den La ger

WV05 Bockor Pi l s

Cri s ta l 1928

Bel gi um

5,8%
5,2%

Gol den Al e

VB08

Pa l m

Bel gi um

5,4%

Gol den La ger

WV06 Bl a uw Export (Bockor) Bel gi um

5,2%

Gol den Al e

VB09

Sa ta n Gol d

Bel gi um

8,0%

Gol den La ger

I1

Moretti Ba ffo d'Oro

Ita l y

4,8%

Gol den Al e

VB10

Ta ra s Boul ba

Bel gi um

4,5%

Gol den La ger

I2

Peda vena

Ita l y

5,0%

Gol den Al e

VB11

Bers a l i s Tri pel

Bel gi um

9,5%

Gol den La ger

I3

Ichnus a

Ita l y

4,7%

Gol den Al e

VB13

Affl i gem

Bel gi um

6,8%

Gol den La ger

I6

Li bra

Ita l y

5,8%

Gol den Al e

VB14

Kes s el

I7

Peroni

Gol den Al e

VB15

Serva i s

Bel gi um

5,5%

Gol den La ger

I8

Tourtel

Ita l y

0,5%

Gol den Al e

VB16

Hof ten Dorma a l

Bel gi um

8,0%

Gol den La ger

I16

Mena brea & Fi gl i

Ita l y

4,8%
5,1%

Bel gi um

7,5%

Gol den La ger

Ita l y

Gol den Al e

L01

Bi nk

Bel gi um

5,5%

Gol den La ger

G2

HB Ori gi na l

Germa ny

Gol den Al e

L02

Ter Dol en

Bel gi um

6,1%

Gol den La ger

G3

DAB

Germa ny

4,7%

5,0%

Gol den Al e

L03

Jes s enhofke Tri pel

Bel gi um

8,0%

Gol den La ger

G4

Wa rs tei ner

Germa ny

4,8%

Gol den Al e

L04

Si nt Gumma rus Tri pel

Bel gi um

8,3%

Gol den La ger

G5

Beck's

Germa ny

5,0%

Gol den Al e

L07

Ma ya (Jes s enhofke)

Bel gi um

6,0%

Gol den La ger

D1

Ceres TOP Pi l s ener

Denma rk

4,6%

Gol den Al e

WV02

Keyte Tri pl e

Bel gi um

7,7%

Gol den La ger

D2

Tuborg

Denma rk

5,0%

Gol den Al e

WV03

Ha rl eki jn

Bel gi um

6,0%

Gol den La ger

D5

Ceres Ol d 9

Denma rk

9,1%

Gol den Al e

WV04

Al terna ti ef

Bel gi um

5,0%

Gol den La ger

D3

Ceres Strong Al e

Denma rk

Gol den Al e

WV07

Brugs e Zot

Bel gi um

6,0%

Gol den La ger

N1

Ba va ri a 8.6

Netherl a nd

7,9%

Gol den Al e

OV01

Gents e Strop

Bel gi um

6,9%

Gol den La ger

J1

As a hi

Ja pa n

5,0%

7,7%

Gol den Al e

OV02

Trouba dour Bl ond

Bel gi um

6,5%

Gol den La ger

J2

Ki ni n Ichi ba n

Ja pa n

5,0%

Gol den Al e

OV04

Vi ca ri s Tri pel

Bel gi um

8,5%

Gol den La ger

J3

Sa pporo

Ja pa n

5,0%

Gol den Al e

OV05

Va l ei r Extra

Gol den Al e

A01

De Koni nck Tri pel

Bel gi um

8,0%

Gol den La ger

C1

Ma ya be

Cuba

4,0%

Gol den Al e

A02

Bi envenue de Monta i gue Tri pel

Bel gi um

7,0%

Gol den La ger

E2

Tennent's

Engl a nd

9,0%

Gol den Al e

A03

Luci fer

Bel gi um

8,0%

Gol den Al e

A05

Ka rmel i et Tri pel

Bel gi um

8,4%

Gol den Al e

A06

Ma l heur 6

Bel gi um

6,0%

Bel gi um

Wes tma l l e Tri pel

Bel gi um

6,5%

Gol den La ger

Z1

Budejovi cky Budva r

Czech

5,0%

Gol den Al e

A07

Gol den Al e

A08

Duvel

Bel gi um

8,5%

Gol den Al e

H01

Ma gus Bel go

Bel gi um

6,6%

9,5%

Gol den Al e

H02

Bel goo Luppoo

Bel gi um

6,5%

Gol den Al e

H03

Moi nette Bl ond

Bel gi um

Gol den Al e

H04

Ci ney Bl ond

Bel gi um

7,0%

Gol den Al e

N01

Leffe Bl ond

Bel gi um

6,6%

Wei s s

VB04

Den Herberg Ta rwe

Bel gi um

5,0%

Gol den Al e

LU01

La Chouffe Bl ond

Bel gi um

8,0%

Wei s s

VB07

Hoega a rden

Bel gi um

4,9%

Gol den Al e

I5

Poggi o del Fa rro

Ita l y

5,5%

Wei s s

G6

Fra nzi s kener Wei s s e

Germa ny

5,0%

Gol den Al e

I12

La Monel l a

Ita l y

5,0%

Wei s s

G7

Ri edenburger Wei s s e Germa ny

5,4%

Gol den Al e

I13

La Bi s ca ra

Ita l y

7,2%

Gol den Al e

I15

Ca teri na

Ita l y

5,1%

8,5%

Class

Code Brand

Country Strength

Tab. 1 – The beer collection.

White sources

Sample

Optical fiber spectrometer Transmitted and scattered spectra

Fig. 1 - Working principle of scattered colorimetry.
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Wavelength ( nm )
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Fig. 2 - Transmitted (left) and 90°-scattered spectra (right) of the entire beer collection.
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Fig. 3 - PC-score maps of transmitted (left) and 90°-scattered spectra (right) of the entire beer collection.
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-1
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1

2

Fig. 4 - LDA score map discriminating Ale/Weiss (top-fermented) and Lager (bottom-fermented) golden beers.
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Both spectra sets were separately processed by means of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) for data dimensionality reduction. This produced two PC-score
maps shown in Figure 3, where all scores are linked to “prominent” spectral
features, such as the slope, the curvature and the height of 700 nm peak of scattered
spectra. These maps already indicate an encouraging sample grouping according to
beer class.
The two score matrix were then fused together creating a 72x4 pattern matrix in
which each sample was represented by four coordinated characterizing both its
transmitted and 90°-scattered spectrum
In the final step of the procedure Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was applied
in order to achieve pattern classification [5], thus obtaining the results shown in
Figure 4. The software for multivariate analysis was written in Matlab® code.
The wrongly classified samples were 2.8% for the calibration model, and 5.5% for
the cross-validation check. These results can be considered more than satisfactory
for authentication purposes.
4. Conclusions
Transmission and scattering measurements performed in the visible band,
complemented by a multivariate processing of spectroscopic data, demonstrated
effectiveness in beer quality standard assessment as far as the production method,
whether top- or bottom-fermented, is concerned. Perspectives of this technique are a
probe implementation by means of optical fibers with potentials for online
monitoring/conditioning actions and feedback on the fermentation process.
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1. Introduction
In the field of art conservation colour measurements have generally been applied to
evaluating the differences between colours of adjacent areas in artworks before and
after restoration, to monitoring the fading phenomena caused by exposure to a
specific environment, to studying colour alteration instigated by the application or
removal of top layers of varnish, and finally to stabilising colour against various
light sources [1-9]. The chromatic coordinates, indeed, define the colour of an
object under certain standardised conditions of examination. Colour measurements
on artworks can be performed by using instruments that can greatly differ from
another (e.g. tristimulus- or spectro-colorimeter, spectrophotometer equipped with
reflection probes or with integrating spheres). Starting from the 1970s several
different devices have been used to measure and calculate the colour of a variety of
artistic objects and materials [10-13]. This means that sometimes it is necessary to
compare colorimetric data acquired with diverse colorimeter models or, in general,
different devices.
In this work colorimetric data recorded on a set of certified colorimetric standards
and on mock-up paintings were compared to determine the agreement between the
results obtained with different instruments. Colour measurements were performed
by means of three spectro-colorimeters (X-Rite model SP62 and two KonicaMinolta model CM-700d).
The final aim of this study was to quantify the colour data differences determined
on the same samples by the use of different devices designed for various
applications.
2. Materials and Instruments
As colorimetric standards we have used a set of nine colours produced by
Labsphere Inc., named Labsphere Spectralon Color Standards (Table 1, Fig. 1),
[14].
certified values
L*
a*
b*
SCS-VI-010 64.45 15.51 -23.48
SCS-PU-010 44.28 11.59 -4.97
SCS-CY-010 72.94 -29.71 -10.07
SCS-OR-010 68.88 45.65 36.98
SCS-YW-010 85.92 11.72 83.93
SCS-BL-010 59.76 -6.19 -40.59
SCS-GN-010 62.75 -28.25 16.40
SCS-RD-010 48.76 47.05 22.44
Tab. 1 – Certified L*, a*, b* values of the Spectralon
Color Standards produced by Labsphere Inc.
Sample name
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Fig. 1 - Spectralon Color Standards produced by
Labsphere Inc.

These standards, which are stable in a large range of environmental conditions, are
designed to function as a point of reference for colorimetric measurements on matt
materials since they offer exceptional reflectance properties. as they behave like a
nearly perfect Lambertian surface. We prepared nine mock-up paintings on canvas
panel. The colours were reproduced as closely resembling to those produced by
Labsphere Inc. as possible (Tab. 2).
Sample
name
Violet

Purple

Cyan
Orange
Yellow

Pigment

Binder

permanent magenta by Winsor &
Newton + lead white by Aldrich
(0.01:2.0)
permanent magenta by Winsor &
Newton + zinc oxide by Aldrich
(0.1:2.0)
cobalt blue turquoise by Zecchi Colori, Belle Arti
coral by Lefranc & Bourgeois

linseed
oil
linseed
oil
linseed
oil
linseed
oil
linseed
oil
linseed
oil
linseed
oil

Japanese light yellow by Lefranc&
Bourgeois
Blue
indanthrene blue by Maimeri + zinc
oxide by Aldrich (10:90)
Green
malachite by Zecchi Colori, Belle
Arti + Naples yellow by Zecchi
Colori, Belle Arti (90:10)
Red
red vermilioned by Lefranc & linseed
Bourgeois
oil
Tab. 2 – Description of pictorial mock-ups. In parenthesis are
reported the % in weight of the mixtures.

Fig. 2 - Pictorial mock-ups

The selected spectro-colorimeters are portable instruments designed for in situ
measurements. Both devices (X-Rite model SP62 and Konica-Minolta model CM700d) are equipped with an integrating sphere, have a measurement geometry d/8°
and work on the spectral range 400-700 nm with 10 nm acquisition step. They have
different light sources and detectors: gas-filled tungsten lamp and blue enhanced
silicon photodiodes for the X-Rite, pulsed xenon lamp with UV cut filter and
silicon photodiodes array for the Konica-Minolta [15-16]. We used two KonicaMinolta CM-700d instruments that differ only for the fact that one was a new
device and the other was a used demo version (which was kindly supplied by
Konica-Minolta Italia; N_CM-700d and D_CM-700d in the text, respectively).
Each instrument was provided with its own white reference (100% reflective) and a
zero calibration box (0% reference) for calibration.
Colour measurements were acquired using D65 illuminant, 10° observer, and
excluding the specular component of light. The reported data were based on an
average of five measurements and were calculated for the CIEL*a*b* 1976 colour
space. For each measurement the various instruments, consecutively, were
positioned on exactly the same spot (Ø 8 mm) on each sample and removed
immediately after. Colour differences were calculated, on average values, as
(L*a*b*) and!! E00 [17-18].
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3. Results and Discussion
All Spectralon Color Standards were analysed with each device indicated above.
Subsequently, the mean colorimetric values were compared with the certified data
of the Spectralon Color Standards. As reported in Table 3 and 4 we calculated E00
and L*, a*, b* for each standard. Considering E00, it was quite evident that
the data acquired with the N_CM-700d were the closest to the certified values: for
all the samples E00 value was always <0.8. Although D_CM-700d showed higher
values of E00 with respect to N_CM-700d, the calculated data showed similar
behaviour for all samples for the two Konica-Minolta spectro-colorimeters.
Concerning the data acquired with the SP62 instrument, the measured values
generally showed the highest difference respect to the certified ones
(0.55< E00<1.10). Instead, the trend observed for the two CM-700d devices was
missing.
E00 D_CM-700d
vs certified values

E00 N_CM-700d
vs certified values

E00 SP62
vs certified values

SCS-VI-010

0.51

0.17

1.07

SCS-PU-010

0.54

0.22

0.55

Sample name

SCS-CY-010

0.58

0.40

0.98

SCS-OR-010

1.17

0.76

1.10

SCS-YW-010

1.12

0.72

0.97

SCS-BL-010

0.65

0.33

0.67

SCS-GN-010

0.26

0.24

0.86

SCS-RD-010
1.12
0.64
0.59
Tab. 3 – Average colour differences E00 calculated between the acquired data with each spectro-colorimeter on
the Spectralon Color Standards and their certified values

Sample name

D_CM-700d
vs certified values

N_CM-700d
vs certified values

SP62
vs certified values

L*

a*

b*

L*

a*

b*

L*

a*

b*

SCS-VI-010

0.24

0.16

0.62

0.14

0.04

0.16

-1.03

-0.07

1.04

SCS-PU-010

0.17

0.56

0.25

0.10

0.16

0.18

-0.46

0.29

0.30

SCS-CY-010

0.18

1.00

-0.31

0.22

0.74

0.40

-1.17

0.93

0.09

SCS-OR-010

0.52

-0.73

1.70

0.11

-0.43

1.21

-0.40

-0.90

1.48

SCS-YW-010

0.06

-2.03

-0.71

-0.28

-1.27

-1.04

-0.98

-1.33

-1.18

SCS-BL-010

0.15

0.84

0.44

0.24

-0.10

0.95

-0.41

0.54

0.96

SCS-GN-010

0.05

0.36

-0.46

0.00

0.43

0.14

-0.95

0.59

-0.32

SCS-RD-010
0.97
0.35
1.11
0.48
0.04
0.80
0.05
-0.16
1.00
Tab. 4 – Average colour variations L*, a* and b* calculated between data acquired with each colorimeter on
Spectralon Color Standards and certified values.
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Furthermore, we can observe that for both CM-700d devices the main contribution
to the colour difference was mainly due to a* and/or b* values. Instead, for SP62
instrument the calculated E00 values were randomly dependent on all the
parameters (L*, a*, b*).
To evaluate intra (N_CM-700d vs D_CM700d) and inter-instrumental (N_CM700d vs SP62; D_CM-700d vs SP62) agreements the mean colorimetric results
acquired with the three selected devices were compared with each other. The
average E00 values were calculated (Table 5) and, as expected, the colour
differences obtained using CM-700d colorimeters were small, with a E00
maximum of 0.55. On the other hand, when comparing the CM-700d devices to the
SP62 the colour differences were unexpectedly great (up to E00=1.08); more
precisely, these differences were mainly due to L* coordinate variations (Table 6),
which may be attributed to the different references used by each spectrocolorimeter for their calibration.
N_CM-700d vs D_CM700d

N_CM-700d vs SP62

D_CM-700d vs SP62

Sample name
E00!

±

E00!

±

E00!

±

SCS-VI-010

0.36

0.02

1.07

0.30

1.08

0.25

SCS-PU-010

0.34

0.08

0.54

0.09

0.62

0.21

SCS-CY-010

0.52

0.01

1.08

0.25

1.06

0.22

SCS-OR-010

0.48

0.01

0.52

0.19

0.73

0.24

SCS-YW-010

0.51

0.01

0.31

0.11

0.66

0.20

SCS-BL-010

0.55

0.01

0.72

0.10

0.53

0.08

SCS-GN-010

0.35

0.01

0.84

0.16

0.87

0.14

SCS-RD-010
0.51
0.05
0.45
0.08
0.93
0.13
Tab. 5 – Intra and inter-instrumental agreements in the measurements expressed as average colour difference
E00 between data acquired with diverse colorimeters on the Spectralon Color Standards (± = max error) .
N_CM-700d vs SP62

D_CM-700d vs SP62

Sample name
L*
SCS-VI-010

±

a*

±

b*

±

L*

±

a*

±

b*

±

0.42

0.10

-1.17 0.33 -0.10 0.05

0.88

0.08 -1.27 0.33 -0.23 0.04

SCS-PU-010

-0.56 0.16

0.13

0.03

0.13

0.07 -0.63 0.31 -0.26 0.06

0.06

0.04

SCS-CY-010

-1.40 0.38

0.19

0.10 -0.31 0.04 -1.36 0.43 -0.07 0.13

0.40

0.04

SCS-OR-010

-0.51 0.31 -0.47 0.13

SCS-YW-010

-0.46 0.30 -0.10 0.18 -0.06 0.11 -0.80 0.29

0.27

0.01

0.17 -0.92 0.31 -0.17 0.15 -0.22 0.18

SCS-BL-010

-0.65 0.13

0.65

0.05

SCS-GN-010

-0.95 0.22

0.17

0.10 -0.46 0.05 -1.00 0.25

0.65

0.18 -0.39 0.12

0.05 -0.57 0.13 -0.29 0.06
0.23

0.14

0.52

0.09

0.14

0.05

SCS-RD-010
-0.42 0.09 -0.20 0.07 0.20 0.05 -0.91 0.13 -0.50 0.09 -0.11 0.09
Tab. 6 – Average variations of L*, a* and b* calculated between data acquired with CM700d devices and
SP62 on the Spectralon Color Standards (± = max error).
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After having analysed the Spectralon Color Standards we decided to perform
colorimetric measurements on pictorial mock-ups, using the same devices and the
same experimental conditions. From the acquired data we concluded that the intrainstrumental agreement between the two CM-700d devices was quite good. For
these instruments, indeed, L*, a* and b* variations were <1 for all the samples
apart from the orange standard where b* was 1.5 (Table 7).
The results on the inter-instrumental agreement were very different from the intrainstrumental. As reported in Table 8, there were differences, sometimes very
marked, between the data recorded with the two CM-700d instruments and those
acquired with SP62. The most important a* and b* variations were found for the
orange and yellow mock-ups. Quite big differences ( E00 1) were also seen for the
purple, the blue and the red samples. The obtained results revealed that the
differences between the violet, cyan, and green samples were less evident
( E00<1).
N_CM-700d vs D_CM-700d

Sample name
L*

±

a*

±

b*

±

violet

-0.23

0.17

-0.46

0.02

0.03

0.06

purple

-0.25

0.12

-0.69

0.16

-0.24

0.13

blue

-0.04

0.19

-0.33

0.09

0.23

0.37

orange

-0.48

0.13

-0.07

0.27

-1.48

0.73

yellow

-0.37

0.10

0.70

0.02

-0.26

0.30

cyan

0.18

0.41

-0.54

0.18

0.78

0.07

green

-0.14

0.05

0.26

0.05

0.30

0.05

red
-0.46
0.06
-0.31
0.07
-0.74
0.08
Tab. 7 – Average colour variations L*, a* and b* calculated between data acquired with N_CM700d and
D_ CM700d devices on pictorial mock-ups (± = max error).
N_CM-700d vs SP62

Sample name

D_CM-700d vs SP62

L*

±

a*

±

b*

±

violet

0.13

0.23

0.33

0.08

0.41

0.06

purple

0.55

0.15

0.16

0.13

1.10

blue

0.83

0.51

0.44

0.08

0.96

L*

±

a*

±

b*

±

-0.11 0.19

-0.13

0.08

0.44

0.06

0.08

0.30

0.07

-0.53

0.18

0.86

0.10

0.42

0.80

0.45

0.11

0.10

1.19

0.38

orange

0.59

0.18

-1.46

0.34

-2.63

0.98

0.10

0.13

-1.53

0.17 -4.11 0.69

yellow

0.30

0.07

-0.49

0.06

-2.71

0.23

-0.07 0.10

0.21

0.07 -2.97 0.34

cyan

-0.35

0.20

0.47

0.30

-0.28

0.18

-0.17 0.38

-0.07

0.34

green

0.07

0.11

0.14

0.08

-0.58

0.05

-0.07 0.10

0.41

0.09 -0.28 0.06

0.50

0.19

red
0.74 0.09 -0.81 0.11 -0.46 0.12 0.29 0.08 -1.12 0.13 -1.21 0.12
Tab. 8 – Average colour variations L*, a* and b* calculated between data acquired with CM700d devices and
SP62 on pictorial mock-ups (± = max error).
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4. Conclusions
In the framework of Cultural Heritage the colorimetric study of paint samples or
works of art has greatly developed in the last decades. Sometimes it is necessary to
compare colorimetric data acquired with different instruments, or with the same
devices at different laboratories on the same samples. For this reason it is important
to make sure that the results obtained with diverse colorimeters can be comparable.
In this paper intra and inter-instrumental colour measurements on different types of
samples were reported. As expected, this study showed that the inter-instrumental
variability exceeded the intra-instrumental one. The main causes for this high interinstrumental disagreement may be due to the different standards used as white
reference for the calibration of the instruments, the maintenance conditions of the
instruments, and the characteristics of the analysed samples (i.e. homogeneity of
surface).
The most noticeable conclusion was that it is not possible, or it can be very
difficult, to compare colorimetric data acquired on the same samples by using
different devices. However, this result seemed to be in disagreement with some
reports provided by the instrument manufacturers. In the future this study may be
expanded by comparing a larger variety of instruments and increasing the number
of measurements. It could also be interesting to determine if the colour
measurements acquired with the same device will be reproducible over time or if,
instead, an instrumental shift or instability will occur before the scheduled recalibration of the instrument by the producers.
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“Luminous Inclusions”. Emotions in the matter, from postorganicism architecture to “happy degrowth”.
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1. Premise
In contemporary architecture, after the post-modernistic explosion and the minimalistic purism of the Third Millennium, there is a new trend of taste for clays
joined with strong and peculiar plasticity. Transparencies, porosities and textures
are preferred in place of traditional colouring: this ancient tradition is being used
by the so-called new architects working in global scenarios and culture, who mix
traditional typologies with innovative materials or, on the contrary, traditional materials with innovative shapes. Architects and builders have tested such new solutions while utilizing soft and earth-colours of pisé or including – in the walls or in
concrete casting – ancient, noble and bright materials as well as debris, recycled
waste, waiting for time to oxidize and veneer them.
From the tradition of the Ton-Fassaden of Hanseatic cities to master-poets of postwar reconstruction – in the wake of Rudolf Schwarz, Carlo Scarpa and Dimitris
Pikionis – Rauch, Zumthor, Wang Shu proceed along a line virtually stretching between the West and the East.
The use of “aged” colour softened by time dust or simply resulting from earth nuances fascinate and satisfy more than harsh colours of industrial modernity. The
evocative force of “bright inclusion” generates always from the possibility for
translucent and flat matter to include mineral or organic fragments, as analogical or
mnemothecnical device of time flow.
2. Case Study. Biography tangles and fascination
Villa Businaro, also called “Il Palazzetto”, (Monselice, PD), late work by Carlo
Scarpa (1971-78), tells a story of recovery and construction over almost three decades and finally accomplished by the architect’s son, Tobia (2005-‘10).
The complex, a villa of XVII century with a contemporary cottage and a more recent dependance, was acquired via family settlements in 1964 by Aldo Businaro,
an odd figure of business manager, collector, patron, refined intellectual. Businaro
was not simply “Scarpa’s client”: he kept for a decade (1968-'78), a strong friendship where esteem and devotion for the architect interweaved indissolubly.
Carlo Scarpa, respectfully called “the Professor”, often travelled abroad with the
polyglot Businaro who accompanied him also in his last fatal stay in Japan. The
friend had the sad task to accompany back to his native country the corpse, from
Sendai up to the burial in San Vito di Altivole, near Treviso. [1]
The Venetian Master lies in an earthy tomb resting on a gravel level – marked by
the tombstone designed by Tobia Scarpa (1979) – at the threshold of the monumental cemetery complex of Brion (1969-'78). In the years after Scarpa’s passing,
Aldo Businaro was active administrator of the artist’s memory in the close circle of
his followers, becoming populizer of his architectonic and artistic work.
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The non accidental symmetry of a life destined to beauty cult reflects in the choice
to make of his house an out-and-out cultural milieu, modelled on the Renaissance
club of Villa Pisani [called Villa dei Vescovi] (1535-'42) in Luvigliano, a few kilometres from Monselice. Alike Giovanni Maria Falconetto’s works, it was possible
to overlook from the large hall of the piano nobile [noble floor] the quiet rural
plain landscape – opposing to the steep profile of the Euganean Hills – as a sort of
sequential, Canaletto’s gaze 'machine'. Businaro’s human parable, as buyer and
exegete, ends eighteen years after the tragic passing of the Architect [2].
3. An “open” work of art.
The complex of Il Palazzetto is composed today indissolubly by the shady park –
also embraced in the patient project work of Scarpa – which over the decades softened and made quieter the atmosphere of the original rural court.
Thin bases are integrated in the flooring near the secondary access doors at the
wish of the Client to support open air sculptures of contemporary artists.
The work, that includes partial reconstructions as well as interiors and outdoors rearrangements, shows a refined and innovative use of building or decorative elements included – or better “set” – in the dissolved and hence clotted matter of
decorative concrete. The “recovery” of rural memory occurs in poetical manner,
through the hermetic and initiating language of Scarpa. The barnyard – typical
element of Venetian agricultural tradition, but here intended only evocatively – is
object of a complex project metamorphosis consisting of five different versions;
from the initial curvilinear forms the final arrangement is reached, plastic and
symbolic synthesis (the Sun and the Moon/ the Masculine and the Feminine) which
will be found again in a play of refinements and chromatic references in the coeval
cemetery of Brion. [3]. The grass surface, bounded by exposed washed concrete
strips, arises in a composition of slightly slanted planes, covered by brusadéi, traditional rosy shading solid bricks with rough surface almost vitrified by heat.
Besides giving a creative opportunity for new finishing treatments, the use of
bricks according to Venetian tradition is played from a chromatic point of view assigning cement framework the role to put in evidence the elements plasticity.
The restless profile of the barnyard is run through by an orthogonal cut, a sort of
faglia (tectonic fault), allowing crossing almost without level changes and pacing
the section according to the principles of an unusual land art [4]. At ridge line confluence two Vicenza fossiliferous ivory stone disks, having respectively a diameter
of 88 and 110 centimetres, both multiples of number “11”. This number corresponds as a matter of fact in Scarpa’s “numerological praxis” to the Author’s signature. It results from the sum of the alphabetic letters composing his first name
and surname.
In the 'minor barnyard', facing the Barchessa. or Dependance, Scarpa uses hollow
bricks filled with concrete mortar mixed with marble powder, almost obtaining the
effect of a “starry sky” (in the classic tradition it symbolizes the descendants) opposed to the two main stars (the parents’ couple).
The effect achieved is simultaneously pertaining to materials and colours: the natural light reflects or lights the different faces letting the rough surface vibrate.
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Fig. 1a - Giovanni Maria Falconetto,Villa dei Vescovi, Luvigliano of Torreglia (Padua); Fig. 1b - arrangement of the
Villa and exterior of “Il Palazzetto” in Monselice” (1971-‘78), before the external staircase was built (2010) [Foto ©
Guido Pietropoli, 2004].

Fig. 2 – Carlo and Tobia Scarpa, Staircase to access the piano nobile of the Villa “il Palazzetto” (2005-‘07). In the
foreground the materiality of the roseate plaster as “opus signinum” of “Barchessa” destined to the dependance.
The finishing – included the “curbing corner” wooden facing – and the flooring are part of the original project. [Photo
© Martino Pietropoli, 2010].

In winter’s humid and foggy days in the plane, the darkened colours of red and
white stand out in the atmospheric whiteness
In the evening the terracotta shade reflects red-violet radiations making the thousands of brick’s white eyes “rise”. Scarpa’s passion for geometry and respect for
traditional building forms turn out in the custom, borrowed from F. L. Wright, not
to cut the bricks but to use their expressive potential in the poured “compensatory
strip”. It is indeed the hand crafted skill in traditional flooring that allows interrupting the ornamental or geometrical integrity of the ‘tappeto’ (carpet) through the use
of “neutral connective materials“.
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Fig. 3a – Carlo Scarpa, Recovery and arrangement of “Il Palazzetto”s barnyard. (1971-’78). The “main barnyard”
surface in solid bricks cut by the “canyon”. On the background the sliding gate of the “barchessa” fig. 3b, The
“starry” surface of the minor barnyard and detail of the connective strip in washed concrete. [Photo ©Martino Pietropoli].

Fig. 4a - Carlo Scarpa. Detail of sliding gate. On the right the partition of “curling corners” of concrete walls of the
monumental staircase.
Fig. 4b - Carlo Scarpa. Detail of berceau with fireplace. [Photo © Martino Pietropoli, 2010].

Here the exposed concrete pouring mixed with marble powders is washed to let the
whiteness of the gravel emerge, but also slightly polished to maintain a flat surface.
The dark lichens grown over the time lent the brick surface the time nobility, softening the hardness of modern blocks and making it homogeneous with the brownpink gradations of the ancient brickworks. T
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he projects for the parterre, as per use of stone disks are the prototype of the projects of Villa Ottolenghi, in Bardolino (1974-’78) and of the Borgo Apartment
house in Contrà di Quartiere, in Vicenza [5].
3.1. 'Moving paintings'.

The natural chromatics typical of Triveneto present a palette of vaporous and softened gradations in winter and summer, softly stressed in the intermediate seasons,
as to permeate the whole complex with a particular and quiet beauty.
The same effect of soft contrast is found also in the playful replica of a Japanese
Sh ji recreated on the sliding panel separating the exclusive courtyard from the
park. The Barchessa is completely “mute” and without windows at the side facing
the villa. The elevation appears covered by wooden vertically oriented overlapping
planks impregnated with carbolineum, living natural fibrousnesses and opacity untouched. The very dark, almost black, brown colour ascribed to wooden surfaces
enhances by “subtraction” the brightness of artificial colours. The taste for Japanese world reappears in this sort of 'geisha’s smile', where the teeth are lacked in
black to enhance the red of the lips on the face bleached by oshiroi.
The gate is a true 'moving painting' where the homage paid to the Masters, from Le
Corbusier to Mondrian, can be read with vividness.
A geometric composition of coloured panels, framed by black lacked oak wood
frames, is applied on the thin metal structure.
The drawing is obtained by the composition of five rows of golden rectangles, arranged according to the horizontal axis by a height of three modules where the intermediate is comparted along the main median. Crossings and diagonals are emphasized by colouring of fibreglass panels. Some of them were coloured and partially opacified, on the rear side, according to primary colours - cyan, red and yellow - as to let the glossy effect of the fibres hit by sun rays come out. Other panels
are maintained translucent – in the original yellow-gold colour – and let the light at
noon and at sunset pierce through the semidarkness of the colonnade.
The overall plan follows an elaborated “heraldic” code-colour sharing with Islamic
and oriental art the taste for complex antimetric and iterative geometries. Once
again here we find the masterly use of “quinconx” arrangement of rectangles having inverse symmetry, controverted by the “exception” element (the panel in black,
sum of all primary colours).
3.2. “Nomen est omen”.

The garden is Scarpa’s occasion to express his endless creative vis. Here the play
between inventio and subtle “historic falsification” occurs inside a friendly relationship the Artist and the Client enjoy in conceiving this playful architectonic
mise en scéne.
Also the building of the long perimeter fence in trachyte blocks is part of the general recovery and valorisation program of the complex started in 1970. The architect will provide for fundamental indications for characterizing the big open room'
surrounding Il Palazzetto: as witnessed by Pietropoli, “[…] the building of the
pool, the eastern poplar cypress double line, the planting of the greatest part of arboreal essences of the park” will follow little by little. The already mentioned main
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and minor barnyards as well as “the north entry, the arrangement at ground level
(not yet accomplished), the reorganization of the northern part of barchessa of XX
century (.)” are planned in a turbulent and often conflicting sequence of versions.
“The different parts of the complex were up to that point mere fragments close to
each other. Client and architect shared the need to let them coexist in an eloquent
architectonic rhapsody which, started in XVII century, came in compartments in
open and not definitive form, three centuries after”.[6]
3.2. “A wisp of smoke”.

The steady creative quality of the complex, that can be read both in its parts and in
its whole, can be found also in the “minute” but eloquent details accompanying the
building of Scapa’s project. Already the domus’ denomination “il Palazzetto” imprinted with a positive matrix in the slushy matter of ‘beton brut’, welcomes the
visitor at the entrance: here the fence wall passes from rustic nature of golden-gray
volcanic stone to the refined layout of wooden formworks of concrete. As in the
example of Olivetti store in San Marco, Venice, (1958) the lettering is an occasion
of graphic virtuosity: here the letters appear bright from the matt matter thanks to
the sparing use of gold leaf. The expedient is once again obtained by variatio. It
recovers the Aztec ribbon, experimented successfully in Show Room Gavina, in
Bologna (1962), reversing it.
The observer will not overlook the calligraphic habit of ancient Veneto language to
differentiate the redoubling of the letter “z”. In the house denomination the ironic
taste – dear to the Client, bibliophile and virtuous author of literary calambours –
appears again to contaminate the elegant alphabet designed by Scarpa and simultaneously to reassert the concept of longue dureée of iconological program of XVII
Century.
3.3. The Berceau in a “Zen” garden.

The “berceau with fireplace” (1972) can be considered as the last brilliant coup de
théâtre in the performance. It is conceived as perspective end of a “secret” path
flanking the east side of the villa. The berceau is visible in summer in the greenish
light filtering through the timber trees of the park.
In the plan it appears as the mark of a devotional chapel (quotation of the Sacro
Monte of “Sette Chiese” in Monselice) as well as evocation of a Padiglione di
Delizia. The building is apparently leant to the perimeter wall and it interrupts its
continuity. Actually a small plan gap lets it advance “by one step” welcoming the
visitor with high-class and warm grace. Once again we are talking of unroofed but
still alive “house” where floors, truss and fragments of walls survive. It is an open
room with an embossed table to be set for summer lunches and during the cold air
of long convivial evenings. Corners and walls are absent but can be perceived.
They are an air volume allowing a fluid connection with the landscape.
The composition pivot is made of the monumental fireplace in reinforced concrete
on brickwork in local trachyte, in the warm grey-golden shade. The berceau imitates the traditional “fogolar” of Veneto – lived-in fireplace – imitated graphically
on the suspended board covering the flue. Scarpa’s design traces by impressions on
the formwork planks the section of the “napa” [hood] and the same smoke path
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using small coloured mosaic tesserae included in the poured concrete. The chromatic sequence white, silver, yellow, red, cyan and black of the sliding gate is repeated adding another exception: gold, that is the sun light, enclosing all colours.
The side inner wall – a “bent” panel in concrete – is finished with brown-purple
painted plaster, evoking the darkened walls of rustic kitchens. The use of glass
tesserae with pearly hues is not something new in Scarpa’s tradition. It feeds on the
artist’s confidence in processing precious matter of golden glasses of Venice and in
his love for Byzantine mosaics. Liberty and Art Nouveau recollections can be
found in the majolica a lustro of Galileo Chini’s laboratories. [7]
Visual experiences during his youth can be traced in the decorations of the Russian
Pavilion at the Giardini of Biennale, rather than in Lalique vases.
The pleasure of including in the molten matter is found in the wonderful series of
Vetri Venini, with' red and black figures' of 1933-1947, with inclusion and fusion
of coloured murrina or of Barovier. [8]
Exquisite taste, divertissement, dandy: the intellectual fellowship of the two friends
produced an intricate, inextricable cross-reference play, abandoning itself to the
pleasure of the senses more than to the corrosive doubt of the reason.
4. The uncompleted completed.
Tobia Scarpa’s intervention “concludes”, provisionally, a telling started four decades before and that – as recalled by Businaro himself – intended to continue the
creative work of the founder, doctor Giovanni Francesco Tassello began in 1627.
The project was interrupted unfortunately on his death caused in 1634 by infection
from the so called “Manzoni’s” plague. In the vital cycle of this work every generation of clients and architects “picks up the baton” and accomplishes a 'song' of
the rhapsody of those preceding them.
Aldo Businaro’s suns, Federico and Ferdinando, intended to accomplish the work
re-started by their father, building the main staircase. The artefact – part of the successive executive extract – remained unaccomplished because of the sudden passing of the architect.
The work retrieves, with high philological care and some necessary interpretations/integrations, Scarpa’s plans handed back in their last drafting [9].
In the plan to “carry out and shape” the original baroque design, once again the
“extreme threshold” impends: in 2006 Aldo dies off after a long illness. The completion work was anyway started and was closed successfully five years later in
2007.
In his last effort, the Client leaves a greeting, at once a leave-taking and a welcome, to his family and friends entrusting an affectionate phrase to the usual coded
message of small mosaic tesserae running after each other along the perimeter of
the house, just emerging from the water of the perimetral pond. Each alphabetic
letter corresponds to a colour so that life and joy memories remain “included” in
the matter and in the house foundation, as an everlasting legacy.[10] .
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5. Matter revival and new organicism
Colour, light and matter confront themselves in a sophisticated search for beauty
that aims to become autonomous from the rational design and control so to highlight its tactile and emotional values stated as a-temporal and subtly anti-modern:
silent metaphor for “happy degrowth”.
Scarpa’s architectonic and artistic piece of work acquires over the decades a very
contemporary value, able to speak a “universal language”. The use of colourmatter almost fusion with iridescent and mercurial qualities applies both to physical substance of masonry finishing and to decorative valuable applications. [11]
The Venetian Master’s lesson is all the more effective in these years of crisis as it
recovers the chromatic memory of the rural building tradition – natural substance,
authentic, immediately ascribable to the soil, to everyday’s concreteness – grafting
the nervous ironic vibrations of the urban world.
Necessary antinomies include in their essence the use of textures vibrating at light
(the cement casings where the wooden fibres impress): the opus signinum plasters
opposing to the smooth surface of marbles and majolica. In those defined as
“emerging aesthetics” these interlocutions assume today a particular value: not an
erudite quote but natural sensitivity, identity recovery, calculated renunciation to
self-referential innovation.
Acknowledge. Dr. Federico and dr. Ferdinando Businaro, arch..Guido and arch. Martino
Pietropoli, prof. arch. Agostino Magnaghi.
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Colour as a Spatial Transformational Power. A Study on the use
of Colour in Interior exhibitional Spaces
Felipa Benito-Garcia Paes de Vasconcellos Gomes da Costa.
Faculty of Architecture of Lisbon’s Technical University

1. Introduction
The exhibition world and its history is a relatively recent one. Having actively
started only about 200 years ago to this day, we have witnessed enormous
progression in the way in which artwork is exhibited. This study crosses four
important areas of knowledge: Museology; Museum Architecture; Exhibition
Design and Curatorial practice.
Our investigation was centered solely on the Visual Arts and in contemporary and
modern art exhibitions. We aimed to prove that Colour was used in the field of
exhibition design and curatorial practice and assess whether it was used as a tool
for spatial contextualization, from the exhibit’s conception to the final mounting of
the exhibition design. Through this investigation we were able to verify Colour as a
characteristic and contextualising tool in the field of exhibition design and
curatorial practice, since the conception of the exhibitional project to the final
mounting of its pieces.
These specific types of exhibitional spaces are inserted in Museums, Art
Foundations, Cultural Centres or Art Galleries, and they demand a certain type of
psychological/physical reaction and digestion from their visiting public. Since the
end of the 18th Century and the beginnings of the 19th Century, cultural
institutions have suffered phenomenal advances until becoming autonomous ones,
with their own and singular spatial requirements, functioning and curatorship.
These types of cultural institutions are forever more places of experiment,
encounter and dialogue between Culture and Art.
Since the beginning of the 1980’s until today cultural institutions, artists, curators
and visitors have now become an integral part of the exhibitional process. Even
though all of the literature and written text about these new methods of mounting
exhibitions have only materialized in the last few decades, the practical results on
the spatial level have been worldwide acclaimed for more than fifty years. We will
demonstrate further on how this has been effectively materialized in nine world
renowned cultural institutions: five International museums and four Portuguese
ones.
2. Colour as a Spatial Transformational Power : Colour can change
the perception of space.
Colour as a spatial transformational power presents itself today as a theme that has
been gaining attention towards the end of the 20th Century and the start of the 21st
Century. However there is still a hidden fear regarding its use, and in most cases
due to lack of scientific knowledge.
“Colour is a tool but with physiological overtones.”* (Reed, P.2005) [1]
There are numerous factors that can effectively transform architectural space
namely: area, volume, height, length, width, materials, colour, circulation, light,
artificial lighting, openings (doors, windows, skylights) amongst others. We have
focused our study on the application of colour and found undeniable its varied uses
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in all of the investigated cultural institutions. Colour applied on a wall can bring it
forward or make it step back if the croma is a dark or light one; if it is applied on a
ceiling can make one feel that we are entering a space that is caving in on us; if we
have a white cubed space with white floors, we can make the visitor feel like he or
she is floating in mid-air and so forth.
“I think of it as a tool definitely, it can be used, even in signage but it is an
important design tool to read what is going on in the show.” (Young J.2005) [2]
In Fig.01 and Fig.02 we can demonstrate how colour was used in two distinct ways
to obtain two extremely different spatial transformations of the S. R. Guggenheim
Museum in New York. In the Brazil show, architect Jean Nouvel denied the
building through the use of colour, if the building was originally white he had it
ALL spray-painted in black. The result was phenomenal though we could have
misidentified the building through this Colour-induced transformation.
In the last fifteen years, 1990-2005, in the cultural institutions we chose for
analysis, we can demonstrate that Colour was applied more frequently to
temporary exhibitions, be they small nuclei of the permanent collection of the
museums, or in new installations by emerging artists.
We verified the acknowledgement of the various professionals involved in these
areas such as the museum directors; the architects of the museums; the designers;
the curators; the historians and the artists themselves stating that Colour was a vital
tool. However not all substantiated its use, there was still a latent fear that it could
speak louder that the artwork it was supposed to frame or make stand out. Most of
these professional agreed that the use of Colour cannot be considered with a
‘recipe book’ attitude, each case must be isolated and analysed in close detail, in
some cases it is the absence of Colour that is adequate!
‘I think people did not use to question colour; only now are they starting to become
alright to question it. The frontier is being broken.’ (Taylor. M.2005) [3]
The possibility are endless, and in some cases Colour can be used in such a
subdued manner that the observer might not even acknowledge it is there but will
subconsciously be forced to circulate in a given space within a certain order and
direction, observe a certain piece or another.
In other situations of a more technical and general matter Colour can also be
applied to identify certain museum floors, or different departments or areas of an
exhibition itself. At Tate Modern in London we verified that each floor is
curatorially divided according to the Museum’s organizational themes such as
‘Still-life’ or ‘Landscape/Matter/Environment’ and these use colour to identify
them. Colour can definitely change the perception we have of a given space, and
through these varied examples we can acknowledge its transformational power.
3. Colour in Interior Exhibitional Space : Colour in exhibitions.
We selected four Portuguese institutions of remarkable cultural importance: the
M.N.A.C. (National Museum of Contemporary Art - Lisbon); the C.A.M. (Modern
Art Centre – José de Azeredo Perdigão of the Gulbenkian Foundation – Lisbon);
the C.C.B. (Belém Cultural Centre - Lisbon); and the M.A.C.S. (Contemporary Art
Museum of Serralves – Porto). We also selected five International institutions so as
to give this investigation a broader scope of what is actually common practice
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regarding different the methodologies and curatorial practices in this area around
the world. Therefore we investigated: the TATE MODERN (Tate Modern –
London), the MET (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York); the GUGG (The
Solommon R.Guggenheim Museum, New York); the MoMA (Museum of Modern
Art, New York); and lastly the WHITNEY (The Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York). We also mentioned various other cultural institutions which aided
us immensely in choosing to investigate and contextualize this theme.

Fig.01 Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, Brazil: Body and Soul, October 2001.
Fig.02 S. R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, In the Eye of the Storm: Works In situ by Daniel Buren, March
2005.

In these nine institutions we always identified exhibitions where colour was
equated. However the opinion of the professionals’ involved in this process
differed and was not at all consensual. Many Museum Directors (in charge of
exhibition programming) believed that it had to be the artist him/herself to suggest
the use of colour in the space where their artwork would rest, whilst the designers
felt that the artists should interfere the least with the mounting side of the exhibit.
“It is absolutely an essential tool for mounting exhibitions, it’s among the most
primary tools (…) Colour is incredibly important and has to be considered, that is
about as fundamental as it gets.”* (Kershaw D.2005) [4]
The architects on the other hand, testified that the exhibitional space should be as
neutral as possible in order to let the artwork survive and breathe with no added
interference. Therefore ‘neutral’ colours should be predominantly applied so as not
to compete with the spatial content, they believe the architecture, materials, texture
and colour should not interfere. On the contrary note, we reinforce the importance
of the artworks’ context in framing and containing a story, the exhibitional
narrative. And moreover we sought to prove that Colour was an intrinsic part of the
spatial context, and was undeniably important in terms of punctuating the
curatorial discourse itself. In some exhibitions Colour was used without the visitor
even acknowledging it and he/she was manipulated (all be it unconsciously) into
moving in a certain path and with a certain chronology.
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Fig.03 Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in Las Vegas, Permanent Collection; Fig.04 Louvre Museum in Paris,
Permanent Collection; Fig.05 Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, The Aztec Empire; Fig.06 D’Orsay
Museum in Paris, Impressionist Rooms; Fig.07 CAM in Lisbon, Ann Hatherly Show; Fig.08 MET in New York
Modern Art Rooms; Fig.09 Tate Modern in London, Level 3 Entrance to Lanscape/Matter/Environment. Fig.10
Neuenationalgalerie in Berlin, Main Entrance Show; Fig.11 Tate Modern in London, Mark Rothko Rooms; Fig.12
Museum of Contemporary Art of Serralves in Oporto, Thomas Struth 2012 Exhibition.

In other cases Colour was used to deny the very building where the exhibition was
being held in the hope of forcing the Architecture itself to step back, as we can see
in the ‘Brazil Body and Soul 2001’ exhibition at the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum in New York.
Colour, and not just painted on walls, but through other types of materials too, ends
up by punctuating the importance and the difference we want to call out in the
artworks. We can play with heights, Colour, materials, lighting, exposure, and all
in order to create and map out those differences. It is really as if I was performing a
guided tour of the exhibition, and it should be the exhibitional discourse to do that
on its own through the chosen Colour, lighting, and the materials applied that
perform those types of reinforcements, and invite the visitor into different levels of
approach and reading of the exhibited pieces. Colour can also be used to place
rhythm on the pace of the exhibition viewing.
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4. Results and Outcomes for the employment of Colour.
The possibilities of the use of Colour as a tool are limitless, and the same can be
said for its spatial application. We can apply one tone to the floor, the walls, the
ceilings, the facades, the windows and doors, the pillars and other structural
elements that compose architectural space. The results are innumerous and varied
and if the application of Colour is conscientiously managed we can transmit and
exact idea about a piece of artwork to the visiting public.
It is essentially important to look at these results with the correct enlightenment or
attitude.
Many were the examples and reasons we were able to consider in our investigation.
However one thing was definitely reinforced: Colour is a powerful tool that does
effectively transform the perception we have of space. In this study in particular we
were able to illustrate what it does to exhibitions in interior spaces, all as a direct
consequence of those people that design, shape and use these spaces.
This investigation relied heavily on scientific research work in direct contact with
the curators, directors and project architects of the quoted institutions, as well as on
a panel of professional specialists in these areas of Culture and Colour. All these
different personalities have been vital to the substantiation of the use of Colour in
exhibitional spaces. All the photographic and drawn registrations served their
fundamental purpose of aiding in the wholehearted judgement of the fact that,
where there is a ‘design’ behind the exhibit, Colour is always approached, not
necessarily applied, bit effectively approached.
We acknowledge, on behalf of the commanding entities of these institutions, a
certain reluctance in regards to which figure should indeed approach or propose the
use of Colour. Some opinions sustain that it should be the artists themselves
proposing Colour and others that it should be the curators commanding an
approximation to these types of issues of mounting exhibits and the various tools to
do so.
Within this approach, the encounters with the architects that initially designed the
cultural buildings were most enlightening. Many believe that these spaces have
been successively altered due to the need for further flexibility in these ever
changing cultural buildings. However most of them believe that the exhibitional
gallery spaces should be ‘neutral’ when it comes to Colour, or indeed the materials
to apply, which should be toned down so that the Architecture does not speak
louder than the pieces on show.
5. Reasons and Conclusions
We focused solely on Modern and Contemporary exhibits, both of temporary and
permanent nature. The conclusions we reached were varied. Most of the
personalities that we interviewed sustain the consideration that this application of
Colour to interior exhibitional spaces is indeed a fundamental one. We verified in
this particular area of exhibition mounting that no Colour specialists are ever called
to intervene. In most cases it is the internal curator of the quoted institution that
covers this field.
Nevertheless with did effectively manage to prove through the examples of many
temporary exhibits in the cultural institutions surveyed that: Colour is in effect a
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spatial transformational power. It allows for a more stimulating exhibition
observation, and a more contextualized, rhythmic and vibrant view of the pieces as
well as a contextualized fluidity of the exhibitional discourse depending on Colour
saturation, its placement and quantity.
However there is no system or mathematical categorization on how to apply
colour, there are no scientifical formulas to impose what to do. It is not possible to
foresee for which exhibits, or on which walls, ceilings or other plains should colour
be applied, be it painted or materialised.
In this sense the process of conception and application of a Colour palette is similar
to the architectural process in that the client, the site and the brief will dictate the
final formal result. In the case of Colour in interior exhibitional spaces it is the
cultural institution, the nature of the artwork, its temporal nature (temporary or
permanent exhibit) the theme of the installation that will mould the final outcome.
Fundamentally this investigation contributed to the reinforcement of the conviction
that Colour has a crucial role in the creation of a coherent characterisation and
manipulation of interior exhibitional spaces, and the creation of a contextualizing
discourse with the artwork itself. Through the examples we have illustrated here
we have been able to visualize various cases in which the role of Colour actively
transforms space.
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Introduction
Designate an architectural style all traits of expression characteristic of a particular
form of building clean at a time, a culture, a history, territory and context. Major
issue of the article: how local color can participate in the definition of "style" of a
city may be beyond its architecture. This concept of integrated local color to the
reflection on the urban is a contemporary concept that integrates all singular
expressions in the city regardless of their natures, and naturally colorful harmonies
and materials. A new concept: the cities of today can have as their intention to
establish an identity around style "global" ... a color palette, types of material, a
repertoire of forms that would be special ... and that, sometimes at the expense of a
diverse heritage too complex to manage or otherwise for the benefit of a certain
poverty heritage .. This is established by regulations or sometimes some planning
tools whose aesthetic orientations for architecture can be extremely stringent,
restrictive and oriented. The cities of Toulouse and Lille are two examples of
positioning heritage that inform us about different ways of conceiving the aesthetic
management of the urban fabric. For local color, we mean chromatic and material
identity of a country, region-thus inseparable territory and its people - as expressed
already in 1810 Goethe in his Treatise on Colours. It feeds on local materials and
local socio-cultural practices and fits naturally into the landscape, and in a certain
historical continuity. It is as much fruit men as men are the result. So local color
result of reciprocity, solidarity between people and their territory. Modern times,
through globalization involved from the beginning of the twentieth century, opened
to overcoming territories. She pushed to re question, but to ignore these legacies
rooted in their context, their geography. Modern thought - you want new, detached
from these plural traditions too - could not be appropriated without giving up his
desire for universality. Le Corbusier through the international style has fueled the
concept of modernity without boundaries, thinking the new town and functional,
planning and city architecture in the Charter of Athens in 1933 and codified in the
color of universal values.
1. Toulouse: local color reinterpreted - Rules of urban design projects
and large city
In Toulouse, the brick is a strong element in the architecture of the city, under its
first shape, called fairground brick, it is more identical. Although covered at the
origin with a sand filler, the brick was little by little more present in the city
appearing as a strong sign of the Toulousian identity.
a) Architecture and neo-regionalism:

In 1944, when the regionalist mark of the architecture of brick tends to disappear
for the benefit of reflections much more contemporary on the architecture,
Toulouse is going to enter into resistance: the Badiou municipality which tries to
catch up its delay because of a very strong deficit in urban infrastructures and in
housing, is going to establish the plan NICOD. This plan, imposes, among the
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other rules certain number of aesthetic directions which must be respected: a
maximum height of 22,50 m in 25,80 m according to the sector (the pernicious
effect of the plan Nicod will be revealed by the breakup of urban scale in the
former center.)
In spite of this willingness to distance itself from the existing from the point of
view of the scales of the built, in the same text it is indicated that covers have to be
in tiles. The brick is also compulsory in the protected of the former center. It is
what makes it visible today on most of the small residential properties in all this
zone. This directive was respected but a little visually hidden by the impact of the
big modern buildings appeared afterward, in the townscape. These buildings with
white dominant mark a breakup with the local color.
" Advanced Sentinels of a concrete modernity which inserted gradually into the
history of suburbs the blank pages of a new life of the narrative of which was
invented in the course of the days "[1] , these very gaudy buildings transformed
then our glance on the city. The brick will wear the idea of the heritage and the
tradition, following the example of the cleared concrete which will be the face of
modernity. The use of the brick as typical aesthetic code of the local color,
carrying sense and identity shows itself then as an asset since 1920 for every
individual avid to put a neoregionalist signature. From now, in this intermediate
time of identical questionings, it matters of positioning between the preservation "
of the code of the brick", which reassures and establishes a néorégionnalist field, a
ground of a certain "natural" continuity, and the opening towards innovative
colored materials and, nevertheless, the loss of an immediate and recognizable
chromatic mark.
This neoregionalism appeared earlier, in the 30’s, is going to allow a different use
of the brick: indeed, previously constructive element, hidden under the filler, it is
going to become the colored element to leave visible! The brick is going to
substitute itself to the common filler, on buildings built between 1920 and
nowadays, integrated into the former urban fabric. These buildings carry then a
signature of the past, a cultural invariant, but they conjugate it with the codes of the
modernity by the use of balconies, loggias, and the other rolling curtains. This
architecture distances itself, then, from the traditional architecture, not only by its
style, but also by the quality of its brick: often intended for the only facades, " the
brick of the modernity " is a mechanical brick, without granulosité, and of uniform
color. Visually, it is at this level that takes place the biggest breakup with the past."
(...) At the beginning of the 60s, while the plan Nicod finally comes into force, the
modern architecture, giving up the alibi of the brick, penetrates henceforth in a
more frank way into the archaeological badge."[2] Place Saint Georges, Fabien
Castaing evokes the exemplary nature of the modern Catalan architecture. " This
architecture of brick offers the alternative of a local modernity, contextualised,
contrary to the work operated in le Mirail by the team of Candilis. Numerous
architects in this context, are going to use the brick; others are going to give it up
and to choose to the modernity. In Toulouse, the Candilis team, inspired by Le
Corbusier rules, is going to propose a new city for a new life. In 1962, the prizewinner team of Georges Candilis, will tend to emphasize the following principles
in the project of Le Mirail: ascendancy of the pedestrian, the adaptation to the site,
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to avoid the dullness, to find the identity of the new city. The construction site will
really begin only in 1965 and will be carried by the coloration rules with Le
Corbusier : valuation of the material of construction and use of the color as the
code of a rising modernity.
b) architecture and modernity

" It is in the conceptions of the town planning of Le Corbusier that we find the
most detailed reflection which presided over the elaboration of the modern town
planning of which the charter of Athens, elaborated in 1933 within the CIAM and
published by Le Corbusier in 1947 " Le Corbusier proceeds in its works to a
radical questioning of the principle of the creation of cities as time goes by. (…)
Every shape in this urban system becomes a social unit of neighborhood with local
services, in the style of small phalansteries, every member of which benefits from
essential things: " Sun, space, greenery ".[1] Sun, space, greenery: these 3 words
are here meaningful from the chromatic point of view, the sun, the sky and the
vegetables, as first elements of minimal architecture. However, they are not the
yellow, the blue and the green which were chosen to represent the corbusean
architecture, but indeed the three primary colors or expressed as such at this time,
the blue, the red and the yellow. The notion of light, was more worked by the
spatial principles introduced by Le Corbusier than by color, although numerous of
his architectural reflections registered stained glasses as a fundamental elements of
captation and broadcast for the colored light.
c) The chromatic charter, a second identitary relay for the city:

in the city of Toulouse, where the fairground brick makes tradition and where the
Capitouls since the Middle Ages, made the fortune of the city with the culture of
the tinctorial pastel, a chromatic charter is in application since a few years. The
chromatic charter aimed at advising and prescribing at the same time the colors of
fillers, and the colors of paints to apply to doors and windows. Designed by a
Toulousian colorist in architecture, Isabelle Boisseau, the chromatic charter
pursues the objective first to homogenize the colors of the city heart, to establish a
characteristic and identical chromatic unity of the city center. Concerning the
colors of facades, a pallet of orange tones, inspired by the idea of the local brick
under the light, was realized. Sometimes too much taken away from the pinkish
tones of brick, it was a question here of marking the city in its identity "brick". As
punctual, on shutters, joineries and ironworks, a pallet going from the blue to the
green (reference to the pastel) was prescribed and some of more traditional and
anchored colors (such as red, brown and grey), were spread (pushed aside) from
the pallet of prescription. On facades, the brick or the equivalent color was
prescribed in a inescapable way. This choice, was based, it seems, on a posture of
patrimonialisation from which it results more a "denaturation" of the identity of the
city in the sense where instead of being made and recovering, it congealed in a
idealizing concept of the unitarian and the typical to become a museum shop
window, a readable cultural and touristic object, more connected to the industry of
the image and not this embodiment of the history of the establishment and the
culture of the people and of the time which spends.. which defines by definition
the architecture.
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Here the mark of the regionalism takes numerous orientations, always as the style
of a territory marked by its history and by the face which the man wanted to give
it. Little by little, the city center of Toulouse got dressed of nuances of blues and
grey on its balconies and ironworks, conferring it soft contrasts, very sophisticated
but also very different from the landed strength which was formerly worn by red,
grey and brown present on doors and shutters.
d) Past, modernity, and tomorrow?

In architecture and urbanism, tomorrow builds up itself today. To be born the
district of Borderouge - The ZAC de la Place Nord in 2014. This project answers
first the necessity of endowing the city of a new district answering partially the
increasing demand of new housing, new equipments. The spirit breathed into the
project wants to be precursor, in kind of contemporary signature. A city of the
importance of Toulouse owes in the modernity. As for the contemporary notion,
here, this one was conceived according to a logic of emancipation of the yoke of
the "local" aesthetics.
This future district is a symbol, following the example of the ZAC of Confluence
in Lyon, a levy for the future. We find this demonstrative, almost ostentatious
value there where rings the invariable doctrine of the innovation. Positively and to
break everything. The guidelines of the urban and architectural aesthetics were
upstream defined by the town planner-architect Patrick Chavanne, with
engineering consulting firms Ingerop and Méandre and landscape specialist
Mutabilis. Not less than about twenty architects enlarged these ranks, carrying "
their stones " into the building. Because, in that case handbook, it is not any more
question of brick. There is prescription of an aesthetic register which would not
carry enough the banner of the urban innovation in Toulouse. We recover from it
in the eloquence of the visible in the contrast: The formal and chromatic
coeducation of the materials of facade, the diversity of registers brew a collection
of architectures which composes an unknown, new townscape in the glance.
Colorist agency Nacarat was associated with the project to watch its aesthetic
coherence. The objective is not to get it the unity but indeed to manage the
paradoxical bet to reconcile " in good terms " these colorful architectural
expressions. " Experimental " would also define thus this large-scale operation.
The city becomes here a laboratory of the urban where multiple expertises
converge, as well as concepts, ideologies, cultures, practices to live and urban
aesthetics, in brief, a formulation of the trend. In Borderouge, it is useless thus to
try to summarize this aesthetic profusion. This is not the interest, indeed it is more
a question of protecting itself of unwanted label. There even, the pink city releases
itself from its patrimonial worship, widens its possible by accepting the diversity
not as the corruption of its identical integrity but as its necessary evolution..
2. Northern cities: the weight of an industrial heritage - identity
constraint or stand for innovation?
To this XXIth century, in most of the French cities, the architectures mix and give
to read confusedly an impressive number of styles and of periods which tell us by
fragment the history of the time which passes. Today, it seems that we are ready to
take into account every past style such as its time gave it to us, that is in a concern
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of respect for the founding principles and for the aesthetic practices which join to
it. This respect " for the past", of its colors and its codes, seems to be a new way of
designing the city. By respect for the codes of past, we accept the multiple city,
what does not prevent its constant reinvention.

Color and material inspiration book for architecture. www.nacarat-inspiration.com

Figure 1: détail d’une rue, Plan relief de Lille, 1745 / Projet Fleur de Lille, Maquette du projet/la maison de ville de
l'architecte Vincent Delsinne -2010

In the studies like AVAP (area of development of the architecture and the heritage)
these strata of styles and of architectural times are inventoried then analyzed as the
precious witnesses of the history of the city and make the structural and aesthetic
evolution understand. These styles are not questioned, they are emphasized on the
contrary for their historic contribution. We enter in an era / area where every
architecture is respected and considered as a part of our common history.
Anne Marie Robert Crêté, colorist for 30 years in Toulouse and teacher in the
Color IUP (PROFESSIONAL UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE), Image, Design of
Montauban often uses this term: " a city IS as a family photo " " every period is
beautiful, and every period will be recognizable in an alignment of street, even if it
is represented only by a unit. " This family photo is established by the plurality of
the city, and not by a freeze frame, in a given time. However, every member of this
family is to respect for all that it has to bring us with its knowledges and its style.
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Figure 2: Cahier d’inspiration couleur et matériaux pour l’architecture. www.nacarat-inspiration.com

Figure 3: Panorama des architectures « vertes » françaises et internationales

a) The past as inspiration for a new expression of architecture?
Tourcoing, the city in thousand fireplaces, city in the industrial history testifying of
prosperous past but much more difficult present, does not any more give to see
some of its former industrial fireplaces. In the 50s, the industrial sites were shaved
for the greater part in a will to rewrite the identity of a city too much marked by the
disappearance of these industries. Today, the same city tries to renew the last
"relics" of its industries, transforms them into lofts, and revalues the textile culture
until then disappeared by the creation of research laboratories and innovation on
the textile industry. The future takes shape here in connection with this painful
past, with the aim of composing with every moment of the history
In it our relation in the recent heritage has evolved. What today is qualified as
heritage, such these tourquennoises factories, which only yesterday was dedicated
to the destruction. The colors of the bricks of the North and the varnished bricks
which decorated formerly factories are renewed and highlighted today. This
architecture in the codes yesterday unknown becomes one of the sources of
inspiration for the contemporary architects in search of strong and urban identity.
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The industrial architecture became more than a symbol, a style, a trend to be
followed and to be reinvented.
b) Lille and his contemporary world, the historical style to the new architectural
style.
How a city marked by its history and architectural styles, it can go ahead and get
out of its codes of the past very present, to go to a city sometimes rewritten,
including the use of color?Between asset return and rewriting involved.
The landscape of Lille, recognized for the quality and the diversity of its
architecture, declines according to the identical senses of identity of its various
districts. The color, the light materials, dress the ordinary and remarkable built
heritage, build the face, shape its history and allow to read the articulations
between the various urban perimeters. Worried of giving to see the variety of its
architectural heritage, the City of Lille already strongly made a commitment in a
qualitative work to protect and value facades, with colorists, which accompany
them in the valuation of the heritage, but also in the contemporary practices of the
color in architecture. In a plural glance from yesterday to nowadays, let us hold
the general "composite" atmosphere of the landscape of Lille (although is known
the will to unify the urban space of Lille from the XVIth century) The atmosphere
of time: steady, warm tints, contrasts were pronounced in the alternations of colors
and different materials, numerous templates, roofs of English tile or slate,
ridgepoles perpendicular or parallel to the street we can still read the narrowmindedness of plot of land and the variation of the heights of built.
This wealth can still be read today in the districts of old Lille and center facades of
which raise rather similar colored treatments to those represented to the period. In
other districts of the city, the development of which takes place - fruit of the
industrial development - this one finds the continuity not in the built but in the
practices of renovation which are associated with it: they translate a consecutive
freedom of expression also from a too monotonous serial construction, and join
above all completely in line with an old tradition of more than five centuries.
The project flower of Lille :

The Flower project of Lille, situated in the south districts of the city account 62
houses including each a garage and a garden, but designed quite differently by
about twenty young architects. The jury of the competition of Golden pyramids
awarded the ruby price 2011 of the innovation to this program. The real estate
project, elaborated by KIC - Kieken Immobilier Construction - shows us here the
real will to restore a strong identity in the district of Lille-South.
Twenty young architects - worked on Xavier Kieken's project, president of the KIC
and the promoter of the project, associated to Pierre Joinville, architect coordinator.
The concept carried by the project, around three notions : aesthetic, ecological and
socially innovating, knew how to conjugate with the urban morphology of the city
and its diversity, while giving up the brick as the identical element. We see well
some similarity of posture with the project of the ZAC (URBAN
DEVELOPMENT ZONE) of Borderouge in Toulouse. The local color is so dices
lors carried by the diversity of facades, which, adjoining, proposes an aesthetics
close to the most popular districts of Lille, where the dullness of the architectural
style is immediately mitigated by a " overflowing", puzzling polychromy which
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illustrates the variety of the practices inhabitants in the dressing of facades. The
preservation of the shelf space of street in fact a place at the same time connected
to the city and determinedly innovating. In all, in this new district, created with the
aim of reconquering a former industrial site, were imagined sixty two City Halls,
quite various, and four small residential buildings proposing seventy-four
apartments, from the studio to T5. The allusion to the courea, but also to the cité
jardin is not harmless! The social Coeducation is so present on this project, in the
image still of the city of Lille, but with aesthetic innovation and especially,
sustainable project in addition. The program answers the constraints of the label "
very high-performance energy " as well as " Housing environment and
environment ".The houses of architects, a surface from 95 to 190 m2 propose an
alternation of colors and materials. Just like the diversity of 20 glances of
architects, all determinedly invested in a real creative approach. Delsinne Vincent,
one of the architects described in these terms its "house privileges space, light,
clarity living rooms. It highlights the qualities of sustainable development. "
3. International trend and style or the need to adapt to the context:
sustainability between globalization and contextualization
The trend is in the sustainable development. In Lille, in Toulouse, in Paris, and in
all the cities of France, this term defines a will of respect for our resources and for
our territory as regards the architecture and the urban. So, this appeared term there
are about twenty years, is among others connected, in the will to preserve or to
recover the quality of a territory and the identity. However, if the trend is in the
sustainable development, this notion is not still understood as carrying an approach
of respect for the codes of the past. Number of new real estate programs and cities
so position in total margin of the " local color ". The architectural trends, from the
point of view of the aesthetics, are then worn by effects of fashions, often world
due to the quantity of multiple exchanges which suggests our contemporary
company and by the real will of the decision-makers distancing itself totally code
aesthetic and constructive of past. The color plays then once again a fundamental
role in the architectural biases. The history showed us that certain architectural
styles, although often originating from a precise political and geographical context
sometimes crossed the borders. So, let us take for example the decorative arts from
1929 to 1939. How the color was able to play a first role in the writing of the
architectural styles in the course of times ? The material in front of the scene, and
the territories of inspirations also, played here a fundamental role. The decorative
arts are a significant example. Carried by an inspiration drawn from primitive arts
pre-Colombians and the geometric motives, this style in architecture was advanced
by new forms introduced by the reinforced concrete and the first big New York
high rises ( Chrysler Building). Here the local color was so alternately expressed
by a perfect place (pre-Colombian inspiration, stands out with the glance towards
one somewhere else), or a material, the concrete, which technically allows a
multitude of formal and constructive explorations. This style, which exceeds the
simple architectural fact and extends in the wider domain of the arts generally,
showed as an international trend, which is well beyond one regional typology of
architecture
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In this way, the architectural styles of today, with often international aesthetics,
get closer of this type of movements.
The absence of drop in the time does not regrettably inform us about the capacity of such
architectural trend to continue in the time and to mark its period. So the real current craze
for the green color will stand out can be not the history. This color is very used in
contemporary architecture today (metal skated in verdigris, composite materials, paints and
the other materials know how to compose with this new color today) as in design and in the
world of the communication. The green carries a very close symbolism in our time (soft,
ecological and healthy). Historically, according to Michel Pastoureau, unstable color and
color of the fate, the green would not have been able to carry in the Middle Ages the
message which it carries today. Absence of distance in time does not naturally informs us
about the ability of a particular architectural trend to persist over time and mark his time,
devoting up to be like "style". Thus the actual current enthusiasm for the green color does
not mark may be history. This color is now widely used in contemporary architecture (green
patinated metal gray, composite materials, paints and other composites now know to be
combined with this new color) as in design and in the world of communication. Green is
now a very symbolic linked to contemporary concerns (fresh, green and healthy, young and
innovative, and vital fluid or strange and high tech). It has all the color virtuous. Yet,
historically, according to historian Michel Pastoureau color, green color is unstable and
random color, the green could have carried the Middle Ages the positive message it bears
today. This trend is of green color on its ability to create meaning, its evocative force,
regardless of any material realities of architecture. There is thus no question of its scope
only aesthetic, but more representative of its value and significant: thus "a concrete wall
painted green" is no longer a concrete wall, it is a "green wall ". Property given color as the
visible immediately takes over ownership of the material, it becomes the primary identity
referent architecture. In this green bride number of architectural vocabulary, styles of
beyond, beyond the legacy codes, beyond the territories to mean not without some
ambiguity concerns major societal, ethical and philosophical. Green architected our decades
is one who protects, who is resolutely eco responsible even when it is the little, and bears all
vertus.Ce green is one that exceeds local codes of meaning to go to a direction overall, the
whole world can understand. Green reassures and protects from all evil?

Conclusion
Finally, if the style of today, one that touches the contemporary architecture of France and
elsewhere, has something global, it is also thanks to the site that sustains it and the link in a
local color. Indeed, the architecture needs context and territory, because humans need to
exist in an environment that protects and legitimizes its appartenence to any country. When
the architecture itself apart from its local color, when it gains height, the site where it does
business takes over the drawing of his identity. Beaubourg in the heart of Paris, while
defying all architectural codes, has become a key element of the Parisian identity and
neighborhood halls. Just because Paris has absorbed the better to magnify. The local color is
the link and makes a valuable soil welcomes and accepts a building within a culture and
identity codes given. Local color and is one that allows the extraordinary to become
ordianire, allowing the overall return to local Ist.
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1. Introduction
Contemporary architecture is increasingly characterized by dynamic surfaces and
surfaces in motion. They are able to constantly adapt to the external environmental
conditions so as to promote an optimal comfort of the interior spaces. These surfaces
are mostly made by mobile devices such as external solar shading.
The color of these devices is decisive for the configuration of a facade, even more if
we compare them with two aspects: a large surface area to be shielded and the
movement of the shielding devices (screens). The screens can be used to protect the
entire glass envelope. Their color may be the only color element in the composition
of the entire facade.
In the facades with small windows, the color of the screens is related to the opaque
surfaces, resulting in a color combination. The movement of the shields is a variable
of the system. These colors, sometimes perceived as spots in the facade, can appear
or disappear. If the curtains are wound, they disappear from the facade, as well as
retractable sunshade, closing blinds or shutters. If the sunshade blades are
perpendicular to the observer, with the thinner side, many lines are noticeable but
not their color.
The surface quality and color of the materials are very important to define the
appearance of a facade. In this context we have noticed that the designers have
different planning approaches: sometimes directed towards an overall
monochromatic facade (eg metallic surface with a metallic gray shading); sometimes
oriented to the use of the screens as an highly expressive color combination.
2. Coloured mobile screens
Sauerbruch & Hutton use the mobile shielding devices to offer dynamic color
combinations [1]. Their planning principle involves the use of external polychrome
shielding. The main facade of the GSW building in Berlin (1999) is known for the
vertical brise-soleil, colored in shades that differ from each other. Closing and
opening, they change every day the appearance of the building. The facade of the
pharmacological research center in Biberach (2002) consists entirely of tinted glass
blades arranged vertically. During the day the façade is opaque: it begins with a
white surface moving into a set of clusters colored in shades of red, brown and
yellow. At night the interior lighting, filtering through the slats of colored glass,
makes visible the interior spaces of the building. The façade of the police station and
fire departments in Berlin (2004) is also similar. It consists of a set of blades in
tinted glass, where the colors vary from shades of green to red, passing through
white, purple and pink. We have found another restatement of this theme in Cologne
Oval Offices in Cologne (2010) where the facades are screened by curved perforated
metal panels that open in shades of red and green. The theme of colored shading has
been recently proposed by other professionals. Sunscreen glass colored in red, green,
orange, white, yellow and blue characterize the sinuous and colorful facades of the
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building for apartments and offices in Bordeaux "Arc en Ciel" designed by Bernard
Bühler (2010). Around the casing of the Business School "Advancia" in Paris,
designed by the French Architecture Studio (2011), there are sunscreen in colored
and screen-printed glass, red and yellow lining. Sunscreen of stained glass were also
used by the Danes 3XN for the Ørestad College in Copenhagen. Sauerbruch &
Hutton’s planning choice is not isolated, but a large group of professionals is
proposing similar solutions.
3. Chromatic interaction between static and dynamic surfaces
In the screened facades the image is produced by the interaction between the screens
and the vertical enclosure. Screens and vertical enclosure may have the same color
or different colors. In any case the sum of the two components produces a chromatic
interaction. Agbar Tower in Barcelona (2004), designed by Jean Nouvel, is
emblematic [2]. Here the shielding, more than having a protective function (the skin
has very few openings), are functional for the design of an outer image. The idea is
to make the tower similar to a spray of gushing water. In this game of colors, clear
or frosted glass blades interact with the red and blue metal sheets that cover the
concrete structures. The glass, sometimes opaque and sometimes transparent, makes
the color of the metal skin sharply or blurred, alternating white reflections to color
shades. Another Jean Nouvel’s emblematic building is the Silken Puerta America
Hotel in Madrid (2005). The facade is entirely covered with awnings in a riot of
colors ranging from orange to yellow, from red to purple. The entering light paints
the interior spaces in the same color of the tents: large and equally dangerous is the
impact generated by the red colored curtains in some hotel rooms. The facade seems
to stand in the middle between an immense billboard of awnings and the extreme
desire to synthesize the concept of the facade cladding through the use of an
absolutely ephemeral tool. The challenge becomes even stronger if you think about
the use of deliberately saturated colors, typical of the contemporary advertising
campaigns. In the Cartier Foundation in Paris (1994), designed by Nouvel with
Emanuel Cattani, the awnings seem rather an unwanted. Here the project of
integration of the screens with the glass envelope reaches really high levels. The
objective is to put a low interference element in a glass architecture. An element
which is installed only for functional requirements. The curtains are gray and the
switching apparatus is essential: discrete elements that don’t disturb the interaction
between the glass the green of the trees: reflections, transparencies, gradients
planned by the designers.
4. Colour combinations
The research was conducted among a sample of over 100 case studies. We have
analyzed the color of the external moving parts, the color of the vertical closures and
their color combinations [3].
4.1 Colour of the mobile tools

The dominant color of the shield may be clearly visible. In a presence of
polychromy of the devices, we have used an effect of pixelation of the image. A
process that consists in the approximation of the colors of the pixels that compose
the related digital image. Note that in computer graphics, the pixel (a contraction of
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the English phrase “picture element”) is the smallest unit that makes up the
representation of a raster image in the computer memory. The software
automatically brings together the pixels of similar color, reducing the number of
visible colors. This operation is effective only in the presence of a few dominant
colors (at most three or four colors). There are also software able to extract a given
number of colors in an image according to their quantity. We made use of this
method especially in the second phase of the research, called “color
combinations…”.
The terms used to indicate the colors are the traditional ones. They refer to the scale
of colors of the visible light spectrum calculated according to the wavelength and
frequency, as well as commonly accepted by the physics. Each group of colors (red,
yellow, etc..) corresponds to a certain range of wavelength and frequency.
In the analyzed screens s gray shades seem to prevail (49%). This fact is certainly
due to the presence of a large number of metal screens and in particular aluminum
and steel which are mainly silver-colored or gray. In many cases there were also
gray awnings: for example, Nouvel's Cartier Foundation, the Helvetia Patria
Headquarters by Herzog & de Meuron or the Paul Klee Zentrum by Renzo Piano.
The use of white is also significant (13%), a color that has long characterized much
of modern architecture: the work of Le Corbusier and of many exponents of the
Italian Rationalism. In the screens white color can be used for glazing or paint the
metal, but it is a color rather widespread among the awnings. Next, slowly lower
percentages, the green (7%), very popular color among the awnings, orange (6%),
yellow (5%), blue (4%), brown (3%), red and blue (2%). The voice "other"
intercepts the case studies with multi-colored shields, which represent 6% of the
total. In these cases it was impossible to identify a dominant color, but there were
more evenly distributed. Among these cases there are some interventions by
Sauerbruch & Hutton, the facade of the Silken Puerta America Hotel and the
residential building in Lille by Jean Nouvel, the ECAL School of Art by Bernard
Tschumi and the Apartments on the Cost by Ofis Architects.

Pict. 1 – Percentages of the different colours found in the mobile screen tools.

4.2 Colour of the vertical enclosures

For what concerns the vertical enclosures, the most significant color it is certainly
represented by the shades of gray (32%). This confirms the previous analysis of the
screens. The high incidence of gray color is probably due to the high number of
facades clad with metal materials combined with the presence of translucent and
transparent surfaces. In fact, in the case of glass surfaces, the dominant color in
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many cases corresponds to that of the opaque surfaces. Surfaces that, for the most
part, are made of metal or concrete. Unlike the screens, the 27% of the cases
(classifies as "other") does not have a dominant color but it is characterized by a
balanced presence of different colours. In the vertical enclosures there could be a
focus on the combination of multi-colored surfaces or realized by combining
different materials. The third value, which confirms the previous observations, is the
presence of white (11%). The other colors are represented in lower proportions. The
most significant are: brown (8%), green (6%) and orange (5%).

Pict. 2 – Percentages of the different colours found in the vertical enclosures of the buildings.

4.3 Colour combinations between the mobile tools and the vertical enclosures

The images available for each case study were approximated by a few shades to get
the dominant color and then we proceeded to identify the color combinations [4]. To
confirm what has already seen, the color most commonly encountered on the facade
is gray with 44%. 10% of the cases is predominantly white. Brown and orange
respectively 9%, green and blue the 6% each, red and yellow 3% while the blue has
2%. The 8% of the sample does not have one dominant color.
Gray scale prevails among other colors (43%) and monochrome has 40%. The 10%
of the cases show combinations of two colors, the combinations of three colors 1%
and other combinations 6% .

Pict. 3 – Percentages of the different colour combinations between the mobile screens and the vertical enclosures.

5. Conclusions
The most obvious thing that emerges from this research is the predominance of gray.
The question arises whether we live in a world so gray and very likely an inhabitant
of any urban periphery could confirm this impression. What could be the cause of
this situation? Is there any reason related to the architectural project? Or is this a
trend that comes "from below", linked to the tastes of the masses?
The use of gray in design, and more generally the use of sober colors, was (at least
until the Twenties of the Twentieth Century) strongly supported the Puritan culture
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that characterized the Protestant-dominated countries (Anglo-Saxon cultures and
Lutheran) [5]. In some types of production it was probably also one of the less
expensive colors, which ensured a more rapid drying, such as black for the famous
Ford T [6]. At the beginning of the Twentieth Century steel, gray in color, was the
symbol of modernity. In the production of cars, grey seems to be the most used
color.
Gray color more or less pervades all areas touched by humans. Just think about the
color of roads, railways and many squares. "Besides the aesthetics of the glossy
floating object, the body of the modern city takes on shades of gray within the range,
not only for the process of obfuscation and soiling of materials now accelerated by
dust and pollution of industry and traffic, but also for the dissemination of materials
of construction, without a true color, such as asphalt and concrete" [7].
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1. Importance of Color Coordination on Furniture Display
The color is a basic factor of recognizing an object or space through human’s visual
abilities and is a factor of design that can be easily found in our surroundings.
Especially, the colors in a space are connected to the human psychology to stimulate
and respond, which also include the social and cultural meanings to cover the scopes
that we may not even be able to fathom [1].
In the space, the colors have dynamic powers and can increase or decrease the space
recognition depending on the color application. In addition, they can also create
optical illusions depending on the weight, size, distance, and depth [2]. Therefore,
such legibility and the illusion can be utilized to improve the quality of the space
design with more effective color coordination and also create a positive effect on the
potential cognitive, emotions, and behavioral characteristics of humans.
In addition, the colors that affect the display are not only the visible colors, but also
the color psychology that analyzes the purpose and themes. An effective display of
the color psychology can enable the viewers to understand the characteristics of the
items easily and also increase the shop brand along with the item values to activate
the function of production and distribution. The color display is also an invisible
sign. There are the psychological characteristics of the colors, but the meaning of the
colors also can be a message to the customers.
In addition, the time spent to recognize the information for the consumers in the
display space needs to be considered. The average time to discover an process the
display information related to the messages of the coordination is called “Design
Efficiency” [3] and the higher design efficiency can reduce the time and effort to
achieve the discovery and response to arrive at the final purpose. Therefore, to
effectively plan the furniture design display in a space, the color coordination is a
prioritized factor and this study attempts to apply it on a case in detail.
2. The planning of Color Concept
The plan of the color concept is carried out sequentially or simultaneously according
to a process and the input, identification, and output reflect the contents in detail in
each step to achieve better results.
2.1. Input
When planning the color coordination concept, how to show what item, for whom, at what
time, where, and how should be dealt with during the input stage of the display plan in an
overall recognition of the user, space and artifact. This stage starts from the data collection
and the colors have a wide range of information with a sensitive and psychological
tendency. Therefore, the input stage needs to have detailed brand image target, lifestyle, and
season concept information to realize a newer and more persuasive concept.
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Fig. 1 - The planning of Color Concept

2.2. Identification
As the analysis process of the various input data, this is a stage to classify the
collected data. By using an appropriate method to recognize the item for the color
concept, the investigation should be carried out to understand the current situation.
At this time, the spatial theme, target image, and points should be considered to
realize the display color concept in many aspects, such as social phenomena and
trends. In addition, the utilization of the color harmonization theory can avoid a
subjective interpretation in the spatial plan and can be an effective tool to suggest an
object standard of beauty. By using the NCS color system and the color
harmonization theory of Ostwald and Faber Birren as they have been globally
approved to gain the harmony of the colors to analyze in a systematic and subject
way. Through these steps, the factors to be applied in the case in the output stage of
the color plan are deduced in the identification step.
2.3. Output
The analyzed and selected factors in the Identification step are realized in the actual
item (furniture display) through the color coordination. This stage is not only an
overall combination of the applied factors, but a deduced color concept in a
connected flow with the previous stages.
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3. Implementation of Color Concept
Until now, the contents to be applied and reflected in the color concept planning
were examined and these were summarized in the input, identification, and output
stages of the furniture display color coordination plan of “ANY,” one of the
children’s room brands of ‘H’ Company.
3.1. Input
<Case Study – ‘H’ Company, ANY project>
The ‘H’ company in Korea is an integrated interior furniture company that suggests
the entire living area throught the businesses in the entire housing areas and interior
with the key design philosophy of “Design Beyond East & West” – or a global
design.
Brand image Target -ANY has a concept of “safe and cute playroom” and is a
brand that designs furniture that can be used anywhere, such as the indoors,
kindergarten, libraries, and play spaces. The products use lightweight environment
friendly plastic materials so that the children can move the furniture themselves. The
lightweight, high quality plastic materials and the easily movable sizes allow
convenient transportation and the cute and whimsical designs add the leisurely feel
to aa small space to provide a practical arrangement. The main target is the
preschool children in the ages of 2-5 who cannot maintain the right posture on their
own with an active physical growth.
Life style -This is a time period that shows a sensitive response to colors [4] and
overally stimualting colors are avoided to develop sensitve and stable colors and
designs. The instinctive aesthetics and the characteristics of the surrounding
environments are considered to trigger interests and curiosity for the children who
are honest and direct in sself expression as well as considering the color preference
of the children and the color effects to create the approproate ambience to increase
the efficiency of the space. In addition, a bright and joyful atmosphere as well as the
stable and active mood should be considered in the color planning. The children’s
room should be a diverse space to increase the playtime and learning abilities.
Season Concept -The children’s furniture colors tend to be fancier and funkier.
Such colors in solids are developed in a more stable tone to create bright and
energetic mood without being tiring. Based on the white and ivory, the matching
coordination of pink, green, orange, blue, and mint create a more energetic and
active expression from the existing romantic atmosphere. Such colors create bright
and active image to create an outgoing and positive attitude in the children.
According to the study of Birren(1969), when the children stay in a monotonous and
mundane space for a long time, they have a decreased recognition of the
surroundings and suffer from unstable objective focus as well as the lack of
concentration, which shows that the monotonous lifestyle during the childhood may
affect the whole personality development greatly as well as potential issues in
adapting in the normal environment [5]. Therefore, the living space for the children
should be active and diverse.
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3.2. Identification
Data selection and color status investigation :
To reflect the consumers’ needs, the preferred colors for the children and the parents
need to be investigated. Based on the basic color data from the input stage, a
preference analysis through questionnaire and interviews from the consumers can
differentiate more detailed colors.
In addition, multifaceted studies on how the colors affect the humans as well as the
cumulative data collection in trustworthy research will become the standards for
professional decisions and choices.
Color harmonization theory as analytical tool [6]:
With the harmonization theories of NCS, Ostwald, and Faber Birren will be utilized
as the analytical tools.
1. NCS(Natural Color System) is based on how humans see colors and statistically
apply the responses of the observed based on the changes of color recogntiion in a
logical color system to increase the connectivity of humans, colors, and environment
[7].
2. Friedrech Wielhelm Ostwald(1853૫1932) defined “Harmony is an order” and
created a color system based on the color triangle of Haring that expressed each
color based on the amount of pure Color (C), White (W), and Black (B) and a color
triangle in the ranges of pure colors, blacks, whites, and additional colors. In the
color schemes, the similar colors (weak comparison), harmony with other colors
(medium comparison), and opposing harmony (strong comparison: complementary
color) were explained.
3. The color harmonies of Faber Birren show 4 color schemes that combine the three
major colors of pure color, white, and black and explain 8 harmonies of White-GrayBlack, White-Tint-Color, Color-Shade-Black, Tint-Tone-Shade, Tint-Tone-Black,
White-Tone-Shade, Color-White-Black, and Tint-Tone-Shade-Gray based on these 7
methods.
NCS
(Natural Color System)

Differences

Similarities

Ostwald color system

Ř The color schemes cannot
Ř Creates an equilateral triangle
include all of the existing colors
structure with straight lines
Ř The color scheme does not
Ř Shows the basic scopes of the have include brightness
world and explains the
Ř The harmony symbols are in
similarities
alphabets

Birren color harmony

Ř The curved triangular
structure cannot provide a
systematic method
Ř Explains 7 basic methods

1. Based on Haring’s theory to use pure colors (C), white (W), and black (B) as the basic colors to
add or create structures
2. Shows the variety of the colors through the relationship between the colors for a specific color
Tab. 1 – Comparative Analysis of Color System and Color Harmony[8]

Using the differences and similarities in the 3 theories above, a case application is
shown.
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4. Case study of Color Coordination
Brand

‘H’ Company, Korea

Series
of Furniture

ANY
· “Safe and cute playroom” is the concept
· Environment-friendly plastic material
· Targets ages 2-5 before school children

Red, yellow,
green, blue, white,
black

Life style

· Bright and joyful atmosphere, stable and dynamic mood
· Multipurpose environment to cultivate play space and learning
abilities
· Sensitive and stable color

yellowish green,
green, blue, white

Season
Concept

· Fancier and funkier trend from the pastel tone colors
· Matching coordination of pink, green, orange, blue, and mint based
on white and ivory
· Bright and energetic image

White, ivory, pink,
green, orange,
blue, mint

Brand image
Target

Input

NCS(Natural Color System) distribution

Identification

Color theories

Coloration

Ostwald color system

Birren color harmony

Opposing colors

WHITE-TINT-COLOR harmony

Input factor application

Appropriate colors
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Main colors

White colors with light green tint to give
calmness (psychologist N.A.Wells) [9]


0520-G50Y / 0505-Y

Supplemental
colors

Emphasized
colors

Yellowish green to show fullness and health
and skyblue trends for healthy mind and
thoughts (W.A.Wellmann)[10]
Yellow of warmth, joy and cuteness
(W.A.Wellmann) and bright medium colors
that complement main and supplemental
colors


0530-B / 1050-B / 0565-G50Y


0515-R80B / 0560-G90Y / 0300-N

Overall
decisions on
applied factors

Output

Application of
color
coordination



Fig. 2 - ANY furniture basic colors

Fig. 3 - ANY furniture basic components
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5. Conclusion
In furniture design, the display method and effect of the showroom affects the
display coordination and the delivery of the furniture concept. As the importance of
the display coordination is growing larger, the method of display coordination is
being widely studied. The color plan is a crucial part of the display coordination
along with the lighting and an effective plan based on the conceptual understanding
of the furniture design is needed.
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1. Introduction
“The premises of the firm are one of the image intensifier of the twentieth century.
are the visible indicators of economic activity, technological development, represent
the several meanings of this century”. [1]
The space and the elements that compose it, affect not only the spirit and soul of the
user with dissatisfaction or appreciation, but often becomes familiarized, to the
extent that, it might become sensitized boundaries of the user’s existence, which
resonates, with the pulse of daily life [2]. The relationship between indoor and
outdoor architectural spaces becomes a philosophical issue, in the dialectic between
"the being" and "the non-being", i.e. the man in the world, one that is regarded as
such, or in which the fantasy or daydream leads: "Space is not a lifeless
geometricalised (formed under geometric rules) presence. It is a" revelation "in the
spirit and soul of the beholder."
In the creation of dynamic areas, what immensely contribute are:
the "vividness-" of the forms that stimulates the viewer or user
the spatiality (space value) of shapes and colours: the shapes are imaginary
spaces for us. (fig. 1,2)
However, the colour acquires “Spatiality”, too, since it provides one or more optical
centers, as well as "mobility", i.e. the purple pulls objects, yellow brings them closer
[3] (fig 3,4). The experimental psychology and physiology, have demonstrated that,
viewing colour implies brain impulses, which are decoded, indicating the onset of
mental and physical functions. The colour contributes to the symbolic meanings of
forms, at least equally, with the other factors and components. It may be the
component that is primarily timeless: when studying the symbolism of colours in
different times, compared to today's psychological and psychopathological data on
colours, we realize how the colour have had the same fundamental plus-kinetic,
stimulating, effects on viewers. This is due to the physiological effect of light on a
body (wavelength), and its capacity to induce the spirit of the viewer to associations,
which of course, are different for each man, seasons, etc., except for some fixed
values, e.g. the sea is always blue, the blood red, etc [4].
When the designer conceives an architectural space, it can’t be without colour,
materials or light. Any natural or artificial material is coloured. How is it possible,
therefore, to build with materials, without, at the same time, “dream” through
colour?
In modern design concepts for the workplace, several overthrows have occurred, in
relation to the past, one of which is the invasion of colour, moving from simple
monochrome to the polychrome.
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Fig 1, Nendo office, Meguro River, Tokyo, Japan

Fig2, La Loft Company, Los Angeles, USA

Fig 3, Fashion Institute of Design & Merchandising,
Los Angles

Fig 4, Saatchi & Saatchi Thailand’s office

Fig.5 Technologyncentre, Medical
science, Berlin

Fig.6,Vodafone Head office, Portugal

Fig.7
Red
bull’s
new
Headquarters, Amsterdam

Fig.8,9, Selgas Cano Architecture office
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Fig.11 Macquire Investment
Bank, Sydney

Fig.10 Bank of Moscow, Russia

Fig.13 Google, Zurich, Switzerland

Fig.16 Valspar Corporation, U.S.A.

Fig.19 Bangkok University
creative centre
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Fig.12 Medina Turgul DDB office

Fig.14 Skype’s Munchen offices

Fig.15 Macquarie Group
offices, London

Fig.17 BBC N Creative interiors Fig18 Wieden+Kennedy, U.K.

Fig.20 ,BBC N. Creative Inter. Spaces

Fig.21 Panama
Studgard

Advertising,

2. Brief Historical Reference
The history of architecture shows that there is no notion of nice and ugly colour, but
good and bad usage. The colour intensity and daring colour combinations, in
general, reveal a political and social uplift, which would significantly change our
cities landscape, and its inhabitants’ psychology.
In most of the history of architecture and design, colour plays a major role. We
already know that in antiquity, the Greek temples were mostly painted in bright
contrasting colour. The Gothic churches were covered with brilliant colour and
designs. In the traditional architecture at countries all over the world, the colour is an
important element. [5]
Even in the Modern movement, we find that, within the white domination, very
important "oases of colour" appear, pioneered by Le Corbusier. Color is used as a
tool to highlight the architectural elements, routes and whatever is outlined. It
consists an organic and integral part of architectural design. Rietveld used the colour
to create levels of a special significance in space, at which the constricting
rectangular outline of the area is broken, while restoring modules, or separate
functions.
It is worth noting here, the special attention the Bauhaus school gave to colour as
related with the shape, a distinguished evident in Johannes Itten’s studies. The recent
rehabilitation of the Bauhaus teachers’ housing built by Walter Gropius in 1925-27
in Dessau, revealed a wealth of colour.
After the '70’s, in most aspects of postmodern movement, the use of colour was an
integral part of architecture. Michael Graves considers that Colour, as opposed to
Form, detects its origins only in nature, and not from humans. Thus, man paints the
surfaces in an attempt to restore contact between Man in Architecture and Nature.
At the Centre G. Pompidou of R. Rogers and R. Piano, colour is used to provide
information on the operation of the building, which gives the feeling of being a
living organism that is constantly changing. So, the ducts and pipes are visible and
heavily painted with different colour according to their function. [6]
All these interesting aspects of the postmodern movement are used in a naive way
after the 80’s. Contract constructions are painted without any design logic, while
“peach” is the predominant colour, with no color intensity, but easily accepted by
the broader masses. Prevailing views on how certain colour “shrink” or “increase”
the site, seem funny, when accompanied by lack of design education, and colour is
used as to hide the ugly content.
F. L. Wright and Alvar Aalto were using the colour of the building materials, the
ceramic tiles, the coloured glass or wood, reminding us of the Gaudi’s important
work.
F. L. Wright’s perception for "organic architecture", as planned down to the minor
detail, colour and texture of materials played an important role when materializing
any objective, which is also a profound way of life.
3. Interior Design and Industrial Spaces
The space in, our lives develop, is a fact under which we are submitted. Through a
transcendent creation, we can interact with places, travel to locations of “pleasure”
for our spirit and soul, sites that do not necessarily obey the laws of space, our body203

movement is submitted to. The man does not function as a distant observer, but
belongs to it and vice-versa.
The essence of a space is a practical and aesthetic unity, two concepts inextricably
linked, opposing and complementary, at the same time, since each requires the
presence of the other.
The "interior space" depicts our distinctive presence in the environment, which is
governed by rules. It is the sequence of operations that society requires from us
discreetly to do. This discrete stay in a space covers most of the daily deeds of an
average citizen.
It is sad truth, but most of us spend our workdays in terribly uninspiring
environments, which depend upon how we organize or reorganize them, (lighting,
shapes, textures, colours), whenever and wherever possible. The evolution of service
spaces, although a short time course, varies considerably in the course of ages,
developing more requirements in order to respond to continuous changing
communication technologies. The technology dynamically overthrew the traditional
work environment, thus industrial spaces became more fluid and flexible. [7]
As recently, creative knowledge, intense collaborative procedures, the demand for
parallel autonomy – action, along with "team work", technological advances and
automation, drastically changed the office design [1]. The "personal work" that
requires control, responsibility and decision making, the need for "cooperation" for
the routine activities or more complex ones, lead to modernized offices with
emphasis on the ability for mobility and flexibility in the spatial shapes. The
morphology of the modern industrial building is quite influenced by technological
developments, and the presence of new materials (fig. 5,6,7).
The interior designer is not free of these developments. One must have a high
observation mental networking, stimulated by constant jumping images, so as to
easily derive the raw material, and through the individual "filter" to select, according
to the arisen needs, enriching his inspiration and finding the way to the appropriate
solutions to various problems. Proper designing leads to a harmonious mix of the
three-dimensional shell, so that forms and molds, the potential impact of the
materials, and colour, remain unchanged in time and space, with the condition that it
is set between the boundaries of an advanced beauty and the boundaries of
“measure".
Creative knowledge, collaborative and interactive work in partners groups
dominates new forms of work. The working areas have the flexibility to move,
within or outside, the prescribed workplace (fig. 8,9). The working hours are
extended, the existing installations are used at will. This makes use of the site on a
daily basis. The synthesis of it should serve the team work as well as the individual
work.
4. Colour impact
Colour and lighting are two of the elements that pose an important factor to the
creation of inspired interiors and create conditions for progress in work. The colour
in our environment creates the impression that it requires the participation not only
of our visual perception but also of all our artistic and aesthetic evaluations.
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The colour influences the human psychology and thus his physical condition.
Basically, it is not the body that "seeks" for colour, but the mind. Doctors and
psychologists agree that whatever might affect the man’s psychology and mind, can
affect his physical condition.
Few experiments have taken place - and still does - studying what effect colour have
on humans. It is observed that people, who are surrounded by vivid and bright
colour, enjoy better physical and relaxed state of mind. Experiments in working
settings have demonstrated that employees perform better in a bright room with
pleasant colour, rather than in a dull with dark colour, while the professional
relationships and the workers’ disposition are better in the first case but deteriorate
in the second one. The man chooses to decorate his site, or to dress, in colour that
blends in, perfectly to his condition. For example, a person suffering from
depression will prefer dark colour, while, when observing children and happy
people, their taste leads to bright and vivid colour. Surely you've heard about the
method of child psychologists who ask children to paint, and then study the colour
the child had chosen to use. The same experiment was applied in workplaces, where
employees were given questionnaires to comment on the choices of their
environment colour, either as a personal preference or as a performance factor.
The man instinctively chooses the colour he needs. For example, a man who suffers
from migraines and / or intense emotional peaks is preferably towards light blue
colour, that calms, so the person unconsciously prefers it. At more than a few times,
people choose neutral gray and monotonous surfaces. There is nothing wrong with
that, provided it is not the result of a restrictive culture which does not allow the
colour in our lives. Cool neutral colour does not outline a prestigious or severe
space, or better, a space will not “lose” the above advantages, if we allow colour
invasion. The secret is one: above all, Metro!
Gone are the days when offices were typically cubicle, surrounded by white walls
and lit by white fluorescent lights. Thanks to corporate giants that have
demonstrated tremendous success despite their unconventional workplaces, more
people are embracing the idea that a creative work environment helps stimulate
minds and inspire innovation. From simply ditching the crisp white walls for
graphical wallpapers, to a total overhaul of the working environment to the team,
and hopefully inspire some genius ideas along the way. [8]
The spaces, in which we work, have a direct effect on creativity and productivity, so
it is important that offices are designed for maximum inspiration, whether it is a
personal space for a home-working freelancer, or a large-scale operation for an
international corporation. he main thing is the creation of a workplace more
familiar and original, balanced to the long residence of workers.
The space that belongs to an architectural work or a decorative composition is a
tangible sense of form. Thus it appears that the colour of a structured and "molded"
space is experienced in accordance to the condition of our own body within the
space. Designing in three dimensions differs from visual arts from an important
principle: it has two types of optic views [2]:
observation of an outdoor of an enclosure
observation of the emerging internal space
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The colour belongs both, to interior and exterior of the built shell. For this reason the
movement of the observer within the project is always interlinked with an
alternation of colour and their quantitative distributions, arising from the
composition of both the volume and the choice of building materials and investment.
This feeling is composed of specific experiences that can be determined, such as:
The space-occupation, i.e. our stay in and out of the architectural shell
The mental living zone , our conception and perception of the whole project
The process, "our journey" in the space. Seeing the outside of the content, the
colour in this prepares our understanding of the resultant space. What follows is
an act of completion to the fulfillment of our expectation, and colour in space
completes this experience of the architectural work.
The idea, the main conception. The aesthetic organization of colour in the
architectural space
intervenes as a notion betraying a specified issue. The colour retains a more
significant autonomy pore than the building materials, so as to transmit synthetic
principles, such as the project structure, design, and the work on materials that
define it.
Each space is unique when regarded to its colour, light and its observer. Without
light and observer there is no visual perception either of colour or space. So the final
colour composition in the space is to contain a formulation of any relations between
the observer and the light source, to clearly define the colour aesthetics in a space.
5. Colour Choices
5.1. Monochrome

The choice of colour is usually associated with the basic operation of the office
space. So the greater freedom of colour application is found in offices that creativity
and originality is the main target of work.
The choice of dynamic monochrome surfaces or furniture, convey a symbolic act
and theatrical character in interior design, allowing the "coloured produced» projects
to emerge. In neutral coloured, or of natural materials, environments, the
inspirational idea might be highlighted with a bright colour, while the extra tints are
limited to furniture, fixtures, and elsewhere, providing optical isolation.
5.2. Multicoloured

Workplaces that employ or consider young ages as potential client target groups,
choose bright colour that radiate an intense youthfulness, while often using open
neutral colour to determine public areas or assembly points, or vertical and
horizontal communication, with the addition of complementary plain other forms.
Also, in workplaces that seek prestige, multicoloured compositions could be applied
to large surfaces that do not "conflict" the visual field, such as to horizontal surfaces,
or in dynamic colour changes in consecutive order, which, when enhanced by proper
lighting, result in consistency with dynamic profile companies.
The pallet of colour may include warm and cool ones, in an artistic and geometrical
arrangement that causes pleasant surprise on the premises.
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6. Conclusion - Is the Future Promising?
Colour is the essence of strength and life around us. Each colour vibration could be
used constructively or destructively, in harmony with our creative power or for
selfish purposes. An awareness of this principle can produce additional capabilities
for potential, wider applied harmonious synthesis.
The emotional and psychological influences of colour are well established, and no
one has yet refused, that they resonate senses and meanings, form our mood and
behaviour. However, the extend each colour affects people, is yet to be investigated,
since nobody can answer with certainty.
None of us can quite know the future of colour. It will change and evolve, as
technology and science continue to move forward. But it is certain to say that
advances will continue, whether it is finding new uses for materials as Ghery did in
the Guggenheim in Bilbao, or exploring the realms of new technology that will
shape the future of colour. Low-tech inventions have helped refine the existing artmedia and have made them safer to work with, and use. This may open up art to new
experiments from hobbyists to professionals.
The dynamic changes in nature, the society organization, the availability of jobs, all
are interlinked with the manifestations in a space. All led to the interchangeability of
the users, the transfer of the workplaces from the office-building to office-residence,
the introduction of virtual offices. The employees are given a mobile desktop
equipped with laptops, a fax, a mobile phone and are literally sent home. The
process, however, dramatically reduces the boundaries between work and residence,
and introduces the first, in all aspects of everyday life. The extinction of the
traditional forms of work and the elimination of the interaction of the collaborates at
the same site, lead to the weakening of human relationships, the loosening of
“bonds” and to the reduction of any social impact of the office shells, because the
built environment means much more than being just inactive “vessels” of human
relations [9].
The colour is vibration, vibration is motion, motion is an activity of a positive or
negative power. Both the creative and destructive vibration derives from the same
source. The difference lies in how we use this energy. [10]
The way the space is used, the way we intervene during the conception and design,
which are defining and determining the significance of a space, never ceased to
express but also to create the collective unconsciousness of the people. The were and
still are illustrating, simultaneously, configured and still do, the philosophical
constitution of each era, the way the society defines its presence in the spatial and
time world Entity. So along the rapidly oncoming changes, the demands of
sustainability will be considered as obvious priority. The method to operate and
design a site will create the image of tomorrow's society and largely the Notion, the
Thought of the future.
The colour is for everyone. For scholars a structural element.
The world of colour is an issue, which we will often refer to, since it never ceases to
conclude.
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1. Introduction
During last times, a growing consciousness towards environmental concerns has
brought with it a renewed care for the cultural heritage as a whole. This shift is
apparent within the world of architecture, and the more physical manifestations of
culture as well as the non-material aspects of culture.
Historical research, data survey as well as architectural heritage graphic
documentation are a fundamental staging area in the cognition phase to best
understand and to outline the effective value of a cultural property and to define an
appropriate plan of preservation and management of a particular heritage.
Some projects concerning the exploration of innovative methods and the use of
digital media have been carried out and applied to the management, preservation and
promotion of the architectural/historical heritage building, in small and medium-size
cities [1].
The color survey of plastered painted façades and monumental-historical buildings
is part of this cognitive/documentative process. They represent, furthermore, a
sensible operation due to a lot of factors such as subjective aspects of visual
perception, objective characteristics relating to sources of lighting and the way
someone watches something. The significant increase in the use of techniques and
digital media as tools for documentation, management and communication of
cultural and architectural heritage has dramatically transformed the way in which
informations are collected, processed and disseminated [2].
Those techniques allows us to produce Information/knowledge System that can
comprise the following documents: ortho-photos and digital drawings of the façades
of those buildings located along the streets of an historical city centre; data-base
collecting a specific report per each façade of every building; project report for each
building; a 3-D digital reconstruction model for each urban block of the ‘historical
centre’.
The paper reports processes, procedures and methodologies developed in those
researches about digital/instrumental survey of architectural/historical heritage
building, developed for qualifying the problem of the acquisition and rendering the
reflectance properties of building façade, maintaining and ensuring the fidelity of
information throughout the whole colour image processing.
2. Analysis, surveying and documentation of historic urban centres
The main matter we had to deal with concerned the urban and architectural heritage
communication paradigms and means currently employed, which are generally not
qualified to describe the real complexity of architectural environment and urban
convolution. Those standard paradigms fail to recognize the significance of
evolutionary developments.
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A comprehensive and exhaustive representation would have to include both spatial
and subjective elements, so that the real meaning and significance of development,
and change, is perceived by its beholders.
In order to obtain such a thorough account, we need to combine new tools in order
to detect and design new standards. The purpose of the work here presented was to
create a snap-shot of the city and its panorama via a coordinated use of different
analytical methodologies: topographic surveying, different graphic and photographic
representations, digital pictures processing, mosaic photo-plans, 3D virtual models
of built-up space and an inclusive data-base of inner-city building facades, by going
over the ground floor plans.
We employed photography as one of the principal surveying instruments when
conveying the huge amount of qualitative and factual information, by combining
snapshots with topographic survey.
As a final result, we arrived at a full photogrammetric image as well as an
architectural drawing of city road curtains. In the final database report, we brought
together the image of the inner-city facade system with the architectural description
of buildings, and any key information about materials, colours and preservation
conditions.
The database we were keen to use was an essential part of our project, although not
comprehensive. Its value, and also its flaw, was its capacity to synthesize the
complexity of reality by reducing it to singular features. In some ways this proved
advantageous, but could also cause the risk of a limited overview of the complete
urban scene. The database is structured by different records with information on any
single building and distinct elements, which can be explored by any single query and
specific enquiry.
2.1. Survey methodologies and rendering procedures

The first step of the surveying phase of our research project has been an
experimental phase aiming to setup a consistent and verifiable operative procedure.
The survey offered the opportunity to experiment with the combined use of different
integrated tools, the digital photogrammetry, direct and indirect surveying
methodologies, and finally the organization of the procedural aspects of the survey
itself. By necessity, the operative procedure had to simplify each scheduled subprocedure, and meanwhile maintain the quality of the results - by separating the
whole single process and its data-flow, in different procedural steps.
The starting phase has been the photographic shooting, carried out with a digital
reflex camera within some shooting constraints – maximization of the facade
coverage, alignment of the windows, doors and balconies, colour calibration – in
order to obtain the complete coverage of the street facades. The main problems have
been caused by the ratio within the buildings height and the road width – generally
extremely narrow –, which often forbade to shoot the whole façade in a single
picture, neither using wide angle lenses.
With the aim of keeping the number of photos as low as possible a fish-eye lens (14
mm f/2,8) was employed – that is, an hybrid aspherical lens elements and ED glass
elements for high-resolution and high-contrast images, used as 21mm (converted to
135 format) wideangle lens when attached to the Nikon DX-format digital SLRs,
and RF (Rear Focusing) system for fast and smooth optical performance allowing a
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shooting field of about 114°. Pictures taken with this kind of lens are unfortunately
characterized by a spherical distortion deforming linear elements in curves. It was
therefore necessary to incorporate a digital development of the image so as to correct
these distortions. We employed a Photoshop plug-in, PTLens, to eliminate typical
fisheye distortions, such as barrel shapes, dark borders, and chromatic aberrations.
The software uses the EXIF tags data regarding the focal length used, or we can give
the right indication about the lenses, in order to define the correction that has to be
applied. Together with the distortion, it will be possible to correct for vignetting,
selecting entities and radius of the phenomenon, plus any chromatic aberrations with
a simple slider and the possibility to zoom directly from the interface of the
software.
3. The colour calibration procedure
The colour survey of building façades, and monumental-historical buildings,
represents a difficult operation due to a lot of factors such as subjective aspects of
visual perception, objective characteristics relating to sources of lighting and the
way one watches something [3]. Along the colour survey pipeline we usually make
use of the following methods:
sample transcription: reproduction a copy of plaster-colour in exam;
visual comparison between the shade of colour being examined and a colour
reference guide, such as ‘Munsell book of colour’ or ‘Natural Colour System’
[4];
instrumental survey, based on a measurement of diffused reflectance by the
examined surface - carried out with a tristimulus colourmeter, a
spectrophotometer or non-contact spectrophotometer (that compared to the
spectrophotometer have the advantage of being able to operate even at relevant
distances from the sample that has to be surveyed).
The first two methods, being subjective and based on the ability of operators, cannot
be used for reproduction in digital systems. The last one, which allows to obtain
spectral data of the colour with control of the reflectance and colour, has the
problem of acting on areas extremely limited, and in the case of objects
characterized by uneven colour (that means always in the case of buildings within a
historic city centre) require several readings [5]. Thanks to the use of the digital
camera, we can identify colour and diffuse reflectance extended to the whole façade,
using a low numbers of pictures and checking colour light temperature. So we
decided to use the chromatic and tonal definition [6] for establishing the level of
fidelity in colour and tone of a digitalized image compared to the original subject:
creating the ICC digital camera profile;
When defining the colour profile of a digital camera, one can use a target grey
scale/colour bar, or a pre-balanced checking white. Due to the specific problems and
aims of our field of investigation (extension of area of investigation, numbers of
building identified and to be surveyed), we chose to operate using the pre-balanced
checking white method; because it gives us enough acceptable calibration of colours
in outdoor conditions.
A RAW file stores non-gamma-corrected, and high-resolution data taken directly
from a digital camera's imaging sensor. Supplementary information (EXIF tags) is
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usually enclosed in the file, including the camera model, the lens aperture, the
shutter speed, the white balance setting, etc. In particular, the recorded white balance
value is used, often by default, to "automatically" correct the RAW file colours
when the file is imported in an image editing software. The overall colour balance
obtained by default is rarely close to be perfect, or acceptable. However all software
dedicated to RAW file processing have specific tools to correct white balance based
on manual or pre-assigned user-selected settings.
Most of professional or semi-professional digital cameras enable a manual white
balance settings before starting each new photo session: by checking and balancing
of those particular light conditions. The target ‘ColorChecker White Balance’ [7] is
a controlling device of the white reference square used in the standard 24-patch
ColorChecker. The white colour is scientifically engineered to provide a precise
uniform surface, that is spectrally neutral (reflects equal amounts of red, blue and
green) in all types of light conditions. This prevents any shifting of colours thus
giving photographers confidence that the camera’s RAW image is as close to real
life as possible.
White balance corrects the scene colours in regards to the ambient illumination, and
using a target with 99% plus reflactance we can also control the image highlights
and adjust the image exposure by monitoring the target pixel values [8].
The pre-balanced checking white method, or ColorChecker White Balance, gives us
a way to adjust the digital camera's colour sensitivity to exactly match the ambient
lighting conditions. And with this, the possibility to define a colour reference palette
of a typically painted façade in a specific historical urban centre.
4. Identity cards data-base
The digital system of scheduling and marking we proposed, is composed by two
parts, the first collects all data related to the location and the description.
Furthermore this presents the data which relates to the conservation/degradation
levels, as well as the data linked to the chromatic of the components of the
architectonic apparatus. The second part of the report presents a hypothetical design
solution for the renewal of deteriorated architectonical elements.
The database offers a meaningful instrument for the of acquisition information over
the urban scene of the city. It fixes and documents an enormous amount of detail on
the image of the urban environment.
The realized database has been planned so as to be implemented continuously,
whenever the information collected related to the facades real estate particles are
acquired.
This output system produces something which is both valuable and innovative: the
layout of the report where all the information is synthesized proposes a description
of the front examined on the first side of the card. On the second page, there are
those elaborations which are the result of an articulated procedure of data
acquisition. They are images extracted from the ortho-photos of the street fronts.
The third part collects the data concerning the ‘colour’ of that specific painted
façade.
The data-base gives back for every building taken into account, a document which is
like – as previously mentioned – an "identity card" of the front of the building.
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The first part of the identity document comprises information about its localization
inside the built historical environment, while the second relates to its position inside
the close neighbour constructions.

Fig. 1 - The overlay of survey steps

Fig. 2 - The graphical rendering: 1:100 drawing & ortho-photo
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Fig. 3 - DB Identity card: # 1 and 2

Fig. 4 - DB Identity card: # 3 and 4
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The second part of the document is constituted by a schema that synthesizes the
description of the state of conservation of the different elements of the unit front.
The table is compiled from the surveyor-researcher by choosing the designation for
each voice among evaluations which in practice "are guided", or “previously
designed”. The purpose of which, was the detection of a range of fitting descriptions
to be systematically adopted by all different surveyors; in order to give back a
common way of evaluation. Thus, the designers of the data-base decided to
introduce a pre-determined multiple choice tool for each choice examined in the
evaluation board. This idea to control the description of the elements was
indispensable, as the aim was that of obtaining an homogenous reading and a
scientific rigor. In some cases, like for example that of stone materials, the various
predisposed options, have been chosen following the indications of Normal Rules –
1/88 and 16/84 [9].
The third part of the document collects the data concerning the colour of that
specific painted façade: a calibrated image of a part of the façade (containing a
target ColourChecker White Balance), and a table of metadata of the specific
picture. This calibrated image can be used for any reference to define and compare
the original colour of the façade.
The analysis of the data collected by the survey through a rigourous methodogical
base, makes possible the definition of interventions (restyle, conservation, renewal,
...) on those components that suffer a certain level of degradation.
The fourth part of the report is an immediate and operative design instrument.
Following a pre-determined set of possible interventions, this part advances the
necessary interventional methods requisite to restore to any deteriorating elements.
5. Conclusions
Our research has resulted in a flexible and useful instrument that is now at the
disposal of the Public Administration. It must be noted, that as a research tool it can
be used in a multiplicity of ways: offering answers to the various requests on single
facades or about architectonical elements, among others.
Critical evaluation of proposed approach for urban historical heritage management
The research project on Cesena’s historical arrangement of facades had as its
objective the construction of an instrument to manage the built heritage.
This tool provided a practical mechanism for dealing with the multifaceted
dimensions of the information gathered, where an extensive quantity of data could
be acquired, rigorously analysed and organised and managed accordingly.
The management of the totality of the data, as well as the proper data
communication and consultation, enables the awareness of the specific properties
and quintessential values of a cultural heritage to the general public. In addition to
this, this instrument allows for the definition of the preservation and management of
the heritage.
The innovative contribution of our work is grounded in its practicality and utility. It
is not a common fact that a series of thorough surveys was undertaken over a such
an extensive area, and that the survey took into consideration each one of the
buildings located in the historical area – and not only the outstanding architectures.
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Moreover, from the onset, we ensured high standards of precision, richness and
completeness, in the way in which we assimilated the information acquired.
The principal aims of the project were:
Accuracy in the metric architectonic survey
Extension of area covered by survey
Depth and richness of the data related to the facade system
Accuracy of the survey in terms of the colour components
Systematic data and completeness in surveying the extent of conservation of
conditions of the facades
Facilitating the easy management of the surveyed data.
In point of fact, we realized ortho-photo views and drawings for each street of the
historical city centre, printing them at a scale 1:100 (s. Fig. 2) in order to recreate a
unique and unusual vision when compared to direct observation [10].
When taken together in a synthetic frame with the related drawings and horizontal
sights, the final composition of the facades revealed the double valence of the final
research results. It became an instrument of analysis and design. The results
achieved by our research afforded an understanding of the processes internal to the
city, and a comprehension of those transformations which were definitive to the
city’s evolution. It is our conviction, that our endeavours mark a turning point in
experimental methods regarding the awareness of a city’s architectural heritage. This
enterprise was possible by a successful partnership between different research,
financial and institutional agencies.
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1. Introduction
Colour in the built environment is usually considered in relationship to aesthetics,
taste and subjective preferences. Studies focusing on exterior colour character of the
built environment and its links to the social conditioning factors and related
psychological needs are quite rare, yet many quite objective phenomena seem to be
rooted in these. In the last decades we are witnessing large-scale visual
transformations of existing housing ensembles especially in the countries where
during the socialist period mass construction created new extensive housing
ensembles. These visual transformations of the urban environment manifested
mainly through colour schemes have been triggered by changes in the political and
social sphere since the beginning of the nineties of the twentieth century. Such a
spontaneous and large-scale process seems un-precedent in history and the
phenomena that accompany it offer interesting study material. This contribution
aims at examining the questions concerning the objective factors conditioning colour
choices in the given circumstances, the appropriate approaches to apply in order to
turn the process into an opportunity for “humanizing” the urban environments of the
ensembles and the use of the lessons learnt for the upcoming phases of the process.
2. The triggering circumstances for changes of colour schemes
In Slovakia, as in many other countries, the mass construction of pre-fabricated
panel residential buildings and ensembles dates to the sixties, but mainly seventies
and eighties in the past 20th century. This development was interrupted by political
changes and practically ended in 1992. Changes in the appearance and the new
colour schemes, which are subject of this contribution, started emerging in
connection with the process of repair or maintenance interventions on one hand, and
the new demand for thermal upgrading of the prefabricated buildings on the other
hand. In the years 1992-2011 a total of 262 000 blocks of flats had been provided
with ETICS (External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems), of which 56 000
between 1992-2000, 103 000 between 2001-2007 and 103 000 between 2008-2011.
[1] In terms of extend, in the period between 2006-2010 31-32 million square
meters of ETICS had been put in place. The application of ETICS is governed by
EU and Slovak legal and technical directives and technical standards, which are
mainly concerned with the execution and anchoring process and fire safety.
Colour as such is not a matter of interest of the mentioned documents. The only
technical consideration and limit is connected to the values of HBW
(Hellbezugswert), i.e the light reflectance coefficient, which expresses the ratio
between the reflected and incident sun radiation. In practice this means the warming
up of planes by means of the incident energy. In Germany this value is defined as
25, in Austria 30, in the Czech Republic the responsibility is shifted to the
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manufacturers of the systems [2]. The HBW is relevant in cases of dark or highly
chromatic colours (a colour with HBW ranging between 25-100 is perceived as
whitish, whilst a colour with HBW between 0 – 5 is perceived as black). This means
that there are practically no other technical considerations or limits directly
concerning colour choices.
3. Characteristics of the current situation
Today, after more than twenty years of duration of this process, the phase has been
reached when more than a half of the buildings in ensembles have been treated and
have obtained a new colour scheme. As the decision whether at all and when to
refurbish a building is left to the owners, chromatic colours started appearing amidst
the gray mass here and there. At the beginning of the process, mainly the first
decade, everyone enjoyed these new refreshing colour schemes regardless of their
quality. To the end of the second decade gradually in many ensembles the individual
refurbished buildings are observed in interaction of their colour schemes and the
overall impact can be experienced and evaluated. The grayish buildings by now
represent a minority, everywhere chromatic colours in various combinations rule.
Due to this, some two or three years ago finally broader discussions of the situation
started, as neither professionals nor laymen are content with the resulting situation.
Also internet discussions show reactions – a call for professionalism, consulting of
proposals or some regulation. Citizens tend to make comparisons to parrot-like
colours. A rare positive example are two towns in Slovakia in which the Municipal
offices and their main architect have a say in colour design, although only as an
advisory body. The situation is clearly polemical and largely unsatisfactory.
One reason for the present situation lies in the fact there is no rule as to who should
be selecting colours for the buildings, and there is no regulation or concept in place.
The second problem is no respect and a spontaneous abandoning of the originally
unified colour appearance of the housing ensembles, the traces of which can hardly
be found any more. Although the colour palette at that time – the same all over the
country - was very limited, with prevailingly achromatic colours used (mainly gray)
and a few chromatic ones (yellow and red hues with a high blackness content and
lower chromaticness) and colours were mostly schematically distributed over the
façade planes, their application tended to be differentiated according to the building
type and grouping, respecting the urban planning concept.
At the turn of the political systems preference evaluations clearly showed a big
rejection to the grayish – considered monotonous - palette of the past and a strong
thirst for polychromatic urban environments [3]. This initial strong thirst for
chromatic colours supports Spillmann’s theory of alternating achromatic and
chromatic periods throughout the history of architecture [4]. The strong desire for
colourfulness in most cases results in what seems an accidental application of
colours based on subjective preferences. The variety of colours used is often at the
margin of visual chaos also due to the use of unusual colours and unclear links to
local colour traditions. The broader circumstances are not being taken into
consideration, the choice of colour schemes is clearly focused only on the concerned
building. There is a strong desire for colour differentiation from the shabby and
achromatic past and from the others, individualization.
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Fig. 1 – Typical original appearance of the prefabricated panel houses – achromatic colours prevail

Fig. 2 – The use of odd hues and varying distribution of colours leads to changing the otherwise identical facades
into two different expressions.

Fig. 3 – Group of buildings formerly identical in colour each gained an own independent visual expression.
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Fig. 4 – A new return to gray colours – in a typical combination with a highly chromatic red or orange colour

3.1. Evaluating appearance – preference and quality surveys

Thanks to colour differences we perceive the spatial structure of the environment
and through the emotional impact of colours and their combinations we form our
relationship to the given environment. Due to this continuous process of interaction
the colour character of the built environment and colour phenomena expressed in it
necessarily relate to the society and the situation in it, the common moods and
experiences of the people. As such, the built environment is – also through its colour
characteristics – an important means of communication, bearer of messages and
source of information on the state of the environment and on the related society, as
well as a good means for conceptual and aimed interventions serving well defined
purposes. Goethe [5] noticed that “healthy and strong nations, folk in general,
children and young people enjoy vivid colours”. Preference studies carried out over
the years since 1990 [6] had for their goal the identification of the objective factors
underlying subjective colour preferences, including the verification of the hypothesis
that colour choices in the built environment are influenced by and reflect to a high
degree the situation in the society.
3.2. The facts resulting from the analysis

Analysis of the prevailing colour-usage in architectural exteriors and urban spaces
yielded the following facts which can be considered to reflect people’s preferences
and connected needs in case of the panel housing ensembles:
- the original typical colour conformity, visual equality, ensemble unity based on a
society of equally positioned citizens (also economically) was connected to feelings
of monotony, uniformity, weakened identity and inhuman character
- the reaction to this for decades prevailing grayish environment of the ensembles
called for an “explosion” into chromatic colours, a raise in average chromaticness of
the used colours from 15-25% to 60-80 % (NCS), for diminishing of the blackness
content from 20-40% to 5-10% in average
- a strong manifestation of individual subjective taste in choice of colours and their
combinations
- a strong desire for differentiation, for visual strengthening of the impact of each
building
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- no interest nor respect to the surroundings, context
- the appreciation of the new colour scheme by citizens is not dependent on
aesthetical criteria, the application of colour harmony principles. More than 70% of
the subjects are happy with any chromatic colour as long as it looks new and
different from the previous one [7].
- the distribution of colours on the facades rarely respects the facade structure, rather
it is mechanical, schematic or an application of purely artistic creations with no link
to the facade structure often leading to a fragmented appearance even within one
façade and its weak legibility
- preference for warm colours, mainly red and yellow hues generating the desired
„happy and warm“ environments.
Summing up, we may say that change, variety and differentiation from the majority
play a crucial role, as well as the „new“ appearance of the facades, warm colours,
vivid noticeable combinations and individualization in terms of strengthening the
visual impact. Traditions and former concepts are ignored.
It has not been confirmed that the rejection of the grayish environments is an
expression of an attitude to the past system or a merely aesthetic issue – rather there
seems to have been a purely psychological need for a healthy balance of stimuli.
As the approach has been by individual buildings, the solutions do not reflect or
respect in any way the original character of the ensembles, their composition and
visual integrity, although the new colour schemes are primarily a problem of a new
visual insertion into an existing environment, a visual reorganization, providing a
new identity or character. The transformation and differentiation of the society has
in full strength been reflected in the “colour behavior”.
The economic diversification of the appearance of these ensembles that had been
conceived for citizens with equal status and possibilities in the former political
system has gradually been reflected in individualization of properties also by means
of colour.
4. Discussion of the findings and usefulness of the results
A vast ground for experimenting has been created, in which subjective expressions
and interests dominate. As this process is spontaneous it represents valuable study
material for learn lessons and facing the challenge in the upcoming phases.
The aim of the paper was to examine whether there are any guiding principles and
objective conditioning factors in this process and to study them in relationship to the
result. The focus, besides the process itself lies on colour choices and their
preference patterns, if any. Mapping of the developments over the past almost three
decades allows a formulation of the first results and clarifications. This knowledge
provides ground for better understanding of the driving forces of change, quality
judgments and preferences, the role of harmony and other influencing factors. This
way the possibilities of combining the fulfillment of subjective needs with objective
requirements and standards in favor of creating and achieving spaces of appropriate
visual quality with satisfactory responses of the users by means of informed
conceptual planning can be strengthened.
Main features of the large-scale transformation process of colour chemes:
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- massive character – throughout history this type of phenomenon is unique - we
are facing a massive process, when ensembles with up to 100 000 inhabitants are
visually changing in a striking transformation of their colour schemes, gaining a
different colour identity in a transforming society
- approach by individual buildings instead of streetscapes, groups, whole ensembles
- experimental use of colours, including unusual ones in the colour design of the
individual buildings – this proves exciting, it may even be appreciated if it is alone
in an otherwise coherent environment. In case there are several such cases in the
visual field next to each other, the resulting effect is a visual chaos. Colour choices
for the schemes are mostly influenced by the contractors, sometimes an architect is
consulted, or by the owners of the apartments themselves. It is clear that this scale
of intervetions concerning public spaces of the ensembles can produce a temporary
satisfaction as a compensation for a limitation in the past, but on the long run it leads
to another negative impact – that of disorganized superchromaticness.
- no respect to the former (original) urban-architectural concept – the housing
estates were designed as a whole based on a general urban concept, making use of
several types of buildings and respecting the overall composition. The colour
schemes were the same across the country, using predominantly achromatic colours.
These original urban concepts and composition, the values, authenticity and integrity
of the complexes do not play any role in the new design decisions, they are not
being taken into consideration.
- local or regional colour traditions are underestimated and often ignored –
experimenting with the new vast offer of colours dominates
- no coordination - the process is proceeding in an uncoordinated manner and
without a conceptual basis.
Knowledge of the needs of people can serve as the guiding principle for successful
implementing of the subjective desires with the objective factors of the process. If
the existing situation it should be seen as an opportunity to contribute to a visual and
meaningful organization of spaces with logical relationships and regard to the needs
of people.
After twenty years of the experimental process a return to a new use of achromatic
colours can be noted.
Three important facts can be derived from these analyses:
1. Aesthetics as well as human natural needs and feelings as conditioned by
the situation in the society condition colour choices, to some degree also
memories linked to a certain political climate. The spontaneous choices of
highly chromatic colours in various combinations as a reaction to the
achromatic decades of the previous system reflects the objective need for
chromaticness and a balanced stimulating environment.
2. Expression of own and group identity accompany the transformation
process. Individualism and the need for presentation of own status and
preferences in re-gained freedom of expression need to be taken into
account and planned for. Visual strengthening, underlining, differentiation
from the others and the previous appearance are all means of expressing
this natural need.
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3. At such a large scale process and visual transformation, re-organization of
the urban spaces adequate regulation and conceptual planning is necessary
for a successful result. Beside this being and administrative issue, it also
concerns colour consultants and their participation in the interdisciplinary
process.
5. Conclusions
The research shows that colour schemes applied in the built environment are very
much related to the developments and situation in the given society. The past more
than twenty years had been a challenge in the transforming societies, a unique
opportunity for introducing new emotional comfort and built-environment friendly
conceptual colour design. However, the “thirst for colour” and related enthusiasm
got out of control, and the impact of colour as usually had been underestimated. An
oppotunity has not been made use of. Now, in a largely developed phase of the
process and maybe rather late, the awakening towards a different, knowledge-based
approach may have a chance. Being aware of the existing laws and objective colour
phenomena in power, we can predict the evolution of colour manifestations and
people’s needs and preferences. This knowledge should be conceptually made use of
in order to avoid new mistakes.
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1. Introduction
Who has been cruising around Beijing has witnessed an atmosphere almost
monochromatic. Hutongs are generally gray walls along which the red domestic
doors peep out addressing the entrance of the traditional courtyard houses. Only
the new districts like Sanlitun apply colored surfaces to new skyscrapers and
shopping malls, otherwise this aspect is reserved to multimedia screen facades as
in every metropolis.
Exceptions to the gray city frame are the secret interiors of the city highlights as
the Forbidden City or the many Temples that characterize Beijing. There the
picture changes and, as in the Gary Ross’ movie Pleasantville [1], we enter in
another world, in which color is as well an actor as architecture and the history of
the place.
Yellow roofs, red walls, red doors, green and blue timber wooden lacquered
structures, red columns, grayish black brick floor, … the rich and brilliant colors
witness the magnificence and wealth of imperial palaces as well as the
worshipping of temples.
The colorful choice resembles an ancient culture in which the universe belongs to
everything and vice versa.

Fig. 1 – Sanlitun-Soho Village by arch. Kengo Kuma, Beijing. 2010.

According to the Chinese philosophy, the world is composed by five elements:
metal, wood, water, fire and earth. In order to conceive the importance of the place
and the balance within the inhabitants, the five elements are associated with five
directions: east, west, south, north and center. Moreover the constellation in the
sky is composed of five palaces: east, west, south, north and middle. The colors as
well are divided into five: green (blue), yellow, red, white and black. And finally
the sound is divided into five gamuts: gong, shang, jue, zhi and yu. The
combination of elements, directions, palaces, colors and gamut’s provides a matrix
of transversal aesthetical meanings, and considers the world in its totality.
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Element
Direction
Constellation

Wood
East
Dragon

Season
Color

Spring
Summer
Autumn
Green
Red
Yellow
White
Blue
Posterity
Joy
Celestial
Purity
Harmony
Festivity
glory
Tab. 1 – Matrix of transversal aesthetical meanings

Meaning

Fire
South
Rosefinch
(phoenix)

Earth
Centre
Earthly
Chinese
society

Metal
West
Tiger

Water
North
Tortoise
Winter
Black
Mourning
Calamity

The east constellation resembles a dragon, which color for the east is green,
corresponding with wood. The west constellation constitutes a tiger, which color
for the west is white, corresponding with metal. The south constellation considers a
rosefinch, which color for the south is red, corresponding with fire. The north
constellation is a tortoise, which color for the north is black, corresponding with
water. Therefore, green dragon, white tiger, red rosefinch and black tortoise
become symbols for the five constellations in the sky and for the five directions on
earth, and are widely used in decorations. The color of the middle palace is yellow,
corresponding to earth, which is the center of society over time.

Fig. 2 – Dragon wall at Bei Hai Garden in Beijing. Detail. 2010.

2. The meaning of colors
These precepts and rules are known since the ancient times and described into the
Book of Changes or Yi-Jing, also used as a book of prophecies. This everlasting
writing is based on the duality of yin and yang as constant flux of forces, which
constantly change life. As the harmony of cosmic breath, yin and yang are the
negative and positive principles of the universe. In use since the 4th century B.C,
the role of Yin is feminine and absorbent, dark in reference; while yang is
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masculine and powerful, and relates to bright. [2] The combination of both builds
the system of every real situation and confers a meaning to everything in a constant
evolution. Therefore the connection of symbols and colors, as well as the
prescriptions of how to build a city or a building, provides an important
iconography. This transformation started during the Han dynasty (206-220). [3] As
a consequence, certain decorations and color contrasts appear in combination with
specific symbols, as described in the architectural manual Yingzao Fashi (1103).
[4]

Fig. 3 - Roof decoration. Beijing. 2005.

The aesthetics and constructive canons for the roof colors and decorations were
established since the 2nd century. The tails’ color and the number of symbolic
statues on the roofs’ silhouettes determinate the social rank of the building. These
details signed also the passage from exterior to interior, protecting the house and
its inhabitants from bad external influences consisting in demons and ancestors’
souls unsatisfied for the worshipping. The color of the roof followed precise rules.
In the Sky Temple in Beijing, the superior pavilion was blue, the middle one was
yellow and the inferior was green; respectively they resembled the sky, the earth
and the water. Usually the code interpreted by the colored tails was yellow for the
Earth Temple, white for the Moon Temple, and red for the Sun Temple, while
green was deserved to monasteries, though through the Emperor’s permission
some could use yellow. Hence the meaning of color produced a relationship with
the universe and in some cases communicated a relationship with the Emperor, and
always established the social rank of the inhabitant.
In architecture, the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) adopted the strong effect produced
by color contrast. The Emperor, in order to unify China, displayed his power and
prestige by demanding magnificent palaces, exploiting the aesthetics of each color
through the combinations of warm (yellow and red) and cold (green and blue)
colors, rendered as brilliant as possible.
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Fig. 4 – Architectonic decoration according to the manual Yingzao Fashi (1103). Tsinghua University. 2010.

Together with the principles of yin and yang, the Chinese traditional customs
follow the concept of the Five Elements of Forces, which are Wood, Fire, Earth,
Metal and Water. In a way they are all related to each other following a circular
existence, in where wood turned into fire, and from the ashes came earth, which
produces ores in form of metal, which had condensation and became fluid like
water, which at last nourished wood again.
The cyclic consideration of the elements respects the Chinese believe of time as a
continuum, in which life proceeds. Everything follows this direction, colors as
well, since they are associated to seasons, and change in gradation one into the
other.

Fig. 5 – Yellow. Forbidden City, Beijing. 2009.

Yellow color was once used only for the Emperor, as the central figure of the
country, as distinctive for the emperor dresses. The imperial roads are placed in the
center of the city and the other roads are all parallel to it, which is called therefore
the yellow road. During the Ming and Qing dynasties (1368-1644 and 1644-1911)
it was stipulated that the yellow glazed tiles were prerogative only to the
Emperor’s palaces, following a previous practice appeared firstly in the Song
Dynasty (960–1279). This was not only an aesthetical choice, but was a strict rule
of behavior and hierarchical recognition. People who were caught wearing yellow
cloths or decorating their home in this color were executed.
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Yellow denotes also the yin principle and it also represents freedom from worldly
cares and is thus esteemed in Buddhism. [5]

Fig. 6 – Red. Lama Temple, Beijing. 2005.

Red represents solemnity, happiness, celebration, auspiciousness and joyfulness.
When people get married, the bride wears a red dress, red quilt, red pillows and red
furniture are used; when a baby is born, eggs dyed in red are offered to family
members (happiness eggs); for an old man’s birthday, a long red celebration roll is
hung high up his residency, showing a big character meaning longevity. Reflecting
the yang principle, it is a symbol of virtue and sincerity and it is used to paint the
doors to ward off all evil influences.

Fig. 7 – Blue and Green. Sky Temple, Beijing. 2011.

Blue-green represents nature and renewal and often indicates spring. The color
implies vigor and vitality. Green evokes the energy and potent growth,
youthfulness and prosperity. Blue symbolizes immortality as well as heavens. The
Temple of Heaven in Beijing is characterized by the blue color used for the roof
tiles as well for many decorations.
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For centuries the blue color has denoted the wearing of workers and peasants as
well.
Green is considered lucky because it is the color of jade as well as of water.
Princes lived in mansions with green glazed tile roofs.

Fig. 8 – White and Black. Gong Residence, Beijing. 2010.

White indicates autumn and symbolizes brightness, purity, and fulfillment. White
is also the color of mourning. Sometimes, silver takes its place, as silver is often
offered to the deceased in the form of joss paper. In architecture it a color used for
enclosure walls of high rank owner’s gardens and temples.
Black is a neutral color. The Yi-Jing, or Book of Changes, regards black as
Heaven’s color. The saying “heaven and earth of mysterious black” was rooted in
the observation that the northern sky was black for a long time. The Taiji symbol 侥
uses black and white to represent the unity of yin and yang. The common people,
on the other hand, lived in gray walled and roofed abodes. Gray was thus the color
of subjection and inferiority. In Beijing urban life, the siheyuan houses inside the
Hutongs are gray walled. Black represents also the element of water, and for this
reason it might have been used for the roof of the Imperial Library in the
Forbidden City. In this case the color black of the roof, according to the fengshui
principles, protects from fire what the library contains, priceless and inflammable
books.
3. Conclusions
Contemporary Chinese architecture seems to detach from traditional principles in
the means of colors. Due to the common constructive solution of glass curtain wall,
the city tends to assume a monochromatic mirroring aspect. The height of the
building allows in many cases to apply mega screens, which transform the
buildings in mutants able to speak and communicate in continuum: a metropolitan
trend. In a certain way, the reflection of a gray sky over these architecture, when
silent and not multimedia, turns them into gray volumes, following the ancient rule
of gray for any building outside the Emperors’ enclosures. In this urban
uniformity, the use of color in new Beijing districts makes us consider again the
meaning beyond it, which might be changed or maybe not. Sanlitun-Soho Village
by architect Kengo Kuma is one example where green is used for the Opposite
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Hotel, as the temple of welcoming and wellness; red applies to the central
skyscraper, as it is the color deserved for the most important building in the area;
white and various tones of gray apply to the rest of the buildings and the outdoor
areas.

Fig. 9 – Sanlitun-Soho Village. Opposite Hotel by arch. Kengo Kuma. 2011.

This kind of sensibility reminds of the origin of Japanese architecture and its
distinctive choice to use black and white. As a Chinese colony for a long period of
time, Japan was forbidden to use colors in their buildings. In order to underline its
submission to the Empire each house had to refer only to the two non-colors. This
aspect was transformed as an issue of identity when China left Japan, and it
became an original architectonic language.
Driven by an intercultural exchange, contamination is nowadays a keyword in
architecture. The white vision of the Green Tea House is the integration of Chinese
and Japanese traditions in the art of tea. In this unique place nearby Beijing, the
monochromatic color is the protagonist of shape and atmosphere.

Fig. 10 – Green Tea House Living by JinR. Beijing. 2007.

The reading of color codified into transversal meaning is not always clear. The
SoHo District by arch. Zaha Hadid is a triumph of white, while interior green
vegetation alternates the layers reaching the roof. The CCTV headquarters building
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by arch. Rem Koolhaas is a black impressive presence in Beijing’s skyline.
Traditionally speaking, the first one refers to white as the fulfillment of business,
while the second one considers, through the use of black, the element of water as
the continuous flowing of communication. In Beijing International Airport by arch.
Norman Foster, the archetypes of traditional elements are reinterpreted into a
contemporary key, and adapted to the extended dimension. The issue goes also to
the new role addressed to buildings; as power and innovation do not apply to a
single person but to a system. In this sense the red columns, which define each
terminal, and that once were typical of the Forbidden City and high social rank
owners’ architecture, here stand to greet the visitor and welcome the people,
inducing respect still beyond their structural duty.

Fig. 11 – Beijing International Airport by arch. Norman Foster.

Around the city, colorful signs present brands and shops in the most famous
shopping areas, pursuing a visual war often supported by sound outputs, in order to
catch even the least attentive walker. The syntax of this commercial language
follows different rules, which represent a global issue, while we believe that
architecture is the occasion to communicate a local identity.
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1. Introduction
Visualization is a process of mapping data onto visual dimensions to create a
pictorial representation [26]. A successful visualization provides a representation
which allows the user to gain insight into the structure of the data or to communicate
aspects of this structure effectively [2] [15] [23]. The use of color for encoding
information can greatly improve the observer’s understanding of the information
depicted by image and his/her capacity for remembering it [20]. However, many
aspects of color itself and of its use are unknown to both users and system designers.
Users are often allowed to choose colors that can not be reproduced, that can not be
distinguished by the human eye, or are easily misinterpreted. The broad range of
variables involved, as well as the interactions and the trade-offs among them, pose
difficult problems in selecting specific colors, in predicting their appearance when
they are seen in relation with others, and in predicting the observers’ interpretation
and reaction to them. These problems can not be solved without a working
knowledge about color reference systems, color reproduction technologies,
mechanism of color perception, users’ cultural and emotional reactions. The goal of
this paper is to critically discuss how a color scale should be designed to effectively
represent both categorical and ordinal information. Color coding requirements, with
regard to the task at hand, the characteristics of the media, and the characteristics of
data to be coded are therefore analyzed providing examples and references to related
works.
2. Color coding
A color coding scheme can be characterized by a color mapping function f: D
C
that maps data values D to colors from the color palette C. In case of univariate data,
each value is mapped to a single color, with multivariate data, each combination of
values is mapped to a single color. Associating a set of colors with a set of items to
express the significance of each is called “nominal color coding”. Examples of
nominal data values are: water, vegetation, and urban. There is no logical ordering in
this sequence. Color can be also used in a quantitative fashion, i.e. to convey
information about ordered data set. We can distinguish here among ordinal, interval
and ratio color coding. In Ordinal coding the data values are in some way ordered,
i.e., the data values can be put into a sequence but no distance is defined between
data values. Examples of ordinal data values are: very bad, bad, average, good,
very good. In interval coding data one can define a distance between two data
values, but the zero point is arbitrary. The hue can be seen as interval data values,
we can say that the distance between red and yellow is 90° but we can not says that
yellow is bigger than red. Data sets with both positive and negative values can have
a zero point representing no change, average, or expected value. In such data,
deviation from zero is what is interesting. In Ratio coding a zero point is therefore
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defined. Data values that represent the temperature are ratio data, in this case the
zero point is defined at 0 Celsius degrees and we can state that a temperature of 20
Celsius degrees is twice a temperature of 10 Celsius degrees. In the following we
make a distinction only between qualitative (nominal) and quantitative (ordinal,
interval and ratio) data values.
For nominal and ordinal data types discrete palettes must be used. For interval and
ratio data one can use both discrete and continuous palettes according to the data
structure and to the visualization aims. Sometimes a discrete palette is used to code
interval and ratio data. In this case data values must be a-priori quantized into a
finite number of ranges.
Color perception varies from user to user [15]. An estimated nine to twelve percent
of the male population and less than 1% of females suffer from some form of color
vision deficiency. The degree to which a person may have an abnormal color vision
ranges from slight difficulty in recognizing color shades to a complete loss of color
vision. The most prevalent type is a deficiency in perceiving red/green differences
(approximately eight to ten percent of the male population), while one to two
percent of men are blue/yellow color blind.
VisCheck [28] is a web tool base on based on SCIELAB which shows how an image
is seen by a user with some kind of color blindness. Apart from its aesthetic appeal,
we can use image processing techniques to try to make information in images
available to color blind people [29] without distorting the color balance to an
unacceptable degree. Color schemes that accommodate red or green-blind
dichromats will accommodate most other forms of color deficiency.
Many colors have certain qualities associated with them because of their natural
occurrence, cultural usage or technical norms. However color also depends on, and
is constrained by, the cultural traditions or technical experience of the users. We
commonly associate green with vegetation, for an USA audience the color green is
associated with the color of money.
3.1. Nominal color coding

Color is pre-attentively observed and used to segment the visual environments into
objects. This characteristic makes it particularly effective in coding qualitative
information. In nominal color coding all colors should be distinguishable, the palette
should display no clear ordering and all colors should be perceived as equally
important [12]. The number of colors used to represent nominal data should be
restricted to seven or less, the problem is that we have often more items to represent
than easily discriminable colors. Moreover in the design of a coding, colors may be
used not only to permit the recognition or discrimination of information items, but
also to convey high-level information at local (e.g. areas are evaluated) and/or global
level (e.g. apparent conceptual linking between different items) as well [23].
Several heuristic procedures have been proposed to define high-contrast sets of
colors. Kelly [1] has conceived a list of 22 maximally contrasting surface colors,
such that each color of the list is maximally different from the one immediately
preceding it. In 1982, Carter and Carter [11] formulated the first algorithm to
compute easily discriminable sets of colors: selecting a subset of highly contrasting
colors from a given range of colors means choosing a subset such that in it the
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minimal distance among all possible couples of colors is maximal. Campadelli et al.
have presented an abstract formulation of the problem of selecting high-contrast
color sets, defining it as a combinatorial optimization problem on graphs [7]. They
also addressed the algorithmic aspect of the selection of high-contrast color sets, and
presented an effective algorithm, which has an innovative feature that could also be
useful when one has to take into account visual features such as the shape, size, and
texture of the graphical items to be coded. The algorithm does not require that the
function used to code the similarity between two colors (or graphical codes obtained
by combining color with other visual features) be a distance function; in other
words, it works whatever the measure of perceptual similarity selected [8]-[10].
Several authors have devised algorithms that can also fulfill a number of
ergonomical requirements [3] [4] [12].
When the user defines the color coding, setting the colors selected in
correspondence with the values of the data, some simple guidelines should be taken
into account [12]-[16]:
The human eye is only effective in detecting relative values of colored areas in
close spatial proximity. If these are far apart, local distortions, the color of a
patch is shifted perceptually by the color of adjacent patches, may somewhat
alter the information.
The edges formed by chromatic differences alone with no lightness difference
are poor guides to accurate focusing: these edges remain fuzzy.
Colors that differ only in the amount of blue do not produce a sharp edge.
The eye can not maintain its focus various on highly-saturated highly-bright
objects in spectrally extreme hues (e.g. blue-red, yellow-purple) at the same
time (a 3D illusion is produced). Desaturating these colors reduces the need for
refocusing.
The color of a patch affects its perceived area. Saturated colors appear larger
than desaturated ones. It has been shown that when highly saturated red and
green were used to color a statistical map, the red areas were judged to be
larger, even though the regions were actually of the same size. No such
consistent distortion occurred when low saturated colors were used.
Since the smaller the area, the less discriminable the colors, the user should be
encouraged to limit the use of highly saturated and bright colors to rendering
perceivable thin lines and small shapes in the image.
Areas of strong color can produce afterimages when the viewer looks away
from the screen. Bright, highly saturated colors should not used for prolonged
viewing but just to grab attention.
In the framework of nominal color coding, we usually use color for differentiation,
that is for indicating that certain elements differ in their properties from the others.
However we can also use color for association, that is, for indicating that certain
elements in a design have common properties.
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Nominal color coding is widely employed by the image processing community to
represent the output of a classification-segmentation process. In this context a
serious problem arises because the chosen colors must be displayed together and
assigned to classes composed of regions of different size and morphology. The user
must take into account the characteristics of the image (the number of classes, the
links between them, and the geometric and topological features that belong to the
different classes) so that the association of classes with colors produces a readable,
pleasant coded image. Although various systems have been proposed to support the
user in color coding, these are mainly based on a trial-and error approach and
demand a concerted effort on the part of the user [5] [6] [11].
3.2. Quantitative color coding

When we want to code a quantitative information, we must compromise between the
need for correct perception of a single color (so that it can be translated, using the
legend, into a numerical value) and the need to convey to the viewer the order
intrinsic to the data. In some cases convention determines the choice of a color scale
and the assignment of colors to data values, for example geographers have a welldefined scale to display height above sea level. In many instances there is no
conventional reason for choosing one color sequence over another, as is the case for
a map that illustrates the earth's magnetic field. Trumbo’s principles seem important
in generating and evaluating an ordinal color scale [22]:
Principle I (Order). If the data are ordered, then the colors chosen to represent
them should be perceived as preserving that order.
Principle II (Separation). Important differences in data values should be
represented by colors clearly perceived as different.
To the above principles, Brewers add a third requirement for cartography [30]: the
colors should be perceived as equally important. Grey scale/luminance/brightness
and saturation scales have an innate visual order. While, disregard less of its
popularity rainbow scales are not particularly useful in conveying a sense of order in
the data, since they have no intuitive beginning or end. Heated-object scale
represents a compromise between the luminance and the rainbow scale. It goes from
black to white, passing through dark red, to orange and to light yellow. This color
scale has a perceived natural ordering since it monotonically increases in brightness.
Lightness scales, color scales that increase monotonically in lightness and saturation,
or color scales that increase monotonically in lightness while cycling through : i.e.
range of hues (short sections of the hue circle may be perceived as a ”continua” e.g.
red, orange and yellow) are more successful in conveying a sense of order. This
redundant representation also has the advantage that it can be unambiguously
interpreted by someone with a dichromatic color deficiency. It has been empirically
demonstrated that when a reference scale (legend) is shown, color scales including
hue variations are much to be preferred (in terms of readability) to others. With no
legend, luminance encoding is far worse than the other coding.
Ware [24] classified the information extracted from color coded maps into metric
and form. Metric information conveys quantitative information at each point; form
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information conveys the shape or structure of the data. The human eye has different
Contrast Sensitivity Functions (CSF) for luminance and chromatic channels. These
differences imply that luminance is more suitable for carrying high spatial frequency
information and plays and depict image structure and surface shape, while saturation
and hue suitable for convey low spatial frequency information in the coded data.
Color scales which monotonically increase in luminance are good candidates for
representing data with a high spatial frequency. A color scale without luminance
variation will not be able to convey fine spatial information, while a color scale
which only varies in luminance may effectively code large-scale structural
composition and variation but may not be able to depict information about low
frequency, gradual changes. A color scale that varies in both luminance and hue can
be used to accurately represent both metric and surface properties.
The use of RGB color spaces is not appropriate for quantitative color coding since
its metrics does not represent color differences in a uniform scale and the color are
not organized in an intuitive manner for human observers. Color is described more
meaningfully in terms of the perceptual dimensions of lightness, hue, and
colorfulness than in terms of device signals. Transformations have been developed
to map the RGB color space into more intuitive ones such as HSV, HIS, HLS.
However, the perceptual dimensions defined within these color spaces are only a
rough approximation of the psychological dimensions. For interval and ratio color
coding, equal steps in data values should correspond to equally perceived magnitude
in the representation. A perceptually uniform color space can be used to help
choosing the appropriate colors.
Bivariate color scales provide a method for encoding two data sets into one
producing a visual representation that allows the observer to interpret these two
sources of information simultaneously. The simplest bivariate schemes use planes or
surface which are constant along a perceptual variable (hue, chroma, or lightness). A
number of bivariate color palettes using various combinations of hue and lightness
color scales have been proposed and investigated in [18] [19] [21] [24]. Some
bivariate and trivariate color scales can be hard to understand for an untrained user
[17] [20].
4. Color space selection
Several approaches to color description, whatever based on device-dependent data,
colorimetry, or some other empirical organizations give rise to various color spaces.
The use of RGB color spaces seems unrealistic for man-machine communications
since its metrics does not represent color differences in a uniform scale and the
colors are not organized in a manner intuitive for human observers. Color spaces,
such as RGB and derived color spaces, are device-dependent and therefore do not
univocally describe colors. If colors were identified only by their device-dependent
coordinates it might be difficult reproduce the same image on another device
(display, printer, projector….) or worst still, an image that differs from the one
intended is generated.
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Device-independent color description, perceptual addressability, and the capability
of representing color differences in a uniform scale can be achieved by specifying
colors in the CIELUV or CIELAB color spaces. In our opinion CIELAB space
represents the best that can be achieved with a space of Euclidian metrics. However,
as it does not take into account all factors determining color response, it should not
be used as an absolute standard for color appearance description.
Obviously, other color spaces can be used for selecting colors in particular for
nominal color coding. One could, for example, define a color atlas by sampling the
color solid obtained by mapping the RGB color cube of the device to the CIELAB
color space. In [9] we have preferred to use the Munsell Atlas for nominal color
coding mainly for two reasons:
The classified images may not only be displayed on the screen but also
printed. Since the gamut of feasible colors of common displays and color
printers differ considerably, a “good,” high contrast, color coding on the
screen may be drastically modified when printed. Many colors (in the
ranges of blues and greens in particular) cannot be reproduced in print.
Restricting the selection of color to the Munsell color atlas greatly limits
this drawback.
Munsell specification can be associated with the ISCC-NBS standard color
naming system [1], providing a simple way of verifying whether the colors
selected, either manually or automatically, have similar linguistic
descriptions. This is very helpful in preventing undesirable conceptual
linking between unrelated classes in the classified image, or, viceversa, in
creating those links when necessary.
To map the colors in RGB values for reproduction on a given output device, the user
must provide the color profile of the display device, a well-defined tool enabling
color conversion in cross-media color reproduction. The International Color
Consortium (ICC) has defined the rules for coding in ICC profiles, the functions for
the conversion of colors from a device-independent to a device-dependent color
space, together with information about the viewing conditions and media
characteristics recommended for Color Management Systems, which can be used to
ensure faithful color reproduction on different media or devices [31]. If the user
cannot supply the ICC profile, a default display device set to the Standard RGB
color space and corresponding color profile should be assumed. For a more
complete discussion of color reproduction and Color Management Systems,
interested readers may refer to [31].
5. Existing systems
Borland and Huber [4] argued that designing color maps for domain experts differs
fundamentally from designing them for general audiences. Domain-specific
knowledge should inform the design choices and domain experts need to understand
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the design choices, a close collaboration between designers and experts is therefore
necessary. There are some systems aimed to facilitate this cooperation.
Quickcolor: the main features of a system supporting the selection of color palettes
for qualitative data representation, such as in supervised or unsupervised image
classification. Based on visual interaction, it provides effective tools for browsing
the Munsell color space and setting perceptual constraints on the colors the system
then selects automatically. The system, is described in [9] and it is available for
academic and non-profit purposes. PRAVDAColor, is a part of the IBM
Visualization Data Explorer software package. The system incorporates a rule-based
color map selection tool coding a set of perceptual rules for selecting appropriate
maps based on the structure of the data and the goal of the visualization [3], [19][21]. ColorBrewer [30] is an online tool designed to help people select good color
schemes for maps and other graphics. The system informs the user about several
important properties of the chosen color representation, such as if it is suitable for
color blind people and if can be faithfully color printed. It is free to use.

Figure 1.

Quickcolor, ColorBrewer and PRAVDAColor interface layouts.

6. Conclusions
Color is a basic visual feature, which, together with shape, size, and texture and a
few other features, characterizes an image [2]. Color is pre-attentively observed, this
characteristic makes it particularly effective in conveying qualitative and
quantitative information in images, maps, graphics illustrations, and diagrams. The
goal of this paper has been to critically discuss how a color scale should be designed
to effectively represent both categorical and ordinal information. We have discussed
color coding requirements with regard to the task at hand, the characteristics of the
media, and the characteristics of data to be coded. I will show that the choice of the
proper color representation scheme to use with a particular data and communication
task is not just an esthetic matter. Nonetheless, taking into account the fundamental
principles of human vision and the characteristics of the output device, an effective
color coding is possible providing representations which communicate aspects of the
both data values and structure effectively.
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2. Abstract
A school project is here presented embodying innovative spatial and technical
principle aiming at children well-being, and urban and environmental
sustainability.
3. Introduction
Primary schools play a key role for the educational and emotional growth of the
children through playing. Nowadays, educational systems tend often to complicate
formative procedures by piling activities over activities with not so encouraging
results, trying to help children grow prematurely, in the hope to boost human
intelligence beforehand by fostering competition as a value for society's growth.
More often than not, the result is that the act itself of playing is no longer a chance
to discover the surrounding world and to gain further consciousness of things by
direct experience, because it is accounted as an activity for “diversion” and escape.
This dynamics lead children to be treated as miniatures of adults and their daily
lives to be shaped like imitations of those of grown-ups, at the risk of producing
work stress and fostering education ineffectiveness.
The key ideas in the here presented project are conceived to enable children to live,
experience and shape their own world and to encourage them to gain knowledge by
first-hand experience.
This objective has been pursued through a suitable integration between service
architecture and adjacent exteriors. With this aim, the buildings layout has been
designed featuring parallel bars of different lengths and depths. The idea here is to
let buildings and space adjust themselves to different necessities by enabling them
to assume different forms, lengths, widths, and even mutual relations within the lot.
Exteriors and built forms challenge one another and fall into a reciprocal dialogue,
thanks to specific spaces at their intersections further outlined by different heights.
This principle brings consequences to both urban integration and sustainability.
One reason for this is that mechanical and technological systems are assumed to be
at the very center of contemporary design and thus to require to be embodied in the
visual composition, in order to enable architecture to radiate its own light and
colors and dialogue with both people and the city. For this reason, all spaces in the
project are marked by some symbolic figures, typical of the toys world. The colors
produces a new kind of furniture conceived to be like a toy, even before creating
volumes designed to only contain things. And furniture takes on a dual meaning,
becoming both a container and a toy able to contain other toys, like a sort of
“matrioska”. Within this perspective, the remaining objects/toys here become a
means of both relax and work - the very core of the project –; and the entire school
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complex is involved in this dynamics, by assuming shapes and colors of children'
toys.
4. Architectural means
Detectable from afar, the school stands out from its rural surroundings thanks to
the movement of the roofing, obtained sometimes by the rotation of the
photovoltaic panels, which track the sun during the day, and sometimes by the
fixed shape of the roofing, which recall boat sails. Ultimately, these roof, which
alternates higher to lower volumes, create horizontal and vertical lines combined
together. This particular effect harks back to that image of a city seen epitomized in
paintings from the XIII and XIV centuries right up to the early Italian Renaissance.
[1] [2]
Another important inspiration for this design were the seaside colonies constructed
along the Adriatic Riviera during the first half of the XX century. [3] In addition to
that, a clear allusion has been made to two of James Stirling’s projects: the Olivetti
Training School at Haslemere in Surrey, [4] and the South gate Housing at
Runcorn New Town. [5]
In order to define a suitable integration between Architecture and Nature, where
Nature plays a formative role in the life of a student, divided into play and
discovery, the buildings’ layout was designed as a series of parallel bars of
different lengths and widths.
Connections are carried out by various pathways, made of pavements grafted onto
the intersection spots between the buildings, running in a longitudinal direction
inside and outside each of the bars and creating a web of pedestrian passages.
A sort of coherence is kept between these linking paths and the ones running
through within each building, in order to further highlight the fact that there is no
actual distinction between buildings and Nature, but a continuity, which becomes a
sort of artificial wrinkling of the ground. Furthermore, these passageways offer
designed sights of the rural surroundings directed and framed by the buildings.
This gentle wrinkling of the ground, together with the layout of the buildings,
provides a harmonic fusion of the project with the horizontal trend of the rural
landscape and, at the same time, defines spaces suitable for the students to play and
study in complete safety.
There is no appointed main entrance in the school complex, but each of the paths of
the web throughout the lot has its own access to the buildings through glass doors.
This gives the spaces a flexible and transversal use, allowing the various features
and functions to be used separately, including the spur-of-the-moment users.
The colors of the façades identify (from the outside for who approaches the site and
from the inside for those who look out of the windows) each of the buildings'
different functions:
1. First bar Flaminia side – light blue: laboratory, staff room, services
2. Second bar – red: primary and elementary school classrooms (3+5 sections)
3. Third bar – red: primary and elementary school classrooms (3+5 sections)
4. Fourth bar – yellow: services, infirmary, warehouse
5. Fifth bar – green: auditorium, gym, changing rooms
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6. Sixth bar – orange: library, kitchen / canteen, changing rooms, services,
warehouse
(As it could be inferred by numerous text, chromotherapy is a science often use as
a mean to resolve childhood issues such as interrupted sleep and academic
performance)
5. Constructive simplicity and speed
From a technical point of view, the generative concepts of the project are lightness,
speed of assembling and disassembling, and ecological integration. With this aims,
the supporting structure of the buildings is conceived as a frame composed by
laminated wood elements sized to resist seismic stresses while freeing interiors
from imposed limitations.
The external cladding is composed by precast insulated panels, some of them
provided with linings for possible waterworks and other aligned with the
multilayered glass and steel walls.
Suspended wooden panels ceilings host the ventilation and the electrical systems.
The dry joints and light prefabricated components that have been adopted allow for
security and speed in the building process. It has been esteemed that a total of
about 400/450 workers is necessary for the entire construction process, from the
building to the technical systems.
6. Low impact materials
Low-impact materials play a key role in the project’s conception. The main key
points here are the following.
a) Laminated wood load bearing frame.
b) Wooden slabs. The 5-meters-spanning structure is covered by a wooden
modular panels, assembled beforehand through “dry” techniques, and including
box section bars hosting an easily inspectable, insulated slot for wiring. Both
vertical partitions and the slab insulation are made of natural and recyclable
materials, while in the ground floor a concrete slab is covered by a modular double
floor system which is left the space needed for wiring and waterworks.
c) Low-impact vertical walls, consisting in a double gypsum 2 cm panel, 24 cm
cavity for technical systems, two 10 cm wooden fiber panels, one inner, one outer,
with a 6-cm-thick multi-layered insulated panel between them and an envelope of
recycled 80 x 115 laminated plastic panels.
d) Envelope termo-setting HPL paneling walls. HPL panels are high pressure, fullheight laminated elements which offer a high resistance to mechanical stresses. As
an alternative to HPL (thermosetting recycled - and endlessly recyclable – resins)
materials, the used of CPL - cellulose based materials treated with thermosetting
resins is here allowable and even encouraged.
7. Technical considerations on the sun-tracking PV units in the
proposed design solution
Each building roof features expressive box-like shapes supported by a steel
structural frame, which host photovoltaic panel units. A device provided with
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sensors allows the rotation of these systems in order to track the sun and receive
the maximum possible amount of energy.
The load bearing frame is anchored to a rotating platform laid upon highly resistant
wheels provided with appropriate bearings and pivots and conceived to require a
very low maintenance since presenting a very low number of movable and faultprone parts.
As extensive study of tracking solar panels allowed us to incorporate the most upto-date technology on the market into the building's architecture. Each roof solar
energy system is composed by about 100 sqm of exposed panels and has a double
rotation gear - horizontal and vertical - so to adapt themselves like sunflowers to
the position of the sun. Some of these rotating systems include solar water heating
panels, thus making the buildings fully self-sustaining.
The tracking solutions which has been adopted for the photovoltaic units allows for
an increase in energy production (compared to a fixed panels solution) ranging
from about 25% to 50%, depending from climates and sun tracking strategy.
The increased efficiency of the considered tracking system are higher at lower
latitudes for climates characterized by predominantly clear skies, and at higher
latitudes, due to the efficient tracking in the summer early mornings and late
evenings.
The construction solutions that have been taken into account for the side walls of
the PV rotating units are conceived to make the shadowing effect of the side walls
negligible even in clear sky conditions (in which the direct radiation component is
small and therefore the sun-tracking benefit is low) and prevalence of direct solar
radiation. This is made possible by (a) the adoption of a clear, diffusely reflective,
opaque metal finish for the interior face of the walls, aiming to reflect to the PV
panels a radiation amount just slightly smaller than that shadowed by the opposite
wall, or (b) of a partially translucent and partially reflective sheets for the walls’
surfaces.
The project has been optimized to possibly adopt two alternative groups of suntracking solutions for the adjustable PV units. The appropriateness of these groups
of solutions depends from expenditure and efficiency targets. The first solution is
based on a full dual axial sun-tracking strategy requiring that the panels position is
updated every quarter of an hour on both axes, and controlled by a closed-loop
sensor-based sun-tracking control. This tracking and control strategy is more costly
the alternative ones, but produces the most efficient results, since it manages to
always give the PV units an optimal position, depending from the proportions of
direct and diffuse solar radiation, as monitored by real-time feedback, for instance
by increasing the horizontality of the panels when diffuse radiation is prevailing. It
is therefore a particularly advantageous solution in the cases in which the diffuse
radiation component is strong in the sky, as in the foggy winter climates for
instance, or in the hot-humid climate in the world year-round. The simulations run
for a number climates confirmed that this tracking solution is consistently the most
efficient one from the point of view of energy production.
The second solution is characterized by a hybrid - hourly and seasonal - dual axial
sun-tracking strategy. The dual axial movement is on the vertical plane it is here
rarefied, happening every one hour and a half when the sun is up; while the
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movements of the horizontal axis are scheduled on a seasonal basis. This solution
is likely to be of interest, because it shows a just non-dramatic efficiency decrease
(ranging from about 3% to 6% depending from climate types) if compared with the
full-tracking solution and it also comes at lower expenses and likely higher
mechanical durability.

Fig 1. Overall view and renderings.
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Figure 2. Synthesis of the main technical features for the PV panelling system (by Gian Luca Brunetti, BEST
Polimi)).
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1. Introduction
The communication process involves capabilities mainly expressed through
graphics and drawings from the very beginning of the human experience: until the
advent of language, even color helped distinguish between friend and foe, between
edible and poisonous matter, between safe and treacherous passageways [1].
But in architecture, color has not always been used to codify building
documentation since technology allowed reproducible drawings: this is almost
clear especially all over older tractates, intended as codes guided by precise rules
and diffused as printed books, rarely printed in color. The importance of the
codified building draft, however, is highlighted for example by Pierre Gros quoting
Vitruvius [2]: "There is no doubt that for Vitruvius the transition from drafting to
writing was the principal means for raising architecture to the status of a liberal
art: that is, a practice grounded in a branch of learning [...] and governed by a set
of rules that could be formulated with the same rigor as, for example, those of the
art of rhetoric".
The Renaissance theorists are the first to hold the powerful means of simultaneous
representation of both text and colored images due to the work of Gutemberg,
broadcasting new expression’s form where color itself becomes part of classic
codes. Using printing for example, Sebastiano Serlio transformed an inheritance of
diverse structural and decorative elements into a highly formalized language
subject to the same rules (grammatical, syntactical, rhetorical and semantic) as
linguistic discourse. The Serlian orders are parametric elements, ready to be
assembled by users that can select, combine, and construct the parts, even
considering tints [3] as an expression of light.
In architectural design, color may constitute a parameter by which the features of
spaces can be properly characterized, as well as surfaces and solids, becoming the
language of the architecture itself, a new value to include in the design process.
Thus parameters and variables, even considering color, are elements that can be
managed in contemporary architectural design by computers, by means of
technical approaches where all actors involved in the building process are able to
communicate, hopefully, at the same level without ambiguities. The emerging
solution to this need is represented by Building Information Modeling (BIM), a
collaborative strategy involving all stakeholders and shareholders as actors
supported by a digital framework, which integrates process and technology [4].
Referring to studies and literature on how color standards could be applied to BIM
boosting its interoperability attitude, this paper examines possible implementations
of color in documents as an additional data transfer parameter, mostly used by
researchers but not widely by practitioners in building projects.
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2. Increasing accuracy through color
Going back to the Latin word colorem, which stands for hiding, the definition
seems to refer to a concept of concealment, as if the color in ancient times had the
function to represent something not real and obscure. Nowadays, colors are a
precious power up for media instead, meant to communicate knowledge in building
design.
Many words have been written to focus on the feedback loop between architectural
theory and the media: according to Mario Carpo, the shifting from script to print
and from hand-made drawing to mechanically reproduced images changed the
history of Western architecture [5], since pictures and drawings could easily
transfer scientific knowledge and architectural trends, allowing a proper imitation
among the first moderns and being seminal for every movement from then on.
Since B.I.M. is quickly becoming the AEC industry main paradigm, embedding
benefits in terms of costs, quality and resources, it has not to be considered only a
software to reinvent new media but, on the contrary, a pipelined process among
different actors involved in the building process (6): in this scenario, digital tools
used all over the workflow have to be communicative as much as possible (7) in
order to facilitate “change-ready design” and improve coordination as well,
reducing in a drastic way design mistakes and in-building rework so common in
constructions (Tab. 1).
Leading causes of mistakes and rework

Mentioned as most
important cause
Bad exchange of information and communication
21%
Too little attention for building phase during design phase
20%
Delivery of quality for end user is not primary goal
10%
Bad statement of requirements: too many changes during construction
9%
Insufficient reuse of lessons learned during future projects
6%
Other
34%
Tab. 1 – While the cost of mistakes, delays and rework in the U.S.A. is estimated in $200 billion or 30%
of project costs (The Economist, 2006), in Holland it’s been estimated around 11.4% of project cost.
(Source: USP Marketing Consultancy, market survey in The Netherlands, 2009).

In fact, when applying the benefits of color to construction documents and not only
on computer displays, some of the most common hurdles are proper color selection
and determining the most efficient use within printed papers, formalizing colors
exactly in form of code. Actually, each customized shade coding system varies
depending on the project and the needs of each actor [8], that’s why a common
language like BIM could be appropriate to share the same contents.
Since there are currently no diffuse construction industry standards or guidelines in
place for color use within plan sets and blueprints (even considering so called
standard such as ISO 13567 or STEP [9]), architects, engineers and contractors
usually take cues from researches conducted in different fields to determine how
color can improve communication.
One study for example, performed by the Color Research Lab at the NASA Ames
Research Center to determine the human eye's interpretations and reactions to
various pigments, basically provides information regarding the use of color in
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information display graphics in order to generate schemes for documents
containing a high information load. Though this checklist was originally
formulated for use in applications required by NASA, many of the same color
coding standards have been since modified and applied by stakeholders within the
construction industry.
It’s interesting how this scheme focuses on what kind of information needs to be
displayed, what data might be added in the lifetime of the design and what kind of
urgency; the hierarchic scheme defines how color use should be consistent with
other applications in the user's working environment.
Generally BIM streamlines design models, preparing them for Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD) frameworks, which are intended to reduce waste and to improve
relations among owners, general contractors and architects as well [10].
In spite of digital models complexity and emerging code restrictions, better
accuracy in building documents can be reached through the use of color during
every stage: CAD standards mostly define colors for on-screen use, not on paper
(Fig. 1).
In October 2009, USP Marketing Consultancy performed a market study in
Europe, called “Awareness of failure cost reduction by color printing”; the firm
surveyed 300 architectural, engineering and construction (AEC) practices about
how color construction documentation might help reduce mistakes, delays and
rework.
The study presented a general lack of understanding about the real benefits of
printing wide format documents in color, obtained from CAD and BIM software.
In this report, the main reason AEC firms use to explain the resistance toward color
is that it is too expensive. Color printing services in Europe typically charge 3 to 4
times the price they charge for black and white printing.
Studies shows that costs due to mistakes, delays and rework are somewhere
between 11.4% (in Europe as per USP Marketing Consultancy) and 30% (in the
USA as per The Economist) while construction documentation costs are typically
around 0,25% the cost of the project. Even if prints in color were four times more
expensive, that color documentation costs would be 1% of the cost of the whole
project. This cost is relatively insignificant when compared with an error cost that
lingers between 11.4% and 30% as stated.
AEC firms track from project to project many different metrics to quantify that 1%
savings and seek out ways to continuously improve results: BIM is a great example
of this return on investment challenge, due to its capability to address issues from
the very beginning of the design stage.
Many other researches proved that color increases understanding and retention of
printed material by an average of 65% [11], while highlighting key information on
printed material can reduce search time [12] and errors [13] by as much as 80%
This way, improved communication is needed due to the increasing of project
complexity, to building code restrictions, to increasing pressure for faster delivery
without mistakes and delays. One color sheet obtained from a BIM model can do
the job of multiple black and white sheets, superimposing different information on
the same view, with clearer embedded renderings and photos (Fig. 2) useful for
design-phase revisions, on-screen reviews, color CAD prints and redlines.
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Color “improves the intelligibility” of documents even if there is a general lack of
understanding of its benefits.

Fig. 1 - The so-called MacLeamy curve (originally attributed to HOK’s Patrick MacLeamy) where it’s possible to
highlight how it takes more and more effort to make changes as time progresses during the design process. In
addition, the use of color printings estimation during building process (data by P. Lawrence, 2010) has been
superimposed to show how black and white documents are still widely used (analysis of values and graphics by S.
Garagnani).

Fig. 2 – When a digital building model embeds several data about its architecture, structures and HVAC, color is a
valuable aiding tool: pipes layout in colors defines a clear scheme of elements, leading to less errors and
interferences, allowing tighter ceilings (BIM model by S. Garagnani).
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Fig. 3 – Use of color to display visual information (rooms layout) in Autodesk Revit graphic user interface, a wellknown software to generate building information models. Color is basically used as a design tool in most of existing
software frameworks, but output is often represented by monochrome printings (BIM model by S. Garagnani).

Fig. 4 – Primary reasons technical prints are more valuable if represented in colors (source: InfoTrends/CAP
Ventures November 2005, graphic data representation by S. Garagnani).
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3. Communication using colors: from 2D drawings to smart objects
But before going any further, color becomes important first of all as a component
of core software. Quoting Arnheim, “in the perception of shape lie the beginnings
of concept formation” [14]: in fact, graphical user interfaces of most computer
programs BIM-oriented use color to visualize geometric data shapes as an
abstraction for much wider contents.
Autodesk Revit, for example, makes use of color graphics as a visual aid to better
express spaces and relationships (Fig. 3) among zones and elements, in the same
way most analysis computer programs do. Color becomes this way a parametric
feature like “intelligent or smart objects” proper of BIM represent a hierarchical
framework where components are related to each other [15]. In this case, if a color
scheme is based for example on the “name” parameter, Revit will color fill in each
room that has a different name, with a different color: but where various rooms
have the same name, they will acquire the same color parameter, creating a group
or category easily recognizable.
So by BIM’s philosophy, older CADD parameters such as layers and print colors
are obsolete, since intelligent objects have viewing and printing features
embedded. These parameters are stored in the software’s core or project-specific
configuration, so when an intelligent object is created, all these parameters are
assigned to the object as if it was generated natively by the application [16] and its
associated color becomes a rendering definition in printing but, first, an aid on
display. In fact, one of the most important BIM feature is its ability to show data
through a 3D visual model. This representation gives to the designer a clearer
understanding of a building project and reduces the chances for missing or
misrepresenting components.
Then, the possibility to visually select objects in order to quantify or display
edifice’s components by user defined groups with software color coding, offers for
example to estimators a power tool to perform decisions and investigate multiple
scenarios before their actual building [17]; a survey made by InfoTrends/CAP
Ventures in November 2005 proved exactly these aspects (Fig. 4).
4. Conclusions
When considering the color impact on BIM process, there are mainly two relevant
aspects to consider: a digital model can be better segmented and layered through
colors beginning from the very concept phase then, extraction of color documents
from visual database allows much more information layered on a single drawing,
with easier interference identification and embedding of explicative renderings or
photos as well; although a color print costs nearly three or four times a
monochrome one, less printings are necessary to transmit same contents to several
actors, leading to a greener attitude with reduced budgets.
In fact, color increases understanding and retention of printed material by an
average of 65% (as per USA Today) while highlighting key information can reduce
search time by as much as 80% (18).
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The quoted 2005 study by InfoTrends/CAP Ventures proves how users effectively
understand data better when communicating in color, since views can be printed
directly from software’s user interfaces, where rework and updates are clearly
visualized: however CAD standards define colors for on-screen use, not on-paper
or on building components as BIM does instead. Nevertheless the study also
revealed that color drafts reduce failure cost on building site by 3.9%.
Applying color construction documents to BIM projects leads to a near term
opportunity to reduce misunderstanding and gaining time on scheduled milestones,
granting a significant return of investment, as documented by several
investigations presented.
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1. Introduction
Color in the environment has significant and profound meaning for young children.
Infants are able to perceive. color differences and color preferences at a very young
age. In a recent study, 12-week-old infants showed preferences for color visual
stimuli over white visual stimuli [10]. Designing for children, whether in the form
of a nursery school, daycare center or kindergarten presents a special challenge [7].
What spatial language approach is suitable where pedagogic concept that seeks to
impart certain values and abilities are occupied in the environment of young
people are the main question while designing for children. Preschools where they
have their first experiences affects children's psychology either positively or
negatively. Providing legible spaces for children may contribute to their
psychological well-being. The nature and quality of the environment are also
influential on how and what young children learn [4]. It is an alternative design
view of spaces where the designer should provide child-oriented features; children
local knowledge, their attention and sensory quirkiness in the environment they
experience and comprehend the world [3].
Since people start to spend more time indoors than outdoors, the presence of color
in interior environments becomes more and more important. Recent studies, the
impact of environmental or surround color on color perception was investigated.
The researchers found that color perception of 7-month-old infants was affected by
environmental color [8]. These studies shed light on the importance of color as a
visual design element in children’s environments. Each color and color
combination have their own sensation and certain colors and their relationship to
each other may become eye irritants and may cause headaches. On the other hand,
appropriate use of color can maximize productivity and relax the whole body [5].
In addition the physical qualities of color presents the method of transforming real
spaces. Usage of color can grouped in to six elements: definition, progression,
emotion, aesthetic, manipulation and dimension [5]. Definition: essentially fixes
the limits the boundaries of object in space. In such a way that it allows eye to
precisely identify the shape of a form and position of an object in a space in other
words giving the an expressive impact. Progression: The structuring of space
through coloring helps in the same manner both children of school age Color can
help develop the definition of an architectural environment by reinforcing the
hierarchy of spaces and landmarks, and by clarifying the destinations and
prominent features. Emotion: color provides culturally and physically responses
which is preferred generally culturally whereas the response is physically
associated. Aesthetics: defined by the responses based on historical or creative
sources. Qualities of aesthetics convey its relationship to culture, style and design.
Manipulation: modifies the perception of a form or space to suit a particular
purpose. Color can manipulate in both physically and mentally in convincing one
to see a different reality. Every color has its own vast array of associations and it
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manipulates also the perception of space. Dimension defines the focus of an object
or space in terms of adjacent objects or surroundings. It establishes the relative size
and importance. Color alters both time measurement in a space. The dimensional
effects influence the time duration of an activity in a space. Color effects
measurement through illusion. Color can be used in design to differentiate different
areas, to identify crucial features, to show spaces that are functionally related and
to highlight some information in the environment by color-coding. Therefore,
using color in their environment can provide visual interest to supply maximum
efficiency in navigation by providing visual dominancy in key building elements,
continually leading them to perceive and learn at still higher levels. Environments,
therefore, are characterized by affordances, referring to what environments offer,
provide, furnish, or afford children that are perceived and learned [4].
On the other hand the perspective of young children’s preferences on the design of
the child development environment is an area ripe for investigation because
designers of child development centers are typically using colors and materials that
are aesthetically pleasing to adults. The center’s board of directors, teachers,
parents, architects and/or interior designers may be involved in the color selection
of the interior of the center. Small children are more color dominant. During the
early ages, warm colors- red, pink, yellow and orange-seem to be preferred more.
As the age progress, the preference turns to blue, red and green and this occurs
regardless of race, nationality, and culture. These dimensions are crucial in the
subject of design process of stimulating environment for children. Within the
framework these issues the questions are; what colors should be around children
and how are they perceived by the children.
2. Children and Color Perception
According to Gibson’s (1986) Ecological Theory of Visual Perception, information
provided by the environment to a child is abundant and complex. The process through
which children gain knowledge and learn from their environments is perception.
Children are inherently active perceivers, motivated to discover, explore, attend, extract
information, and differentiate objects within their environments. They are stimulated by
the rich source of information present within their environments, which extend over
time and space. Nowadays strong colors can be in small areas exciting but in the large
areas where children spend hours should provide gentler stimulation and more mood
balanced [3]. Up to six years of age, children usually favor clear, warm colors (reds,
yellows, oranges). According to Steiner, small children experience color different than
adults. Children until seven years of age soul warmth and invisible goodness mean
more than physical appearance. They experience their inner world at least as vividly as
their surroundings, 'inner colors' - complementary after images - often have stronger
influence on mood. Colors particularly offering clues of nature and degree of children's
emotional life [2]. Children do not need the same mood-environment all the time. They
do endlessly different things: investigate, adventure, imagine, create and destroy;
withdraw, sulk, run-around, chat, collaborate and fight. To suit, balance or heal state
and activity- they need a palette of mood-places: darker and lighter, warmer and cooler,
active and dreamy. Different ages, times of day, seasons and weather bring different
activity - hence mood - emphasis [3].
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CHILDREN

ADULTS

Fig. 1. Comparison of children and adults' color preferences [10].

Fig. 2. Hues and Tonal Color Wheel (Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Colors) [11]

Fig. 4. Color proposals for the surfaces of the Preschool interiors
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Fig. 3. Nido Stella , Italy, 2005. A good example of color gradation with warm hues applied in to the interior
surfaces , ZPZPartners, [7].

Fig. 5. Color proposals for the surfaces of the Preschool furniture, learning and play materials.

Fig. 6. Color proposals for the dining areas of Preschool interiors

Fig. 7. Cool color proposals for the surfaces of the Preschools' sleeping rooms

Young children acquire more information about places and their ability to depict
changes in space improves. Because of its easy manipulation in a variety of
materials, color is an ideal design element for creating environmental information
that supports users. Color also plays a significant role during encoding and
recognition processes. It helps to improve visual memory of images in a building
environment. It can also help to aid the understanding of the form of a building and
help to act as signage in that building Children need their environment to be
interesting, and young children make associations with color and shapes rather than
form. Therefore, using color in their environment can provide visual interest to
supply maximum efficiency in navigation by providing visual dominancy in key
building elements [2], can improve children's spatial orientation abilities in their
environment, and specifically with warm hues and bright accents can improve
children's sensory stimulation. In this respect preschool, kindergarten or daycare
centers etc. where children spent most of their time have to be provide ideal
conditions in the context of color determiners.
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3. Color in the Preschool Interior Design For Children
Color is considered to have particular relevance in kindergarten interior design,
because of the way in which children perceive and develop an awareness in the
early age of children. It is another language in which young children can relate and
a complementary spatial objective which can not isolated from texture, surface
light and form. it is indicated that color is relevant for the perception of space,
building form, way finding, ambience, and image. Debates about the best way to
encourage learning through color in the kindergarten environment range from
largely discredited theories of the 1960s that young children recognize only warm
but not over-excitable colors. As the senses tend to detect changes in stimulation
rather than constant inputs, they function best on the basis of gradual colored
environment changes [4].
The preschools must have positive effects on the children's ability to learning,
developing and performing as well as increase the desire to stay, explore and
interact with others [2]. claims that school environments should match children's
spirits. The children would relax and concentrate on work in actively colored
environment that presents visual and emotional excitement and set them ease.
Cool colors will serve only for making them nervous and anxious. Certain color
scheme can have tremendous can have tremendous effects on Childrens'
concentration level, eye fatigue, attention span and morale [1]. Clearly, children
experience a wide array of emotions throughout their day in a child care setting
and depending on the activity, all of these colors would have the potential to be
used appropriately throughout the center.
So, As mentioned before application of color can be designed to create beneficial
directing children mental, perceptual development and provide them comfortable
conditions which effects their performance in the learning activities, stimulating
appetite in the dining areas and comfortable sleeping. Derived from this point of
view some recommendations for the application of color has been established as
following;
Coloring the environment with warm hues and bright accents improves children’s
sensory stimulation [9]. The combination of these three attributes determines the
actual identifiable color. [1] studied children’s emotional responses to colors. They
reported their emotional reactions depending on the brightness of colors. Children
had positive reactions to bright colors, which were pink, red, yellow, blue, purple
and green in the learning and play areas. Certainly, children perception varies by
natural light, artificial light, textures, and materials surrounding and highlighting
the color. Color on furniture, learning and play equipments is device sorting,
grouping, experimenting, counting and pretending. For this reason the strong color
should be chosen to stimulate children to be creative, manipulative and dynamic in
the activity centers and emphasize or explore the objects that have incorporative
potential to serve and orient the children on the activities in the preschool. The
other aspect of Color is it evokes both physical and emotional responses. In this
respect it presents a good device for the dining areas which is also crucial for the
childrens' mental and physical development. which are primary, secondary and
tertiary colors in between red and yellow and is stimulating appetite such as warm,
saturated, intense hues tend to work well in this particular purpose. Resting is
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another important requirement for children development. Their comfort affects
concentration, efficiency and abilities on the entire facilities to be done. Cool
colors represent best relaxing qualities and is complementary component for the
sleeping rooms in the preschools.
4. Conclusion
Children are inherently active perceivers, motivated to discover, explore, attend,
extract information, and differentiate objects within their environments. They are
stimulated by the rich source of information present within their environments,
which extend over time and space, continually leading them to perceive and learn
at still higher levels. Environments, therefore, are characterized by affordances,
referring to what environments offer, provide, furnish, or afford children that are
perceived and learned [6]. Color choice places great importance to create the
desired effect pre-school interiors on children .Young children spend many hours
each week in child development centers. They are absorbing visual stimuli in the
center from a combination of colors, textures, and materials on the walls, floors,
and ceiling. The design of the center impacts children’s behaviors and perceptions
throughout the course of the day. Color is an indicator of environmental variables
such as theme, function, built form, location and direction.
There are many preference within a space. The preference are personal and
directed by psychology of the users along with the other factors; culture, education,
socio-economic level, physiology. Each case would have its own special situation.
What is special? When the color design element is for children that the preferences
processes up to adults point of view which consist of parents, teachers, interior
designer, architects and administrators at the preschool interiors. However, The
purpose of the application of colors should enhance contribution to children’s
ability and development in school environments and to examine the differences
between different colors in terms of their remembrance and usability in route of
learning process in terms of a myriad of materials of colorful values and chromes is
available to the designers of child care facilities.
Moreover, color is an accessible, powerful and complementary design element
which offers a conceptual insight to the preschool interiors in terms of properties
and stimulation such as; flexibility, multi functionality, creativity, independency,
discovery, imagination, agronomy, comfort in the activity and play centers in the
preschool interiors. Briefly, color have to incorporate with the child-oriented
environment.
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1. Introduction to the research
The research builds upon prof. Henriette Koblanck’s work summarized in the
acronym ITK, Identity Tool Kit, a method that aims to assist designers and
contractors in meeting on "visual platforms" relating to the development and
production of products and services, and kicks off from point 4 of the ITK method,
“Shape & Color”.
The aim of the research is to find a method to represent the complexity of the
relationship between color and shape, in the specific context of the design of product
or service, in order to make possible to communicate this parameter during
discussions in a team of professionals or to the end user, further to be adoptable in
design education.
The process will be developed and tested by this project, is ongoing and will
hopefully develop into a valuable tool that aims to be supportive to the ITK method
or also to be used alone. Some of the addressed issues concern how to choose and
arrange the color, how to describe and share information and knowledge and how to
evaluate the consistency of color projects.
2. Brief description of the ITK method
The ITK, or Identity Tool Kit, developed by prof. Henriette Koblanck’s is a method
that kicks off from her direct experience in the design field. She was looking for a
design process that was able to include the clients in the design process, making
them an active part of it and taking them beyond the normal role of “passive
customers shopping for a final product”. Henriette Koblanck has used the ITK
method, derived from her vast experience as a renowned designer, in about ten years
of teaching. It has been employed in academic field by approximately 600 university
students within several disciplines and in numerous professional projects. It is based
on project evaluations, and the method has been found very useful by a high score,
90 %, of the participants [1] [2] [3] [4].
The perhaps main observation, made by Henriette Koblanck, that later led her to
develop the ITK method, was the lack of a "terminology of aesthetics", and the
discrepancy of the individual concepts as regards perception and communication, in
particular about color. It seemed then necessary to find additional ways to support
the presentation of design projects, when being discussed in the final phase, after the
project was realized.
It is more an approach to design than an instrument and consists of a process,
composed by six individual steps, which involves the future visual identity of the
product or service that is being designed:
1. State Board (graphical representation or through images and words of the State of
Fact).
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2. Position Board (representation of the current positioning of the type of product or
client company).
3. Future Board (reference representation of the position to be achieved at the end of
project).
4. Shape & Color (shape and color, the final goal of this research, which is ongoing).
5. Condition/Tone (emotional and tonal connotation of the brand or object).
6. Guidelines.
The measures, which are supported by key words, images and graphs, and which
describe the core values and their impact on the axes, are finally collected in
matrices or advice that are involving at least two of our sensory channels of
communication: visual and auditory.
At point 4, the “Color & Shape”, it is very important to reduce the maximum
number of colors and shapes to be used in order to achieve visual clarity in the final
profile. Then the subsequent fifth step, on the future use of the product or service, is
conceptually launched.
3. Method of approach
The fourth step “Color & Shape”, examined in this research, is a crucial step and, in
the words of Prof. Henriette Koblanck, concerns the translation of the “affective
qualities, shapes and colors” into building blocks inside the future board that
delineates the final project. This step involves the choice of color or color palette,
for example in case of a product, interior, exterior or service that has more than one
color or when it has been decided to include different color range versions of the
same product on the market. It is a very important passage usually made directly by
designers, more often by manufacturers and marketing people without a specific
knowledge of aesthetics.
Generally, only large companies or refined niche brands, in addition to fashion,
graphics and communication, devote a thorough attention to the selection and use of
color. However, the rapidly changing global and cultural integration in recent years
has apparently heightened the importance of color, a trend supported by evidence of
sales reports that show the precise relationship between color and market. An
example of this is the DuPont Color Popularity Chart, Annual Report (a color chart
on best-selling products in the automotive field) for the rate of sales to color
preferences accomplished globally around the world.
Monika Moro focusing her research on color and design finishes, is collaborating
with Prof. Henriette Koblanck at the Swedish Linnaeus University in Kalmar, since
some years, in the field of didactics and research, and is, under her supervision and
direction, carrying out workshops with the aim of testing and defining point number
four “Color & Shape” of the ITK method [5] [6].
Historical reference are the workshops based on color teachings at the Bauhaus that
laid emphasis on personal discovery rather than theory, and proceeded investigating
the interaction, potential, and behavior of color on an empirical basis, running
through a plethora of teachers such as Itten, Albers, Klee and Kandinsky to name a
few [7] [8] [9] [10] [11].
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The Italian master of Design and Art, Bruno Munari, in more recent time, has also
been dedicated to the experimentation of color through his laboratories. In his eyes
to touch, manipulate, break with conventional ideas, are experiencing stages of a
process of learning and training that takes form on the direct experience of game
[12] [13] [14].
In the same fashion the workshops planned for “Shape & Color” are experimental
and based on the perceptive experience: the finality is to put the impact of color
inside the process of design not afterwards when the project has been concluded.
4. Development of the first workshop at the LNU Linnaeus University
The chromatic choice is very often considered the last step in the design process and
could therefore result in a haphazard final choice. The color, when applied on a
surface or a product, tends to have different behaviors as regards the impact with our
perception.
The launch of this project was held at the LNU in Kalmar, Sweden, in
October/November 2011, with the participation of both students of the third year of
the faculty of Design and students from the first year of the Master in Design. In the
case that is being here described, the students were encouraged to approach the
creative process with a new awareness and understanding of color dynamics.
The students were requested to begin to think about their design projects directly
from the start point of a specific color of their own choice.
To each group or single student was assigned a disassembled square table
(60x60x60 cm) in wood. They could keep the shape as it was or change it to follow
their own idea of “Shape & Color”. It was not necessary to consider functional or
material matters. Further this was for many of them the first occasion to work with
wood with their own hands in the old Bauhaus fashion.
The general purpose was on one hand to make sure that their mind could return to a
primordial state of creativity in which they might feel free to “play” with color. In
this way, in fact, the intention was to experiment the interaction with color made by
students who own a certain idea of color and design and that are therefore used to
operate following a preset logic series of mindsets, trying to make them go beyond
their accumulated experience. Further the workshop aimed to make the students
confront the theme of color in an early phase of the process of design.
5. Conclusions
As a result the students that participated to the workshop showed enthusiasm and
true passion and succeeded very well in their task within the frame of a very short
time they had at disposal to present a full-scale model, also in consideration of the
fact that many of them were building a prototype for the very first time.
A point of interest was the fact that a great part of the students had put in their
products cultural details or concepts, some with intention other discovered how
their own cultural background may influence them or better enhance their projects
enriching them.
The tables presented by the students were nine in total.
Following a brief comment, where the projects are listed with the color theme.
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Fig. 1 – N°1 “LIGHT-BLUE” table. Fig. 2 – N°2 “LIGHT-ORANGE” table.

Fig. 3 - Designs by Karin Larsson

Fig. 5 – N°3 “DARK-ORANGE” table.

Fig. 9 – N°4 “WHITE” table.

Fig. 4 – Illustration by Carl Larsson

Fig. 6 –Red lacquer Yuan vase and Door Altar table.

Fig. 7 – N°5 “BRIGHT YELLOW” table.
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Fig. 8 – N°6 “BLACK and WHITE” table.

Fig. 10 – N°7 “BLUE” table.

Fig. 11 – N°8 “WHITE and GREEN” table.

Fig. 12 – N°9 “WHITE (DECONSTRUCTIVIST)” table.
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1. The “LIGHT-BLUE” table.
The team worked excellently, enhancing the play of light on the finishing color,
intervening on the shape of the legs of the table, built up by a series of pieces of
wood in different angles. They added the very nice detail of the lockers sticking up
out of the surface of the table. They took inspiration from Carl & Karin Larsson, a
Swedish married pair of interior designers, living around the turn of the century.
They revolutionized interior design in their native country and established a style
that continues to attract a worldwide following .
2. The “LIGHT-ORANGE” table.
The team made a product nearly ready to sell, impressive work and realization of the
table in such a brief time, one of the students was already a brilliant wood-carpenter.
They created a shape that sprung out in relation to the tone of color they had chosen.
They stressed the shape enhancing the matte /brilliant effect of the surfaces, thus the
result is a cool contemporary table.
3. The “DARK-ORANGE” table.
The team worked very well, rendering the table a contemporary product as regards
the color and shape. Still retaining the cultural inputs they wanted to communicate in
this table as the Asian team’s original intention. The color is slightly lighter than the
traditional red, a vitamin color that collocates the product in the present.
4. The “BRIGHT YELLOW” table.
The team really made a table with an extremely interesting shape, bringing the
slightly acid yellow tone they’ve used by choice to the best. The students will
develop it further exploring in a second step, materials of different kinds with
different sensorial feelings. This was perhaps the most experimental project.
5. The “BLACK and WHITE” table.
The student who worked alone decided to keep the original square shape and work
on the black and white of the graphics of the Art Nouveau. She worked on the table
from the point of view of a cube with six faces run through by a white line. The
result was a beautifully geometrical, precise and elegant table conveying a play of
light and darkness.
6. The “WHITE” table
The team worked on the concept of having the memory of the tablecloth woven into
the shape, through the curves cut in the sides and the delicate pattern tone on tone on
the surfaces.It is a very interesting concept that is really worth to be studied further
to completion. It conveyed the warm feeling of the domestic landscape making a
good use of whites.
7. The “BLUE” table
The student worked on the elaboration of a cube seen as an abstract form.
Even if she would have liked to use red instead of blue, the result was striking, the
shape interacting with light and dark tones provoked by the natural shadows of the
environment. It was on the whole well worked out and experimental in color and
shape.
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MASTER STUDENTS
8. The “WHITE and GREEN” table
The master student has worked very well obtaining as a result a nice shape, where
she wanted to explore the meeting of square and round lines. The student has a
background as an artist and has a cultural heritage of historical decorative language,
and she wanted to communicate this language in a new form through a sort of
“tattoo” on the surface or “skin” of the table, the form was inspired from stars and is
an Islamic architectural form. She presented a study of several possible decorations
for the same shape of table. She named her table "Quantara" which means a bridge
of color between geometrical form and organic ornament.
9.The “WHITE (DECONSTRUCTIVIST)” table
The student presented a very interesting final result as regards the language of form.
She originally wanted to employ green as color; however she thought it was a
revelation that the tone of white or another neutral color could be such an excellent
chromatic choice on this particular deconstructed shape which was so rich of
shadows.
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1. Introduction
Thermo-chromic effect for color or visual appearance change of materials has been
recognized as a new factor for creating objects with an aesthetical or functional
appeal. Design activity involves two determinant aspects : attractiveness and
strategic meaning creation [1]. The design caracteristics and the emotional relevance
of thermo-sensible systems may influence people’s sensorial responses. In addition
to this aesthetic value, thermochromic appearance may have a functional value when
it’s used as a new perception tool to discover spaces. It may become an indicator
which attributes functional evaluations on the space caracteristics like the
temperature and its diffusion field.
The orientation of materials whose physical or chemical variation can offer the
sensory output like color apearance, pattern, or temperature in objects or spaces
highlights some metaphoric actions. Number of studies have identified the possible
means of dynamic displays in which the material is frequently used to present
notifications to users. The specific functional and symbolic qualities allows the
object to appear, feel, and act in a certain way like as various design concept
discussed in the paper. These concepts make users feel more attached to object and
more curious about its connexion to space and its contribution to new lifestyles.
First, the paper outlines material properties information and proposes that its
chromatic application can be various within product design. Then, it analyses
thermo-sensible modular systems. It is performed to identify and articulate the
elements of design which characterise new products and assist designers to draw on
a foundation upon which they could expand to new experiences. Next section
proceeds to report on an experiment conducted on a product design concerning the
transition from opacity to transparency state with thermo-tropic polymers. In a
modular system, the variable conditions like the arrangement or the visual
indications (color, pattern, ...) are followed by a kind of mobility that is a way of
exploration of functional or formal expressions in architecture. The paper concludes
by proposing a thermo-sensible modular system which could be used to attribute the
chromatic aspects to environment.
2. Dynamic color in thermo-sensible materials : traditional, functional
and natural chromatic values
Following the definition of smart material, all structures that are feeling the changes
in the environment, analyze the sensory information and adapt to environmental
conditions in which they exist, are considered as sensible materials [2]. Each
sensible material can show some physical or chemical effects, reversible or not,
carrying messages or functions in the object or space.
By definition, thermo-sensible materials react intelligently to thermal stimulations.
Functional performance and natural attractiveness of these materials increase their
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applications in design and architecture. The ability to choose the material properties
and modify them to find some new solutions like a dynamic color in an energy field
is a scientific approach and can not be ignored by the modern society.
In an environmental color design, the main goal is primarily to improve the
perception of mechanisms involved in sensory processing, i.e., how objects are
presented in the perceptual field (visual or tactile) and how the information obtained
by the senses can be contributed to the sensory processing. Secondly, the
comparison between these processes will reveal the adaptability of thermo-chromic
materials and their interaction with the individuals and the environment.
The dynamic aspect of color is considered as a traditional, functional and natural
value. Colour is full of psychological allusions and this traditional value allows a
material representation in design and in architecture. It has also a functional value
when it indicates the presence of objects or individuals in space and takes a
responsible role in the functional synthesis between them. Its connotation with the
nature is the third aspect that makes an abstract level of color oriented on the
ambient systems [3].
Some materials like glass have a chromatic contribution which is based on the
metaphysic side of practice and imagination. This universal material embodies the
highest degree of ambient fundamentals like being both nearby and far from,
communicative and non-communicative, public and private, transparent without
transition. It likes atmosphere and its transparency makes a consistent system
between materiality of things and materiality of needs. So it is an ideal material to be
harmonised with something that highlights its value. The technical conditions can no
longer treat the wall as an insulating element to separate user from the life around
him (…) but as a transparent glass surface by expanding it even the horizon of men
to all economic and social activity and his dynamics, written by Ivan Leonidov [4].
The responses of a thermo-chromic system may be immediate, ephemeral, updated
automatically by a selective program, direct and local, visible or invisible. This
characteristic is appreciated by designers to create a reaction when the
environmental conditions change and the presence of an energetic field is perceived
despite of its non-material reality. This potential energy can be saved inside the
material or transformed from one form to another.
The complex neurological human body system allows the various experiences with
objects in different environments. This system is composed of several types of
sensors embedded in the members. All of them are intended to receive the
information, to translate it and to send it to the other members. This natural
phenomenon is an inspiration source of information to create the components of
sensitive materials. The thermo-sensibility is a performance achieved by a selective
change in material depending on the environment. The advanced technology and the
meeting between digital tools allow the creation of complex and sensible systems
which is reminiscent of the skin’s structure [5].
Heat flow is a dynamic element that circulates in the space, object and bodies. Its
invisible mobility can be felt through a thermo-sensible reception field. Thermoelectric, thermo-tropic or thermo-chromic materials can have their characteristics
modified depending on the conditions which happened around them [6]. Each
material carries a symbolism that comes from its imagination and its perceived
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quality of usage. The sensory profile of objects registers the result of aesthetic
approaches that can lead to creation and applied material properties. For example
using thermo-tropic polymer enables the object to transform into a switching state
from colourless to coloured upon heating. This visual quality has the potential
applications in design and architecture.

Fig. 1 – Thermo-tropic polymer changes from opaque to transparent state with heat, © Fraunhofer Laboratory[7].

3. Structure of thermo-sensible module
A thermo-sensible module requires high thermal and mechanical stability of the
materials to offer a range of colors in environment. The glass surface layer protects
and highlights the structure of thermo-tropic film inside the module. When the color
is white, the colorless means transparency and colored means opacity. The
environment’s or the user’s conditions may change the sensibility of module. It
means that a thermo-sensible modular structure can be controlled by a
programmable system. The dynamic color changes begin at the selected activation
temperature. Above a certain temperature, thermo-tropic films transform into a state
which reflects solar radiation, whereby the switching temperature and the reflectance
can be adjusted.
Each module has a different motif, and each one offers a dynamic display with
different color themes and ranges, all matched by modularity lines. The modules can
be used on floors, walls and counters. Referring to the important role of materials,
the main process occurs inside of the object’s body. This metaphoric experience
takes place in space and under certain conditions. The main goal is a heating system
that will operate at the basis of physical, chemical or biological process of thermosensible materials. This modular system will be harmoniously integrated in the space
and habitat, both in terms of its morphology and its various visual effects in different
contexts. It will deliver the information on the temperature by using new visual
effects for this type of equipment. Each module consists of five main parts that
generate the chromatic variability. A thin layer of hot water is crossing inside of
glass plate. A secondary structure will subsequently take conducting water passage
from one module to another. Hot water or air fluid is passed through the colored
tubes which are positioned between the glass plates and thermo-tropic films. Heat is
transferred to thermo-tropic film and this sensitive film becomes transparent
revealing the color of tubes. The motion sensors recognize the presence of human
body around the module and control its functionality to become a heating and
chromatic element in space. The conjunction parts between the modules allow a
more flexible structure in terms of stability and creative installation.
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4. Application of modular systems in design and architecture
The incorporation of new materials in a design or architecture composition is a
progressive phenomenon influenced by the evolution of ideas. The choice of colors,
shapes, textures and materials may actually serve as a key element in relationship
between the object, human and space. At the heart of product design, there is a
famous approach called ‘modularity in design’. Under this approach, different parts
of the system could be subdivided into standard smaller units (modules) to be
separately designed and then be used to form the larger compositions or to drive
multiple functionalities. The modules could then be connected and (in theory at
least) would function consecutively, as long as they conformed to a predetermined
set of design rules [8].
The flexible, customizable and co-creative themes have been extensively explored in
the 20th century by the modular constructivist or minimalist artists, designers and
architects. Today, modularity is frequently employed as a new design tool to create
divers possibilities of form or function. The modularity is defined as a particular
connection between the object and space parameters. In architecture of the modular
system there are two parts: the first one is decomposition of the overall functionality
of a product into a set of defined functions and the component parts of the product
that will provide those functions, and the second one is the specification of the
interface between the components. In other word, how components are going to
interact together in the product as a modular system [9].
In the case of thermo-sensible modular system, the structure consists of the parts that
can be manufactured in a factory and then be transported where they will be
assembled into a variety of arrangements. This modular system can be added to or
reduced in size by adding or removing certain components. For example, these
modules can be built such as walls, frames, doors, and windows, and then, they can
be partitioned or divided into another items in space. The final object is built out of
repetitive modular kits from what different motifs can appear where the polymer
transforms from opaque state to transparent state. The modules will be used on
buildings exterior or interior to divide space, light filtering, heating the environment
and create visual patterns.
The characteristic of thermo-sensible modular system may be changed in different
contexts. The modular system presented in this paper is an object whose primary and
defining function is heating the environment. In addition, its surface and structure
must be sensible to recognize the heat in its surrounding space. The circulation of
hot liquid inside a module ensures the ambient temperature. It will be lastly
dependent on the scheduled time or the programmed control of motion sensors of
environment.
The modules can also have subsidiary and supplementary functions. Subsidiary
functions elaborate and extend the primary function: they serve to differentiate
modules classified in a given class, hence are very important in competitive settings.
For example, a kit of modules keeps warm a liquid for several hours, and so heats
environment for more time. Keeping liquid warm and heating environment
successively for more time or if it is necessary are subsidiary functions that extend
the primary function of heating the environment. That is the spatiotemporal aspect
which is added to the principal function.
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Fig. 2 – Exploded view of the module. Differente shapes of pipes are provided for this modular system.

Fig. 3 – Mounted modules and schematic diagram of heat flow circulation inside the pipes and modules.

Fig. 4 – Evolution of the appearance of chromatic patterns after the circulation of heat flow inside the pipes.
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Fig. 5 – Application of evolutionary concepts in the interior to discover and enhance the perception of living space.

Fig. 6 – Suggestions of thermo-sensible modular system as a heating medium presenting colors, patterns or images
on the wall, partition or flooring [10].

Supplemental functions are offered alternatively, or run in parallel with the primary
function. For example, the creation of patterns, colors or lights and their evolution
on the wall or in the space is a supplemental function. Displaying the corporative
motifs with a communicative message and optimizing the space by integration of
modules in architecture are the other supplemental functions.
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5. Conclusion
The developement of a sensory architecture was contributed in this study. An object
causing a sensorial experience through vision and touch with a particular shape, can
contribute the form of a transitional space. The orientation of design concept to a
dynamic process allows a sensory interaction to reflect the presence of human
bodies by providing a dynamic chromatic motion in space. The circulated heat flow
in this modular system and appearance/disappearance of patterns or colors in its
trajectory reveals the evolution of natural forms which are inspired by the organic
shapes. It gives more depth on the created transitional space surronding the object.
In the study, a simulated module were used to test the performance and determine
the results. The research showed that thermo-sensible modular system with a
perspective view provided better usability and higher subjective satisfaction
comparing with common radiators or other usual heating systems in environment.
Thermo-sensible devices offer the convenience of modularity from which many
suggested forms may be obtained to make space more dynamic and more convivial
[11]. This paper suggested a number of visual effects for analysing thermo-sensible
modules by basic methods which could be flexibly applied to different cases. Future
research holds on the important challenge of exploring and developping these
methods to apply both explicit and implicit sensory design cues in the creation of
new products.
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1. Introduction
The objective of this paper is to ascertain contemporary Italian linguistic
categorization of the macro-color concept BLUE, and compare the results to English
interpretation of the same tasks. Native Italian speakers affirm that they habitually
use three blue color terms: blu, azzurro, and celeste; often idealizing azzurro over
blu, as being “more Italian”. I propose that according to the task results
contemporary blu [blue] is the more primary and deeply entrenched basic color term
(henceforth BCT); azzurro [azure - light blue] could also be a BCT, but should be
considered a secondary BCT; and celeste [sky blue - pale blue] is a subordinate
color term. English interpretation of the same color object/concept associations is
different due to the lack of a second English monolexemic basic BLUE color term
and to the difference in culturally specific BLUE color term collocations. What are
the Italian blue term semantic relations? Do azzurro and celeste violate the criterion
that a BCT not be a hyponym of another color word, i.e., blu [1]? Does the semantic
relation respond to the cognitive need to differentiate between the colors of the sky
and the water? Is the principal task color term object/concept association, based on
the cognitive linguistic approach to linguistic entrenchment, an original valid
method to measure basicness? Various verification measures of basicness are
employed to answer these questions.
2. Background
The color spectrum is partitioned into different color terms according to language
and the corresponding culture. Color lexemes evolve dividing the color space into
more specific concepts. Current research, since Berlin and Kay, generally considers
BLUE to be the last primary BCT to emerge in language. Some languages present a
variation of BLUE terms; often displaying two functionally distinct blue terms; one
for a generic BLUE -primary BCT- and one for a more specific BLUE -secondary
BCT- tonal variation. The possibility of there being a twelfth BCT has been
theorized by [1][2]. Researchers have proposed a twelfth BCT as being another
“tone of blue” —also referred to as dual lexicalization of BLUE— in different
languages e.g., Italian, Maltese, Greek, Polish, Russian, and Turkish, [3][4][5][6].
BCT criteria are listed as: i. it is monlexemic, ii. its signification is not be included
in that of any other BCT, iii. it must not be restricted to a narrow class of objects, iv.
it must be psychologically salient, i.e., occur at the beginning of elicited lists of
color terms, and have stability of reference across informants and occasion of use, v.
if doubtful it should have the same distributional potential [1]. Two specific BCT
criteria interest this study: v. the same distributional potential, and the problematic
iii. its meaning must not be hyponymic.
The definition of each color term provides an initial idea of what they are
understood to mean, and in what contexts the meaning can vary. In some
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dictionaries [7] [8] blu is defined as a dark azzurro, used with the expressions: cielo
blu [blue sky], mare blu [blue sea] | avere sangue blu [have blue blood]; though it is
translated as blue, dark blue, and navy blue. Blu is more productive, BLUE
compounds in Italian are currently constructed with blu + another term, e.g.; blu
marina [navy blue]. There are only three entries of blu lexemes in the Italian
dictionary [10]. Azzurro is defined as the color of a clear sky, somewhere in between
celeste and turchino; translated with blue, light blue, azure, sky blue; with
expressions such as occhi azzurri [blue eyes] | principe azzurro [the ideal groom, a
prince in shining armor] | gli azzurri the Italian national sport team color, | azzurro
del cielo [the blue of the sky]. Azzurro is sited as synonymous with blu [blue],
celeste [sky blue], turchese and turchino [turquoise], and pervinca [periwinkle]. It
entered Italian before blu and is listed with over eleven entries in the dictionary,
including a verb form: azzurrare [7][8]. Celeste, translated as sky blue, light blue,
baby blue, azure, is defined as analogous to azzurro, specifications of which are
celestino [pale blue], and acquamarina [7][8]. There are only two dictionary entries
with the color root celest- [9].
The principal test of this study was developed to apply a cognitive linguistic
approach to verify the level of entrenchment of the color term object/concept
association. The multiple senses of color terms create a network that is accessed and
elaborated online for the speaker to identify the meaning of the color term in use.
The identification of color term entrenchment should measure distributional
potential and level of basicness. This approach was developed following Langacker
[10] and other cognitive linguists who sustain a functional approach to linguistic
investigation. They acknowledge the grounding of language in embodied experience
and social interaction, insisting that this interaction is critically dependent on
conceptualization. Conceptualization is once again constrained by four aspects:
human cognitive capacities, the nature of reality, convention, and context [11].
Therefore, meanings experienced more often, will be encountered more frequently
in specific contexts or associations, and will in turn become more entrenched and
conventionalized.
3. Methodology
This study was carried out in five different phases. Each phase had a specific
objective and served to confirm or contradict the various results. The first, and most
pertinent, phase was the BLUE color association test; constructed to verify color term
distributional potential. The second phase was the same BLUE color association test
translated and presented to native English speakers, to verify the cross linguistic
saliency of the color object/concept association. The third phase comprised a colorlist task to confirm the three BLUE color terms’ cognitive saliency. The fourth phase
was a color-patch naming task; and the fifth phase was a “kind of” survey to verify
informant signification and stability of reference. The Italian informants were
students at the University of Perugia, they were from mixed regional backgrounds of
Italy. The English informants were a variegated group of native speakers.
The first and second phase tasks asked informants to associate 10 BLUE color terms
to 38 different prototypical object/concepts. This task was carried out by two groups
of Italian university students (49 and 48) for a total of 97 informants (mean age 23).
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A comparison group of 15 native English speakers responded to the same task
translated into English (mean age 45). A paper questionnaire was handed out to the
class of students. One page contained the instructions and one page the list of items
with a blank box next to it, where the informant wrote one of the 10 color terms.
There was no time limit. Informants took no more than 15 minutes.
The prototypical object/concepts used as stimuli in this task were selected from
online dictionaries, databases, and idiomatic expressions, which were double
checked through google and confirmed for frequency. The ten colors selected to
associate with the stimuli were the three most frequent terms blu, azzurro, and
celeste, with four inflected color terms: blu-astro, azzurr-ognolo, azzurr-ino, and
celest-ino, with three other salient BLUE color terms, turchino, oltremarino, and
indaco. All of these terms except azzurrognolo appeared later in the listing task.
The third phase, the color-list task, was carried out by 65 university students (mean
age 22). It aimed to verify the cognitive salience of the three BLUE terms. This task
was based on Davies and Corbett [12]; informants were asked to write down as
many color terms as they could in five minutes. The data were then analyzed
following the cognitive salience index elaborated by Sutrop [13], taking into account
two important aspects of BCT criteria: term frequency and mean position. The
cognitive salience index is calculated: S = F/(N x mp), where S is salience, F is
frequency in the lists, N is number of informants, and mp is mean position rank.
The fourth phase, the BLUE color-patch naming task, was carried out in a darkened
room with a projection of numbered color patches presented on a screen. The stimuli
were presented one at a time. They remained on the screen for 10 seconds. 30
informants (mean age 26) wrote the color names in the box next to the slide number.
The 30 color patches were set to color RGB parameters distinguished by Maroney
[14]. There were the same 10 BLUE color patches. The informants were tested twice
on different occasions to verify the within-subject consistence of naming.
The fifth phase of this study, the “kind of BLUE” was carried out by a group of 30
informants (mean age 26). They were asked which BLUE was a kind of BLUE,
combining the three terms, blu, azzurro and celeste, in couples, e.g., Is azzurro a
kind of blu? The informants answered yes or no.
4. Test Results
“Color association” task results data are presented in percentages in Figures 1 and 2.
The total 3686 responses given by 97 Italian informants resulted in 30% of the
objects associated with blu (blue), 7% bluastro (blue-grey), 19% azzurro (light
blue), 4% azzurrognolo (dull bluish), 4% azzurrino (light bluish), 11% celeste (sky
blue), 5% celestino (pale blue), 5% oltremarino (ultramarine), 7% turchino
(turquoise), 6% indaco (indigo), and 3% no answer. If we group the terms according
to tone (dark, medium, light) the division becomes 48% blu, 34% azzurro, and 16%
celeste. The spread between the three predominant BLUE color terms does not vary
significantly, and the rank remains unchanged. Fig. 2 shows marked differences in
English association percentage with blu, bluastro, azzurro, celeste, and no answer.
Figure 3 presents the total Italian results, each color term and the 38 associated
items. Each item is presented in Table 1 with the color term with the highest
percentage of associated object/concepts agreement, including both the Italian and
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the English results. The object/concepts associations with the highest percentage of
agreement are: 85% sangue blu, 84% fata turchina, 82% principe azzurro, 78%
caschi blu, 70% jeans blu, 64% Madonna celeste, 63% bollino blu, 63% tute blu,
59% fifa blu, 57% telefono azzurro, 55% cielo azzurro, 55% fiocco azzurro, 54%
strisce blu, 52% camicia celeste, 51% machine blu, 50% mare blu, 51% pesce
azzurro. Of the 38 object/concepts, the number that were mostly associated with a
specific color are 19 with blu; 10 with azzurro; 2 with celeste; 2 with celestino; 2
with turchino; 1 with azzurrino, 1 with bluastro, and 1 with oltremarino. The most
prototypical object for blu is sangue (85%); for bluastro is fumo (38%); for azzurro
is principe (82%), for azzurrognolo is fumo (21%); for azzurrino is airone (23%);
for celeste is Madonna (64%); for celestino is nuvole (23%); for oltremarino is sale
(39%); for turchino is fata (84%) and for indaco is tute (12%). The English
translation of the object/concepts may be found in Table 1.
A significant result was also the similarity of responses between the two groups,
even though within the group there were significant differences in color/object
association. 59% (169 of 380) of possible color-object/concept associations were
made by the same number or ±1 of informants in each group separately, e.g., caschi
and blu were associated by 38 people in the first group and 38 in the second group;
cielo azzurro was associated by 26 and 27. And only 4% (17 of 380) of the
associations made by the two groups were different by >5 of the number of
informants, e.g., Madonna celeste was associated by 27 and 35.
Table 1 also shows the percentage of association results for English. The results
are significantly different. The highest agreement was 80% for blue flag, 73% for
sky-blue sky, blue team, grey-blue heron, and grey-blue smoke. Only 29% (11 of
38) color object/concept associations were the same in both languages, and the
percentages varied notably; the number of no answers is relevant in color association
saliency. Table 1 lists the change of the color term associated next to the item and
the percentage of agreement. The difficulty in responding by the English informants
clearly indicates the lack of cultural entrenchment of the Italian prototypes.
“Color-listing” task results reveal two cognitively important aspects: the term
frequency and position in the list. Following Sutrop (see 3.2.) color term basicness is
estimated independent of the length of any particular list; see results in Table 2. The
color term is given followed by frequency in the lists of the 65 informants, and the
corresponding rank; the mean position in each list and the corresponding rank; the
cognitive salience index and the final cognitive salience rank. The rating of blu in
fourth position, azzurro in ninth, and celeste in thirteenth, corresponds in essence to
the results acquired through the cognitive linguistic association task.
“Kind of BLUE” task responses show 93% of Italian informants responded
affirmatively to azzurro as a kind of blu, and 100% affirmed that celeste is a type of
blu, but blu is not a type of azzurro nor celeste. Only 10% of informants claimed
that celeste was a type of azzurro.
“Color-patch naming” results show that 6 of 10 BLUE color patches were called blu
by the majority of the informants (not azzurrino, celeste – celestino, nor turchino).
The patch considered blu was judged blu by 94%, azzurro was judged blu by 74%,
azzurrino was judged azzurro by 60%, celeste was judged celeste by 80%. The half
tone azzurrognolo was judged blu by 80%, bluastro was judged blu by 65%,
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Fig. 1 - Percentage of Italian BLUE color association of 38 objects by 97 informants.
Fig. 2 - Percentage of English BLUE color association of 38 objects by 15 informants.

Fig. 3 - Italian BLUE color term 38 object/concept associations by 97 informants.
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Rank Ital. Ass. Object/concept
38 obj/conc.
in Italian

Color max.
agreement

% agreement
Italian

% agreement
English

Object/concept
in English

1

sangue

Blu

85%

47% blue

blood

2

caschi

Blu

78%

27% blue

helmets

3

jeans

Blu

70%

47% indigo

jeans

4

bollino

Blu

63%

47% blue

sticker

5

tute

Blu

63%

53% blue

collar

6

fifa

Blu

59%

33% no answer

fear

7

strisce

Blu

54%

40% blue

lines

8

macchine

Blu

51%

40% blue

cars

9

mare

Blu

50%

33% azure

sea

10

bandiera

Blu

47%

80% blue

flag

11

tasto

Blu

39%

27% no answer

button

12

freccia

Blu

37%

33% no answer

arrow

13

cartello

Blu

36%

53% blue

sign

14

energia

Blu

33%

27% ultramarine

energy

15

fascia

Blu

31%

60% no answer

band

16

occhi

Blu

30%

40% pale blue

eyes

17

treno

Blu

28%

47% no answer

train

18

mani

Blu

27%

27% blue

hands

19

pellicola

Blu

26%

33% no answer

film

1
2

principe
telefono

Azzurro
Azzurro

82%
57%

33% blue
27% blue

prince
phone

3

cielo

Azzurro

55%

73% sky blue

sky

4

fiocco

Azzurro

55%

33% blue

bow

5

pesce

Azzurro

51%

40% ultramarine

fish

6

squadra

Azzurra

47%

73% blue

team

7

nastro

Azzurro

42%

20% sky blue

ribbon

8

pomeriggio

Azzurro

36%

27% sky blue

afternoon

9

pizzeria

Azzurro

23%

47% no answer

pizzeria

10

porto

Azzurro

23%

27% ultramarine

port

1
2

Madonna
camicia

Celeste
Celeste

64%
52%

27% no answer
40% blue

Madonna
shirt

1
2

nuvole
gabbiano

Celestino
Celestino

23%
18%

33% pale blue
60% grey-blue

clouds
seagull

1
2

fata
capelli

Turchina
Turchini

84%
47%

20% light blue
20% blue

fairy
hair

1

airone

Azzurrino

23%

73% grey-blue

heron

1

fumo

Bluastro

38%

73% grey-blue

smoke

1

sale

Oltremarino

39%

27% pale blue

salt

Tab. 1 - The maximum percentage of informant agreement on the color associated with each of the 38
object/concepts. Grey for same color-object/concept association in both language groups; bold for majority.
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Color Name

Frequency

Frequency
Rank

Mp

Mp Rank

Cognitive
Cognitive
Salience Index Salence Rank

rosso

63

3

3.71

11

0.2612

1

giallo

62

4

4.70

13

0.2029

2

verde

61

5

5.42

14

0.1731

3

blu

60

7

6.03

18

0.1531

4

nero

64

2

7.89

22

0.1248

5

bianco

64

1

8.28

24

0.1189

6

arancione

58

9

8.48

25

0.1052

7

viola

61

6

9.61

30

0.0977

8

azzurro

54

11

9.59

29

0.0866

9

rosa

54

12

9.66

31

0.0860

10

marrone

60

8

11.16

37

0.0827

11

grigio

58

10

11.34

38

0.0787

12

celeste

44

13

10.63

34

0.0637

13

lillà

34

15

13.38

50

0.0391

14

fucsia

37

14

15.10

63

0.0377

15

indaco

29

18

12.96

48

0.0344

16

beige

30

16

15.20

64

0.0304

17

oro

30

17

15.93

71

0.0290

18

porpora

20

21

13.70

51

0.0225

19

rosso bordeaux

20

22

14.20

55

0.0217

20

Tab. 2 - First 20 colors in color listing - cognitive salience rank of 65 informants. Grey background for BLUE terms.

oltremarino and indaco were judged blu by 67%. Color referents for the color
patches used in this task correspond to the legend in Figures 1 and 2.
5. Conclusion
As expected BCT’s can be distinguished from non-BCTs by the high scores on the
first phase task distributional potential and the third phase task cognitive saliency,
and the fourth and fifth phase task significations and stability of reference results.
The use of a specific set of the 10 most common BLUE terms in Italian and the lack
of restrictions between BCT and non-BCT provided a mode of testing the
relationship between the three most common BLUE terms: blu, azzurro, and celeste.
The subordinate terms were associated less often than the BCT term(s). Moreover,
the use of all the terms determined a decrease at the expense of the more specific
terms. This provided a further check on robustness and stability of the BCT terms.
In the past azzurro has been used as the prototypical basic blue, Grossman [15]
identifies it as the BLUE arcilessema and translates blue with it. Diagrams and color
systems published in the past translated labels and indications of blue with azzurro;
contemporary texts translate blue with blu. This study lends support to the claim that
there has been a semantic shift in BLUE lexicalization. I argue that azzurro was
previously the Italian BLUE primary BCT. It has been present in Italian for longer
and has diachronically developed a more elaborate grammaticalization. It no longer
demonstrates the same saliency, however, as it did in the near past. Summarizing,
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azzurro was identified in this study as a type of blu, and celeste was not identified as
a type of azzurro by the study informants. Though they may be considered
synonyms, there is a different degree of inclusion in contemporary Italian; the
hypernym is now shifted to blu and the hyponyms are azzurro and celeste. In this
sense, according to the “non hyponym” BCT criteria azzurro would not be a
secondary BCT. Considering, the first phase task, however, a more dynamic analysis
of color term entrenchment, and an apparently valid measure of basicness and
“distributional potential”, azzurro still has robust associations and collocations in
both conceptual metaphoric and metonymic extensions. For example, the informants
associated the sea with blu, the sky with azzurro, blood with blu, eyes with both blu
and azzurro, and the prince with azzurro. The results of the four phases of this study
converge to suggest that contemporary Italian use of BLUE color terms reveals a
twelfth BCT, a tone of BLUE. Azzurro has not yet been pushed out of basicness, but
may be on its way. It still has a high cognitive salience rank. Furthermore, the tasks
verify current Italian conceptualization and dual lexicalization of BLUE as language
specific and not corresponding to English.
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The Interior Colour of Bill Viola
Anna Mazzanti
Dip. Indaco, Politecnico di Milano, amrenai23@tin.it

“Colour is one of the great mysteries of perception”
Bill Viola

1. Introduction
I have always been fascinated by the colour effects achieved by Bill Viola (New
York, 1951). Since the 1970s he has been the guiding spirit of the video scene,
devotedly examining nature to draw out its colours, sounds, lights and moods,
adopting a fluid palette, as though working with an electronic paintbrush.
Over time Bill Viola’s colours have evolved and been refined through his constant
use of the very latest technology: in the master’s hands colours become the
powerful expressive force of his figurative style. He also remains deeply aware of
the artistic tradition, which he constantly revisits and makes actual [1]. The
eloquence Viola’s vital and fantastic use of colour, from the most hyper-realist to
the most evanescent, now obsolete, now technologically advanced, sometimes
juxtaposed in poetic combinations, mesh closely with his poetical-metahistorical
and metaphorical- principles. Thus, colour plays its part in the transcendental
message of Viola’s work, together with the other elements characteristic of the
artist such as his use of fire and water, the expressive accentuation of faces, the
dialogue between shadow and light.
These critical reflections are by way of an introduction to Bill Viola’s eloquent
discourse on colour in his work, in an interview here published for the first time,
with all my gratitude to the artist for his explanations and for having followed the
advice of the Zen master Tanaka Sensei [2].
2. Introduction of colour in the 1970s and 1980s
The artist’s first colour production has the same character as his experimental
research into sound. Viola’s discovery of the expressive potentiality of colour
emerged, as he says, accidentally and paradoxically from a technical error in
Information (1973). This was followed by the deliberate chromatic
experimentation of Vidicon Burns (1973), made at the Synapse Video Center at
Syracuse University, N.Y. Fascinated by the beauty of nature, filled with youthful
enthusiasm at such an epiphany Viola immersed himself in nature with his video
camera. He rejoiced in the possibility of recording not the actual place or time but a
“mental imagine or projection of the outcome”. “Recording something is not so
much capturing an existing thing as it is creating a new one,”[3] he noted in 1975
while making The Red tape (Collected Works), his first work made with a portable
colour video camera. Viola recalls that he had “captured a new, intimate reality”,
through sensuous use of colour and the synaesthesia of sound. He has always
emphasised his interest in the symbolic values concealed within the visible,
especially after he developed an interest in eastern philosophy and religion during a
period spent in Japan between 1980 and 1981: “my interest in the various image
systems of the cultures of the world involves a search for the image that is not
image. This is why I am not interested in ‘realistic’ rendering”, he wrote in 1981
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[4]. Yet already in the video production of the previous decade colour is the
medium of transformation, interpreted by the eye; in accordance with the artist’s
aspirations, it is a means of expressing the invisible through the processes of
metamorphosis and alteration: from The Reflecting Pool (1977-1979) [5], where
the use of colour film accompanies experimentation with the effects of dissolving,
speeding up or slowing down the image, in woods or watery surfaces pervaded by
luminous alterations that receive the human image as in a naturalistic parable, as a
miracle, to Chott-el-Djerid (A Portrait in Light and Heat) (1979), devoted to the
famous Tunisian desert of mirages, and to Hatsu-Yume (First Dream) (1981), the
metaphoric Japanese video about light in relationship to water and life.
Impressed by the mystic writings of William Blake, P.D. Ouspensky and Jalal alDin Rumi, Viola now bases his chromatic transparency on the rendering of the
mysterious space suspended between the visible phenomena and the energies that
guide them. He uses a fixed camera with which he distorts colour beyond time
while recording acoustic effects such as those, he says, heard in Florentine
churches visited during his first period with the laboratory art/tapes/22 from 19741976 [6]. That “extraordinary Florentine incubator” of video experimentation, as
Salvatore Settis has called it [7], gave Bill Viola the opportunity of a complete
training and of continuous experimentation, stimulated too by the artists working
there. “The incubator” also allowed Viola to experience the true nature of works of
art, which are never isolated but, like the tabernacles in the streets of Florence or
chapels such as the amazing one decorated by Pontormo in the church of Santa
Felicita, are “an integral and active part of the culture, and of the public social
spaces”. So although most of the work in the Florentine laboratory involved
making black and white videos, the experience was one of the most significant of
Viola’s life as regards colour, allowing him to appreciate the deep significance of
artistic tradition – as he himself has said [8].
3. The advent of digital colour, from The Greeting until now
In the mid-1990s The Greeting (1995), acquired by the Whitney Museum of
American Art in 2004, marked a significant turning-point [9]: it was in studio work
that Bill Viola continued his spiritual investigation of what lies beyond matter.
The artist realised that the new digital tools, which he calls “technologies of the
intangible”, constituted a new stage in the evolution of his approach, through
images, to the ineffable interior world. Once the old TV monitor had been replaced
by new electronic equipment, plasma screens and liquid-crystal screens, the digital
colours themselves were revolutionised, becoming ineffable spaces in Bill Viola’s
work. Sound and colour, both adjustable in post-production, become fundamental
resources for the art-work, which takes form in a duration and a three-dimensional
pictorial space that is analogous to a mental space. So there is a further
development in the relation between perception and memory, more complex and
more intriguing than in the past, as the artist says: “after the first video camera
gave us an eye combined with a primitive form of non-selective memory, we have
now entered the next stage of development: the age of perception and the
intelligent – through artificial – structures of thought”[10]. So colour – as Viola
confirms in his answers – takes part in the search for the invisible within the
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visible, and from The Greeting to the famous Ocean Without a Shore (2007) with
the series Transfigurations (fig. 4), is an ever more sophisticated and definite
‘active agent’ of the true significance concealed by “appearances”, “like DNA,
components of the symbolic life” [11].
4. Relation with tradition
Salvatore Settis concentrates his attention on the ‘predella coloured video’ as it
exemplifies of Viola’s complex and multiform relations with the tradition, that in
Medieval and Renaissance paintings constitutes the narrative and more dramatic
part, where the artists carried out their perspective experiments.
In predellas the colours are repeated from scene to scene but connote different
elements of the composition so as to emphasise, in rhythmic fashion, the narrative
development; one might say that in the varied and repeated appearance of colour
the ritual aspect is emphasised; Bill Viola pays attention to composition and
chromatic values, as in the sequences of Catherine’s Room (2001) (fig.1).
He uses colours like a painter, as Settis remarks, especially when the liquid crystal
screens enclosed by frames contain high-definition images. Viola thus seems able
to generate “paintings in motion”[12] in a striking admixture of video and painting.
Precisely because of the “truly unique physical aspect” that distinguishes the
technical aim of the image “soft, satin-like quality because there was no glass in
front of the picture” and “it was photographic, but it also had a texture, a really
unique physical appearance more like the page of a book” [13], he appears to vie
with pictorial stylists from Vermeer to the Caravaggeschi but also with the
pronounced colouring of the Mannerists, who through light and therefore through
luminous, or rather illuminated, chromatic substance create a physical and
emotional manifestation or transmission. These had a profound effect of Viola’s
vivid sensibility, as he himself admits. The various impressions made on him by
his excursions into art history, from his time as a student to his direct experience in
Florence in the 1970s, and from his more recent contact with traditional painting,
have fed his poetics – the essence of his work. Viola never repeats the past but
revives aspects of it with a liberating and modern sensibility. His approach is
unprejudiced coming as he does from the cultural freedom of southern California,
where he lives [14]. He draws on past images, suggestions, and colours always
mindful of the lessons of the oriental tradition: “every image is a lie”, but aware
too that each one might contain the Truth.
The sacred and symbolic sense of the transcurrent in hours, seasons and ages, are
given meaning in Viola’s chosen physical and metaphysical colours as they flow
through a video predella with five flat liquid crystal screen panels inspired by
Andrea di Bartolo’s predella with scenes from the Life of St Catherine of Siena
(fig.1). Or in The Greeting as it captures the emotional charge of Pontormo’s
salutation, underlined by the slow motion and by the then new digital colouring
(today with the rapid evolution of definition we are aware of the less defined fluid
effects). Viola adopts this Visitation, with its revolutionary chromatic and spatial
dynamism, as fresh and inspirational as a spill of water, as one of his most potent
expressive vehicles.
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5. The role of colour in Bill Viola’s work
If, as has been said, Viola’s work causes us to redefine Walter Benjamin’s sense of
aura, since it apparently contravenes in its expressive epiphany the destruction of
the aura as the mechanical reproduction of the image [15], colour is crucial to this
purpose. In some works the colours become an eloquent means of spiritual
significance, as for example in the digital purity and brightness of the “soft
magenta flowered dress” of Dolorosa (2000), or in the contrasting reds and blues
of Surrender (2001) or in the colours of the flowing dresses in The Greeting. The
inspiration he draws from antique models becomes tangible signs of modern
humanity and seem to materialise the transience of sentiments, transcending time,
and given emphasis by the slow motion. So his apparent meticulous naturalism
instead contains its own inner messianic expectation [16].
Symbolic values are also found in the works and video installations making use of
elements such as water and fire, emerging from darkness. Viola himself explains
the value of black in Sufi thought. In Five Angels for the Millennium (2001) (figg.
2-3): the colours expand out of darkness onto five wall-mounted screens in their
different tonalities (green, grey, deep sea-blue, blood red), in the warm tones of a
flame or the infinite fluid variations of water. Water is explored as the source of
life but also as capable of overpowering it in ultra-terrestial, ultra-material
reflections. The visitor is overcome by the pervasive sense of immersion in the
darkened room, the water erupting to provide a tangible perception of the world, an
effect of immersion as revelation common to much of Viola’s work on dark
grounds such as the Room for St.John of the Cross (1983) [17] and the
Transfigurations series (fig.4), starting with the celebrated Ocean Without a Shore
presented at the Venice Biennale in 2007. First shown in the darkness of a
fifteenth century church it was moved to a totally blackened space, as the essential
condition of enquiry into the inner life according to Viola. “God created this world
that comes from darkness so that his light may appear”. This search into the depths
is a vital part of the human experience and also the aim of Viola’s work based even
on colour.
6. The Use of Colour by Bill Viola
Interviewed by Anna Mazzanti, April 2012
Can you explain the role of colour in your definition of an image?
Colour is one of the great mysteries of perception. As human beings, we think that
we are seeing the world as it is constructed, as it meets the eye, but in fact this is
not the case. From invisible microscopic creatures living in a drop of water, to the
far reaches of the galaxy that dwarf scale and twist time, there never can be an
accurate definition of the words “large” and “small.” This fact is the very essence
of the role of the artist since the dawn of time. Artists know that the universe is
malleable, physically, conceptually, and spiritually, and that we also know how to
find its seams wherever they may occur. There is no limit as to how and when
colors, objects, feelings, emotions, intuitions, thoughts and visions may be
combined and altered, both inside and outside our selves.
Do you remember when colour first became part of your artistic experience?
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Colour is simultaneously a physical and metaphysical experience, tenuously
existing between substance and essence. My work with colour could be quite
technical and precise sometimes, but at other moments it could simply be the result
of an accident. My Zen teacher, Tanaka Sensei, told me many times when I was
being too self-conscious. “No Thinking !” he would cry out. “All is Empty !”
At the beginning of the video movement in the late 60s, the portable cameras were
awkward and hard to use. The first time I used a colour camera was in a work
called “Information” in 1970. I was trying to find the aesthetic parameters of the
new video image system, and I began very systematically, step by step. Late one
night, I made a mistake in the studio and plugged in the connecting cables
backwards. All of the screens and instruments went crazy, flashing every colour
imaginable! This is when I really understood the potential of colour for the first
time, when it was in its wildest and uncontrollable state. It was thrilling, like trying
to tame a wild horse.
Can you describe the impact made by colours of paintings and frescos of the
Renaissance: Fra Angelico’s gold grounds, the very clear and defined cerulean
used by Piero della Francesca, the shot-colour effects of Mannerism, or those
determined by the contrast of light in Caravaggio?
I first encountered the artists of the Renaissance when I was in art school. The
shimmering, warm, golden light of Fra Angelico captivated me. I discovered that
in Fra Angelico’s time, gold was considered to be a form of condensed light from
the stars.
The Mannerism of Pontormo stands out in terms of breaking the image free from
rigid perspective and letting it freely spill out into space like water. His extreme,
psychedelic colours, as seen in the Capponi Chapel in the church of Santa Felicita
in Florence, pre-date the explosion of colour made possible by commercial and
acrylic paints of the twentieth century. Later, at the 1996 Venice Biennale, I
created The Greeting as a homage to Pontormo.
Then there is Caravaggio, and his painting of The Calling of St Mathew, which I
remember from high school with its intense shaft of light calling St Matthew from
the doorway. When I finally saw the piece in person in Rome many years later, in
the room where Caravaggio placed it, I was physically and emotionally
overwhelmed. I felt as if I was in the living presence of a being of light, standing
right there in the room with him and being blinded by the light.
Do you believe that your admiration for Sufi philosophy and the philosopher-poet
Rumi has influenced your sensibility to colour?
Finally, one of my most important encounters with colour happened not in Europe,
but from the Islamic culture of Iran. I had long been interested in the arts of the
Middle East, and in particular of the Sufis. I came across a book of Islamic art and
architecture by N. Ardalan and L. Bakhtiar called The Sense of Unity, with an
introduction by the great Islamic scholar Seyyed Hossein Nasr. It literally changed
my life. Among the many revelations I discovered on those pages, none stood out
as much as the discussion on colour. From this I learned that in the Persian system
of colour it is black, not white, that is the highest colour, opposite to the Western
system. Black represents the darkness of the closed eye, whereby the initiate is
brought before God and cannot withstand the intensity of His brightness. The
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initiate is therefore forced to turn inward, away from the world of appearances and
towards the truth of the inner light.
I will leave you with a quote by the great mystic Jalal-ud-Din-Rumi:
“God has made animality and humanity together so that both occur. Things are
defined by their opposites. Only God is not opposed.” He said, “I was a hidden
treasure and I wanted to be known. He created this world that comes from
darkness so that his light may appear.”
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Fig. 1 – Bill Viola, Catherine’s Room, 2001 Photo: Kira Perov

Fig. 2 – Bill Viola, Five Angeles of the Millennium, 2001. Photo: Mike Bruce (installation view)

Fig. 3 – Bill Viola, Five Angeles of the Millennium, 2001 Photo: Kira Perov (video still)
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Fig. 4 – Bill Viola, Three Women, 2008 (photo Cortesy Bill Viola and Kira Perov)
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“Spaces On Fire”. Architecture, Colours, Theosophy.
[Münchner Kammerspielen, 1900-01]
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1. Premise
The concept of Gesamkunstwerk appeared for the first time in 1827, in Germany, in
an essay by Trahndorff. The term spread thanks to the “explosion” of the
wagnerscher Phänomen in the last years of the XIX century and was extended to
visual arts as well. Those years were unique in terms of experimentation on scenic
and architectonic space thanks to the projects and works by August Endell, Rudolf
Steiner, Hans Poelzig.
This is the time for an authentic figurative explosion, where creative drives express,
inspired in the idea to reform not so much the national destinies as the life of
individuals and masses, regardless of egalitarianism or class struggle. In this concept
focused a social criticism seen “from right” avulsed from economic reasons as more
originated by the wish of ego liberation from the forces conditioning the being.
From this perspective art is the purest token of the ideal accomplishment of
individual freedom. The “colour-light” appears as creative power of universal
forces. [1]
Reformative ideas of Theosophie and Irrationalism movements embody the culturalphilosophic radicalization of a quarrel having strong generational and ageist traits.
This will result in pacifist ideals as well as in totalitarian ideologies. A general
disenchantment wrapped up in themselves the young born in Germany after the
Gründerzeit, vast Bismarck’s imperial re-foundation. Intellectuals, writers, artists,
architects and designers are willing to assert the spirit of the rising century through
innovative forms and expressions. The theatre is the perfect form where art and life
come to a synthesis. The first performances of H. Ibsen and G. Hauptmann’s realism
are expression of a genuine rebellion towards Wilhelmian ideals and nevertheless
they are welcomed in Germany with growing favour.
1. Munich, capital of colour.
The most progressive societies of German culture meet in Munich, away from the
dull Berlin mood. Artistic and literary experimentation in Lebensreform laboratory
is at its apogee. The theosophical movement in its serene Steiner’s declination finds
a favourable cultural ground. The rediscovery of Goethe’s studies on colour, in those
years, is mediated and theorized by neoclassical painter Philipp Otto Runge (17771810). 1900 the Munich “Jugend” artistic period spread to the general public works
and thought [2].
In this framework and fervour of initiatives Richard Riemerschmid (1868-1957)
establishes his credentials, at first as painter and advertising illustrator but destined
to a rapid and durable professional success: with Hermann Muthesius and Henry van
de Velde, he represents the most outstanding figures of the German Werkbund. He
embodies – similarly to the parallel activity of the Wiener Werkstätte – the figure of
the artist-craftsman, endowed with high technical-artistic expertise ranging from
architecture to industrial design [3].
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2. Case Study.
Among the few buildings not destroyed by the war or the so-called “refashionings”
in the city centre of Munich, the small “Schauspielhaus” (1900-1901) along the
Maximilianstraße, is among the most precious works of the Jugendstil.
The work planned by Max Littmann (1862-1931), prestigious theatre architect, is
known by the critics because of the fundamental artistic contribution of
Riemerschmid, to whom is due together with Berliner August Endell (1971-1925),
the merit of accomplishing the first European theatre according to aesthetic
principles of Lebensreform.
He shares with his contemporary Buntes Theater (Berlin, 1901-'02), the taste for
decoration and daring chromatic combinations, in a genuine revolutionary
conception, with regard to the theatre architecture canons of XIX century. [4]
Both works have to be considered “Gesamtkunstwerk”, in the uniform and harmonic
dimension of each of its components: from pieces of furniture up to costumes, the
artists are involved in performing a collective work of art without any distinction
between artist and author, according to Morris’ principles of Art and Craft.
Riemerschmid started his academic education in Munich during two-year period
1888-'90, in painting classes of Gabriel von Hackl and Ludwig von Löfftz. Between
1897 and 1899, the young artist, who up to that point had obtained modest
assignments in family circle, could measure in an important public contest as
interior designer [5].
The turning point is the dawning of the new century. In 1900 the artist ceases his
activity as painter and starts a long and profitable activity as an architect and
industrial designer. The opportunity once again is obtained thank to parental
intercessions. Riemerschmid is appointed as Interior Designer of the Münchner
Schauspielhauses. In the same year he is awarded the gold medal at Paris Exposition
for the “Zimmer eines Kunstfreundes” [The art-lover's room]. In the decoration,
archaism and modernity co-exist in the complex interlacements taken from the
Celtic-Viking art updated to the taste of Art Nouveau
In both projects – as witnessed by many projects and graphic works – decorations
are performed by paintings and bas-reliefs drawing on flower and plant motives and
intertwining of the Norse tradition. Here we can find recalls to the myth of
Yggdrasill, that is the transformation of Odin into the ‘Cosmic Tree’.
Riemerschmid’s interest for symbolic depictions of the ‘Golden Age’ corresponds to
(and confuses with) mythological evocations of Edda by a large generation of
contemporary artists. This preference for popular traditional iconology – in
particular in the German world – follows the artistic ‘vogue’ diffused in continental
Europe already in Romantic Age.
It is an interest not without philological aspects feeding on contributions of Dutch
illustrator Gustaaf van de Wall Perné (1877-1911) as well as of reliefs supplied by
Norwegian Johan Cristian Dahl. A complex vision – with nevertheless ambiguous
traits – will find its exegete in Hugo Höppener (1868-1948), visionary graphic artist,
otherwise known as ‘Fidus’ [6].
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Fig. 1a. Philipp Otto Runge, Colour Sphere (Die Farbenkugel). The top two images show the surface of the sphere,
while the bottom two show horizontal and vertical cross sections. [©Wikipedia Commons].
Fig.1a Richard Riemerschmid, Jugend n.25, 19.Juni 1897 [©Universitätsbibliotek Heidelberg].

Fig. 1 - Johan Cristian Claussen Dahl, (1788-1857), Norwegian academic painter active at Kunst Akademie Dresden,
among the first artists spreading in Germany the wooden plant-zoomorphic relief of Stave churches [© Wikipedia].
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Fig.3.- Cuvilliés Theatre, Münchner Residenz (XVIII century): room interior and detail of gold stucco decorations of
boxes [©Wikipedia].

Fig.6,a,b.- Richard Riemerschmid, Münchner Schauspielhaus (1900-192). Hall at current stage. The intertwining
design of the ceiling with the 'starry sky' replacing the traditional chandelier is visible.

The Münchner Schauspielhaus, later on re-named Münchner Kammerspielen, is a
true laboratory of formal inventions: references take inspiration from theosophical
doctrines but are clean from any symbolic-mysterious redundancy.
A sort of “simplified story” shown in abstract and audacious chromatic
compositions. The work anticipates the spatial tensions of Rudolf Steiner’s and
Poelzig’s Organicism of the expressionist years. The fine decorations of the room
and gallery’s ceiling are performed on a thin reinforced concrete structure with high
fascinating intertwining ribs [7].
The adopted solution allowed decorating public and theatre environment, according
to a modern fireproof technology, improving the environmental acoustics.
The ceiling of the hall and the foyer, the gallery walls, are decorated by alternating
warm and cold colours which are in contrast or do highlight the natural construction
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materials. The rectangular room has a traditional shape though with some
concessions to “Jugendstil” modernity. [8].

Fig.2.- Richard Riemerschmid, 'The art-lover's room', Paris Exposition, 1900 [source: Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration
n. 7, 1900].

Fig.4.- Max Littmann, Richard Riemerschmid, Stalls and balcony plan of Münchner Schauspielhaus (1900-‘02).

The balcony, among the first in Europe built in reinforced concrete and fully
embossing on the room, allows an excellent visibility from all seat orders.
Also for this need Riemerschmid wanted to remove the central chandelier
highlighting the strong light and shades effect of plafond by a constellation of
exposed electric bulbs.
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The forestage opens with soft articulation of plant bunches, whose flowered
branches intertwine a stylized “à jour” pattern on the low arch.
In the shooting of that time we can notice how – at stage floor level – the plant
steams join permeating as roots underneath an elaborated scroll. It is not difficult to
discover in the work references to Cuvilliés-Theater (Residenz München), the court
hall famous for its ornate illusionistic stuccos.
The floral water-coloured decorations and polychrome stuccos anticipate the
chromatic explosion of the grand hall: coral red for the walls and light cream for the
ceiling exploding in the violent sanguine composition of the stage. The articulated
ceiling geometries show, as modern interpretation, late-gothic spatial arrangements.
In its version of XX century, the gilts are replaced by exulting sunny yellow
contrasting strongly against the full pink of the walls.
A floral decoration with stylized white tulips marks the transition between wall and
ceiling: the same classical pattern of the “racemes frieze” with stylized volutes of
plant patterns is to be found, reproduced in the metal balustrades of the balcony
showing analogies with the renowned “whiplash” or “Cyclamen” of Hermann Obrist
(1862-1927), friend and colleague of Riemerschmid for a long time. [9]

Fig.5.- Richard Riemerschmid, Forestage of Münchner Schauspielhaus (1900-1902). The intertwining design of the
ceiling with the “starry sky” replacing the traditional chandelier [source: Der Kunstwart: Rundschau über alle Gebiete
des Schönen. Monatshefte für Kunst, Literatur und Leben n.15, 2.1902, tav. 16].

In particular, these patterns are to be found in the gallery accessing the balcony: the
space is dynamic and nervous due to the presence of intertwining ribs leaving the
frame and joining on the ceiling with an elaborated “knot”.
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Fig. 6, c - Richard Riemerschmid, Münchner Schauspielhaus, Foyer,1902. The intertwining design with crossed ribs
of the ceiling with double row of exposed light bulbs and coloured mirrors at the walls facing the hall. The darker
areas are painted in soft strawberry-pink shade. [source: Der Kunstwart: Rundschau über alle Gebiete des Schönen.
Monatshefte für Kunst, Literatur und Leben n.15, 2.1902, tav. 15].

The “Gothic” ceiling, traditional pattern, dear to Riemerschmid, will be re-used with
some variations also in the contemporary “Dining room” of Joseph Mayer’s House
(Munich, 1902). [10]
Other chromatic and geometric arrangement variations are to be found in the long
galleries at ground floor, located at the side of the theatre hall: in Riemerschmid’s
architecture the emotional explosion of the Zeitgeist is shown in the choice of
colours from the Mediterranean tradition.
In the gallery giving access to the stands, the masonries are decorated with creamshading stucco. The ground surfaces are dark rose-pink painted granting the space
vividness and plasticity.
The festive atmosphere of the new century can be caught also in the finest details of
the work, from door design to bright brass handles, to the covering with embossed
thin layers of radiator covers, to the variations on warm and cold colours of the
walls.
The metal warm colour can be found again in the small washbasin in the foyer on
second floor. Again yellow-orange in succession to blue and violet are used in the
lowered environment of the foyer on the second floor to create an atmosphere emo303

Fig.7, a - Richard Riemerschmid, Münchner Schauspielhaus, waiting room with coffered ceiling decorated with
cyclamen flowers. Fig. 7b, perspective of the gallery on the first floor. The thin arcades separate the public walking
area from the coatroom. The design with intersected circle of the ceiling is visible, with exposed lamps replacing the
chandeliers, [source: Der Kunstwart: Rundschau über alle Gebiete des Schönen. Monatshefte für Kunst, Literatur
und Leben n. 15, 2. 1902, tab. 13-14].

tionally loaded of expectations coming out in the hall entrance, according to the
elaborated symbology in Munich Theosophical society.[11]
Few years after the theatre building the first alterations in original decorations and
chromatics could be recorded. These alterations in the years when the theatre was
converted into a movie theatre, debased its quality to the extent that they posed a
threat to its destruction. After the Seventies the complex was fully restored thanks to
the initiative of the artist’s son. A philological restoration carried out in 2001-'03
was able to recover the original furniture and decorations.
5. Conclusion
In German culture of the first years of XX Century this small theatre represented for
a generation of young architects the model of a fully innovative approach to theatre
architecture tradition. [12]
Riemerschmid’s experimentation appears particularly modern because, wholly
renouncing to pictorial decoration of the hall, it entrusts the spatial narration to the
subversive force of pure colour. Extreme chromatics, ante litteram Expressionist,
lighted with unusual beauty by – at that time brand new – illuminating engineering.
The use of electric lamps will determine a completely different perception of the
internal spatiality.
In this piece of work Riemerschmid faces the topic of complex liaison establishing
between architectural shape and colour, using this one to make plasticity softener
and more natural – organic – and to obtain continuous iridescent and metamorphic
effects.
The complex correlation establishing between Steiner’s anthroposophic conception
of the colour and the global conception of the Münchner Schauspielhaus, yet
unexplored, is the key to understand a space where esoteric value can be sensed.
Many plastic spatial solutions, first of all chromatic solutions gave Steiner a valid
model to elaborate the Gotheanum I (1918-'22) and II, even if the influence of
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Hermann Obrist seems to be ascertained for both pieces of work. His influence was
decisive in orienting in “Pre-Expressionist” architecture the abstract and “visionary”
turning point in the “shape-colour” pair.
It is though correct to underline how the extolling of colours is one peculiar element
of the Bavarian culture, both ancient and modern. The use of coloured stuccos both
inside and outside is widely used in those years in the town of Munich, in particular
in the artists’ district of Schwabing [13].
Passion for chromatism dates back to Renaissance and Baroque tradition and
confirms in the particular neoclassic Bavarian declination. Evidence of that is given
by the research on polychromy on classical plastics carried out in the first decades of
the XIX century by Leo von Klenze [14] and his revolutionary interpretation of
ancient chromatism as modernity everlasting horizon.
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1. Introduction
Today is possible to realize a photo-realism of a design or of the reality of the
cultural heritage. A lot of researcher are making studies about the color in CAD field
to achieve the image of the reality that more than other is near the reality. But we
can see that there is not any cad expert researcher of photo-realism that can make a
drawing with the same intensity and the same beauty that Almeyda has been in his
works.
We will see the picture about his drawing and we will find the relationship between
the color and the architectonical technique. We will understand the reason to use that
color and not another one, why there is the roof or the façade in a color and not in a
another one. We will see the green of a drawing design and the sky; we will see the
glass of the windows and the draperies beyond the glass. We just need to understand
the right classification of the color to have the right connection between the color
used and the color that, today, the color science has been edited.
2. The principal colors used by Almeyda
In the analysis of the painting of Almeyda we find some colors that are used more
than others and that are always present in all his works. Which are these colors and
how can we make the catalogue of it? We can approximately talk about the blue for
the roof, the tan for the façade and the red cardinal for the draperies and the interior
design. The choice to use a color than another one is to research on the study of
Neoclassicism that in that period was in favor. For example, the roof is always
represented in blue because in that period the architects used the iron structure with
glass. So the glass used on the windows has the same color of the roof. So the façade
must be in tuff rock and its color is like brown or tan or something like this. Well,
now we must understand how to call all these color so that we can make a
comparison with the studies of all the other neoclassicism drawings.
We can start from the color that Almeyda used to paint the external roof: a special
kind of blue. The first definition that we can find in literature of this blue has been
discovered by Louis-Jacques Thenard in 1802 and it is a cold graduation of blue
created with the salt of cobalt. The aluminate of cobalt, that we know with the name
of cobalt blue, blue of Thenard and blue of Dresda, is a particular pigment that has
been synthesized for the first time in 1802 by Thenard that heated cobalt phosphate
with aluminate and that today is obtained from the calcination of cobalt oxide and
aluminate. This pigment was used by a lot of painter at the end of XIX century
because it was very permanent and drained very quickly.
The name of this color has been changed a lot of time and until now it is called in a
different way according to the color referential company.
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In Tab. 1 we can see the name of the different blues according the Xona.com Color
List Company established since 2001. Bubbles is a pale tint of baby blue. Beau blue
is a light tone of baby blue. The source of this color is the color that is called beau
blue in the Plochere Color System, a color system formulated in 1948 that is widely
used by interior designers. Baby blue eyes is a rich tone of baby blue. The source of
this color is the color that is called baby blue eyes in the Plochere Color System.
The colors used by the author is the mixture between the colors: Bubbles Light
(Xona.com Color List) (Hex: #F5FFFF) (RGB: 245, 255, 255), Baby Blue
(PerBang.dk) (Hex: #89CFF0) (RGB: 137, 207, 240) and Baby blue eyes (Plochere)
(Hex: #A1CAF1) (RGB: 161, 202, 241).
Bubbles Light (Xona.com Color List) (Hex: #F5FFFF) (RGB: 245, 255, 255)
Bubbles (Xona.com Color List) (Hex: #E7FEFF) (RGB: 231, 254, 255)
Beau blue (Plochere) (Hex: #BCD4E6) (RGB: 188, 212, 230)
BABY BLUE (PerBang.dk) (Hex: #89CFF0) (RGB: 137, 207, 240)
Baby blue eyes (Plochere) (Hex: #A1CAF1) (RGB: 161, 202, 241)
Tab. 1 – Different blues of Xona.com Color List Company

Color Name
LightBlue
LightBlue3
LightBlue4
LightCyan2
LightCyan3
LightSkyBlue3
LightSteelBlue
LightSteelBlue2
azure
azure3

BLUES
RGB Dec
RGB Hex
173,216,230
ADD8E6
154,192,205
9AC0CD
104,131,139
68838B
209,238,238
D1EEEE
180,205,205
B4CDCD
141,182,205
8DB6CD
176,196,222
B0C4DE
188,210,238
BCD2EE
240,255,255
F0FFFF
193,205,205
C1CDCD
Tab. 2 – Part of the list of HTML colors of blue

LightSkyBlue3

141,182,205

8DB6CD

LightSteelBlue2

188,210,238

BCD2EE

Azure

240,255,255

F0FFFF

Tab. 3 – Three colors used to obtain the roof color

If we are referring to the HTML Color the name is different and exactly the next
explain below. We selected same lines from this first post that lists all HTML colors,
including their decimal and hex numbers, plus named and css enabled values. The
section has been conducted considering the blue tonality that are nearest to Almeyda
paints. Tab. 2. To individuate the exactly color used by Almeyda we used a check
print from the list above and import it by Photoshop on the drawing on the roof
zone. We can conclude that there is not any definitive color that answer to the
characteristic of the blue used to paint the roof. It’s a mixture between the colors in
Tab.3.
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Fig. 1 - G. Damiani Almeyda: (a) medieval sainthood, facade, 1903; (b) sepulchral chapel for a dame, S. Orsola in
Palermo; (c) design of a coffe in a garden, particolar of the facade, before 1859; (d) Politeama Theatre in Palermo,
facade, 1879; P. Barbera, “Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda, artista architetto ingegnere”, Palermo, 2008

Fig. 2 - G. Damiani Almeyda: (a)- (b) restoration design of the dome of the cathedral in Marsala, cross section and
facade, 1893; (c) “church with one nave”, before 1859; (d)restoration design of the Church of “Corpi Decollati” in
Palermo, facade and plant , 1906; from P. Barbera, “Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda, artista architetto ingegnere”,
Palermo, 2008

Fig. 3 - G. Damiani Almeyda: (a) interior design of a chapiter inside Politeama Theatre, 1879; (b) policrome
restitution of the Partenone in Athena, from Damiani Almeyda, “Istituzioni ornamentali sull’antico e sul vero”, vol. in
folio, Torino- Palermo, 1889-1890, Tav. XXV, Brithish library, London; (c) Eretteo in Athena, nord cloister,
polychrome restitution of the ionic chapiter, from Damiani Almeyda, “Istituzioni ornamentali sull’antico e sul vero”, vol.
in folio, Torino- Palermo, 1889-1890, Tav. XLIV, Brithish library, London; (d) kuler of colbaltmint.
Navajo White

255,222,173

FFDEAD

SandyBrown

244,164,96

F4A460

Tan3

205,133,63

CD853F

Tab. 4 – Three colors used to obtain the facade color
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The use masterful by Almeyda gives deepness and intensity to his paints. But it’s
not only this. He well knew the geometry projection and the color is used so that
who’s reading the drawing can well understand the inclination of the roof and its
approximately long dimension. This effect is determinant to know the relations
between the real dimension of all the roof that are in the paint.
he use of a light source allows to realize the roles between the structural parts: the
one which are in outstandingness and the others one that are in re-entrance. The
color is strong connected to the use of the perspective projection in paint designed in
Monge projection. Color influence occurs when one color spectrally changes or
alters another. Most commonly, highly saturated colors can do this. In painting,
strongly pigmented hues like Ultramarine for example, lying next door to an orange
like Cadmium, can change the intensity to either dull it down to a light brown, or
shift it more towards the magenta, creating an optical salmon.
Achromatic, Monochrome, Analogous, Contrasting, Complementary, Double
Complementary, Split Complementary, Triad, Tetrad (aka Double Split
Complementary) all the color combination that we well know are consciously used
by Almeyda who achieved perfectly the color harmony. Color harmony is
organizing colors in a pleasing manner following the rules of harmonic color and
there are 10 of them. It’s pure aesthetics at its basic level. Before anything is created,
it’s figuring out which colors you will use. You need at least two colors to build a
harmony, but you can start with one as a base color. Everything else has to do with
the relationship that color has to all the others, and where they fall on the color
wheel. Once that was done, it was easy to edit my swatch as a new set. From here,
you click on any rule to generate a harmonized set of hues. One of the best ideas at
kuler was adding keywords to the swatch selections. We’ve always seen color
selection as something organic and keyword searches adds the words that most
people will use to describe colors. This means you can search for other swatches
using descriptive words like “spicy”, “vanilla”, “corporate” or “summer”. It’s free to
create an account and it costs you nothing. Even if you don’t use the ASE files you
can generate, you can always go back to your color selections and visually match
them to swatch books onscreen. We started with a single hue, cobalt blue. I imported
a Flickr image I found by searching for “cobalt blue”. We weren’t concerned with
any other color in the image. This was the first set of colors it pulled from the image.
I named it CobaltMint and made the blue my base color. This is considered a custom
mix because it doesn’t follow any harmonic rule. Kuler is by no means perfect. I’ve
listed, what could be reduced down to, 7 traditional color harmonies near the
beginning of this post. Kuler really fulfills only 4 of them. Harmonies can be
between a minimum of 2 colors (as in a complementary color harmony), but Kuler
wants a minimum of 3 colors to be able to share it in the public realm. You can
create them, you just can’t share them. The lack of contrasting, double
complementary, split and double split complementary, triad and tetrad color
harmonies is a little disheartening. It means if you were learning this stuff, you’d
only be learning half of what you should know. Another thing is it cannot select
colors from an image and then re-adjust the hues to their closest match following a
specified color harmony. The compound and shade rules they offer… I’m not sure
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how they could help anyone trying to figure out color harmonies. Color temperature
is strongly linked to color depth.
The same rules apply here. Warm colors appear to have a radiant heat and cool
coolers appear to generate a coolness. Here’s the controversy regarding warm and
cool colors: Many people can’t make up their minds which colors should be
considered warm or cool. This is an argument that’s been raging for centuries.
Some people quite simply, split the color wheel in half into warm and cool. Others
apply a general rule of any color that contains red, is considered warm. Personally, I
don’t believe any of this. Green has the ability to be warm (lime) and cool
(aquamarine). And you know what? So does magenta. The above color harmony
was created using the middle magenta hue as a base. The intent was to create a color
harmony that evoked a cold feeling, which it does. My point is that both magenta
and green straddle the warm-cool boundary. They are the only ones that have that
ability. This is why I see them as intermediate colors that can blend into warm or
cool. The study we made on blue color we repeat on the others colors and in
particularly on the brown of the façade and on the walls that are present in the
paints. We repot below the principal colors that synthesis the brown used.
3. Executives details and cultural influence.
The drawings about the executives details are fulls of a lot of deeply colors. We
can observe the fig. 3 in which report the drawing of the interior design (1879) of a
chapiter inside Politeama Theatre, of a polychrome restitution of the Parthenon in
Athena and of the Eretteo in Athena, nord cloister, polychrome restitution of the
ionic chapiter. Bright colors, cardinal red and tan, blue cobalt and bluemint are used
by Almeyda with mastery and the achievement of harmony is highest than in the
building design. The accuracy details is so deeply that is possible to read all the
style used, the materials, the colors and the end effect is magnificent. There is a
color, the blue one, that tear off the monochromatic effect of the other colors. The
cardinal red and the tan is typically the result of the neoclassicism study that
Almeyda made in his time. In 1810 Wolfgang Goethe edited his color theory and the
painter Philipp Otto Runge edited his work on the color sphere. Beginning by the
three primary colors of the painting science, blue, yellow and red he built a sphere
where, on the diametrical circumference, there are the hues of the color with more
color saturation that from yellow goes to green, to blue, to violet, to red, to orange to
comes back to yellow. About the brightness, the colors become cleaner if you look
the sphere from sud to nord. We can read the sphere also in its deep: in fact, if you
go inside towards the center, the color becomes dark.
Another important study is the one that was made by Michel Eugene Chevreul in the
second part of XIX century. It is about the influence of the colors. After being
named director of the dye works at the Gobelins Manufactory in Paris, he received
many complaints about the dyes being used there. In particular, the blacks appeared
different when used next to blues. He determined that the yarn's perceived color was
influenced by other surrounding yarns. This led to a concept known as simultaneous
contrast. Chevreul is also linked to what is sometimes called Chevreul's illusion, the
bright edges that seem to exist between adjacent strips of identical colors having
different intensities. See Chevreul's The Laws of Contrast of Color for more
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information. Chevreul's work addressed painting with the aim of reproducing nature
as closely as possible, by separating effects of light and chiaroscuro, which the artist
must repeat, from those of color contrast, which would apply to the paint's own color
and so be exaggerated. Yet the color principle subsequently had a great influence on
the birth of Neo-Impressionism and Orphism.
In the same time there was another researcher that gave an important contribute to
the color science: Hermann Von Helmholtz. In 1851, Helmholtz revolutionized the
field of ophthalmology with the invention of the ophthalmoscope; an instrument
used to examine the inside of the human eye. This made him world famous
overnight. Helmholtz's interests at that time were increasingly focused on the
physiology of the senses. His main publication, entitled Handbuch der
Physiologischen Optik (Handbook of Physiological Optics or Treatise on
Physiological Optics), provided empirical theories on depth perception, color vision,
and motion perception, and became the fundamental reference work in his field
during the second half of the nineteenth century. It was first translated into English
under the editorship of James P. C. Southall on behalf of the Optical Society of
America in 1924-5. His theory of accommodation went unchallenged until the final
decade of the 20th century. Helmholtz continued to work for several decades on
several editions of the handbook, frequently updating his work because of his
dispute with Ewald Hering who held opposite views on spatial and color vision. This
dispute divided the discipline of physiology during the second half of the 1800s. So,
we remember Nicholas Odgen Rood (1831–1902) who was an American physicist
best known for his work in color theory. He studied in Berlin and Munich before his
appointment as Chair of Physics at Columbia University, a position he held from
1863 until his death. His book on color theory, Modern Chromatics, with
Applications to Art and Industry, was published in 1879, with German and French
translations appearing in 1880 and 1881, respectively. Rood divided color into three
constants: purity, luminosity, and hue -equivalent to James Clerk Maxwell's tint,
shade, and hue-. Rood was an amateur artist, a member of the American Watercolor
Society. In 1874 he gave two lectures to the National Academy of Design in New
York on "Modern Optics in Painting". Along with Maxwell and Michel Eugène
Chevreul, Rood's work was an influence on the Impressionist artists and their
successors. The painter Camille Pissarro defined the aim of the Neo-Impressionists
in a letter: "To seek a modern synthesis of methods based on science, that is, based
on M. Chevreul's theory of color and on the experiments of Maxwell and the
measurements of N.O. Rood." Rood's theory of contrasting colors was particularly
influential on Georges-Pierre Seurat, the founder of Neo-Impressionism and the
foremost Pointillist. Rood suggested that small dots or lines of different colors, when
viewed from a distance, would blend into a new color. He believed that the
complementary colors of his color wheel, when applied in pairs by the artist, would
enhance the presence of a painting: "... paintings, made up almost entirely of tints
that by themselves seem modest and far from brilliant, often strike us as being rich
and gorgeous in color, while, on the other hand, the most gaudy colors can easily be
arranged so as to produce a depressing effect on the beholder.
To well understand the cultural effect influence on Almeyda we must tell something
about the figure of the researcher James Clerck Maxwell. Many of the items in use
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today, ranging from mobile phones to x-ray machines, are based on the discoveries
of James Clerk Maxwell. He gave the first demonstration of color photography to
the Royal Institution in London in 1861 - the year that Edinburgh Photographic
Society was founded. His demonstration was based on a specification outlined in a
paper that he presented to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1855. For his
demonstration, he arranged for three photographs of a tartan ribbon to be taken by
the professional photographer, Thomas Sutton. Each was made using a black+white
slide. These slides were exposed respectively through red, green and blue filters. He
then projected the slides simultaneously using three magic lanterns, all pointing at
the same screen. Each of the three slides was projected through its own color of
filter to create a colored image of the original ribbon on the screen. The image
included all the original colors on the ribbon. e.g. The red and green together gave a
yellow image, and all three colors together gave a white image. With this short
treatment we just describe all the cultural ferments that were when Almeyda made
his profession and this is indispensable to well understand the aware use of colors in
his paints.
4. Conclusion.
We just made a little application of all the research that we could make. And we can
conclude that is possible to have the color used if it is the result of a combination of
two or more than two colors. Almeyda not always used the representation of the
vegetation. However, we can observe a paint in which the reality is so close to the
drawing, in which the warmth deep of the photo-realism is so high that we can tell,
that today by cad system is not possible to obtain the same result and that all the
energy to find the correspondence with the new color alphabet is just to make an
international interpretation, with an international language. I mean that by cad is
possible to represent the reality like a picture, but it is not possible to represent the
reality in a drawing where you can read the poetry of the hand that made it, where
you can find the human aspects of arts. I mean that also if the color is quite the same
of the reality, also if the facade is obtained by the texture of a photogrammetric
capture, the representation will be cold and the color and luminous intensity will
never be the same that an artist can offer.
I’d like to show more than I did and I hope that it will possible in future.
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“We do not live inside a void that could be coloured with diverse shades of light, we live inside a set of
relations that delineates sites which are irreducible to one another and absolutely not superimposable on
one another.”
(Foucault 1967)

1. Digital experiences: photorealistic depictions and photographic
manipulations
“To know a place it is not always necessary to have been there.”
(Tabucchi, Antonio. 2002. Piccoli equivoci senza importanza, Feltrinelli, Milano)
*Eng. trans. by the authors

In one of his novels, Antonio Tabucchi unwittingly encapsulated a contemporary
truth: today we can “visit” almost anywhere on the planet via the World Wide Web.
Users of Google’s Satellite and Street View systems can get to know cities through
maps made up of colour photographs; it is not only possible to find one’s way
around but also to visually experience the local environment in a realistic way, to the
point of retaining memories almost as authentic as those originating from direct
experience. The project “I’ve never been there”, by the artist Andrea Bosio,
demonstrates that even architectural photography no longer requires leaving your
desk. His subjects are digital representations of major cities and their celebrated
landmarks, acquired from Google Street View.
Contemporary experience is increasingly based on the viewing of images rather than
on physical knowledge. Similarly, we no longer need to make sense of architectural
projects in their traditional format. In the digital era, technical drawings and scale
models become inadequate when computer graphic images now present detailed
designs of buildings – even before their foundations have been laid.

Fig. 1 – From the project “I’ve never been there” (2012) by Andrea Bosio, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris,
courtesy the artist.
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These sophisticated virtual representations have become as realistic as traditional
photographs. The scope of these techniques finds one of its most compelling
explanations in Walter Benjamin’s observation: “Everyone will have noticed how
much easier it is to get hold of a painting, more particularly a sculpture, and
especially architecture, in a photograph than in reality.” (Benjamin 1931 [1999,
523]). Some photographic prints of state of the art renderings look so authentic that
they can puzzle the viewer. Norman Foster tells of a surprised visitor in his Madrid
office staring at two such works by artist Giacomo Costa and exclaiming: “When
did all this happen? I never even heard about it!” (Costa 2008, book foreward).

Fig. 2 – Giacomo Costa, Atto n.10, 2007, c-print 125x300, private collection Elena and Norman Foster, courtesy
guidi&schoen artecontemporanea, Genova.

Despite urban planning and architectural design having more crucial environmental,
theoretical, social and political issues to solve beyond their cosmetic and
representational qualities, the ever increasing importance and multifaceted function
of “rendering” in contemporary practice are undeniable. Even on a small scale,
projects are always photographed and contextualised before their implementation.
The photo-realistic rendering no longer requires retouching or photo-montage: they
are now shaped and texturised through state of the art software, and the final results
are astonishingly convincing. Moreover, it is possible that such representations may
lead to a reiterative process of minor adjustments or even a complete rethinking of
the project until the desired photogenic result has been achieved.
From the diorama to the inventions of photography and cinema, developments in
visual modern history have been shaped around the need of contemporary audiences
to be captivated by the extraordinary. This insatiable appetite has found an
inexhaustible source of raw material in digital technologies and their hyper-realistic
special effects. But with infinitely increasing possibilities of a technologically
enhanced experience of reality, one might fear an imminent loss of interest in more
conventional ways of experiencing the world, or a growing need to escape the
“ordinary” and even nature itself. In light of this, Lars von Trier’s latest film,
Melancholia, serves as a manifesto.
It opens with a Wagner-inspired visual overture using slow-motion footage that
evokes art masterpieces and establishes the themes of the film. It is a visually
arresting sequence that, like a painting in a museum, demands the spectator’s
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attention and intellectual participation. There seems to be a legitimate implication
here, a subtle reference to the fading aura of the art masterpiece, the
acknowledgement that the throne of engagement is now reserved for digitally
enhanced filmography. A further deduction is that ordinary, commonplace human
events and interaction, as well as nature and its contemplation, are diminishing
sources of inspiration and marvel. Melancholia's final image, despite being
powerfully destructive and haunting, leaves an euphoric state of peace and
acceptance, one that is so rarely achieved in life.

Fig. 3 – Lars von Trier, Melancholia (2011). Still from video of the overture.

“All that once was directly lived has become mere representation” (Debord 1968
[1994], thesis 1). So, on the one hand we are increasingly exposed to more realistic
renderings that prefigure future or futuristic events, while on the other the
experience of “realty” and “truth” is filtered through technological intervention.
Social networks display millions of overly-saturated, distorted, over-exposed, sepiatinted images, photo-montage and Warhol-style compositions. The culture of the
image in the “society of spectacle” has led to the era of the homo videns, while the
homo sapiens belongs to the past (Galimberti 2009, 236). Thanks to computergenerated special effects and tools such as Photoshop, digital camera software and,
above all, smartphone apps, what was once the artist’s prerogative is now
everyone’s common practice: we can all achieve an unprecedented number of photo
effects at the click of a button. From the realm of fine art, through graphic design
and advertising, professional communication has reached the man in the street and is
now in every day use.
Although the aim of digital manipulation is to bestow the image with extraordinary
visual qualities, in the viewer’s perception the results of such practices are somehow
suspended between reality and fiction. There is always a sense of wonder in front of
ambiguously “authentic” images. If traditionally, hyper-realism serves to convey a
sense of the future, amateur photo and video effects tend to suggest nostalgia. There
is an emotional promiscuity at play, whereby the present is always overshadowed –
either by the vivid colours of the future or by the burned highlights and the faded
hues of the past.
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Fig. 4 – Botto e Bruno, Deep end, (particular), 2012, photomontage, courtesy Istituto Italiano di cultura , Madrid.

2. Advertising for a building: the Shard of Glass
This dual photographic representation – a pre-figuration of the project and a
documentation of the experience – has become typical of the "celebrity" buildings
that enter the urban scene as if it were a stage. One of the most recent is the
skyscraper designed by Renzo Piano at London Bridge Station, better known as the
Shard of Glass. With its 310-metre height, it is the tallest building in western
Europe. Eight glass shards define the shape of the tower, which owing to its lowiron glass coating acquires a particular reflective quality, changing colour with the
time of day and the position of the sun.
Unlike other cities such as New York or Hong Kong, the Shard in London is not part
of an existing cluster of high rise buildings, its “exuberance” can provoke a
profound echoing of what Gaston Bachelard called retentissement (Bachelard 1958
[1996, 12]). The Shard’s references and inspirations include the masts of ships
docked in the nearby Pool of London and Monet’s paintings of the Houses of
Parliament, while its pinnacle form also evokes the historic memory of the spires
around St Paul’s Cathedral, as depicted in Canaletto’s eighteenth-century paintings.
The Shard is three times the height of St Paul’s, and its sculpted tapering structure
has already become the most visible landmark in London's skyline.
Piano stresses the Shard's public function: “The reason that this building will be
loved – and I am ready to bet that it will be loved – is because it will be accessible,
because it is transparent, understandable and not mysterious. It is a public building.”
Once completed, the Shard will be surely a lived-in place, rather than a mere a place
of transience.
However, it is also a “product” that has been advertised and publicised with
innovative marketing strategies which rely on the power of images. London “after
the Shard” can already be seen in hundreds of promotional photographs, while
references to the past reinforce and legitimise the positioning of this brand-new
landmark. For instance, a 30-metre long reproduction of one of Canaletto's famous
River Thames paintings graces a temporary side wall at the newly transformed
entrance to London Bridge Station.
From a perspective of global communication, the Shard has a “personal” website to
promote its dynamism and uniqueness [11], as well as a dedicated website for the
London Bridge Quarter renovation [12] where the celebrity building has its own
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section. Phrases such as “inspiring change” and “vibrant new district” coupled with
the beautiful renderings of the Shard highlight the significant investment in the area.

Fig. 5 – Comparing 21st and 18th century waterfronts. On the right Canaletto’s The Thames Looking towards
Westminster from near York Water Gate (1746-1747).

Already one of the city's major tourist attractions, the Shard has captured public
attention and fascination through a variety of digital renderings and video
animations, including “Shard 2012” (a collaboration between London-based
architectural computer graphics studio Hayes Davidson and the photographer Nick
Wood). This online photography exhibition showcases images from some of the best
vantage points from which the Shard can be photographed and admired in all its
splendour [13]. In late 2010, Wood visited some of these vantage points and
captured the best views of the skyline and the fast-rising construction. After
selecting the most compelling panoramas, Hayes Davidson set to work to
“complete” the Shard through state of the art digital techniques. This online
exhibition was published two years ahead of the building’s completion.
Such renderings generate a preliminary experience of the tower in its context, in that
they let us visualise the building's impact on the city landscape in the same way that
pictures in books have done for centuries. However, the realistic images on the
internet are more convincing than ever, so persuasive that the Shard has already
become a powerful emblem of change and progress.

Fig. 6 – Renderings of the Shard realized by Hayes Davidson studio, courtesy Renzo Piano Building Workshop.
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A jewel of technological and engineering skill, the Shard enriches the vision of
modern glass architecture as imagined by the visionary architectural writer Paul
Scheerbart (1863-1915). His words seem to refer to the Shard's night renderings:
“Then one thinks of the great palaces and cathedrals of glass […] like structures, on
solid land and in the water – often in movement – and of ever more water in ever
different colours. On Venus and Mars they will stare in wonder and no longer
recognise the surface of the earth.” (Scheerbart 1914, [1972, 66]). But the reflections
of the sky and the ever-changing colours are generated by the Shard’s materials, and
can only be experienced when close by. When moving far away from it, even by
only a few miles, its glow wanes in the landscape: the three-dimensional skyscraper
becomes a flat monochrome graphic composition.
By stepping away from the structure one can grasp its other nature: it is not just a
building or an object of worship, it is a tool for drawing and redefining the London
skyline.
Now intrinsically embedded in the city’s topography, the Shard creates a visual
experience that overwhelms the spectator from a variety of perspectives and vantage
points: these newly fabricated panoramas function as live billboards promoting a
certain kind of architecture as if it were a brand.
From the images that pursue a three-dimensional reality (renderings) to the images
one enjoys through direct experience (skyline views), the Shard has become an
“urban fact” as defined by Aldo Rossi, and due to its “visibility”, it is a fact of art in
the artistic fabric of London (Rossi 1966, 25:31).

Fig. 7- Views of the Shard in 2011, digital manipulations.

3. The colour of time. A photographic project around the Shard
As well as increasingly becoming a tool for representing reality in a single
revelatory narrative, photography remains a medium of artistic experimentation and
theoretical reflection.
This photographic project stemmed from the desire to compile an inventory of the
new image of London after its latest landmark – a visual diary reflecting on the
significance of the city’s most recent transformation.
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The Shard is the final act of a radical renovation process and the emblem of a new
phase – a 10-year redevelopment that has profoundly reshaped not only the
architectural fabric of the London Bridge district but, most importantly, people's
perception of the entire area.

Fig. 8 - Ljudmilla Socci, The positioning of a landmark, still from video, HD, colour, 60”, 2012 (work in progress),
courtesy the artist; left top to bottom: St. Katharine's pier,Tower of London Park, Imperial Wharf, Waterloo bridge;
right top to bottom: Imperial War Museum, Farringdon road, Canary Wharf, St. Katharine's Wharf.

The closer you stand, the stronger the Shard's aura. So much so, that from a few
metres away – too close to fully appreciate the scope of its grandeur – it is the
colourful atmosphere of the crowd and the surrounding busy streets that reflect its
continually changing expression. The Shard's central role grabs the viewer’s
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attention, obscuring everything else in its gigantic shadow: one event, one place, one
moment. It is a way of observing that denies reality as a complete set of relations
and ignores the urban environment in its complexity, like the thousands of
promotional photographs and renderings of the Shard disseminated all over the
internet.
Only by stepping back from the Shard is it possible to leave behind the clamour
surrounding it, to understand and capture its function as a modern-day Polar Star.
This photographic project consists of a series of shots observing the Shard from a
distance, that is, in its territorial scale, with a fixed video camera placed in sixty
different locations, all glimpsing the partially eclipsed building.
This visual approach reinstates the unity of the urban context: Canary Wharf, the
Imperial War Museum, the South Bank Centre, Tower Bridge, the Olympic Village
etc. all look at the Shard with an approving eye. The sixty locations pinned on the
map form an embracing circle that simultaneously legitimates and includes the glass
celebrity. These other landmarks welcome the newcomer into the circle, while at the
same time vying for immortality.
The sixty, one-minute videos (all running at the same time) result in only one minute
of synchronous watching. There is movement in the foreground: lapping water,
swaying trees, passersby – each frame referring to the passing of time, and subtly
hinting at the things that happen when nothing seems to be happening.
The building is no longer the main character on stage, it is merely a graphic
composition of lines on the horizon, disappearing into the foggy skyline or
transforming in the pink light of the sunset. Above all, it is a photographic image,
the image of a fabricated landscape reconfigured by the positioning of an
inescapable landmark.
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Introduction
"The human being is an unsuspecting recipient of the landscape ... but from their
silence idiosyncratic character shapes the individuals who inhabit it, that nexus
imperceptible identity calling himself" Garrett Eckbo.
Art is the result of creativity and imagination, embodied in a product whose
production and use of natural materials fair has become an important market for
craft production in Colombia with worldwide reach. The manufacture of handicrafts
as artifacts, costumes, props are loaded with a high cultural value becoming unique
pieces. The craftsmanship in Colombia today, is projected as a productive solution
for the country and the use of color in each piece represents your identity. The
diversity of the regions in Colombia is given by the climatic and geographic
variables that provide a wide cultural diversity are reflected in the traditional crafts,
whose output variable is divided by location, urban or rural and different kinds of
people: indigenous , mestizo, rom Raizal and of African descent. From visits, tours
and observation of handicrafts in different regions of the country, it was established
a palette of color and identity in them, both cultural and geographical location
according to the traditional manual bill, framed in trades, techniques and materials
used in different areas. This allowed us to establish, taking into account the great
diversity of communities and climates, each region has a color palette that identifies
you.
According to the importance and richness in color management, different regions
were selected, professions and craftsmanship. The regions selected were:
Cundiboyacense sector, Tolima and Huila, Guajira, Cesar and Nariño. The crafts:
pottery, weaving and applique work with natural resins. Techniques: pottery,
weaving per roll, tissue needle basketry, millinery and application of resins on
wood.
1. Color applied in handcrafted ceramics. Cundiboyacense Sector
This sector is characterized by the use of color in the clays used in their handicrafts,
ranging from reds, to the ocher and yellow, characteristic of this material, used in
pottery and ceramics in the municipality of Ráquira, Chibcha language word that
means land of potters, located in the department of Boyacá. These indigenous
communities elaborated ceramic vases and pots of red clay, to store and prepare
food. This ancient tradition remains to this day in this sector.
Meanwhile, in the hot zone of La Chamba in Guamo, a town located in the
department of Tolima, the treatment applied to the manufacturing process and
finished in black clay of ceramic products, identify this region. This technique
through joint work between craftsmen and designers, has achieved international
recognition in design, the new proposals combine ceramics keeping alive the
identity of this region.
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Fig. 1-Regions handmade in Colombia, in weaving techniques, Guajira, basketwork, Cundinamarca and Boyacá,
ceramics, Tolima and Huila, Nariño-Mop Mop.

Fig. 2 - Baskets and roll with sisal fibers and natural dyes

Fig. 3- Needle tissues produced by the Wayuu community

Fig.4- Resin application technique mop mop in southern Colombia in the department of Nariño

2. Identification of color in natural fibers used in weaving and basketry.
2.1 Basketry

The use of color also applies to natural plant fibers such as sisal or sisal. Since
prehistoric times, the fiber has been used in Colombia, especially in the region of
Macaws, rural and agricultural area in the Department of Boyacá, recognized by the
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management of high range of colors applied to the coil basketry. Another important
region for the use of color in their products is the Department of Cesar. There are the
indigenous Kankuamo, Atanquez communities, Las Flores, Guatapuri
Chemesquemena and Valledupar who apply the color with natural dyes to the
product by their higher cultural identity: the backpack. This is a symbol of
femininity and fertility and represents the most stable economic livelihood of the
artisans of the region. Natural dyes and traditional designs in your stitches as the
comb, centipede worm his way enclosed, tree leaves, four corners of the world,
drawn from their surroundings nestled in the mountains, give identity to the
backpack Kankuamo. Another is the palm fiber and straw Iraca shawl, whose
scientific name Carludovica Palmata. This raw material is a very important aspect in
the design and manufacture of hats and traditional high quality baskets. Currently
iraca with chemical dyes are dye and new cultural rescue projects have used natural
plant dyes each region as walnut, annatto, onion, avocado seeds and skins of
potatoes, a variety of colors that have become a new palette including the natural
tone of the fiber.
2.2 Weaving

North of the country, in the Guajira region recognized the fabrics woven by the
women of the Wayuu indigenous community, the characteristic color of their
knapsacks, also called Susu and hammocks are unique to each family. We worked
on the importance in saving the iconography and the application of traditional
techniques, emphasizing the importance of preserving the tradition for the products
and their meanings do not perish. The Wayuu community use representations of
geometric figures that symbolize elements of nature like animals, plants, stars that
surround their daily lives. Management of strong colors and their combinations in
their craft provides this community identity where yellow represents the sun and the
earth of the desert, red means strength and represents everything good, pure white,
blue ocean, orange and black quiet sadness.
3. Color and Technical resin and wood.
One technique, within the projects of identity and cultural rescue in Colombia, is
called Pasto Varnish, natural resin obtained from an endemic tree called Mopa
Mopa, which grows
in the Amazon climate of the jungles of Putumayo. This technique involves cooking
the seed soak and tree Mopa Mopa, to obtain an elastic consistency, using a
kneading process to obtain very thin lamellae applied to wooden objects. It has
developed a wide range of color from the primary colors to the gold and copper,
ranges that give a metallic finish on the wood and creating designs with the unique
technique of cutting the wood resins.
4. Conclusions.
The ancient techniques of applying color in crafts provide a wide range that can
identify and create specific characteristics over the crafts, techniques and
applications, which are preserved as part of the Colombian cultural heritage
reflected in the products offered nationally and internationally. Even without having
a major technological development, preserving the tradition and seeks to preserve
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this work frequently with natural products, which identify the communities, regions,
occupations and techniques in environmental conservation.
The color palettes are a great opportunity for designers, artists and entrepreneurs
seeking a new perspective on color management and product innovation.
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